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AlBS'lI'lRACT 
This thesis attempts a systematic analysis of the stylistic devices used in Modern 
Greek fictional writing for the representation of a character's speech and thought. It 
specifically focuses on the study of those techniques in which the narrator's overtness 
is kept to a minimum, i.e. Free Indirect Discourse, also known as "style indirect libre", 
and Quoted Monologue. 
The present study consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 discusses areas of 
narrative structure of which many contradictory accounts are offered, and critics' 
attempts to define modes of consciousness. It also briefly outlines the Modern Greek 
tense system as a basis for the subsequent analysis of Modern Greek fictional devices. 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are the analytical chapters where speech and thought 
presentation techniques, ranging from the more diegetic to the more mimetic, are 
investigated. In the analysis speech and thought presentation modes are treated 
separately not only for reasons of clarity but because their effects are different. My 
examples are taken from selected nineteenth and twentieth century Modern Greek 
literary texts. The passages are given in the original Greek but a translation in English 
is also included. 
Chapter 2 deals with speech. All five speech categories (Le. Narrative Report of 
Speech Acts, Indirect Speech, Free Indirect Speech, Direct Speech and Free Direct 
Speech) are examined but special emphasis is placed on the analysis of Free Indirect 
Speech and on the identification of its markers in first and third-person narratives. 
Chapter 3 specifically concentrates on the analysis of Free Indirect Thought in 
first and third-person narratives and on the isolation of its indices. Its effects are also 
examined. 
Chapter 4 studies the technique of Quoted Monologue in first and third-person 
narratives. It also includes a discussion of its effects. 
My conclusion summarizes the results of the research and underlines the 
necessity for further investigation in this area. 
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0.1. Aim of the present study 
Speech and thought presentation in fictional writing has been one of the main 
concerns of many nineteenth and twentieth century novelists. A survey of previous 
scholarship has shown that there is no systematic description of the techniques 
available to Modern Greek authors in reproducing their characters' speech and thought 
The present study attempts to identify and analyse speech and thought presentation 
modes in selected nineteenth and twentieth century Modern Greek literary texts and in 
particular those modes which are characterized by narratorial covertness. By doing so, 
it aims to contribute to a fuller understanding and a richer appreciation of Modern 
Greek literary works. 
0.2. Design of the present study 
The present study consists of four chapters. After a brief introduction outlining 
the aim and design of the thesis, Chapter 1 is concerned with some theoretical and 
methodological preliminaries to prepare the ground for the analysis of speech and 
thought presentation techniques in the ensuing chapters. More specifically it discusses 
briefly the verbal system in Modern Greek (M.G.) in order to help the reader 
understand the function of the categories of tense, aspect, mood and voice in M.G. and 
for what reasons M.G. authors choose certain verb forms. Next it contains a review of 
the most influential theories on narrative structure developed by the Anglo-American 
school of criticism, the Formalists, the Structuralists and the German School. This 
review attempts to shed light on areas of the structure of narrative of which many 
contradictory accounts are offered and thus facilitate the examination of speech and 
thought modes in M.G. narratives. Finally it includes a discussion of the phenomenon 
of Free Indirect Discourse (FlO), the general term I use after McHale (1978: 250) to 
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refer to the stylistic device of "style indirect libre", a review of critics' attempts to 
define modes of consciousness and the categorization of speech and thought 
presentation techniques to be used in the study. The techniques range from the more 
"diegetic" to the more "mimetic". 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 form the nucleus of the investigation. They deal with the 
analysis of speech and thought presentation techniques in selected nineteenth and 
twentieth century M.G. literary texts. First editions of the Greek texts are not always 
being used in the thesis because some of them are effectively unobtainable in both the 
United Kingdom and Greece. However, dates of flrst publication of the Greek texts, 
where feasible, are given in the bibliography. The passages analysed are given in the 
original Greek but a translation into English is also included. This translation would 
not be a very elaborate one but an almost word for word representation of the Greek 
because the aim is to enable the reader to understand how the Greek authors reproduce 
their characters' speech and thought through an isolation of a number of indices. Such 
indices tend to disappear in passages translated into a more normal form of English. 
However, for the more difflcult sentences a more fluent translation will also be given 
in brackets. 
In the analysis, speech and thought presentation techniques are treated separately 
not only for ease of reference but also because their effects are different. 
Chapter 2 concentrates on speech presentation techniques, which are the 
following: 
a) NARRATIVE REPORT OF SPEECH ACTS (NRSA)l. 
b) INDIRECT SPEECH (IS) which is inclusive of McHale's (1978: 259) 
category of IS mimetic to some degree. 
c) FREE INDIRECT SPEECH (FIS) one of the two subdivisions of FID. 
d) DIRECT SPEECH (DS) and 
e) FREE DIRECT SPEECH (FDS). 
IThis is a term introduced by Leech and Short (1981: 323). It is similar to McHale's (1978: 258) 
"diegetic summary" and to Page's (1988: 37) "submerged speech". 
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Examples from all five categories are given but special emphasis is placed on the 
analysis of FIS in first and third-person narratives and on the identification of its 
markers. The effects of each of the above mentioned techniques and in particular of 
FIS are also examined. 
Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to thought presentation. The categorization of the 
techniques is as follows: 
a) NARRATIVE REPORT OF A TIIOUGHT ACf (NRTA). 
b) INDIRECf THOUGHT (IT). 
c) FREE INDIRECf THOUGHT (Fm, the second subdivision ofFID .. 
d) DIRECf TIIOUGHT (OT) and 
e) FREE DIRECf THOUGHT (FDT), which in its sustained form becomes 
QUOTED MONOLOGUE (QM). 
In Chapter 3, there is an analysis of passages from all five techniques but the 
primary focus is on the mode of FIT. FIT contains not only reports of thoughts and/or 
a rendering of the characters' immediate consciousness of such thoughts but also a 
rendering of other kinds of consciousness (Le. sense impressions, products of 
imagination). The indices of FIT in both first and third-person narratives are identified 
through the use of contextual and linguistic criteria and its effects in first and third 
person narration are discussed. 
Finally in Chapter 4, there is a study of the technique of QM in first and third-
person narratives. The term QM is adopted by Cohn (1978: 12) and is used as a cover 
tenn for both silent soliloquies and interior monologues in modem novels. The effects 
of the technique are also examined. 
The concluding remarks summarize the results of the analysis and make clear that 
further research is needed. 
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CHAlPTlER 1 
PRELIMINARIES TO THE MAIN STUDY 
1.1. Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to prepare the ground for the analysis of narrative 
techniques in the ensuing chapters through a discussion of the M.G. tense system and 
of the various theoretical accounts of narrative style. 
First it will examine briefly the verbal system in M.G. in order to help the reader 
understand the function of the categories of tense, aspect, mood, and voice in the 
identification of speech and thought modes in M.G. fiction. It will then review the 
most influential theories on narrative structure proposed by different schools of 
criticism, i.e. the Anglo-American School, the Formalists, the Structuralists and the 
German School, in order to shed light on many areas of the structure of narrative of 
which many contradictory accounts are offered, and thus facilitate the analysis of M.G. 
narratives. 
It will conclude with a brief discussion of the phenomenon of "style indirect 
libre", or Free Indirect Discourse as I prefer to call it, following McHale (1978: 250), a 
review of critics' attempts to define modes of consciousness and the categorization of 
speech and thought presentation techniques to be used in the analysis. 
1.2. THE VERBAL SYSTEM IN M.G. 
1.2.1. Tense in M.G. 
Before examining the category of tense in M.G., we will briefly consider tense in 
general. 
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The interrelation of time and tenses in human language has always been a field of 
great interest and debate and various theories have been proposed which attempt to 
explain this relation. One of the most well known is the tense system developed by 
Reichenbach (1947). Reichenbach (op. cit., 290) recognized the involvement of three 
elements, i.e. the points of event, speech and reference, and of the temporal relations 
existing among them in the description of tenses. Using Reichenbach's example (op. 
cit., 288) in a sentence like "Peter had gone" three time-points are present; the point of 
speech, which is the utterance time, the point of event, which indicates when Peter 
went, and the time of reference, which is a time point between the other two points, 
since in an individual sentence, as Reichenbach remarks, it is not clear which time 
point is the reference point but it is rather determined by the context of speech. These 
three points are always present in all tenses although in some of them two of these 
three elements can coincide. For instance, the reference point can be simultaneous with 
the point of event or with the point of speech. The three points of time can be combined 
in different ways to account for the specification of tenses in such languages as 
English. 
Reichenbach's great innovation was the inclusion of the point of reference in the 
description of tenses and although his tense system has been severely criticized 1 or 
even rejected2 there is general agreement among scholars that tenses are best specified 
in terms of time points. 
Tense can be defined as the grammaticalized location of a situation in time, 
normally with the present moment being used as a reference point (Comrie, 1985: 9). 
Therefore tense is a deictic category because "it relates the time of the action, event or 
IPrior (1967: 13) considers Reichenbach's system as too simple to account for tenses for which more 
than one point of reference is needed because it provides for only one reference point. For that reason 
he regards as unnecessary the sharp distinction, drawn by Reichenbach, between the point of reference 
and the point of speech which, according to Prior, is the first point of reference. 
2Cornrie's (1981: 29) main argument concerns the point of reference which, as he points out, is not 
necessary in the description of certain tenses (i.e. absolute tenses). Thus for Comrie the difference 
between the Present Perfect and the Simple Past is not one of reference point, as it is for Reichenbach, 
but one of aspect. For Declerck (1986: 320), on the other hand, who attempts to reconcile 
Reichenbach's and Comrie's theories, the Present Perfect and the Simple Past differ not only in aspect, 
as Comrie claims, but also in the way they locate a situation in time. 
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state of affairs referred to in the sentence to the time of utterance (the time of utterance 
being 'now')" (Lyons, 1968: 305). 
Let us now examine the tense system in M.G. In M.G. there is a distinction 
between past and non-past tenses. The past tenses include the imperfect and the past 
(or aorist). The non-past tenses are the present and the future, which are subsumed 
under one analysis because although the past fonus are marked for pastness3 in that in 
most cases they specify past actions, the non-past are not so marked because they can 
denote not only actions which occur in the present or in the future time but timeless4 
actions as well (Mackridge, 1985: 125). 
The present and the past tenses are monolectic whereas the future tense is not 
expressed morphologically but syntactically with the future/modal particle "8a." (tha) 
and a non-past form of either perfective or imperfective aspect. This has prompted 
Comrie (1976: 97) to state that in M.G. the tense distinction between Present and 
Future forms in the non-past tenses does not exist any more because it has been 
replaced by an aspectual distinction. For that reason in Mackridge's semantic analysis, 
the future tense is regarded as a function of the subjunctive (op. cit., 274). However, 
in Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton's descriptive analysis, the future is considered as 
belonging to the indicative verb group because all the above mentioned tense 
distinctions are present in the indicative, but they are relative to the mood in the 
subjunctive and the imperative. In the imperative, for instance, the verb can only make 
aspectual distinctions because the time ofreference is future (1987: 174). 
Palmer (1986: 218) observes that the future tense in many languages derives 
from a modal-type auxiliary. In the case of M.G. "tha is a reflex of mELD: 'I wish'" 
(see also Bull, 1968: 32). 
3There are instances in which a past form does not denote past time. For example fiyame! (= we 
departed) is often used in the sense of "we are setting off right now" or "let's go" (see Daltas, 1979: 44-
5). 
4Lyons (1977: 681) has drawn attention to the fact that the present tense used for the expression of 
gnomic utterances, the term he uses to refer to both timeless and omnitemporal utterances, has nothing 
to do with present time. Gnomic utterances, even when they are time-bound, are non-deictic. This is 
the reason why such utterances can also be expressed in the past. In M.G. in addition to the gnomic 
present the gnomic aorist is also possible especially in the case of animated language (see Goodwin, 
1955: 276). 
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Modal distinctions in M.G. are expressed with the combination of the particle 
"ea." (tha) with past forms. M.G. also differentiates between absolute and relative 
tenses. As Comrie (1985: 56) has remarked the main difference between relative and 
absolute tenses lies in the specification of their reference time. In the absolute tenses the 
reference point is always the present moment while in the relative tenses it is 
detennined by the context, with the present moment being one of the possible reference 
points. In M.G. the absolute tenses are the present and the past tenses whereas the 
relative tenses in the past are the present perfect and the pluperfect. In contrast to the 
absolute tenses, the relative ones are formed periphrastically. In addition, Joseph and 
Philippaki-Warburton (op. cit., 173) recognize the future perfect and the future 
pluperfect as the relative tenses in the future. 
1.2.2. Aspect 
Aspect, which is a non-deictic category since it is not relative to the time of 
utterance, is concerned with the different ways of viewing "the internal temporal 
constituency of a situation" (Comrie, 1976: 5). It can be expressed either inflectionally 
or periphrastically in a particular language. 
In M.G. aspect ranks higher than tense because it is always indicated, while 
tense is not. In M.G. the main aspectual distinction is between perfective (pfv.) and 
imperfective (impf.) aspects with both of them having a morphological expression. 
They are differentiated by the stem used. The perfective uses the aorist stem (e.g. 
Xciaw) while the imperfective the present stem (e.g. Xcivw). The endings used for the 
two aspects are the same for all past and non-past tenses: e.g. 
1) "Exaaa (pfv.) Ta. KAEltka. Ilou. 
I lost my keys. 
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2) Ko.8E ¢opo. nov EXavE (impf.) TO. KAEl8Lo. TT]S EKAaL)'E. 
Every time she lost her keys, she cried. 
(my examples) 
In addition, there is a third aspect, the perfect, which is not considered as crucial 
as the other two for two main reasons. Firstly it is always expressed periphrastically, 
and secondly these periphrastic expressions do not consist of uninterrupted unities in 
that either a time adverbial or a whole nominal or adverbial phrase can be placed 
between the two verbal elements of the periphrasis (Mackridge, 1985: 103). 
3) T6 EXW ';811 8LO$o.O"EL aUT6 T6 ~l~AtO. 
I have already read this book. 
(my example) 
The perfect aspect appears in the following M.O. tenses: the present perfect, 
which can only be formed by perfectiveS verbs, the pluperfect, the future perfect and 
the future pluperfect. 
The perfective/imperfective opposition is found in all M.O. tenses, moods and 
non-fmite forms (Comrie, 1976: 127) except the conditional. 
In M.O. the perfective aspect is employed when the speaker tends to view the 
action from a distance, iooking upon it as a completed whole irrespective of its 
occurrence in the future or in the past (Mackridge, op. cit., 105). This suggests that the 
perfective is the unmarked6 aspect because it does not denote whether an action is 
iterative or durative or none of the two. In past and future time reference the perfective 
5Comrie (1976: 61 ff.) notes that the perfect tense is more naturally associated with the perfective 
aspect because it looks at a situation in terms of its consequences which are more likely to be the 
consequences of a completed situation rather than of an incomplete one. Thus in M.G. the form "exo 
feri" (pfv.) is the only grammatical formation. However, Comrie's classification of the perfect as an 
aspect has been considered as unfortunate by certain linguists (see Mourelatos, 1978: 432 ff.). 
6 According to the theory of markedness in an opposition with two or three members the member 
which is more usual and normal than the others is unmarked. Since, however, there are oppositions in 
which all members may be marked, Comrie (1976: 76) has suggested a number of criteria, i.e. 
semantic, morphological, and statistical, which must be taken into account in deciding whether a 
category is marked or unmarked. 
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aspect can be used to express an action which occurs more than once. Dahl (1985: 189) 
has pointed out that in M.G. the perfective aspect normally indicates past time 
reference. Although possible with future time reference, it cannot be used with present 
time reference. For example: 
4) X8es El8a (pfv.) ~lci Ev8la<\>epoooa ciYYEAla aTfW E<Pll~Ep(8a. 
Yesterday I saw an interesting advertisement in the newspaper. 
(my example) 
The imperfective aspect is concerned with the internal structure of a situation and 
it can indicate either progressivity or habituality. When the speaker uses the 
imperfective aspect, his viewpoint is the time of the event indicated by the verb and not 
the time of speech (Mackridge, 1985: 105). The following examples illustrate the two 
meanings of the imperfective aspect 
5) "OTav ft~ouv O"TO 811~OTlKO, E~AETIa (impf. iterative) TllAEopa<J1'l ~ovo 
Ka.8E llif3~aTo. 
When I was in primary school, I watched T.V. only every Saturday. 
6) X8es, TT"lV wpa TIOl) e~AETIa (impf. progressive) TllA€OpaO'll, eYLvE 
8laKoml pEu~aTos. 
Yesterday, while I was watching T.V., there was a power-cut. 
(my examples) 
Generally speaking, in M.O. the way in which a speaker views an action at the 
time of utterance is more important than the actual nature of the action itself. 
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Aspect applies equally to verbs in main and subordinate clauses although 
sometimes in subjunctive subordinate clauses more complications arise (Maclcridge, 
op. cit., 108). 
1.2.3. Mood 
Traditionally mood is restricted to the verbal category. As a result it has become 
grammaticalized and therefore removed from semantics. Yet modality, as Palmer 
(1986: 21) has noted, is not expressed in all languages in the verb. Modality is 
semantically relevant to the whole sentence and not only to the verb. It can be 
expressed in a variety of ways in particular languages, i.e. by moods, modal verbs, 
particles and clitics (op. cit., 33). Although Palmer believes that a distinction should be 
drawn between mood and modality, since the former is grammatical and the latter is 
semantic, serious problems created by this distinction have made him retain both terms. 
Palmer, following Lyons (1977: 452), also recognizes two kinds of modality: 
epistemic, which expresses "belief, knowledge, truth etc. in relation to proposition 7", 
and deontic which "is concerned with action, by others and the speaker himself' (1986: 
96). They have two features in common; subjectivity, which is relative to the speaker's 
involvement, and non-factuality, i.e. the term Palmer prefers to Lyons' factivity. 
Although epistemic and deontic modalities seem distinct, Palmer (op. cit.) believes that 
it would be better if they were treated as subdivisions of a single category for the 
simple reason that in many languages the same form is used to express both deontic 
and epistemic modality. As demonstrated later this is also the case in M.G. 
In M.G. modality is expressed by moods and modal verbs. M.G. recognizes 
three moods: indicative, subjunctive and imperative.8 
7Jespersen (1924: 313), like Lyons, also distinguishes in a sentence between the modal (i.e. the 
attitudes of the mind of the speaker) and the propositional elements (i.e. the contents of the sentence). 
8According to Katranides (1970: 861) in M.G. there is a morphophonemic distinction between 
imperative and non-imperative moods. The latter is used by Katranides as a blanket term to cover a 
number of moods (i.e. indicative, optative, hortatory and subjunctive) which are identical 
morphophonemically but they display different modalities. Non-imperative verb forms can be either 
marked, i.e. introduced by a modal particle (e.g. the SUbjunctive with "na", the optative with "Sa", the 
hortatory with "as"), or unmarked, i.e. introduced with no particle as in the case of the indicative. 
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The subjunctive in M.O. is fonned syntactically and not inflectionally. It is 
expressed by the combination of the particles "va" or "as" with any verb fonn (Le. a 
finite verb in the perfective or imperfective non-past) except future/modal tenses 
because the particles "va"9 or "as" and the future particle "8a." are mutually exclusive. 
The sUbjunctive being the mood of the potential, the possible, the probable and that 
which is wanted or intended cannot express absolute tenses. It never appears with 
future forms but it combines with all other verb fonns to give a variety of variations in 
modality, tense and aspect. It is mainly the mood used in subordinate clauses. -
However, "as" is not nonnally found in subordinate clauses whereas "va" can be used 
in both main and subordinate clauses. 
Subjunctive subordinate clauses can be approached through the concepts of 
coincidence, scope and scenario. 
According to the concept of coincidence, which was used on M.O. subordinate 
clauses by Seiler (1952) and refined by Bakker (1970) (both quoted in Mackridge, op. 
cit., 109), the imperfective aspect of a subordinate verb appearing in a subjunctive 
clause denotes temporal coincidence with that of the main verb; that is the action of the 
complement verb occurs at the same time as that of the matrix (Le. main) verb. The 
perfective 10, on the other hand, does not indicate temporal coincidence because the 
action of the subordinate verb is seen as completed before, or beginning after, that of 
the main verb. For instance: 
7) Me elSe va KAalW (impf.). 
He saw me crying. 
8) Tov TrapaKOAeaa va ~E ~01l81lall (pfv.). 
I begged him to help me. 
(my examples) 
9The na-clause (va:clause) derives historically from the ancient tva + subjunctive. The ancient clause 
"had a purely final sense" (see Hesse, 1980: 117). 
lOfor counter examples see Mackridge, 1985: 305. 
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For ease of reference we will present the most common verbs or phrases 
followed by imperfective and perfective va.-clauses in tablell form. 
TABLE 1: Imperfective va.-clauses 
VERBS FOLLOWED BY EXAMPLE 
IMPERFECTIVE NA-
CLAUSES 
1. Verbs which express • APX((w (I begin) 
beginning, continuity or • EeaKoAou8w/~UVEX L( w (I 
end. continue) 
LTUI1UTW/TIuUw (I stop) 
2. Verbs of perception. • AKOVw (I hear) 
¢aVTO( ofl.aL (I imagine) 
BAeTTw (I see) 
3. Verbs followed by ~pw (I know [how to]) 
subordinate clauses that ~uV1leL'W (I get used [to]) 
suggest habituality. Ma8a1vw (lleam [how to]) 
(MoV) ape<JEl ([I] like) 
llIn constructing Tables 1 and 2. I have consulted Mackridge. 1985: 109-11. 
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TABLE 2: Perfective va.-clauses 
VERB S/PHRAS ES/MARKERS EXAMPLE 
FOLLOWED BY PERFECTIVE 
NA-CLAUSES 
1. Certain verbs or phrases KOVTEUW (I get near [to]) 
followed by subordinate E1~aL ETOL~OS (I am ready) 
clauses which express neither ITEPl~EVW (I expect) 
habituality nor progressivity. <l>opa~ClI. (I am afraid [to]) 
'EArrI.CW (I hope) 
ITapaKaAw (I beg) 
IT pO<\>Tatvw (I have time [to]) 
2. The conjunctions "rrpLv" and TEAEI.W<Ja rrpl.v va. ATj~EI. , 0 
"rrpoTou" (before). Xp6vos (I finished before 
time was over) 
3. The universal relatives "O,n Kat va. Ka.VW .,. El.Val 
"orroLOS" (whoever), "o,n" Aa.eOS (Whatever 1 do is 
(whatever), "orrou" wrong). 
(wherever), "orroTE" 
(whenever), "oO'o(s)" 
(however much) and "01TWS" 
(however) in future or timeless 
reference. 
There are cases of subjunctive subordinate clauses in which both aspects are 
grammatically acceptable. The meaning, however, can be affected. A difference in 
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aspect in the subordinate verb can change the meaning of either the main or the 
subordinate verb or of both. For example: 
9) Tf]v d.<j>T}cra. va. TT]AE<j>wvil (impf.). 
I left her talking on the phone (progressive, coincidence). 
10) Tf]v d.<j>T}cra. va. TT]AE<j>Wvtl<Jll (pfv.). 
I let her use the phone (non-progressive, non-iterative, non-coincidence). 
(my examples) 
Subjunctive subordinate clauses can be better approached when we know the 
scope12 of certain elements (Le. adverbials and negatives); that is when we know 
which verb or verbs are covered by these elements. For example: 
11) 8EAW (va. crou 'Ypa.<j>w Ka.8E IlEpa.) (impf.). 
"I want (to write to you every day)". 
12) (EXW IlEyaAll BLa8E<Jll va crau ypa.q;w) Ka8E Wpa. (pfv.). 
"Every hour (I have [a] great desire to write to you)". 
(Mackridge, 1985: 112) 
The scope of the adverbial covers the verb "ypa<j>w" in the fIrst sentence but the 
phrase "EXW BLa8E<Jll" in the second sentence. The rules that determine the selection of 
aspect in M.O. seem to be fairly straightforward in many cases. Rate expressions, that 
is adverbials that denote the rate of the occurrence of the event in the clause which falls 
within their scope (e.g. "Ta.KTLKa.", "regularly"), co-occur with the imperfective 
(Newton and Veloudis, 1980b: 26). Forinstance: 
12The importance of scope has also been recognized by Kahane and Kahane (1954: 118) who 
reinterpret the numerous examples in Seiler's book in terms of the meaning of the adverb. 
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13) c ITTOO'XE811KE (va. 'YPa.4>l1 TaKTLKa.) (impf.). 
He promised to write regularly. 
(my example) 
A subjunctive subordinate verb embedded in an iterative verb (i.e. a verb in the 
imperfective) occurs in the perfective because the adverbial covers only the non-
subjunctive verbs which consequently appear in the imperfective. A subjunctive verb 
can occur in the imperfective only in cases in which the action is viewed as iterative or 
durative. For example: 
14) Ka.8e ¢Cpa. lTOV EToL~a'6~ouv (impf.) va. ~'Yw (pfv.) E~W, XTUTTOUO'E 
(impf.) T6 TT)AE<j>WVO. 
Every time I was ready to go out, the phone rang. 
(my example) 
In addition to adverbials, negation can also influence aspectual choice. 
15) "H~EPE va. KOAU~lTa.EL (impf.). 
"(s)he knew how to swim". 
16) ~EV il~Epe va. KOAU~111lO'EL (pfv.). 
"(s)he didn't know how to swim". 
(Mackridge, op. cit., 113) 
The imperfective in the first sentence indicates coincidence of the person's ability 
to swim with the act of swimming on all occasions, while the perfective denotes no 
coincidence. 
The above quoted examples (15 and 16) can also be approached through the 
concept of scenario expressions which refers to the special conditions under which an 
action can take place. In the case of examples (15) and (16) only the former is covered 
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by a scenario expression such as "'whenever there is a convenient stretch of water 
available'" (Mackridge, op. cit., 113). 
Newton (1979a: 32) claims that aspectual choice is determined in the logical form 
of sentences. Many sentences which express repeatable events have the following 
logical form "every time p, q". This expression is a scenario expression and can be 
represented more formally as "at all times t (ifp at t then q at t)". In M.O. in a sentence 
which contains a scenario expression both the antecedent (p) and the consequent (q) are 
in the imperfective aspect irrespective of the tense which can be either present or past. 
For instance: 
17) Ka.8e cf>opa. TrOll KaTrVL(eL ~"xeL. 
"Every time he smokes (impf. non-past), he coughs (impf. non-past)". 
18) Ka.8e cf>opa. TrOll Ka.TrVL(e E~llxe. 
"Every time he smoked (impf. past), he coughed (impf. past)". 
(Newton, 1979a: 32) 
19) cYTrOO'XE81lKE va. ~e ETrLO'KETrTETa.L (impf.) Ka.8e cf>opa. TrOU EPXETa.L 
O'Tf}v J A81lva. 
He promised to visit me (impf.) every time he comes to Athens. 
(my example) 
In the above mentioned examples, the scenario expressions are all overt (Le. a 
"whenever pIt expression is used for the specification of the antecedent). There are also 
cases of covert scenario expressions with implying antecedents often expressed by 
"always" or "never". For example, "John always drinks coffee" (Newton, 1979b: 140) 
implies the scenario expression "whenever he drinks something non-alcoholic" and it 
does not mean that John is drinking coffee all the time. "Always" has the meaning of 
"occasion" and not of "moment". 
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Therefore scenario expressions collocate with the imperfective in M.G. because 
they indicate rate of occurrence, especially with such quantifiers as rarely (OTTUVLWS-), 
often (ouxvci), usually (ouv,,8ws), though not with aggregates (e.g. at 6 tonight) (see 
Newton, 1979b: 141). Adverbials of specified cardinality (e.g. five times) select the 
perfective. For instance: 
20) MoD '''TllOE vci T6v ouvaVTTjow (pfv.) Buo <popes o.K6111l. 
He asked me to meet him two more times. 
(my example) 
"Never" can also be treated as a marker of underlying scenario. Furthermore 
other negative elements such as "nowhere" and "no-one" may imply scenario structures 
with unspecified antecedents when they collocate with the imperfective aspect. For 
example: 
21) Ixni den Mine (impf.) pu8ena. 
"He left clues nowhere". 
(Newton, op. cit., 143) 
The above quoted sentence means that the subject did not leave any clues 
whenever he visited a place. The same sentence in the perfective, i.e. "Ixni den afise 
(pfv.) pu8ena" refers to "a single visit on which no clue was left anywhere on the site" 
(Newton, op. cit., 143). 
The indicative is the mood where all the above mentioned tense distinctions 
apply. Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton (1987: 180) remark that the formal difference 
between the indicative, which is expressed morphologically, and the subjunctive 
correlates with a semantic one. While sentences in the indicative describe an action or 
state as a fact and in that way they locate it in time (present, past, future), sentences in 
the subjunctive "express the attitude of the speaker (in main clauses) or of the higher 
subject (in subordinate clauses) to an event or state which is not presented as a fact 
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(either of the present, past, or future), but which could become a fact". In addition, the 
indicative is considered as epistemically unmarked or neutral (Palmer, 1986: 27). 
The imperative is the unmarked member of the deontic system. It is not generally 
used in subordinate clauses. It is not marked for tense and person because by using the 
future as the time of reference it makes only aspectual distinctions. It appears only in 
the second-person singular and plural of the active and the medio-passive voices. It 
occurs in two sets of forms, the perfective non-past (i.e. "TTES Ilou", "say it to me") 
and the imperfective non-past (i.e. ">..EYE 1l0U", "say it to me"). 
In M.G. there is a number of other modalities, i.e. optative, intentional, debitive, 
potential, hortatory etc., which are not indicated morphologically but with certain 
periphrastic expressions (see Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton, 1987: 183-5). For 
example: 
22) Ma.KclpL va. ep8r}. 
If only he would come (optative). 
(my example) 
1.2.3.1. Modal Verbs 
Another way to express modality is through modal verbs. The M.G. modal verbs 
are "TTPETTEL" (it is necessary) and "IlTTOPW" (can, be able) which express strong and 
weak modality respectively. There are three kinds of modality: epistemic, deontic and 
physical. In M.G. the same modal verbs are used to express both deontic and epistemic 
modalities. There are, however, differences in the syntax which is associated with 
them. 
The modal verb "TTPETTEL" is impersonal. It occurs only in the third-person 
singular and it has one past form "ETTpETTE". It lacks the usual contrast between 
perfective and imperfective in the past because it mainly occurs in structures which are 
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rendered unacceptable with perfective fonns, i.e. "KaSe fora pu eprepe ... ", "every time 
it was necessary ... " (see Newton and Veloudis, 1980b: 29). 
When the modals have an epistemic sense no restrictions are imposed on the 
temporal sequencing of the modal and its complement. For instance, in the sentence 
"Bon nli han plusios", "he may have been rich" (quoted in Newton 1979b: 149), the 
modal "bon" is relative to the act of speaking while the complement verb tIna han" 
refers to a prior time and therefore it occurs in the imperfect, one of the tenses of the 
indicative mood. The two modals express epistemic modality in the following cases 
(see Palmer, 1986: 37-38): 
a) when "TTPETTEL" combines with a past tense verb in the subordinate clause. 
23) TIpeTTEL va. T6 Bla.~a.aE. 
He probably read it. 
b) when "11 TTOpW" is found in its impersonal fonn (Le. in the third-person 
singular). 
24) MTTOpEi. va. TTclw aTijv Tpa.iTE(a. allIlEpa.. 
I may go to the bank today. 
c) when "11 TTOpeL" is found in combination with a subordinate verb in the past. 
Negation of that verb also entails the epistemic use. 
25) MiTOpeL va. nll'YE aTfJv Tpa.iTE(a. 
He may have gone to the bank. 
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26) MTTOpEL va 1111 TTepaCTl'l T6 TE<JT. 
He may not pass the test. 
(my examples) 
When the modals, however, appear in their deontic or physical senses the only 
possible choice is between the perfective and the imperfective fonns of the subjunctive. 
It seems, however. that deontic modality has a wide scope over rate expressions and 
selects imperfective complements whereas physical modality has a narrow scope over 
rate expressions and selects more readily perfective complements. 
27) IlpETTeL va l1e).eTns (impf.) Kaee I1Epa. 
You must study (impf.) every day (deontic modality). 
28) "ETTpETTe va 80u)'EtjJll (pfv.) <JKAllpa. 
He was forced to work (pfv.) hard (physical modality). 
29) ot yoveLS TOU TOU etTTav on I1TTOpeL va l3ya(VT\ (impf.) feW I1E TOlJS 
<j>().ous TOU Kaee llif3l3aTo. 
His parents told him that he could go out (impf.) with his friends every 
Saturday (deontic modality). 
30) ~T6 xwpL6 110U I1TTOPOU<JES va <j>as (pfv.) yaAOTTou).a 116vo l1(a <j>opa 
T6v Xp6vo. 




In addition to rate expressions, negation can help to disambiguate modals. 
"II pe TTEL 13" has wide scope over negative elements and consequently selects 
imperfective complements while "~TTOpW" lies within the scope of negatives and 
accepts perfective complements. 
31) l\ev TTpeTTEL va. TPWS' (impf.) TOOO TTOAU. 
You should not eat so much. 
32) l\ev ~TTOpEl. va. ep81l aUT6 T6 ciTT6'YEu~a (pfv.). 
He cannot come this afternoon. 
(my examples) 
1.2.4. Voice 
Within the category of voice M.G. makes a morphologically marked distinction 
between the active voice and the medio-passive in which one can find morphological 
and semantic characteristics of the Ancient Greek middle and passive voices. Thus the 
term medio-passive is a cover term for the middle and passive voices, which in M.G. 
are not distinct (see Joseph, 1987: 430). Whether a form is middle or passive can be 
determined by the context in which the utterance occurs. Medio-passive morphology 
exhibits a range of semantic functions, i.e. passive, reflexive, reciprocal, causative (see 
Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton, 1987: 167). 
There are also the so-called deponent verbs which although active in meaning 
occur in a medio-passive form, i.e. "es8anome" (I feel) (Householder et al., 1964: 
f' ' 
102). Some of the deponent verbs are transitive, i.e. "dexome tin pr6~klisi" (I accept 
the invitation). Moreover there are verbs both active in meaning and transitive which do 
not form a passive, i.e. "KclVW" (I do), "EXW" (I have), "eepw" (I know), "8eAw" (I 
want), "TTEPl~EVW" (I wait for), or transitive verbs whose meaning changes completely 
l3For a detailed discussion of modality in M.G. see Newton (1979b: 149-54) and Newton and 
Veloudis (1980b: 31-9). 
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from one voice to another, i.e. "8aveL(W" (I lend), "8avd(ollaL" (I borrow) 
(Mackridge, op. cit., 96-7). In addition to verbs, deverbal adjectives and nouns may 
denote voice. Deverbal adjectives in -TOS normally indicate passive voice whereas 
those ending in -TLK6s denote active voice. With regard to deverbal nouns, abstract 
nouns in -si can express either voice depending on the context in which they occur. 
Concrete nouns in -TT}S indicate active voice because they are regarded as agent nouns 
(see Mackridge, op. cit., 101). 
The medio-passive and active voice verbs have the same range of tenses and 
aspects. The imperfective passive forms are dynamic in contrast to the perfect passive 
tenses which are static because they refer to the result of the action. Perfect passive 
tenses are formed periphrastically as their active counterparts. 
Our aim in sections 1.2.1. to 1.2.4., has been to show the interaction of the 
categories of tense, aspect, mood and voice in M.G. Before we move on to studies of 
narrative structure, we will summarize the tense system in M.G. 
1.2.5. Summary of the Verbal System in M.G. 
Verbs in M.G. have two numbers, i.e. singular and plural, and three persons, 
Le. fIrst, second and third. 
In M.G. aspect is more important than tense since it is always indicated. The 
main opposition is between perfective and imperfective aspects with the perfect being 
the third aspect and the least crucial. The three binary oppositions that contrast as to 
aspect but not as to tense, are the two futures, the two subjunctives and the two 
imperatives. They all have a perfective and an imperfective form. 
M.G. distinguishes between past (i.e. Past or Aorist!Imperfect) and non-past 
tenses (Le. Present/Future under one analysis) in both active and medio-passive 
voices. Furthermore, there is a distinction between absolute (Le. Present, Imperfect, 
Past) and relative tenses (Present Perfect, Pluperfect). The Future, in certain analyses 
of M.G., is not considered as a tense but as "an attribute of the modal particle ed" 
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(Householder et al., 1964: 103). The absolute tenses are monolectic while the relative 
ones are formed periphrastically and only from perfective verbs. 
Within the category of mood the formal distinction is between imperative and 
non-imperative (Le. indicative). The SUbjunctive, which is formed syntactically and not 
inflectionally, is expressed by the combination of the particles "vei" or "as" with either 
the perfective or the imperfective form (Le. with all verb forms except future/modal 
forms). Modality is also expressed by the modal verbs "TTPETTEL" (it is necessary) and 
"~TTOpGl" (can, be able). 
The principal parts of M.G. verbs are formed by the imperfective non-past 
active, the perfective non-past active, and the perfective non-past medio-passive with 
all the conjugational forms deduced from them. For instance, the principal parts of the 
verb "Xcivw" (I lose) are: "Xcivw", "XeiO'w", "xa8Gl". 
The interaction of aspect and tense in both voices in M.G. is represented in the 
following tables. The traditional terminology for each of the various tense-aspect 
combinations is also given. In the analysis of fictional modes we will use the traditional 
terminology in reference to tenses. In constructing the paradigm I have consulted 
Householder et al. (1964), Mackridge (1985), Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton 
(1987). The forms of the regular verb "Xcivw" (I lose) are given in the first-person 
singular. 
NON-PAST PAST 
Perfective XciO'w ExaO'a 
ACTIVE Imperfective xcivw Exava 
Perfect EXW xci<Jn etxa xci<Jn 
Perfective xa8Gl XcienKa 
MEDIO- Imperfective , , xaVO~QL XavoflOUV 
PASSIVE 
Perfect EXW xa8El. Etxa xaeE1 
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ACTIVE MEDIO- AS PECf-TENSE TERMINOLOGY 
PASSIVE 
x6.aw xa8w Perfective non-past Aorist 
subjunctive/ 
Future14 
X6.vw X6.vOllaL Imperfective non-past Present 
" EXW xa8eL Perfect non-past Present Perfect EXW 
x6.aEL 
Exaaa x6.fIr}Ka Perfective past Aorist or Past 
Exava xav61louv Imperfective past Imperfect 
Etxa Etxa xa8eL Perfect past Pluperfect 
x6.creL 
FUTURE SUBJUNCfIVE15 IMPERATIVE 
Perfective 86. X6.crw vciJas X6.crw SG. XciaE 
PL. X6.crTE 
Imperfective 86. X6.vw vciJas , SG. Xcive xavw 
PL. XciVETE 
14The perfective non-past is always preceded by an introductive (usually by ea. va. or as) because it 
does not constitute by its own a complete verbal expression. 
15In the thesis the distinction between "indicative" and "subjunctive" is made on syntactical criteria In 
this sense the indicative is expressed morphologically while the subjunctive is formed syntactically, 
i.e. the verb form is preceded by the particles "vei" or "as", 
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1.3. Review of theories of narrative 
The purpose of this section is to discuss briefly various theories of narrative 
structure because a comprehensive description of the techniques of fictional writing 
presupposes a familiarity with terms such as point of view, omniscient narrator, third-
person narrator etc. These basic concepts are encountered in all studies of narrative 
theory as analysts of fiction identify and name fictional devices, though not always in a 
systematic way. 
Analysis of the structure of narrative and identification of narrative modes seem 
to be as old as criticism itself. Plato in his discussion of epic poetry distinguished 
between two ways of verbal representation, Le. "diegesis" (simple narration) and 
"mimesis" (imitation) (quoted in Cornford, 1966: 79). "Diegesis" occurs when the poet 
is present and does not conceal himself. When the poet, however, assimilates his style 
to the character's manner of talking then we have "mimesis". Modern critics of 
narrative maintain that there are degrees of mimesis, at least in the representation of 
speech, which range from "diegetic summary" to "free direct discourse" (see 
McHale161978: 258-9). 
Aristotle used the same distinction in his "Poetics" but in a different way (1962: 
71). He reduced all poetry to imitation and differentiated between two modes, the 
"direct" (what Plato calls "imitation") and the "narrative" (what Plato calls "diegesis"). 
Thus for Aristotle "diegesis" is one of the two modes of imitation whereas for Plato 
"diegesis" is opposed to imitation. Modem critics would argue, in contrast to Aristotle, 
that "mimesis" is a kind of "diegesis", i.e. that there are degrees of "telling". 
Recent studies of the aspects of narrative structure involve works by the Anglo-
American school of criticism, the French Structuralists, the Russian Formalists and the 
16McHale (1978: 258-9) has proposed a continuum of degrees of presentation based on the literary 
categories of "mimesis" and "diegesis" by expanding Hemadi's typology of modes of poetic discourse, 
i.e. "diegesis", "substitutionary narration", "mimesis". His continuum, as he claims, has the advantage 
of accounting for marginal categories of reported discourse since it includes the following modes: a) 
Diegetic summary b) Summary less purely diegetic c) Indirect content-paraphrase d) Indirect discourse 
mimetic to some degree e) Free indirect discourse f) Direct discourse g) Free direct discourse (cf. Page, 
1988: 31-5). 
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Gennan critics. It is impossible to refer to all of them in detail but we will mention the 
most influential theories which are relevant to the scope of this thesis. 
The long established distinction between direct and indirect presentation 
reappears in the Anglo-American studies of the theory of narrative as the opposition 
between "showing" (mimesis) and "telling" (diegesis). At the tum of the century the 
problems arising from the relations between author, narrator and his subject-matter 
seemed to be one of the novelists' main concerns. 
Writers were dissatisfied with the mode of the omniscient narrator and they were 
looking for new presentation techniques. Henry James provided a solution to this 
problem by having the story perceived through the consciousness of one of his 
characters in the third person rather than being told by an omniscient narrator (see 
Wellek, 1966: 214). James's ideas, which appeared in his "Prefaces" (1907-1909), 
were expanded by Beach (1918) and especially by Lubbock (1921). According to 
Lubbock (1972: 62, orig. pub!, 1921) fiction begins when "the novelist thinks of his 
story as a matter to be shown, to be so exhibited that it will tell itself' (his italics). In 
his discussion of Henry James's observations about "point of view" in fiction, he 
makes a distinction between "scenic" and "panoramic" presentation)7 In "scenic" 
presentation the story is presented in front of the reader whereas in "panoramic" it is 
viewed from a height. Viewing a story through a character's consciousness in the 
third-person is considered as an indirect way of presentation. However this method, as 
Lubbock claims, has the advantage of creating a more dramatic effect than the direct 
autobiographical first-person novel because it "places the thing itself in view, instead of 
recalling and picturing it" (1972: 150). 
Under the influence of the theory of point of view Friedman (1955: 1168), 
another American critic, attempted to distinguish modes of transmission of the story. In 
his classification of the point of view in fiction, however, he takes into account a 
number of criteria (i.e. identity of the narrator, angle of presentation, amount of 
17Lubbock's terminology. as Pascal (1977: 7) observes is not very satisfactory because there is no 
clear distinction between the author and the narrator. 
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infonnation, distance between the reader and the story). This variety of criteria is the 
main reason why his typology does not appear very systematic (see Bal, 1985: 118). 
Lubbock's emphasis on "showing" has been regarded as excessive by other 
American critics and Booth's book "The Rhetoric of Fiction" (1968, orig. publ. 1961) 
represents a return to the method of "telling". "Showing", as Booth (1968) claims, is 
not the only wayan author can use to create the illusion of reality. The same effect can 
be achieved with the accompanying disappearance of the author. Thus he distinguishes 
among the various voices that speak in the novel. Booth's main contribution to the 
literary theory is the distinction between implied and real author (1968: 155). 
According to Booth the implied author is the implicit, second self that the real author 
creates as he writes his novel. Consequently he should not be confused with the real 
author.18 Booth also objects to the categorization of novels according to person. He 
favours the opposition between dramatized and undramatized narrators, i.e. between 
personalized and unpersonalized narrative fonn. Dramatized and undramatized 
narrators can be found in both first and third-person narratives. The dramatized 
narrator is different from the implied author that has created him although at times they 
coincide, as for example in the case of omniscient third-person narration. In modem 
fiction we have the reflectors "the third-person 'centers of consciousness' through 
whom the authors have filtered their narratives" (1968: 153). Dramatized narrators can 
be distinguished between observers and narrator agents on the basis of their 
participation in the story. Observers and narrator agents can be further differentiated 
between self-conscious narrators, who are aware of themselves as writers, and 
narrators (or observers), who seem to be unaware of the fact that they are writing a 
literary work. Narrators can also be classified into privileged and limited on the basis 
of their extensive or limited knowledge of events. Finally a distinction of great 
importance, also introduced by Booth, is between a reliable19 narrator "who speaks for 
18Certain critics such as Fowler (1977: 79) and Lanser (1981: 49) do not agree with the complete 
exclusion of the real author's presence because the concept of the implied author can be partly 
constructed by what the reader knows about the real author. 
19Stanzel (1978: 260) is contrary to Booth's application of the criterion of reliability to both tcller-
characters (i.e. narrator characters) and reflector-characters. Reliability, as Stanzel remarks, should be 
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or acts in accordance with the norms of the work" and an unreliable narrator who does 
not confonn with the implied author's norms (1968: 158). Booth's insistence on moral 
norms is in accordance with his belief that the main purpose of the novel is to 
communicate values. His emphasis on moral nonns, however, has been considered as 
unnecessary by other critics (see Chatman 1978: 149; Scholes 1974: 131; Bronzwaer 
1978: 3). A further objection raised by critics (see Rimmon-Kenan 1983: 86-7; Bal 
1985: 119) concerns Booth's treatment of the implied author as an anthropomorphic 
entity, i.e. a personified self with a more superior intelligence and moral standards than 
the real author. Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 88-9) favours Chatman's treatment of the 
implied author as a voiceless constrllct20 based on the text which can be inferred and 
assembled by the reader. Another drawback of Booth's theory is his treatment of point 
of view and of narration as identical phenomena, Le. he regards the centre of 
consciousness as narrator, which, as Genette (1980: 186) has pointed out, should not 
be confused. 
A new impetus to the literary theory or "poetics", as it is called in a broad sense, 
has also been given by the recent works of the French Structuralists (Le. Barthes, 
Todorov, Genette) and the Russian Formalists (Le. Propp). According to formalists 
and structuralists "poetics", which has its origins in Aristotle's "Poetics", is concerned 
with a general theory of literary discourse, i.e. the intrinsic features of literary work21 
rather than the text itself, which is the common practice of many works of the Anglo-
American criticism, with the exception of Booth's "The Rhetoric of Fiction" (see 
Todorov, 1982: 2). Therefore in structuralist approaches, as Dolezel remarks (1967: 
reserved for the teller-characters because "the consciousness of reflector-characters can reveal different 
degrees of lucidity or turbidness but strictly speaking not of reliability". 
20Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 87-9) disagrees, however, with Chatman'S inclusion of the implied author 
and reader in his semiotic model of the participants in the narrative communicative situation. Since the 
implied author is a construct, according to Chatman's definition, it would be a contradiction, observes 
Rimmon-Kenan, to attribute to it the means of communication. Rimmon-Kenan proposes instead the 
exclusion of the implied author and reader from the scheme and the inclusion of the narrator and the 
narratee, which are optional for Chatman because he believes in non or minimally narrated stories, i.e. 
he does not believe that there is always a teller in a story. Thus Rimmon in her conception of narrative 
regards as important only four out of Chatman's six participants, i.e. the real author, the real reader, 
the narrator and the narratee (see also Ferguson's objections to Chatman's scheme, 1970: 233). 
211n this respect "poetics" is opposed to "criticism" which is "the maintenance of a dialogue between a 
text and a psyche, conscious and/or unconscious, individual and/or collective. creative and/or receptive" 
(Genette, 1982a: 9). 
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542), the notion of the author and all the notions connected with it, i.e. author's intent, 
impersonality, subjectivity, "telling" vs. "showing", are not dealt with. 
Narratives, according to the structuralist theories, consist of two parts, i.e. 
"histoire" (recit) and "discours". "Histoire" consists of the narration of events in the 
past while "discours" is concerned with the way "histoire" is communicated (i.e. the 
act of enunciation). The distinction between these two modes of utterance was 
introduced by Benveniste (1971: 206-9) and correlates, as Genette (1982b: 138) 
observes, to the classical distinction between "mimesis" and "diegesis". The only 
difference is that Benveniste's "discours" is inclusive of Aristotle's direct imitation, 
which contains discourse that the poet or the narrator attributes to one of his characters. 
Benveniste's definitions of "histoire" and "discours" are based on linguistic criteria. 
Thus "discours" is marked by the presence of a pronoun "I" which employs "you", of 
certain demonstratives, of adverbs such as "here", "now", "yesterday", "today", 
"tomorrow" and of certain tenses which in French are the present, the present anterior, 
and the future. "Histoire" is signalled by the use of third-person pronouns and of 
tenses such as the aorist and the pluperfect. All these differences point to an opposition 
between the subjectivity of "discours" (i.e. somebody speaks) and the objectivity of 
"histoire" because, as Benveniste claims, no-one speaks but the events seem to relate 
themselves. Genette (1982b: 140) argues that Benveniste's definitions of "discours" 
and "histoire" are never to be found in their pure state in narrative texts because there is 
always some "histoire" included in "discours" and vice versa. The difference is that 
whereas "histoire" can become an element of "discours", "discours" is always 
discernible when inserted in "histoire". According to Genette, inclusion of 
explanations, comparisons, adjectives which are a little more than descriptive, 
irrespective of how discreet they are, point to a style which is different from that of the 
"histoire". For that reason Genette and critics such as Todorov22 and Greimas prefer to 
22Todorov's position that there is always a narrator in a text, though not always explicitly present, has 
been rejected by Banfield (1973: 2), who along with Kuroda and Benveniste, supports the view that 
there is a literary style in French and in English with no speaker or narrator, i.e. the so-called non-
reportive style. (See also Kuno's distinction between recollective and non-recollective sentences in the 
non-reportive style, 1972: 184). 
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talk about levels rather than modes. They make a distinction between the level of fonn, 
which roughly correlates to "discours". and the level of content, which roughly 
corresponds to "histoire". "Discours" is inclusive not only of the narrative mode but 
also of tone, perspective, ordering of events and of the relations existing between the 
implied author and the reader. 
Similarly the fonnalists distinguish in a narrative between "fabula" and "sju~et". 
Every narrative consists of two levels: the surface level (sju~et), i.e. the verbal 
representation of events in the text, and a deep level (fabula), i.e. the abstracted 
chronological ordering of the events. The formalists have dealt more with the analysis 
of simple narratives like folk stories where the two levels nonnally coincide. In modem 
novels. where more complex structures are used. the reader has to deduce "fabula" 
from "sju~et". Although the French terms "histoire" and "discours" have originated 
from the Russian tenns "fabula" and "sju~et", they are not identical to them23• 
Since the tenn "discours" seems to be ambiguous in that it embraces more 
elements relative to the act of enunciation than "sju1et" does. Genette (1980: 27) has 
proposed the use of the term "recit" for the rendering of "sju~et". Genette's 
dissatisfaction with the binary opposition between "histoire" (deep structure) and 
"discours" (surface structure) has made him suggest the tripartite distinction between 
"recit", "histoire" and "narration". Genette has particularly emphasized the complexity 
of the surface opposition since "discours" does not simply involve the ordering of 
events but also includes other elements like "perspective". the relations between author 
and reader, etc. and thus the need to distinguish between "narration" or "narrating" 
(i.e. the act of story telling) and "narrative" (Le. what is actually told). Consequently 
he draws a distinction between "recit",24 i.e. the actual verbal representation in the text 
or signifier (what the fonnalists call "sju1et"). "histoire", the story itself or signified 
(the formalists' "fabula"), and the "act of narration" or "narrating". 
23For the main differences between the French and the Russian terms see Rimmon (1976: 36, ff. 2.). 
240n~ drawback of Genette'~ a~aI.ysi~, as Rim!ll0n (1976: 60) notes, is the use of old, already 
established terms to refer to hiS dlstmCtIons. For Instance, what Genette caIls "histoire" Barthes and 
Bremond call "cecit". • 
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According to Genette "recit" is the only one of the three categories available for 
purposes of textual analysis and it is through "recit" that we learn about its object (i.e. 
histoire) and the agent who produces it (Le. narration). On the other hand "recit" 
cannot exist without the other two categories. There cannot be a narrative without 
"histoire" (Le. storytelling), neither can be a "discours" without "narration" (Le. 
without being uttered by somebody). 
"Recit" consists of three aspects: "time", "mode" and "voice". Although a few 
things will be said about "time", "mode" and "voice" will be examined. in greater detail 
because they are directly related to our analysis of fictional devices. 
"Time" refers to the relations between the time of "histoire" and the (pseudo)time 
of "recit". The latter is (pseudo)time because the only temporality that the narrative text 
possesses is the one connected with the time it takes to be read. The relations between 
the time of "histoire" and the (pseudo)time of "recit" are underlined by three factors: 
order, duration and frequency. 
"Mode" refers to the relations between "recit" and "histoire" since it deals with 
the different possibilities and angles of mimetic narrative representation. It includes an 
aspect of what the Anglo-American criticism refers to as "point of view" (Le. vision) 
and also the dichotomy between "showing" and "telling". By separating "voice" from 
"mode" Genette breaks the concept of point of view in half. Narrative information is 
governed. by two modalities, "distance" and "perspective". In his analysis of "distance" 
Genette, in reference to Plato's distinction between "mimesis" and "diegesis" (Le. 
between perfect and imperfect imitation) and the Anglo-American opposition between 
"showing" and "telling", remarks that one can only talk about imperfect imitation 
because perfect imitation no longer constitutes an imitation but it is the thing itself. 
Narratives can be expressed only in language. Since language, however, can only 
signify without imitating, narratives cannot imitate or show but simply create an 
illusion of "mimesis".25 
251n contrast to Genette, who considers "diegesis" and "mimesis" as two ways of perceiving and 
includes them in his section of mode, Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 140-1, ff. 2) treats them as two narrating 
ways. According to Rimmon perceptions are one of the objects of narration. 
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Thus "mimesis" for Genette is only "diegesis" (Le. only telling) in its broad 
sense. Accordingly he differentiates between different degrees of "diegesis" (telling) 
rather than between "mimesis" and "diegesis". He rephrases the dichotomy between 
"mimesis" and "diegesis" as the opposition between "recit d' evenements" (narrative of 
events) and "recit de paroles" (narrative of speech) (op. cit., 164). The narrative of 
events, however, cannot be treated as an independent mode because its definition is 
closely related ftrstly to the quantity of information, which is a result of a temporal 
factor, and secondly to the degrees of the narrator's perceptibility, which are an aspect 
of "voice". This leaves us with the second kind of imitation, the narrative of speech. 
Although language, as Genette states, cannot recopy the characters' utterances as they 
appeared in reality, it can report them. According to Genette (op. cit.,170) there are 
three ways of reporting a character's actual or inner speech: 
a) imitated or reported discourse 
b) narrativized discourse and 
c) transposed discourse. 
These three types of discourse indicate different degrees of distancing from the 
words actually uttered. The imitated discourse is the most mimetic26 form of the three. 
Narrativized, on the other hand, is the least mimetic whereas transposed is of 
intennediary degree. 
"Perspective" is the second modality that Genette (op. cit., 186) deals with in his 
section of mode. He notes that most of the point of view theories (Le. Warren, 
Booth27 , Friedman, Stanzel28 , Romberg) tend to confuse questions of "mode" 
(seeing) with "voice" (speaking). Thus Genette differentiates between "focalization", 
261n the imitated discourse the narrator allows the character's speech to be heard while narrativized 
involves the narrator's summing up of a character's speech. Finally in transposed discourse the narrator 
assumes the character's discourse but again there is no guarantee of faithfulness to the actual words 
spoken (Genette. 1980: 171-3). 
27Booth in the second edition of his book "The Rhetoric of fiction" attributes Genette's criticism of 
his position to Genette's false equation of his "showing" vs. "telling" to "mimesis" vs. "diegesis" 
(1983: 438. ff. 16). 
28Cohn (1981: 158) points out that Stanzel's three types of narrative mediacy have been mistakenly 
equated with three different points of view which has led critics to criticize Stanzel for confusing 
"vision" with "voice". Stanzel's types are ideal ones and each of them is distinguished from the other 
two by a number of distinguishing features, i.e. the categories of Mode, Person and Perspective. which 
refer to the form that mediacy can take. 
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the term he prefers to the French "vision" and the American "point of view", and 
narration. There is no need for "focalization" and "narration" to be attributed to the 
same narrative agent although in third-person omniscient narration the narrator tends 
both to tell and to view the events. In third-person centre of consciousness narratives 
the focalizer is the centre of the consciousness whereas the narrator is the third-person 
narrating voice. For Genette the difference between a third-person and a. first-person 
narrative lies in the identity of the narrator. As far as "focalization" is concerned they 
are the same because in both the focalizer is a character in the fictional world. There are 
cases, however, in which the focalizer and the narrator coincide (Le. third-person 
omniscient narration). Theories of point of view tend to overlook the fact that in first-
person retrospective narratives focus and voice are different and that the focalizer and 
the narrator should be kept apart. Within the same character there is the experiencing 
self in the past (Le. the focus) and the narrating self (Le. the voice) which narrates 
these experiences in the present Narrating and experiencing self differ in their function 
and their amount of knowledge. Focus on the experiencing self in the past limits the 
point of view of the narrator whose knowledge at present is wider than his past self. 
Focalization29 can change throughout the narrative and different characters can alternate 
as focalizers30. Hence in Genette's analysis the aspect of point of view is broken in 
half by the separation of "mode" (i.e. focalization) from "voice" (narration). There is a 
great difference between "mode" and "voice" but, as Scholes (1974: 166-7) observes, 
in traditional criticism this difference had been blurred by the classification of the point 
29Genette (1980: 189-190) differentiates between three kinds offocalization: 
a) a non-focalized recit (Le. zero degree of focalization which corresponds to the traditional omniscient 
narrative). 
b) an internally focalized recit corresponding to a restricted point of view. It can be of three kinds, i.e. 
fixed, multiple or variable and . 
c) an externally focalized recit in which all observations are external and emotions are inferred from 
them (e.g. Heminway's "Killers"). 
His classification of recits, however, is inconsistent with the criteria he uses. Whereas his distinction 
between non-focalized and internally focalized recit is based on the focalizer's position, his 
differentiation between internally and externally focalized recit is detennined by the position of the 
focalized object (see Bal, quoted in Rimmon-Kenan, 1983: 138-9, ff.6). 
30Bal (1985: 106) has shown that focalization consists both of a subject (Le. the focalizer) and an 
object (i.e the focalized object). The latter is equally important because it can infonn us about the 
focalizer and the object itself, which can be either a character or an object, or a landscape, or an event. 
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of view either according to speech (i.e. first/third person) or according to vision (Le. 
limited/omniscient). 
"Voice" in Genette's scheme is defmed to refer to the relations between narrating 
(Le. narrative enunciating) and its subject. The subject is "not only the person who 
carries out or submits to the action, but also the person (the same one or another) who 
reports it, and, if need be, all those people who participate even though passively, in 
this narrating activity" (1980: 213). Genette remarks that the autonomy and specificity 
of this category have not been recognized because of the critics' tendency to reduce 
questions of "voice" to questions of "point of view" and to identify them with the 
instance of writing, thus confusing the narrator with the author and the narratee (Le. 
the addressee of the narrative) with the reader. Such confusion could be avoided if it 
was made clear that the narrator31 is always fictive even when he expresses the real 
author's opinions. 
In the category of "voice" Genette discusses narrative levels and also the 
presence of narrators and narratees in each level. He distinguishes three levels: the 
extradiegetic. the (intra)diegetic and the metadiegetic,32 
The extradiegetic level is external to the primary fictional events and it deals with 
their narration. The (intra)diegetic level consists of events narrated in the first narrative 
whereas the metadiegetic level contains events narrated in a narrative within a narrative. 
In his discussion of narrative voice, Genette regards the classification of 
narrators according to person as inappropriate for two reasons. In a non-grammatical 
sense, a narrator in a narrative can only be in the first person in the same way that the 
subject of an enunciation can only be found in the first person. From a grammatical 
point of view the first person form can point to either the narrator, in reference to 
himself as narrator, or to the identity between the narrator and one of the characters in 
31Genette (1980: 217) has also emphasized the importance of the temporal determination of 
"narration". especially in relation to "histoire". In this sense he recognizes four types of narrating: 
a) subsequent, i.e. the most frequent past tense narrative in which narrating is ulterior to events. 
b) prior, i.e. predictive narrative usually in the future tense. 
c) simultaneous in which there is contemporaneity of the narrating in the present tense with the action. 
d) interpolated, i.e. taking place between the moments of action. 
32Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 140, ff. 7) prefers Bars "hypodiegetic" to Genette's "metadiegetic" because 
of the opposite meaning of "meta" in logic and linguistics (i.e. it means a level above and not below). 
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the fictional world. Definitions of first-person narration usually take into account the 
latter case, ignoring the first. Since in Genette's analysis a narrator, who narrates his 
story in the third person, is a first-person narrator, selection of either of the two forms 
involves a choice between two different narrative attitudes rather than between two 
grammatical forms. Thus in terms of narrative attitude Genette distinguishes two kinds 
ofrecit: 
a) the r6cit with the heterodiegetic narrator who is not a participant in the story he 
narrates and 
b) the recit with the homodiegetic narrator who participates in the story he 
narrates. 
The homodiegetic narrator can be either a protagonist narrator (Le. an 
autodiegetic narrator) or a witness narrator (Le. an observer). The narrative voices that 
result from a combination of the narrative levels with the different types of narrators 
are: 
a) extradiegetic-heterodiegetic: corresponds to the authorial omniscient narrator. 
b) extradiegetic-homodiegetic: corresponds to the first-person retrospective 
narration with the narrating self being extradiegetic and the past experiencing 
self being intradiegetic. 
c) intradiegetic-heterodiegetic: a fictional narrator who recounts33 events in 
which he does not take part. 
d) intradiegetic-homodiegetic: a fictional narrator who recounts his own story. 
Genette is also concerned with the notion of the narratee whose important role34 
in narrative has only recently been recognized. The narratee, i.e. the addressee of the 
narrative discourse, should not be confused with the implied reader. The latter 
constitutes the audience of the implied author and like the narrator it can be inferred 
from the entire text (see Iser, 1978: 38). The narratee, on the other hand, is the 
audience of the narrator and to thus a purely textual construct (see Prince, 1980: 9). 
33The narrator'S discourse, as Genette (1980: 255-9) states, is not restricted only to the narrative 
function. It has other additional functions, i.e. an organizational function, a communication function 
etc. 
34Por an account of the functions of the narratee in a narrative see Prince (1980: 23). 
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Narratees, like their narrators (i.e. the addressers of the narrative discourse), are 
situated at the narrative level. Genette distinguishes between an extradiegetic narratee, 
that is an external narratee that can be addressed directly by an extradiegetic narrator,35 
and an intradiegetic narratee, i.e. a fictional character in the narrative being addressed 
by an intradiegetic narrator. In the same way that a narrative may contain both an 
extradiegetic and an intradiegetic narrator it may also include both an extradiegetic and 
an intradiegetic narratee. Genette, however, excludes from his analysis the notion of 
the implied author. Rimmon (1976: 58) has pointed out that the omission of the implied 
author falsifies partly the symmetry between the extradiegetic narrator and the 
extradiegetic narratee or implied reader. Unlike the extradiegetic narrator, who is a 
voice in the text, the implied reader like the implied author is a concept that can be 
mentally inferred and assembled by the text. Thus without the implied author it is 
difficult, as Rirnrnon36 notes, to analyse the "norms" of the text, especially when they 
differ from those of the narrator. 
Genette's book "Figures III" is undoubtedly one of the most important studies of 
the theory of narrative structure. The co-existence of "poetics" and "criticism" in his 
work, without their subordination to each other, differentiates it from the structuralist 
background. The co-occurrence of "poetics" and "criticism" in his book coincides with 
the distinction between "langue" (Le. the system of language all users share) and 
"parole" (Le. the individual execution) or as Booth (1983: 439) puts it "how story is 
transformed into narrative". In addition, his book contributes to the systematization and 
definition of concepts, terms and phenomena characteristic of fictional writing (Le. the 
distinction between focalization and voice). 
A flood of very interesting work on the mediation of narrative comes from 
Germany. Although the German tradition31 on narrative is the oldest, Gennan studies 
35Chatman (1978: 255) has shown that narratees, like narrators, can be covert/overt or 
reliable/unreliable. 
36Rimmon, however, retracts part of her criticism in a later article quite unnecessarily, as Bronzwacr 
(1978: 17, ff. 2) remarks, because the extradiegetic narratee, standing between the "implied reader" and 
"diegesis", is as necessary as the extradiegetic narrator who occupies a mid position between the 
"implied author" and "diegesis" irrespective of the fact that the narrator can sometimes coincide with 
the "implied author". 
31Por a review of German studies see Bonheim (1982: 1-17) and Slanze1 (1984: 13-6). 
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did not have an impact on the Anglo-American criticism or the French structuralism 
because they were unknown abroad and remained untranslated. The most well-known 
studies abroad are the ones by Hamburger and Stanzel which have been translated into 
English. 
For Hamburger (1973: 82) the representation of a character's inner states is the 
marker that sets fiction apart from reality. There are certain language patterns which are 
characteristic of fiction and they are related to the presence of fictional characters within 
the text. Hamburger has emphasized, for instance, the different function of the epic 
preterite in fiction and non-fiction. In her theory the epic preterite is not only the 
defining marker of narration but also the feature that differentiates fiction from non-
fiction. Starting from this position she goes on to classify literary works in tenns of a 
logical distinction between different kinds of "origines". According to her theory any 
work of literature consists of an utterance of an "I", i.e. a speaking subject. 
Accordingly she differentiates between three "I-s": a lyrical "I", an historical "I" and an 
epic "I". In her classification genres, which used to be treated as separate, are now 
grouped under these headings. All third-person novels, dramas, films are considered 
as fictional and fall under the category of the epic "I". First-person novels along with 
the lyric poem are not regarded as truly fictional. Hamburger maintains that genuine 
narration occurs only in the first-person novel in which there is a personalized narrator. 
Third-person narratives are considered as an impersonal representation. For that reason 
she has replaced the concept of the narrator with the concept of the narrative function in 
third-person narration. Many critics have objected to Hamburger's claim that there is 
no narrator in the third-person novel. In addition, Stanzel (1984: 17-18) has pointed 
out that the concept of narrative function belongs to the deep structure whereas the 
concept of personalized narrator to the surface structure. Thus the argument moves 
from the deep structure to that of the surface structure. Stanzel argues that the two 
structures should be kept separate. According to Hamburger, in fictional narrative the 
epic preterite loses its function of denoting pastness because "that which is narrated is 





fictive" (1973: 73). This, however, does not imply that the events are experienced by 
the reader as present. The epic preterite38 is atemporal. This atemporality of the epic 
preterite in fiction is reinforced both grammatically and epistemologically. The co-
occurrence of the epic preterite with temporal39 deictic adverbs referring to any time-
sphere (e.g. "now", "yesterday", "tomorrow", "once" etc.) constitute the grammatical 
proof, whereas the appearance of the epic preterite with verbs of inner action such as 
think, believe, feel, hope etc., constitutes the epistemological proof. On the other hand, 
in the first-person novel the epic preterite is no longer epic. It fulfils its genuine 
function of expressing pastness. It indicates that what is being related is past and as 
such belongs to the category of discourse. Hamburger's recognition of the central 
position that the epic preterite occupies in fiction40 is undoubtedly important. 
However, her logical approach, as Bronzwaer (1970: 43) notes, is based on inadequate 
linguistic evidence. Although Hamburger, Bronzwaer continues, has recognized the 
difference between the epic-I of third-person novels and the narrator-I of first-person 
novels she fails to examine how the linguistic behaviour of the preterite in first-person 
novels differs from that of the preterite in third-person novels. Thus the exclusion of 
the first-person novel from the fictional sphere and her failure to realize the role of FID 
in fiction lead to an oversimplification of the problems of time and tense. 
Another study of the narrative mediation, which will conclude this review, is 
Stanzel's. Stanzel (1984: 4-5) attempts to construct a typology of different fonus of 
narrative transmission or mediacy as he calls it. He distinguishes three narrative 
38Pascal (1962: 11) observes that classification of literary works on the grounds of tense creates more 
problems than it solves because it oversimplifies the varieties of illusion which are possible in a 
novel. 
39The co-occurrence of the epic preterite with present time deictics is considered by Hamburger as a 
signal of fictionality. Stanzel (1984: 219), on the other hand, interprets it as an indicator of FlO 
whereas Bronzwaer (1978: 4-5) as a "macrostructural articulator that subdivides the text into segments 
answering to episodes on a more abstract or deeper level". 
40Banfield (1982: 143) has reconciled the positions held by Hamburger and Benveniste by redefining 
the system of narration. !n her theory narrative fiction contains two mutually exclusive sentences, the 
sentences of pure narration and the sentences of represented consciousness. The latter consist of the 
sentences of non-reflective and reflective consciousness. The sentences of non-reflective consciousness 
are considered as narratorless. In this sense Banfield's theory competes with the dual voice theory, 
which sets up against the speakerlessness of sentences with a third-person self, a kind of narrating 
sentences in which there is a blending of the character's and the narrator's points of view (cf. Pascal, 
1977). 
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situations (Le. authorial, figural and first-person). In his circular model these three 
narrative situations are conceived as ideal types and therefore they are not prescriptive. 
Literary cri,tics, however, have falsely equated Stanzel's narrative situations with the 
concept of point of view and have criticized him for confusing "vision" with "voice" 
(see Cohn, 1981: 158). Each of these narrative situations is differentiated from the 
other two by a number of distinctive features which in Stanzel's new "Theorie", i.e. 
the modified version of his original theory, are clearly referred to as "person", 
"perspective" and "mode" (op. cit., 51). In each of these situations a different category 
is prevalent (Le. "person" in first-person narration," "perspective" in authorial, "mode" 
in figural narration). The category of person refers to the identity or non-identity of the 
worlds of the narrator and the fictional characters. According to Stanzel (1984: 90) 
these terms correlate to the confusing terms of first/third-person narration. In first-
person narration, the narrator is part of the same world as the fictional characters and 
thus mediacy belongs to the fictional realm. In third-person narration, on the other 
hand, the two worlds are separate. 
"Perspective" can be either internal or external. In authorial narration, mediacy is 
from an external "perspective" because the narrator does not belong to the fictional 
world. This distinction largely coincides, without however being identical, to the 
traditional opposition between omniscience and limited point of view. Stanzel 
differentiates between "perspective" and "view". "Perspective" is used to refer to 
space, i.e. the representation of the outer world, whereas "view" is reserved for the 
psyche, i.e. the rendering of inner life. In the same way that "perspective" can be 
external or internal, "view" can also be outside or inside. Cohn (1981: 178), however, 
objects to Stanzel's correlation of the two kinds of "view" with different techniques for 
the rendering of consciousness, i.e. the association of the inside view with monologue 
and of the outside view with thought report. For Cohn41 all three techniques for the 
representation of consciousness, i.e. psycho-narration (thought report), quoted 
monologue (interior monologue) and narrated monologue (FID), can combine in both 
41For a comparison of Stanzel's and Genette's systems and amendments to the former see Cohn (1981: 
157-82). 
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authorial and figural narration. Their predominance in different texts is indicative of 
either dissonant (Le. authorial) or consonant (i.e. figural) narration. 
"Mode" is related to the transmission by a teller character or a reflector 
character.42 This distinction partly covers the opposition between "telling" and 
"showing". In a figural narrative situation, for example, a reflector narrator has 
replaced the mediating narrator since feelings, thoughts and perceptions are presented 
through his consciousness. This creates the impression of direct presentation or as 
Stanzel (1984: 51) puts it "the illusion of immediacy is superimposed over mediacy". 
Stanzel's theory merits consideration because of the numerous concrete examples 
included in the formulation of his theory. 
In conclusion, our aim in this section has been to clarify many areas of the 
structure of narrative before proceeding with the identification of fictional techniques in 
M.G. narratives. The foregoing review of the most important studies of narrative 
theory has established that the implied author should not be confused with the real 
author. The implied author is also different from the narrator although it is possible to 
combine in third-person omniscient narration. In spite of the fact that it is more correct 
to treat the implied author as a mental concept inferred from the text rather than as an 
anthropomorphic entity and the narrator as "a function and not a person" (Bal, 1985: 
119), for grammatical convenience we will continue to refer to them as "he" rather than 
as "it". 
Concerning "mimesis" and "diegesis" we will agree with Genette and the 
structuralists that we should talk about degrees of "diegesis" (telling) rather than 
"mimesis" because there is always a teller in a story no matter how discreet his 
presence is. However, the narrating voice, as Genette (1980: 186) rightly remarks, 
should not be confused with focalization although, in certain cases such as third-person 
omniscient narration, the two can coincide. The degree of the narrator's perceptibility 
in a text can range from maximum covertness to maximum overtness. The terms 
"covertness" and "overtness" belong to Chatman (1978: 197). who claims that the 
42The opposition between reflectors and tellers corresponds to Dolefel's (1973: 15-6) linguistic 
distinction between texts with a speaker and texts without a speaker. 
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degree of the narrator's audibility detennines different types of narration, i.e. non or 
minimally mediated, covert and overt narration. Non or minimally mediated stories are 
characterized by pure records of a character's speech and thought. Consequently 
Chatman's belief in non mediated stories brings him closer to scholars such as 
Hamburger and Banfield. Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 88-9), on the other hand, who 
believes that there is always a teller in a tale, in the sense that every utterance or report 
of an utterance presupposes a speaker, prefers distinguishing between degrees of the 
narrator's perceptibility rather than between absent and present narrators, as Chatman 
does. Therefore she places Chatman's non narrated stories under the category of covert 
narration. The narrator's degree of covertness or overtness is closely associated with 
the techniques used for the characters' representation of speech and thought. Thus 
following Rimmon-Kenan's propositions, in the next three chapters we will examine 
speech and thought presentation techniques which range from greater overtness of the 
narrator to complete covertness. Our illustrations will be taken from first and third-
person authorial (Le. narrator dominant) and figural (Le. reflector dominant) 
narratives. First-person narratives will be treated as fictional in accordance with 
Bronzwaer's and Stanzel's theories. In retrospective first-person narratives, we will 
use the terms experiencing self and narrating self to refer to the focalizer and the 
narrator respectively. 
In the next section we will consider briefly one of the modes of speech and 
thought presentation, i.e. FlD, which since its identification at the end of the nineteenth 
century has been the object of much discussion. 
1.4. Free Indirect Discourse in general 
In this section attention will be paid to the technique which occupies an 
intermediate position between direct and indirect speech and thought, namely FlD, also 
known as "style indirect libre". 
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"Style indirect libre", since its appearance at the tum of the century, has given 
rise to a variety of studies and has been the object of controversy. This is due to the 
fact that FID has been seen as both a grammatical and literary phenomenon and as such 
it has been analysed not only by linguists but also by literary critics. Consequently a 
number of different terms43, i.e. "verschleierte Rede" (Kalepky), "style indirect libre" 
(Bally), "erlebte Rede" (Lorek), "uneigentliche direkte Rede" (Lerch), have been 
coined to describe this phenomenon. All the terms proposed correspond to the different 
angles from which FID is viewed by linguists and literary critics and the features that 
each of them considers as important for its identification. Modem critics prefer to use 
either one of the already established terms (e.g. "quasi-direct" by Coulmas following 
Volo~inov who adopted Lerch's term) or to create their own terms (e.g. "narrated 
monologue" by Cohn). We will use the term FID (Free Indirect Discourse) after 
McHale (1978: 250) to refer to the mode of "style indirect libre". McHale's FID is a 
modification of Pascal's term "free indirect speech" in which McHale has replaced 
speech with discourse because according to Pascal's definition speech refers to a mode 
of discourse and not to the actual spoken language44 (1977: 32). "Free", on the other 
hand, is used by Pascal in a broader sense than Bally's use of the term "free", which 
denoted freedom from subordination, to refer to "liberties - in the relation of the 
statement to the fictional character and narrator, in the tense system, in the language, in 
the word-order" (Pascal, op. cit., 31). "Indirect" is used to refer to the presence of 
both a narrator and a character. Another advantage of McHale's term is that it does not 
include an explicit reference to speech and it is not as misleading as other terms which 
43For a detailed historical and recent review of F1D consult the following bibliography: a) Lethcoe 
(1969: 12-53), b) Volo~inov (1973: 141-54), c) Pascal (1977: 8-32), d) McHale (1978: 249-88). 
44In contrast to some early discourse analysts and Coulthard (1985: 3), who reserve the term discourse 
for spoken communication only, following Austin (1962: 99) and Searle (1969: 23), whose speech act 
theory focuses on the illocutionary force of sentences (i.e. on their role in a communicative situation), 
the term is now used in a broad sense to include all the aspects of the context of communication, that 
is it refers not only to the message, written or spoken, but also to the relations between addressers and 
addressees (see Chatman, 1978: 19; McHale, 1978: 250; Leech and Short, 1981: 257). Modem 
theorists (Le. Pratt, 1977: 96) also recognize the illocutionary force of literary discourse contrary to 
some early theorists (Le. Ohmann, 1971: 14) who, by following Austin, define literary language as a 
quasi-speech act with no communicative function. 
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are suggestive of speech, i.e. narrated speech, represented speech etc. (see Bonheim, 
1982: 53). 
McHale's term is inclusive of both speech and thought but we will use it as a 
general term to refer to the phenomenon of FlO and we will further distinguish 
between FlS (Free Indirect Speech) and FIT (Free Indirect Thought). FIT refers not 
only to thought presentation but also to the rendering of other kinds of consciousness. 
The distinction between FIS and FIT, and in general between speech and thought 
modes, has been proposed by Leech and Short (1981: 318) on the grounds that 
although speech and thought modes are the same and they are differentiated in similar 
ways "some of their effects are not". Likewise other critics seem to favour the 
separation of modes of speech and thought presentation. Bonheim (1982: 51) believes 
that modes of speech and thought should be treated separately for the following 
reasons: fIrstly because they are different modes of expression and as such they have 
been exploited in a variety of ways by authors and secondly because the identifIcation 
and categorization of each mode display different problems. Chatman (1975: 229) also 
claims, that speech and thought are different actions in fiction. As we have already 
mentioned, Chatman differentiates between types of narrative transmission on the basis 
of the narrator's presence or absence in the text (Le. non or minimally mediated 
narration, covert narration, overt narration) and then identifIes the techniques employed 
in each type of narration. Non mediated narration, for instance, is characterized by pure 
speech (Le. dramatic monologue) and thought records (i.e. interior monologue). 
Despite the variety of the terms used for the description of FlO, commentators on 
FlO agree that it can be recognized through the use of certain indicators. However, 
their accounts of the perceptibility of FlO differ in terms of the indices they consider as 
decisive for the identifIcation of this phenomenon in a narrative context. Most analyses 
are primarily or solely based either on grammatical or contextual markers and 
consequently "fail to capture the full implications of an approach based on categories of 
literary representation instead of grammatical categories" (McHale, 1978: 269). For 
this reason McHale has suggested an approach which takes into account not only 
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syntactical or contextual indices but also formal (Le. the character's idiom, register) 
and semantic ones (Le. the "content" of the character's utterance as opposed to the 
narrator's). 
In the analysis we will also consider a number of different indices for the 
identification of FID because, as Lethcoe (1969: 125) has pointed out, these indices 
usually create the impression of FID by appearing in clusters. Lethcoe in his 
descriptive analysis has identified two broad categories of signals that help to 
differentiate FID from narration, Le. contextual and linguistic. The latter belong to the 
three linguistic levels of grammar, lexis and graphology. Similarly our analysis will be 
based on both contextual and linguistic indicators. 
Before proceeding with the categorization of speech and thought modes we will 
look briefly at critics' attempts to define modes of consciousness. 
1.5. Review of consciousness modes 
This section will be devoted to the various attempts that have been made to 
identify and name consciousness techniques. 
The problem of depicting a character's inner world has been novelists' main 
preoccupation for a long time. Traditional novelists tried to present the inner state of a 
character's mind by employing soliloquies and indirect reports. Both of these 
techniques, however, could not convey to the reader the "inchoatness and intermittent 
irrelevance of many states of consciousness ... or the simultaneity of reaction between 
external circumstance and inward reflection" (Spencer, 1965: 33). Soliloquies, as 
Spencer remarks, were presented as rationally ordered speech,45 often introduced with 
a phrase such as "he thought to himself', while the reader expected a representation of 
the inner workings of a mind in the way they occur, i.e. in an illogical, anarchic form. 
Soliloquies, mainly techniques used in drama, can suggest in their extended form a 
45Chatman (1975: 248) observes that soliloquies can only appear in a tagged form such as "he said", 
never in a free one, because they have to be unmistakably recognized as speech rather than thought. 
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high degree of a rationalizing self (Pascal, 1977: 2-3). Indirect reports, on the other 
hand, lacked immediacy. 
Thus the main tendency in the nineteenth century, as Edel (1955: 19) observes, 
was to report rather than render subjective states in a novel. In contrast novelists of 
modem psychological novels seek to reproduce the characters' consciousness and to 
involve the reader directly by making him experience what is happening in the 
characters' mind. Modem novelists, being dissatisfied with the existing techniques, 
were experimenting with new ones for the representation of their characters' flow of 
consciousness. Since, in actuality, only part of this flux is verbalized, writers are 
limited to simulating the flow of the multi-dimensional consciousness by using the only 
medium they have at their disposal, i.e. language, rather than give an exact replica of 
what goes on in the mind (Steinberg, 1960: 433). 
The modem novelists' attempt to bring the subconscious into the foreground 
coincided with W. James's use of the term "stream of consciousness" in his 
"Principles of Psychology" for the description of the random flow of conscious and 
subconscious thoughts and impressions of the mind (1907: 239, orig. publ. 1890). 
Hence the term "stream of consciousness" was employed to refer to works of such 
modern novelists as Joyce, Richardson, Proust, Woolf, Faulkner, in which 
focalization is internal and subjective as it is perceived through the main character's 
consciousness. At the same time, i.e. in the 1920s, the term "interior monologue" was 
also circulating and was used at first interchangeably with the term "stream of 
consciousness". Critics' opinion about the introduction of the technique is diversified 
between Richardson, Joyce and Dujardin. Joyce claimed to have inherited the 
technique from Dujardin, whose novel Les Lauriers sont coupes has been credited by 
Joyce principally as a pioneering example of the "stream of consciousness" technique. 
The technique was adopted and further developed by modem novelists. Dujardin, 
however, does not seem to be the first to have used "interior monologue". Struve 
(1954), in his discussion of the origins of "interior monologue", notes that the first to 
conceive of "interior monologue", as it is used in its modern sense, was the Russian 
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critic Chernyshevsky. In analysing the techniques that Tolstoy used in his novels, 
Chernyshevsky discerned and invented the tenn "interior monologue" to refer to a 
novel device that would enlarge the scope of psychological novels because of the 
presentation "of half-ridden psychic processes, of the abrupt transition from one 
thought or emotion to another, presented in the fonn of a character's unspoken 
monologue" (1954: 1106-7). Although it cannot be said for certain, as Struve remarks, 
that Tolstoy was the first to invent "interior monologue", it seems that he was the first 
who used it consciously and extensively. 
As we have mentioned before the tenns "stream of consciousness" and "interior 
monologue" were used synonymously to refer to inner representation. Dujardin 
attempted a definition of "interior monologue" as the mode for the "direct introduction 
of the reader into the interior life of the characters, without any interventions in the way 
of explanation or commentary on the part of the author ... " and as "the expression of 
the most intimate thoughts, those which lie nearest the unconscious" (quoted in Wellek 
and Warren, 1961: 233). Dujardin's definition has been considered as confusing and 
inaccurate by a number of critics (see Bowling, 1950: 335; Humphrey, 1954: 24) who, 
in later discussions, differentiate between "interior monologue" and "stream of 
. " conSCIOusness . 
Bowling (1950: 345), for instance, distinguishes between "stream of 
consciousness", "interior monologue" and "internal analysis". He defines "stream of 
consciousness" as the mode which gives a direct quotation of a character's mind drawn 
from the whole consciousness and not only from the language area. If, however, the 
author restricts this direct quotation to that level of consciousness nearest ordinary 
speech in which thoughts are fonnulated into language, the term "stream of 
consciousness" can still apply, although it would be more correct to use the tenn 
"interior monologue" for the depiction of verbalized thoughts, and "stream of 
consciousness" for sense impressions which are unarticulated. If the author, on the 
other hand, does not introduce us directly into a character's inner mind but intervenes 
to analyse, comment or explain, then argues Bowling, he employs "the internal 
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analysis" technique because he makes an indirect statement about the character's 
consciousness. Chatman (1978: 187-8) objects to the restriction of "interior 
monologue" to cognitions. According to Chatman "interior monologue" consists of the 
enactment of both cognitions (which can be verbalized) and perceptions (which are 
unverbalized). The latter, however, can be transformed into language by means of 
"interior monologue". Thus Chatman maintains Bowling's distinctions but in a 
reversed form. He uses "interior monologue" as a class term and he further subdivides 
between conceptual and perceptual "interior monologue". He reserves the term "stream 
of consciousness" for "the random ordering of thoughts and impressions" (1978: 188). 
Humphrey (1954: 3), another critic, has stressed that "interior monologue" 
should not be confused with the term "stream of consciousness". For Humphrey, 
consciousness consists of pre-speech level and speech level mental processes. Pre-
speech level processes, contrary to speech level processes, are not logically ordered or 
rationally controlled and they cannot be verbalized. He distinguishes four basic 
techniques (op. cit., 23) for the representation of consciousness. The flrst technique is 
"interior monologue" which is employed for representing the contents and processes of 
consciousness. It can be partly or completely unverbalized because it renders 
consciousness in its inchoate stage before it is formulated for speech. There are two 
types of "interior monologue", direct and indirect. In "direct interior monologue" 
consciousness is presented to the reader directly with little or no authorial interference 
and without the assumption of an auditor. "Indirect interior monologue" is presented in 
the second or in the third person and the author is present to guide the reader with 
description and commentary. This is the main characteristic that distinguishes it from 
"direct interior monologue". At the same time it maintains the main aspect of "interior 
monologue", that is presentation of a character's consciousness is direct because of the 
use of the character's idiom and of the peculiarities of his psychic processes. Cohn 
(1966: 103) rightly remarks that Humphrey's "indirect interior monologue" can be 
equated with her "narrated monologue", the term she reserves for FlO. Yet, Humphrey 
does not seem to have realized that. This is obvious, Cohn continues, from his 
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definition of the technique which, according to Cohn, is misleading because 
representation of a character's thoughts in the third-person cannot be as direct as direct 
quotation itself. But neither is it indirect because there are no expressions of reporting 
in the text. 
The other two techniques that Humphrey distinguishes are "soliloquy" and 
"omniscient description". "Soliloquy" renders the context and processes of a 
character's psyche directly to the reader without the author being present but with the 
tacit assumption of an audience. For that reason it can represent only that level of 
consciousness which is close to the surface. Finally in "omniscient description" the 
material is reported from an outside omniscient point of view. 
Bowling's and Humphrey's emphasis on the psychological aspect of "the stream 
of consciousness" techniques has been objected to by other critics. Kumar (1962: 7) 
considers Humphrey's approach to be mechanist and he looks at the technique from a 
special point of view by using Bergson's philosophical theory of the durational flux, 
i.e. the idea of change underlying all experience. Bergson's philosophy brings him 
very close to modem writers who are trying to watch and record the present moment 
by rendering thoughts as they pass through a character's mind. Thus they attempt to 
portray personality in its flow through time, i.e. the fundamental self, in contrast to the 
traditional writers who ignore the fundamental self for the conventional ego "which is a 
mere conglomeration of perceptions, memories, tendencies and motor habits laid out in 
a clearly demarcated spatial or chronological sequence" (1962: 25). Stream of 
consciousness novelists such as Richardson, Joyce, Woolf, as Kumar (op. cit., 34) 
has shown, use all kinds of linguistic devices that is parentheses, prepositional use of 
particles, dots etc. to establish the continuity of the durational flux. Bergson's 
influence can also be traced in the works of M.O. authors of the 1930s (see Vitti, 
1979: 117). 
The emphasis on the psychological aspect of the technique by Bowling has also 
been criticized by King (1953: 126). King supports the view that more attention should 
be paid to the literary aspect of the technique since it is almost impossible to draw a 
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distinction between speech level and pre-speech level. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
differentiate between the character's and the author's style because what really matters 
"is not whether non-language material is put into words (the author does that!) but 
whether the words are possible for the character involved" (op. cit., 126). Therefore 
King objects to Bowling's definition of "stream of consciousness" as a technique46• 
He considers stream of consciousness as the term used to characterize this 
phenomenon. The same term can also be applied to the description of the genre that 
deals with this phenomenon. In this respect various techniques can be used to present 
stream of consciousness, interior monologue being one of them. 
Bickerton (1967: 230) has attempted formal rather than conceptual definitions of 
the modes of inner representation by combining Humphrey's four conceptual "stream 
of consciousness" techniques with Gregory's four modes of speech presentation. His 
use of formal criteria is in accordance with his claim that an author's choice of modes 
determines his viewpoint, and vice versa, unlike the conceptual definitions in which 
presentation methods are viewed "as variations in the author's viewpoint rather than as 
varying selections of language" (1967: 230-1). According to Bickerton's definitions, 
soliloquy is inner speech presented in direct speech, omniscient description is 
expressed in indirect speech, indirect interior monologue in free indirect speech and 
direct interior monologue in free direct speech. Although there might be intermingling 
of these modes47 in a single passage, the modes themselves are distinct because, as 
Bickerton claims, a particular sentence can be attributed to one or the other mode. A 
sentence of soliloquy, for example, is never found in indirect speech. 
A very interesting analysis of the techniques employed for the rendering of 
consciousness is Cohn's (1978: 15) because of the emphasis placed on the division of 
techniques by person. The techniques used for the representation of a character's inner 
processes are "psycho-narration", "quoted monologue" and "narrated monologue". In 
"psycho-narration" a report of a character's thoughts and feelings is given by a third-
46Bickerton (1968: 35) also states that "stream of consciousness" is not a "method". 
47 According to ~cHale (1978: 2?6, ff. 30), Bick~rton's account of the techniques for the presentation 
of consciousness IS regarded as bemg too schematic. 
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person narrator. Cohn's "psycho-narration", however, is not similar to McHale's 
"diegetic summary" because there is some colouring of the narratorial report by the 
character's "perspective". In this sense it is closer to FlD or "narrated monologue" as 
she prefers to call it, with which it can co-occur. 
"Quoted monologue": Cohn is opposed to critics' tendency to differentiate 
between thought quotations in pre-Joycean novels with the terms "traditional 
monologue" or "silent soliloquy", and quotations in post-Joycean novels with the term 
"interior monologue" under the influence of Dujardin. Their distinction is based on 
psychological and stylistic criteria by regarding "soliloquy" as rational and reasoned 
whereas "interior monologue" as illogical and associative. Cohn believes that it is 
impossible to distinguish between the two on such grounds because it is not that rare 
for soliloquies to contain illogical patterns. Therefore this distinction fails to take into 
consideration two important factors which are present in all quotations of a character's 
mind, i.e. the use of the ftrst-person by the character to refer to himself and of the 
present tense. Although Cohn's definitions are more stylistic rather than linguistic, she 
claims that the employment of the ftrst-person and of the present tense help to 
differentiate this technique from the others in a third-person context. 
"Narrated monologue", known as FlD, is more linguistically complex than the 
other two techniques. It shares the third-person reference and the tense of narration 
with psycho-narration and the verbatim rendering of a character's mental language with 
"quoted monologue". 
The techniques for representing consciousness are "psycho-narration", "quoted 
monologue" and "narrated monologue" in third-person narration. In first-person 
narration the techniques are respectively "self-narration", "self-quoted monologue" and 
"self-narrated monologue". Cohn states that the analogy between first and third-person 
narrative texts stops in the definition of the techniques because as it has already been 
pointed out by the structuralist theorists there is "a change in narrative climate as one 
moves between the two territories" (1978: 14). This change is due to the different 
relationship existing between the narrator and the protagonist who, in the first-person 
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narration, is no other than the narrator's past self. This relationship mostly affects the 
narration of inner rather than outer events because past thoughts have not only to be 
remembered but also expressed by the self. Furthermore Cohn maintains that there is 
another reason for the differentiation by person. It concerns the use of "interior 
monologue", the most direct of the three techniques. Cohn notes that the term "interior 
monologue" can be employed to describe two different phenomena: a) it can be used as 
a narrative technique for the direct quotation of a character's mind in third-person 
narration and b) it can indicate a narrative genre which consists almost entirely of a 
character's silent monologue. Although the technique and the genre share some 
psychological and stylistic characteristics their presentation is not the same. The first 
case is mediated because there is an explicit or implicit quotation by a narrator who 
uses the third-person to refer to the monologist. The second case is unmediated due to 
the use of a first-person form and for that reason it should be regarded as a limit-case 
of the first-person narration or what Cohn prefers to call "autonomous interior 
monologue" (op. cit.,17). 
These are the most important attempts of critics to identify and describe 
consciousness techniques. In the next section we can move on to the categorization of 
speech and thought modes as used in the analysis. 
1.6. Categories of Speech and Thought Presentation 
Although in most analyses modes of speech and thought presentation in fictional 
writing are examined together, in our analysis they will be treated separately thus 
facilitating the identification of the two most important techniques, i.e. FID (Free 
Indirect Discourse) and QM (Quoted Monologue) in first and third-person narratives 
(see section 1.4.). 
We will adopt McHale's term FID as the general term to refer to "style indirect 
libre" (1978: 250). FID will be inclusive of FIS (Free Indirect Speech) and FIT (Free 
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Indirect Thought and Consciousness). In this way it will be easier to identify the 
characteristics of FID. 
The techniques will range from the more diegetic to the more mimetic or in other 
words from greater overtness of the narrator to complete covertness. 
We will use only one category for McHale's (1978: 258-9) "diegetic summary" 
and "summary less purely diegetic" under the terms NRSA (Narrative Report of 
Speech Acts) and NRTA (Narrative Report of a Thought Act) adopted from Leech and 
Short (1981: 344), because in our analysis we are more interested in modes in which 
overtness is kept to a minimum. 
Thus the modes of speech presentation in both fIrst and third-person narration 
will be the following: 
a) NRSA (Narrative Report of Speech Acts). 
b) IS (Indirect speech which is also inclusive of McHale's category of "IS 
mimetic to some degree"). 
c) FIS (Free Indirect Speech). 
d) DS (Direct Speech). 
e) FDS (Free Direct Speech). 
Concerning the thought presentation modes we will use the following categories: 
a) NRTA (Narrative Report of a Thought Act). 
b) IT (Indirect Thought). 
c) FIT (Free Indirect Thought and Consciousness). 
d) DT (Direct Thought ). 
e) FDT (Free Direct Thought) which in its sustained form becomes Quoted 
Monologue (QM). 
The term QM is adopted by Cohn (1978: 12) and is inclusive of both traditional 
soliloquies and interior monologues in modem psychological novels. 
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The following diagram is indicative of the general categories of speech and 
thought presentation and of their sub-categories. 
GENERAL SPEECH THOUGHT 
CATEGORIES CATEGORIES CATEGORIES 
DIEGETIC Narrative Narrative Report Narrative 
Report (NR) of Speech Acts Report 
(NRSA) ofa Thought 
Act (NRTA) 
Indirect Indirect Speech Indirect 
Discourse (ill) (IS) Thought (IT) 
Free Indirect Free Indirect Free Indirect 
Discourse Speech (FIS) Thought (FIn 
(FID) 
Direct Direct Speech Direct Thought 
Discourse (DS) (01) 
(DD) 
Free Direct Free Direct Free Direct 
MIMETIC Discourse Speech Thought(FDn 





Our aim in this chapter has been to discuss the various theoretical and 
methodological assumptions which underlie the analysis of speech and thought modes 
in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
The examination of the verbal M.G. system has shown the interrelation of the 
categories of tense, aspect, mood and voice in M.G. 
The review of narrative theories has indicated the difference between focalization 
and narration. In accordance with Genette's theory it would be more accurate to 
differentiate between different degrees of "diegesis" (telling) rather than between 
"mimesis" and "diegesis" because there is always a narrator in a text, though not 
explicitly present in all cases. The narrator's perceptibility in a text can range from 
maximum overtness to maximum covertness and is directly related to the techniques 
employed in the reproduction of a character's speech and thought. 
The discussion of the origins of FID and the terminological controversy that 
surrounds it along with narrative theorists' attempts to identify and name modes of 
consciousness have facilitated the categorization of speech and thought modes to be 
used in the study. 
Since speech and thought are examined separately we have recognized five 
speech and five thought categories which, ranging from maximum overtness to 
maximum covertness, are the following: 
a) NARRATIVE REPORT OF SPEECH AND TIIOUGHT ACfS. 
b) INDIRECf SPEECH AND INDIRECf THOUGHT. 
c) FREE INDIRECf SPEECH and FREE INDIRECf TIIOUGHT. 
The latter contains both the logical thought reports that can be encountered during 
the first years of the appearance of the technique and also the authors' later attempts to 
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provide a simulation of their characters' consciousness by creating stream of 
consciousness narratives. 
d) DIRECT SPEECH and DIRECT TIlOUGHT. 
e) FREE DIRECT SPEECH AND FREE DIRECT THOUGHT which in its 
sustained fonn becomes Quoted Monologue. Quoted Monologue includes not only the 





2. 1. Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with speech presentation. Passages from all five 
categories in fIrst and third-person narratives are analysed but special attention is paid 
to the technique of FIS and to the isolation of its indices. Before proceeding with the 
actual analysis of FIS in first-person narratives, we include some notes on the use of 
FID in first-person narration because during the first years of its identification, FID 
was thought to be the mode peculiar to third-person narratives. Although in examining 
the techniques in terms of the narrator's overtness we should start with the mode of 
NRSA, for ease of analysis we will examine first the traditional ways of presenting a 
character's speech, i.e. DS and IS. Then there will be an analysis of the technique of 
NRSA and fInally a description of free forms, namely FDS and FIS. 
The effects of each technique will also be studied. 
2.2. Direct and Indirect Speech (DS and IS) 
Traditionally there are two ways to present a character's speech: the direct and 
the indirect. Direct speech gives a supposedly exact rendering l of the words spoken, 
IThis, however, does not imply that DS is an unvarying mode of speech presentation any more than 
the other speech forms to be discussed. Haberland (1986: 225), for instance, has observed that "not 
every case of direct speech is a direct quotation". He mentions a number of cases such as "the sketchy 
enactment", "the enactment of a scene", "the hypothetical DS" in which the use of DS involves a 
commitment only to the content of the original speech act but not to its linguistic form. Likewise, 
Page (1972: 121) has noted that although DS is normally indicated by graphological means not 
everything enclosed within quotation marks is a faithful report of the actual words spoken. Jane 
Austen in many cases, as he points out, performs "an editorial rather than a purely recording function", 
that is she gives the gist of a conversation but at the same time she retains the quotation marks for 
reasons of vividness and economy. Bonheim (1982: 59), another critic, has also identified deviant 
kinds of DS such as translated speech, summary speech etc. He admits, however, that certain critics 
regard some of these deviant kinds as instances of FDS. 
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which are placed within quotation marks and are usually introduced by a reporting 
verb. Quotation marks in M.O. are similar in use but different in shape (<< ») from the 
English ones (" "). In addition to quotation marks, a piece of DS in M.O. fiction is 
also introduced by a dash, especially when it appears at the beginning of a paragraph 
(see Mackridge, 1985: 42). Moreover an effort is made, as far as it is possible in the 
written language, to reproduce features of the original speech by means of punctuation, 
of the marks of exclamation and interrogation, of italicized words etc., because a 
character's individual mode of expression (i.e. his idiosyncratic speech) can reveal 
more about his personality than any narratorial report or comment. However, since a 
lot of infonnation in real speech is conveyed by paralinguistic features (Le. stress, 
pitch, intonation, volume, vocal quality) that the written medium is not adequately 
equipped to reproduce accurately, speech can be presented only partially by linguistic 
means (see Page, 1988: 28). Even punctuation, despite its expressive force, is 
considered as "a relatively crude and sometimes ambiguous" device when it comes to 
producing such qualities of the spoken language as "pause, stress, tempo, volume and 
intonation" (Page, op. cit., 10). Thus the novelist by exploiting the conventions 
available to him can give only a sense of spontaneous speech. 
The following examples illustrate how DS is used in first and third-person 
narratives. 
1) To aTo\la \lOU EtXE aTEyvWaEL. Ehra aTO AOleO: 
- Nci aTa\laTijaOV\lE \lLci aTOAa aTfW ALYLva, vci TiLOU\lE TLTToTa; 
m. npEBEAAKH~: H KE<t>AAH TH~ MEAOY~A~, 216) 
2) «~E TTEpL\lEVa» TOU EtTTE Ti MaptKa, «TO ii~Epa TTWs- ecipells.» 
(K. XATZOrrOYAO~: ct>8INonopo, 113) 
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3) - AueEVTa, EtTTEv, 6 K6~T}S' NavvEToS' aTTeeaVE Kat... EtVaL tJTTOtPLa on 
e80AO¢OVlleT}. • H dO'TtJVO~la dVaKplVEL, Kal O'aS' TTPOO'KUAEL WS' ... 
~apTl)pa 2. 
(A. p ArKABH~: 0 ~YMBOAAIOrp A<I>O~, 56-7) 
When presenting dialogue M.O. novelists make use of either quotation marks3 
or dashes to indicate a change in speakers. 
4) - AEO'rrOLvtS' KaA~w, rrwS' 1l6V1l; TilS' AEW. 
- Kat O'El.S' ~6voS', ~ou arraVTT}O'E aUTll. 
- Nat ~6voS'... ~apEO'EI. va. rrAuVl.EllaL ... 
(A. N. BOYITPA~: OTAN X ANETA I 0 HAIO~, 58) 
5) <'<0, T6 TTLO'TEtlJES', Ei,.YEv(a, T6 TT(O'TEtlJES';» 
«Oxl., (3e(3maJ». 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 EO~<I>OPO~, 168) 
In the following two examples the authors attempt to reproduce the characters' 
regional accent (ex. 6) and defective speech (ex. 7) through deviations of punctuation 
and spelling. 
2The suspension marles are used to indicate pauses. They give a speech-like intonation to the sentence. 
3Some authors in addition to the usual quotation marks, use an inverted form of quotation marks (i.e. 
» which appears immediately after the flrst paragraph of the dialogue. For example: 
«- t.aOKaA€, <t>avlpwoE ~ov TO ~VOTLKO T~S TEXVT)S UOV! TOV napaKaA€O€ KarrOT€ Evas 
'YEPOS apXOVTas. 
w To XEL~wva va uV-YlJPVaS hal TO 8w~aTLo rroli va <j>aVTcl{EL (WTO' TO KaAoKatpl, KaV€ 
TO va &tXVEL Bpoo€pO. [ .. .1 (N. KAZANTZAKH~: 0 BPAXOKHrrO~, 54) 
«_ Teacher, reveal to me the secret of your philosophy an elderly nobleman begged him once. 
»_ In winter you should tidy up your room in such a way that it appears warm; in summer make it 
appear cool [ ... 1 
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6) - TL va. ilL j3pfj, m8(' il', tilEva TOU KouTaoupou ... , Tfjs clTTavTovaE it 
'YPLCI P-E Ta. POUilEALC.hLKa. TllS, aa. va. ~peEV a.trnl Tit aTL'YilTJ cnT' TO 
BEAOUXL. 
(Z. TIATIANTONIO.: H 8'~IA, 212) 
7) - TL AES j3PE TTaL8l; 
- AUTO TT' cr' AEW, a' AEW, ilTTa. ... ilTTciPilTTa.-~T<lIlO, I-lTTOPOVilE va. TTAE ... 
va. TTAE4JOUVE TO. j3a.pEALa K... K... KOVTa. 'TT' T' j3o.pKa. 
'0 ilTTa.PilTTa-~To.ilOS TO EtXE aKE<!>8il O.K0illl TTPOnlTEPa., TTPlV TO ELTTlJ 
o ~pa8Vy AU)(]O"OS 0 ~TE <!>av1ls. 
(A. TIATIA~IAMANTH~: 01 i\IPE~ TO. ZAXO., 436) 
Indirect speech (IS) gives a faithful report of either the content or of both the 
linguistic fonn and the content4 of the words spoken, which are subordinated to an 
introductory reporting clause. In M.G. IS is introduced by complementizers ("TT(0S", 
"OTL",S and sometimes "TTOl)") whereas no complementizers6 introduce DS. In IS there 
is a pronominal change from first person to third person. IS clauses in M.G. are 
characterized by the fact that their verbs retain,7 in most cases, the tense and the mood 
of DS even when they are governed by a verb in a past tense. Mackridge (1985: 132) 
attributes this behaviour to the fact that the sequence of tenses rule is not obligatory in 
M.G. The tense of the IS clause, as Mackridge explains, is relative to the time 
4Coulmas (1986: 5) attributes the ambiguity which characterizes IS to its double interpretation. 
Whereas DS usually has a "de dicto" reading, IS can have either a "de dicto" or a "de re" interpretation. 
Although these interpretations, Coulmas continues, are grammatically indistinguishable, they are 
profoundly different in meaning. A "de reO reading of an utterance involves a summarizing paraphrase 
of it "irrespective of its linguistic fonn". 
S"Na." can also be used in the place of "rrws" or "OTL" when "the clause contains already a "va." or in 
any way expresses order or prohibition". In addition, it may appear after such verbs as "believe", 
"remember" etc. (see Hesse, 1980: 119). 
6In the spoken form D and IS can also be differentiated by intonation since there is always an 
intonational break before DS itself. In IS, on the other hand, even in cases in which the 
complementizers are omitted, there is no intonational break between the main verb and the IS 
complementizers (see Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton, 1987: 3). 
7Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton (1987: 3) have noted that the tense of IS clauses can be different, 
though not necessarily, ~om the tense used. in DS. A future tense in DS, as they claim. can change to 
either a future or a conditional (future past) m IS. 
e.g. DS: 6 janis ipe, "ea voi6iso". 
John said, "I'll help". 
IS: 6 janis ipe 6ti ea voieisi/voieuse. 
John said that he will help/would help. 
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indicated by the main verb, which consequently becomes the present of the subordinate 
clause, and not to the time of utterance of the whole sentence. Joseph and Philippaki-
Warburton (1987: 32) have also drawn attention to the fact that any tense can appear in 
subordinate clauses irrespective of the tense of the main clause because there are no 
strict restrictions on the sequence of tenses in main and subordinate clauses. 
Sometimes, however, pragmatic restrictions may be imposed on certain combinations 
of tenses which can occur "only in highly specific contexts". For instance, the 
combination of a future tense in a main clause with a past tense in a subordinate clause 
(i.e. "ea pistepso oti irSe", "I will believe that he came") sounds more natural when 
embedded in a specific context (Le. "when I see that letter") rather than when it appears 
in isolation (op. cit., 32). Consider the following examples: 
DS: «~EV TIE LVciw». 
"I am not hungry". 
IS: «Mov EtTIE on 8EV lTElvan». 
"(s)he told me that {s)he is not hungry". 
DS: «El8a TOV rLWP'YO X8Es». 
"I saw George yesterday". 
IS: «Mov AEEL mDS ElSE TOV rLWP'YO X6Es». 
"{s)he says that {s)he saw George yesterday". 
(my examples) 
IS clauses in M.O. are introduced by the conjunctions ''IT(.alS'' and "on" (that). 
These two conjunctions share the same meaning but they differ in terms of formality. 
As Mackridge (1985: 269) points out "on", due to its learned origin, is used in formal 
situations while "TICalS" is of demotic origin and is used in informal styles. Because of 
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its restricted uses "iTWS" appears after simple verbs such as "AEW" (I say, I tell). 
Although IS clauses are nonnally introduced by "iTWS" or "on",s Householder et al. 
(1964: 174) mention three types of expressions, which are followed by "iTou". These 
include some verbs of perception, some verbs of saying and knowing and finally 
various expressions of emotion which in English9 are mainly used without the 
complementizer "that" (e.g. "8oca(w T6 8E6", "I thank God"). Nouns related to 
these expressions may also be followed by "iTou". 
For ease of reference the verbs and expressions followed by "iTWS "/"on" or 
"TTOU" will be presented in table fonn.1° 
8The conjunction "on" should not be confused with the indefinite relative pronoun "o,n" (see 
Thomson. 1966: 32). 
9See Quirk et al. (1972: 299.824). 
lOrn constructing table 1. I have consulted Mackridge (1985: 269-70). 
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"no~" OR "OTI II 
I.Verbs of knowing. rvwpt(w (I know) 
Ze pw (I know) 
Ma8atvw (I learn, 1 
find out) 
2.Verbs of saying. Aew (I say, 1 tell) 
3. Verbs of perception. Atcr8uVOilaL (I feel) 
'AKOlJW (I hear) 
4.Verbs of showing. ~ElXVW (I show) 
5. Verbs of thinking. ~KETITOf1aL (I think) 
6. Related nouns. ~KE4;l1 (thought) 
• Af1<pLf3oA(a (doubt) 
7. A number of nouns El.VaL w.:f~Ela (it is 
and adjectives which true) 
are combined with BtVaL 
"EtvaL" (it is). a.~LOOllf1ELwTo (it is 
worth noting) 
8. A few adjectives that El.llaL I3Ef3aLOS (I 
can be used personally am certain) 
with "TIWS" or "OTL". 
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TABLE 2: USES OF "TlOy"ll 
VERBS AND EXPRESSIONS EXAMPLE 
WHERE "TIOY" IS POSSIBLE 
1. Certain verbs of perception. NOlwaw (I feel) 
BAEiTW (I see) 
• AKOVW (I hear) 
2. Certain verbs of saying. Aew (I say) 
KauXlEllaL (I boast) 
3. Certain verbs of knowing. :=:EPW (I know) 
MaeaLvw (I learn) 
eu~OjJ.aL (I remember) 
4. Expressions of emotion. AO~a{w T6 eE6 (I thank 
God) 
EuxapwTw (I thank) 
AUiTOUllaL (I am sorry) 
METavol<0vw (I regret) 
(ME) VOLa{ El (I care) 
:=:aq,vla{0llal (I am 
surprised) 
(ME) <JKla{El. (it scares me) 
~u('Y)xwpW (I forgive) 
XaL~OJlaL (I am glad) 
5. Nouns related to the above EuXaPlO'T1'lO'll (pleasure) 
mentioned expressions. AUiT1l (sorrow) 
"EKiTAll~" (surprise) 
It should be mentioned, however, that the above quoted verbs of perception, 
saying and knowing, as Householder et al. (1964: 174) remark, take more often "iTWS" 
than "iTOV" and in Athenian usage "iTWS" has replaced "iTov". With the expressions of 
emotion, on the other hand, "iTOV" can be replaced by "on" or by the conjunction 
"YlaTL" (because) but not by "iTws". 
11 In constructing table 2,1 have consulted Householder et aI. (1964: 174). 
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Indirect questions, as Thomson (1966: 32) notes, are introduced in the same way 
as direct questions, that is by the interrogative pronouns "TTOL6s-ci-o" (who, which), 
"TToaoSIl-o" (how big/how muchlhow many), by the indeclinable "Tt" (what), by the 
adverbs "TTOU" (where), "TTWS" (how), "YLaTl" (why) and "mhE" (when), and by the 
particle "civ" (whether/if). 
e.g. DoEV eEpW TTOL6s aou T6 EhTE aim). 
I don't know who told you that. 
e.g. DoEV Et~at. ~E~at.OS civ EXW BLKLO. 
I am not sure if I am right. 
(Thomson, op. cit., 32) 
The particle "civ" can be replaced by "~~muS" if the latter has been used in DS 
whereas the particle "vci" can appear after verbs like "AEW" (I tell), "BLaTci(w" (I order) 
(see Mackridge, 1985: 269). 
The following examples are characteristic of the use of IS in M.G. literary texts. 
8) Tav TTapaKaAEaa va TTan aTa ci~EPLKcivLKO KOAAEYLO, vci ~PEL T6v 
Ka8rlYll~ mlTEp-TIf}TEP Kat vci TOU TTEL TTOU ~p(aKETaL 6 cf>LAOS TOU 6 
Mcipe. 
(r. MArKAH};: 0 ITEPIITAANOYMENO};, 228) 
9) "A)..AOTE EPx6TavE KovTa TOU EKELvos 6 Aoxay6s KaL TOU EAEYE on 
EtXE TTpOa(aeTl~a TTWS ed aKoTwv6Tav, TTWS BEV 8ci ~avayupL'E aT6 
aTTtn TOU. 
(};. $E<t>AOYDoA};: TO ITAIDoI ME TO :=:y AINO AAOrO, 505) 
6S 
10) AUT6s TOUlTE lTWS Twpa EtVaL (J'(:Youpo lTWS T6 lT68L ToD <l>l),ou TOU 
ed.VaL KOv-n1TEPO alT6 T6 'YEp6. 
(L. MlPIBHAHL: H t:.ALKAAA ME T A XPILA MA TIA, 39) 
From the above quoted examples it is obvious that a novelist's choice of the 
appropriate form of speech is determined by the effect he wishes to produce. DS 
presents the character as talking in the reader's presence because his speech is rendered 
with minimal authorial intervention. This impression is reinforced, as far as it is 
possible in the written language, by the use of direct features such as typographic 
markers (ex. 3), interjections (ex. 5), contracted forms (ex. 7), verbless sentences (ex. 
5) etc., which give a speech-like tone to the characters' utterances. IS, on the other 
hand, with its long-winded sentences and its neutraJ12 reporting style, which allows it 
to blend more readily with the narrative context, keeps the reader at a distance. As Page 
(1972: 121) remarks, the employment ofDS produces immediacy and a dramatic effect 
whereas the use of IS suggests coolness and distance.13 
In the next section we will examine the category of NRSA which is more indirect 
than IS because it simply reports the occurrence of a speech act without specifying 
what was said or the way it was said. 
12It is not unlikely, however, for a speaker's idiosyncrasies to be traced in certain instances of IS or 
"coloured IS", as Page (1988: 36) prefers to call it. In the following example, for instance, words such 
as "T€TOLOL" and "mhci" are placed within quotation marks to denote faithfulness to the original 
utterance. [, • .1 Tijv wvd8LGE GK>"T\PWS. on GuCij ~E TOV BaGL>"T\V TT\S TTapavo~ws. KaL XWPLS vci EXlJ 
8La(iryLOv, TTapE~ETpciTTT\. KL Eq,wva~Ev OTL O>"OL ~EGa GTijV au>"tlv dvm "T€TOLOL", o.4>ou T' 
o.V€XOVTaL .. aUTci" ... 
(A, nAnAAIAMANTH~: 01 K01KAOnANTPEIE~. 177) 
[ ••• J He accused her of living with her Vasilis illegally and without having a divorce. he lost his 
temper and he cried that everybody in the yard were "that sort of people" since they put up "with that 
sort of things" ... 
13Gregory (1965: 48-51) has reached the same conclusion in examining Dickens' use of modes of 
speech presentation. He. has noted ~at the ~peech of ch~acters hos~le to the central character or of 
those characters who Simply functlOn as mstruments In the plot IS rendered in indirect form. In 
contrast DS is employed for the presentation of characters who are central in the novel and are 
sympathetic towards the main character. ~ikewise, Jones (1968: 74) in his analysis of Conrad's use of 
speech modes notices that the use .Of either form of speech can be influenced by the relationship 
holding between the characters. DS IS used for characters with dominant roles while IS is reserved for 
characters with submissive roles. 
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2.3. Narrative Report of Speech Acts (NRSA) 
NRSA is the most diegetic14 of all fonns, i.e. more indirect than IS, because the 
character's speaking is related by the narrator in a summary. In other words the 
narrator reports that a speech event has occurred without committing himself to the 
content of the actual utterance or to its wording. For that reason in NRSA, unlike 
ordinary IS, there is absence of subordinating clauses syntactically dependent on a 
verb of saying. Thus in NRSA all the reported events are presented from the narrator's 
perspective. It is the technique employed to summarize long and insignificant stretches 
of conversation that have nothing to add to the progression of the plot. Because of its 
diegetic nature it becomes fully integrated into the narrative but at the same time lacks 
immediacy. 
The following examples illustrate the use of this category in M.O. fiction. 
II) 'H ~a.va ~ou -rrJv ElTp6cr~aAE, -rrJv ecruKo4>a.VTllcrE, T~V E~(crllcrE 
a:ypuhaTa, clTav EKElVT) 8EV dVOLeE lTOTE T6 crT6~a TT)S' va. lTll KaK6 
, I yL aUTT)v. 
(I. KON~Y'AAKH~: H TIPOTH ArATIH, 53) 
12) • H 8acrKciAa, a<Pou alTT)u8uvE ~LKp6v Aoyu8pwv Els TO. lTTWXo. KOpo.crLa, 
Ka( Tel crUVE~OUAEUcrE va. ~~v ELVaL KAElTTPLaL KAlT., 8lETaeE v' 
a.8EL<lcrouv OAOV T6 vEp6v Tils crTa.~vas ELS IlLKPa.V crKa.<f>l1V, Tr)V 
olToLav EtXE crTElAEl va. 8avElcr8ouv alTO ~V yet Tova lTAv<JTpav. 
(A. TIArrA~IAMANTH~: H 8EOboIKIA TH~ boA~KAAAL, 348) 
In examples (11) and (12) the phrases "Tl'W ElTp6cr~aAE" (she insulted her), 
"T~V EcrUKo4>a.VTT)<JE" (she slandered her) and "a.lTllU8UVE ~lKp6v Aoyv8pLOv" (she 
14NRSA is similar to McHale's "diegetic summary". McHale (1978, 258-9) has also recognized a 
variant of "diegetic summary" namely "su~mary ,less ~urely diegetic". This category does not simply 
report the occurrence of a speech act but It speCifies It, to a certain extent, by naming the topics of 
conversation. 
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had made a short speech) merely report the characters' speaking in a summary without 
any reference to the actual words spoken. 
2.4. Free Direct Speech (FDS) 
In addition to the basic dichotomy between D and IS, there has arisen within the 
last century another distinction namely that between bound and free forms. Oitics have 
identified two more categories of speech presentation, i.e. Free Direct Speech (POS) 
and Free Indirect Speech (FIS).15 FDS, which according to Gregory16 (op. cit., 43) 
was first discerned by Harmer, is characterized by the absence of the reporting11 verb. 
FDS can often appear "within the context of Direct Speech to save repetition of 
reporting clauses" (Wales, 1989: 189). The quotation marks may also be omitted. 
Therefore POS, being a freer version of DS, has the advantage of communicating a 
character's speech to the reader more immediately without the intervention of the 
narrator. The following examples illustrate the use of the technique in M.O. fiction. 
15Chatman (1975: 230) observes that although FDS and FIS are both characterized by the deletion of 
the introductory clause they can be differentiated, in most cases, by the use of different pronouns and 
tenses. The fIrst person and/or the second person pronoun and the present tense are employed in FDS 
as opposed to the third person pronoun and the past tense in FIS. Benveniste (1971: 204) also refers to 
the "correlation of personality opposing the I-you persons to the non-person he". According to this 
correlation only "I" and "you" are indicators of person and together are opposed to the non-person "he". 
16Page (1988: 40) objects to the classifIcation of forms of speech presentation into a limited number 
of rigid categories (i.e. either two or four). each with its own characteristics. as Gregory and the 
traditional grammarians have done. on the grounds that these speech forms tend to mingle with each 
other and with narrative. Thus Page has identifIed a number of different speech presentation categories 
without this implying. as he claims. that all the possibilities have been covered. 
l1Leech and Short, as Wales (1989: 189) notes. recognize as instances of FDS examples in which 
quotation marks are omitted but a reporting verb is present. Wales argues that such instances can be 
considered as free only if the reporting verb appears in middle or fInal position. since in this case "it is 
hard to see it as determining or governing the reported clause". Thus it can be regarded as free. i.e. 
"independent" or "non-embedded". 
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13) LTC) eEv080XELo ~PlOKW TOV eEvo86Xo va. KOUTOUAU OTOV lTa.YKO· 
TEAEUTaLOS EIlELVES, mipE T6 KAEL8t OOlJ 8EUTEPO lTa.TWlla TO TPLO, 
Ilr1TTWS EXELS TOL"Ya.pO; TOL'Ya.po EXW, Kaq,ES lloD AEllTEL. ME KOLTU 
vuoTaYIlEva, eOELS oL' AeTlVaLOL oa.v 8EV 1TLEl.TE Kacpe 8Ev KOLIlUOTE. 
NO. oou Ka.VW OlJVTPOCPLa lTOU eo. T6v t)J"VELS, TOU AEW. 
(M. KOYMANI' APEAL: T A KAHMENA, 46) 
14) (1) KL ,; YLaYLa. T6v ETTaLPVE oTilv KOlJ~Jva, Kat TOUAEYE, ~PWIl6lTat.80, 
EtcraL KaL OU Evas lTELcrllaTapllS, ocro lTUS YlVEcr' OA6L8LOS ,; Ilava crOlJ, 
8e IlTTOPEIS 81lAa8i) va lTEIS Eva EuxapLoTw, ecrTw Ka( t)JEllllaTa, 6.q,ou 
T6v tepEIS TI. OTp~6~lJAO EtVaL KL aUT6s, 8ev ElcraL 1TLel IlWp6, oTCixw 
eellYllcrEL EKaT6 CPOPES, TTpelTEL 811Aa8" atwvtws vel OlJYXU(OllaL; (2) <pelE 
Twpa 8u6 1TLclTa olTavaK6plJ(0, KaAo eel oou KaVEl., T6 OlTava.KL EXEL 
01.8EpG - TT' 6.VeleElla Til Ilava crOlJ lTOU 8ev dXE lluaA6 vel IldvEL IlE 
T6v d.vTpa TT}S, VaXEIS Kat. OU lTaTEpa OlTWS OAa Ta. lTaL8La., va. llr1V 
eeapTncraL alT' Til <pLAav8pwlTta TOU KaeE KEpaTU ... 
(K. T AXTLH~: ENA LyrxPONO TIPOION, 52-3) 
As demonstrated by the above quoted examples FDS allows the writers to run 
narrative and speech together through the omission of the quotation marks. In example 
(13) the writer has also removed the introductory clause which appears only once at the 
end of the extract. In this way speech is embedded in the narrative context and creates 
the impression that it is inseparable from it. Example (14) appears within the vicinity of 
DS. It begins as narration but immediately after the verb "TOUAEYE" (she was saying 
to him) and the comma there is a shift into the character's DS. which is not enclosed 
within quotation marks. The second sentence presents the character's FDS as the 
omission of the reporting verb suggests. 
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2.5. Free Indirect Speech (FIS) in general 
Between D and IS there lies another kind of speech presentation, i.e. FIS. FIS 
shares certain features with both of them. As indicated by its name, it is thought of as a 
freer version of IS. It is similar to the indirect form in that it employs the same tense 
and person, usually the simple past tense and the third person to refer to the speaker, 
or to be more accurate the choice of tense and person is always appropriate to the form 
of the narrative context in which FIS appears. OS, on the other hand, uses the fIrst 
person and mainly present verb forms. FIS, unlike IS, has no reporting clause. In this 
respect it appears to be more immediate than IS. Nevertheless it cannot attain the 
impact of FDS because it suggests that a narratorial voice is in some control. The 
absence of a main clause allows the reported clause to share some of the features which 
characterize DS. FIS does not shift the space-time perspective from that of the 
character to that of the narrator. On the contrary, it uses the same deictic system as OS, 
i.e. that of the character. Thus in M.O. the deictic system of DS is preserved in IS as 
well as in PIS. Oeixis 18 refers to all these features of language which anchor an 
utterance in accordance with the spatio-temporal position of the speaker at the time of 
its production (see Lyons, 1977: 636). The elements themselves are usually called 
"deictics"19 and include the first and second person pronouns (Le. addresser, 
addressee), the demonstratives "this" and "that", adverbials of time and place such as 
"now", "here", (Le. proximal time and place deixis) versus "then", "there" (Le. 
distal20 time and place deixis) and fInally tense (Le. present versus past). FIS also 
retains all those features of DS which are associated with the emotive-expressive21 
18For a description of deixis in terms of prototypes, i.e. for an examination of those linguistic 
categories that prototypically have a deictic function see Fillmore, 1982: 31-9. 
19-rhe term "deictic" is used by Halliday (1985: 164) to refer to a category of modifiers usually known 
as "determiners". In this sense the definite and indefinite articles and the possessives are regarded as 
"deictics". 
20See Fillmore, 1966: 221. 
21Tbe emotive-expressive function is one of the functions of the communicative act in Jakobson's 
(1960: 354) model of the speech event, which defines the constituents of communication and the 
functions of l~guage ass~iated. with ~em. The ~motive function is centred on the speaker (i.e. the 
addresser) and It commurucates hiS feelmgs and altitude towards what he is talking about. In speech act 
theory "expressives" constitute one of Searle's (1969: 15-6) categories of illocutionary acts. 
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function of language (Le. questions, exclamations, repetitions, interjections, 
idiosyncratic speech features of idiom, hesitations etc.) and have to be sacrificed in IS 
(see Ullmann, 1957: 97). FlS usually occurs in a narrative22 context. Though it shares 
the same tense and pronoun with narration it can be differentiated from this by the 
presence of speech-like intonations which contrast with the neutral reporting style of 
narration. 
For all these reasons Leech and Short23 (1981: 325) state that FlS "is in a sort of 
halfway house position, not claiming to be a reproduction of the original speech, but at 
the same time being more than a mere indirect rendering of that original". 
The table that follows illustrates the features that FlS shares with D and IS. 
TABLE 3: FlS 
SIMILARITIES WITH IS SIMILARITIES WITII DS 
Same tense24 and pronoun as Same deictic system as DS. 
IS. Same intonation markers as DS. 
No subordination. 
2.6. FIS in third-person narratives 
The present section deals with the analysis of FlS and the isolation of its indices 
in third-person narratives. The passages that follow arise in both authorial and figural 
22Hough has recognized a kind of narrative discourse in fiction in which the narrator's voice "is more 
or less deeply coloured by a particular character's point of view" (1970: 204). "Coloured narrative" as 
he calls it, is close to FlS with the difference that in FIS it is the character's speech which is colo~cd 
by the narrator's voice. 
23Leech and Short (1981: 331), however, rather confusingly categorize as FlS, IS uttcrances which are 
coloured by direct speech ele~ents, on the grounds that the appearance of any single feature from any 
of the three linguistic categones of grammar, lexis. and graphology is sufficient to identify a passage 
as FlS. 
241n M.G., however. IS can retain the tenses of DS (see Section 2.2.). 
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narration. Each passage is analysed and the main features of FIS contained in it are 
presented in tabular fonn. 
15) l...l BEA.w va El~aL KOVTa O'TIj eaAaO'O'a. rEp0VTLO'LES TTapaCEvLEs ... 
(1) L\La~apTUpf}eTlKav. (2) T' ELV' aiJTCi TTOU AEEL; (3) TIaEL yupeuovTas 
YLd. KOTTAL~EVTa; (4) Kat xaLpETtO'TllKaV ~e TTPOO'KArlO'ELS KL 
tmoO'xeO'ELS: (5) «NO. ~rl O'ns Xd.O'ouIlE ... » «OXL, 0Xt, ed. EPXWllaL 
TaXTLKci ... » K. T .A. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H};: rIO)TKEPMAN A', 402) 
In this very brief extract the novelist makes use of two different modes of speech 
presentation, i.e. PIS and DS. PIS is used to render the characters' protests as the shift 
from the simple past, the tense of the narration, to the simple present in S2 denotes. 
The use of the third person rather than the second to refer to the character is a further 
indication of FIS. FIS questions have the characteristics of direct questions. The 
appearance of contracted fonns such as "T' ELV' aUTO." (what are these), the use of 
the colloquial expression "miEL YUpEuovTas" (he is fishing for), the lack of bound 
typographic marks (Le. quotation marks) and the occurrence of the question mark at 
the end of Ss 2 and 3 further identify this piece as FIS. The characters' invitations and 
promises to each other to meet again soon are presented in DS in Ss, as indicated by 
the typographic mark of colon which precedes DS. DS is enclosed within quotation 
marks and gives a faithful report of the actual words used and as far as it is possible of 
the tone and idioms of infonnal speech through the use of suspension marks and the 
repetition of the particle "OXL" (No). The addition of the word "K.T.)..." (etc.) at the end 
of this extract denotes the presence of an intervening narrator who gives the reader just 
a flavour of the characters' conversation probably because it continued in the same 
style. 
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Indices of FIS in example 15 
1. Shift into the present tense. 
2. Use of the third person. 
3. Contracted fonus. 
4. Colloquial expressions. 
5. Lack of bound typographic markers. 
16) - AEV TIE<pTE.LS, Kupa. ~ou, uT6 KPE~~a.TL; etTIE ';'EATIt8u. L .. ] 
[ .. .] (1) 'EKElV" eO,,,UE v' apv"efJ. (2)"A ~1T<i! 8EV ~Ta.v TLTIOTU' 
aVUTPLXLAU ~TUV, ea. TIEpd.a1J. (3) AEV ~TUV Sd. KUL T6uo ),PLa., va. 
TIE<PTlJ ~E T6 TIUpa~LKp6 aT6 KPE~~a.TL! (4) Md. T6 pL)'OS uEpvovTav 
aa. <plBL TIU)'W~EVO uT6 KOp~( TllS. 
(A. KAPKABIT};A~: 0 APXAIOAOrO};, 1301) 
The fIrst sentence is narration. In the second sentence the use of the interjection 
"a" (Oh) along with the negative interjection "~TIa.", and the exclamation mark after 
"~TIa.", indicate a change from objective narration to FIS. Moreover the occurrence of a 
brief phrase after the exclamation mark and the appearance of two other short paratactic 
phrases, separated by a comma, after the semi-colon, i.e. in Greek a dot raised above 
line, suggest patterns which are characteristic of spontaneous speech. In S3 the use of 
the negative particle "BEv" in combination with the intensifier "Kat T6ao" (that) to 
refer to the character's age, the occurrence of the emphatic particle "8ci", which is 
normally encountered in the spoken language, and the exclamation mark at the end of 
the sentence are further indices of FIS and express the character's attempt to deny the 
fact that she is ill. The descriptive nature of S4 denotes a shift back to narration in 
which the tense and the pronoun selection, that is the S. Past tense and the third-person 
pronoun, is the same as in FIS. 
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Indices of FIS in example 16 
1. Interjections. 
2. Particles characteristic of the spoken language. 
3. Intensifying adverbs. 
4. Brief paratactic sentences suggest spoken language. 
5. Typographic markers (i.e. exclamation marks, semi-colons) create the 
impression of speech. 
17) NaL, TIlS' EtTTE ~ KUpl.a 'EAEVll, ~Tav KaA~ tBEa. [...J 
[,..1 (1) Ma. chav a.vaKOl.VwO'av Ta. O'XE8la. TO US' O'T6v aVTpa TT'lS', 6 
KUPLOS' Nl~TaS' O'llKWO'E T6v K60'~o O'T6 TTo8apl. (2) .6.ev O'Kecj>T1lKav 
nlV a.eLOTTpETTEla TIlS' ot KO)'E VElaS'; (3) TIoD a.KOUO'TT'lKE va. ep),aCeTat 
!lla Ka8wO'TTpETTEl KOTTEAa; (4) Sa TOUS' Ao),aplaCUVE CTlTlavouS', oiiTe 
va. T6 CuvaKouO'El. (5) eci. 'TavE O'ci. va )'lJPOAo),ouO'av Evav KUTaAO)'O 
)'la E pavo - ~ llTTWS O'TE PTlO'E d TT6 Tl TTOTa Tll »Scj>Tl; (6) TilS' T<S 
o:rru)'6pEtVE 6p8a-Kocj>T<l.. (7) Kat O'E ~lcl KOLvwvla T60'o cmuO'~EVTl! 
lTp60'eEO'E. 
(K. TIOAITH~: TEPMA, 119) 
In this extract the expression "a11KWO'E T6v K60'~o O'T6 lT08apl" (he screamed 
his head off) in S 1 prepares the ground for the appearance of FIS in S s 2 to 7. The use 
of the third person for self-reference and the employment of the S. Past tense in 
combination with the conditional to refer to the possible consequences if the character's 
daughter got a job are the grammatical indices of FIS. Lexically FIS is indicated by the 
use of adjectives characteristic of the character's idiolect such as "Ka8wO'TTpE TTEL" 
(respectable), "c l TTaO'!lE VTl" (snobbish), of colloquial expressions, i.e. "TTOU 
dKouO'TTlKe" (whoever heard of that), "6p6a-Kocj>Ta" (once and for all), of a simile 
such as "O'd va. yupoAo)'owav EVUV KaTQ.Ao),o )'lcl Epavo" (like they were asking 
for charity), of the intensifying adverb "T60'o" in the expression "T6cro emuO'IlEVll" 
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(such a snobbish society) and by the appearance of "Kat" (and) in initial position. The 
typographic markers employed to signal FIS include the question mark, which gives a 
more emphatic tone to interrogative-negative S2, the exclamation mark that gives a 
speech-like intonation to elliptical S7, and finally the dash in S5 which denotes self-
interruption. The addition of the word "rrpO<J8E<JE" (he added) immediately after the 
exclamation mark in S7, is indicative of the narrator's presence who, by using this 
expression, assures the reader that these are the character's words. 
Indices of FIS in example 17 
1. Use of the S. Past and of the conditional. 
2. Third-person verb forms. 
3. Expressions peculiar to the character's idiolect. 
4. Intensifying adverbs and similes. 
5. Appearance of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and) in initial position. 
6. Typographic markers (i.e. question marks, exclamation marks and dashes) 
produce the impression of speech. 
7. Contracted forms, e.g. "So. 'TaVE". 
18) - So. rraw 'YL' aXlVous, AEEL. "EpXE<JTE ~a(( ~OU, K. :=:UVEn,,; eo. 
KOAu~'ITi]aou~E KL6Aas. T6 'YLaTp6 Bev T6vE KaAcl) 'YLUTL AUrrUllaL T6 
KO<JTOUIlL TOU ... 
0)' 0 BciaKaAos EuxapLO'TEl. lTOAU aAAci BL<JTci(EL. (2) MeO'u <Je TEToLa 
Kci4JT)! (3) 8ci (UAL<JTEl. XWPLS ano. (4) Sci rrOVOKE<!>UALa<JEL. (5) "ErrEl Ta, 
KElVOS Bev Il rrUlVEL O'T6 vEp6 EXT6s... <JT6 XallallL. (6) ~E v 
KOAU~lTT]<JE rroTES TOU. 
(h. MYPIBHAHh: H ~AhKAAA ME TA XPlhA MATIA, 198) 
In this passage FIS is found in combination with DS. The main character's 
invitation is rendered in DS. The teacher's decline of the invitation is presented in FrS 
7S 
and thus reference to the speaker is in the third-person pronoun. S 1 is narration as 
indicated by the descriptive phrase "6 8a.oxaAos" (the teacher) used by the narrator to 
refer to the character, instead of the character's name that is used by the main character. 
The teacher's hesitation is expressed in PIS as elliptical exclamatory S2 denotes. The 
use of the future, i.e. the combination of the particle "ea." with the perfective non-past 
in the next two brief sentences (Ss 3 and 4), is indicative of the excuses he makes to 
avoid going for a swim. In Ss the appearance of the conjunctive adverb "ETI'EtTa" 
(besides), along with the expression "XWPLS ano" (without doubt) and the 
suspension marks to emphasize the fact that the character only has Turkish baths and 
that he never swims in the sea, and at the same time to express the humorous tone of 
the original, are further indications of the FIS style. Finally in S6 the teacher's 
admission that he has never swum, reinforces the effect of PIS. 
Indices of FIS in example 18 
1. Exclamatory elliptical sentences. 
2. Suspension marks for emphatic reasons. 
3. Brief sentences. 
4. Conjunctive adverbs. 
5. Expressions that denote certainty. 
6. Self-reference is in the third-person. 
7. Use of a variety of tenses, i.e. future, present, past in accordance with the 
context. 
19) 'H MapLa Tapa.XTllKE. lliv va. ~"v T6 lTEpL~EVE aUT6. 
-'Eyw ea. ~E(VW. 
- TIws ea. ~dVElS; 
- ME Ti]v KaTtva. 
- ~E y(VETaL. TIcl.Al Ta. t8la ea. 'XOU~E; 
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(1) Tci tBLa. Kat XELp6TEpa 'YLVr1KavE. (2) 'H Mapta BE 9ci 'YVptO'EL 
un)v 'EnciBa. (3) "OXL. (4) T6 ~EPEL, mJS" 0 rLcivvT}S" BE ".mopEl vci 
~eLVEL ma eBw, EXEL BOlJAELES" KaTC.u. (5) Ma aUn) aa ~El.VEL UTO 
MTTl.appL TS", UTO ~Ev08oXEl.O. (6) ITOLOS" ea. TT)V TTELpaJ.;€L; 
- ME TIELpci(EL e~Eva, EKavE 0 rLavvTlS' ci'YavaKTT)O'~EvoS". 
(e. ITET~AAH}}~IOMH6.H~: MAPIA TIAPNH, 85) 
In this passage there is a slip from DS to narration and finally to FIS. The 
appearance of the narrative sentence "Ta t8la Kat. XELpOTEpa Ylvr1KavE" (the same 
things and even worse happened) signals FIS. FIS is typographically indistinguishable 
from narration with the exception of the use of the question mark at the end of the FIS 
passage (S6)' In S2 the use of the future tense, which is further intensified by the 
negative particle "BE", denotes the character's detennination to stay in France without 
her friends. In S4 the employment of the deictic "eBGl" (here) and of the adverb "Ka.TW" 
(down), which refers to the character's country, is indicative of the character's deictic 
perspective. The emphatic use of the co-ordinating conjunction "~a." (but) in initial 
position in S5, the direct reply "OXl" (No) in fragmentary S3. the employment of third-
person forms and of the demonstrative pronoun "aunl" for self-reference, and the 
appearance of interrogative S6 at the end of the passage, intensify the impression of 
FIS, which ends with a shift back to DS. 
Indices of FIS in example 19 
1. Third-person forms and demonstrative pronouns for self-reference. 
2. Use of the future and of the present tense in hannony with the tenses of the 
foregoing dialogue. 
3. Appearance of space deictics that belong to the character's deictic perspective. 
4. Occurrence ofthe co-ordinating conjunction "~a" (but) in initial position. 
5. Direct replies. 
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20) (1) • AI1UVOI1EVll ,; Mapyapw ';PXLaE va. 6vEL8((lJ TT)V XT)pav Kat TT)V 
KOPllV TTlS'. (2) MT)TTWS' aUTES' ~aav KaXALTEpES' Ta.xa; (3rH aa. l1aS' TT'iJ. 
TTWS' TTa.VTPEljJE Ta.xa TT)V KOP1lV T1lS'. 11' Evav AOUO"TPO, EKEl., Ka( 
O"TOllS' TPEl.S' 1111VES' n)v Errl1PE m:lAL TTLo"W; (4) eEOS' eEpEL d.v EtVaL 
IlE o"TEcpaVL. (5) "H TTWS cl.yopaaE, Taxa, IlLav O"TE cpavoai) K1lV. KL 
E~aAEV ETTL8ELKTlKWS' Ta O'TEcpava 0"L1la. O"Ta ELKOVLO'l1aTu! (6) Kat TL 
,''' • I I \ KOUKAOTTUVTPELES' ELVaL UUTES' .... KI\TT. 
(7) • H ZacpeLpaLva E~EI1a.V1l EvavTLov Tl1S' ~EV1lS'. (8) AUTT) va. EXlJ 
O'ToIlU, vd. TTlJ KUKOV 'YLa TT)V KOP1lV T1lS'l... (9) TIPETTEL va TTMVlJ 
TTpWTU T6 O"TOl1a TTlS', 'YLa. v' a.vacpEPlJ T' QVOIla. TTlS'. (10)' AKOUS' EKEl.! 
(I1) IlLa. TETOlU, Illa. TroAuTTaa1l Kat TrOAUTExvLTlO"O"a. Illa. TTOl1mWI1EVll. 
va EXU T6AIl1l va. ~'Yci(u TpElS m8al1ES' 'YAWcrO"U. va. AE'YU. Kl oAu. 'YLci 
TO KOPL TO"l T6 8lK6 T11S'. TrOU E t VaL O"a.v TO KPUO VE po. et val Ka( 
cpatvETUL!... 
(A. TIATTA~IAMANfHL: 01 KOYKAOTTANTPEIEL, 175) 
In the flrst paragraph of this passage the opening sentence is narration. In S2, 
however, there is a shift into FIS as denoted by the interrogative and exclamatory 
sentences, i.e. 2 to 6, which suggest features of speech. The use of colloquial words 
and expressions. which are characteristic of the spoken language, e.g. "O"llla" (next 
to), "ed. l1aS' TT'iJ" (she will tell us), "eEDS eepEL" (God Knows) and the occurrence 
of the conjunctions "il" (or) and "Kal" (and) in initial position also signal FIS. SS, in 
which the conjunction "il" (or) appears for the second time, does not exhibit 
subordination because the writer wishes to avoid the repetition of the reporting verb 
"ed. Ilas "TTiJ" (she will tell us). Furthermore the use of words of uncertainty like 
"Taxu" and of the conjunction "1lT)TrwS''', to introduce interrogative S2, are further 
indications of FIS. The suspension marks at the end of the paragraph and the 
appearance of the word "KA TT" (etc.) denote the presence of an intervening narrator who 
gives the reader a sample of the character's long speech which probably continued in 
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the same style. In the immediately following paragraph the novelist uses FIS to render 
the widow's answer to what Margaro has said against her. In this way the reader can 
have a flavour of the argument between the two women. S7 is narration and the verb 
"E~EIla.VTl" (she was furious) is a signal of FIS. The rest of the paragraph is in FIS as 
indicated by exclamatory Ss 8 and 10, and by the use of independent2S va.-clauses 
which express the widow's anger at the false accusations (Ss 8, 11). The impression 
of FIS is further intensified by the appearance of colloquial lexical forms,26 like 
"TEToLa" (a woman of her kind), "TTOAUTTU81l" (experienced), "lTOlllTU.uIlEVll" (one 
with a bad reputation) in S 11, by the repetition of the word "11 La. " in front of the 
previous words to express the character's indignation and personal opinion about the 
other woman, by expressions such as "va. ~'Yd'" 'YAwaaa" (saying bad things), 
which is further intensified by the phrase "TPELS' m8a1lES" (three inches), by the 
possessive pronoun "TO 8LKO TT)S" (her own), by the simile "aa.v TO KPUO vepo" 
(fresh like a rose) and finally by the widow's affirmation that her daughter is not only 
fresh like a rose but looks like one. 
Indices of FIS in example 20 
1. Interrogative and exclamatory sentences. 
2. Colloquialisms. 
3. Lexical repetition for emphasis. 
4. Appearance of the conjunctions "11" (or) and "Kal" (and) in initial position. 
5. Words that express uncettainty. 
6. Conjunctions peculiar to the spoken language. 
7. Lack of subordination. 
8. Similes. 
9. Possessive pronouns. 
251n M.G. independent v~-c1auses, i.~. cl.ause~ in which va. governs a main verb, are used to express 
commands, wishes, surpnse, protest, mdlgnauon etc. (see Hesse, 1980: 71). 
26FIS, as Farino~ (l98~: 280) observe~, abounds in Papadiamantis' novels. It can be easily identified 
because it occurs 10 the mformal demotIc whereas the narrator uses the formal Kalharevousa. 
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21) (1) - EtXaTE ETTlO"TW·a.VEL TLTIOTa TO UTIOTITO OAES T01JTES TLS fJIlEPES; 
(2) "OXL. (3) TLTIOTa. aTIOAtJT(uS 8ev EtXE ci.VTLAl1<1>eEl.. (4) KavEva 
UTIOTITO, KavEvav d:YVWOTO, TIOl) va. TIEpvo8LCi~TlKE aPYOTIan0vTa.s. (5) 
Ka.vEva TIOU va. oTalla.TT)Oe Ka.L va. E~ETa.(E TLS TIp08f)KES, Ti}v TTopTa, 
Ti} oTepEoTTlTa. TOUS. (6) "EKAELOE OTLS ~lel. Ka.l Ill0i}. (7) rUpLoe OTlS 
TEOOEPlS TIa.pa. TETa.PTO. (8) Aomov ,; KAOTIi} EYLVE IlEOa. a' U"\JTES 
, 8' '" TLS uo WpES. 
(9) - ot imel.AAl1Aot O"as Etval 80KlI.1.a.0"~EVOl; (11) KAEl8WoaTE oElS; 
(Ill Na.L, ol imci.AATlAOL ELTa.VE 8oKl~aOIlEVOl. (12) Ka.L Ti}v TIOPTa., 
cmws TIa.vTa, EKAELoe 6 t8LOS. 
(13) - AEV dxaTE Ka.TE~el.OEl Tel. O"L8EpEVla POAa.; 
(14) TTpOs Tl, IlE pa ~EOTlIlE pL, OTOV m6 KEVTPlK6 KaL TIOAUauxva.oTO 
8pollO TT]S' Aei}vas. 
(15) - Ka.Ael., etTTE, IlTTOpel.TE vel. 1T1watvETE. 
(16) - TIov va. TIcl.w ... 
(r. MArKAH~: or LYNETArpor, 282-3) 
In this passage the owner of a jewellery shop is in the police station reporting the 
break-in at his shop. The police officer's questions are all in DS, as indicated by the 
dashes at the beginning of his words, whereas the jeweller's answers are rendered in 
FIS with the exception of his last answer which is in DS. 
The character uses third-person fonns to refer to himself. The majority of tenses 
are in the S. Past but the character also uses the Past Perfect in S3 to be in harmony 
with the tense used by the police officer in his questions (i.e. Past Perfect). Direct 
replies like "OXL" (No) in S2 and "Na.C" (Yes) in Sl1, the repetition of the word 
"Ka.VE va." (no-one) in Ss 4 and 5, the character's brief answers to refer to his 
movements such as "EKAELO"E OTLS Il la. Ka.t Ill0i}" (he closed at half-past one), 
"YUPlOE OTLS TEooeplS TIa.pa. TETapTo" (he came back at a quarter to four) in Ss 6 
and 7, and the initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and) in S 12, 
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create the impression of speech. In addition, the jeweller's reply to the police officer's 
third question is characterized by lack of verb forms. His short phrases, which occur 
one after the other separated by commas, and generally their informal style indicate 
directness (S 14). A shift into ns in S 16 denotes the end of FIS. 
Indices of FIS in example 21 
1. Self-reference is in the third-person. 
2. Paratactic use of sentences. 
3. Brief sentences, some of which are elliptical. 
4. Repetition. 
5. Co-ordinating conjunctions appear initially to suggest speech characteristics. 
All the above quoted examples (15 to 21) appear in authorial narration. The next 
three examples (22 to 24) occur in figural narration. 
22) (l) AE q,wvaee. (2)' A iT61lELVE O'nlv a:YKaALa TOU, ETO'L, llapllapWIlEVll, 
TO. llanO. TTlS' IlEO'a O'Ta llanO. TOU a:yopLOu. (3) "EiTEl TO., eEO'iTaO'E IlLcl 
q,Auapla VEUPLK1l: (4) - rLaTL, TOU AEEL, 'YLaTL; (5) TIwS' T6KavE; (6) T( 
iTEPlllEVEL cliT6 TOUTO; (7) Twpa eo. iTaEL q,uAaKit - (8) T6 eEpEL TIWS 
eo. TIciEL q,uAaKi]; ... 
Tils EO'q,LeE nl IlEO'T). 
(K. nOAITHl:: EROICAZl, 193) 
In this extract FIS is signalled by the typographic markers which are normally 
used to introduce ns, that is the colon and the dash (S4). The interrogative nature of 
Ss 4, 5, 6 and 8 denote the character's anxiety who refers to the other character by 
27 Although Eroica is a homodiegetic narrative. i.e. it is related by a witness-participant narrator, most 
of the story is reconstructed in the mode of an heterodiegetic voice (i.e. third-person narration). The 
eye-witness narrator has a,ccess to the characters' mind "though technically speaking an eye-witness 
narrator should know nothtng except what he or she has seen or heard" (Lanser, 1981: 159-60). This is 
the reason why passages from Eroica are analysed along with third-person narratives. 
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using the third person rather than the second person which is employed in a dialogue. 
The repetition of the conjunction "YlO,TL" (why) in S4 and of the phrase "Sa. TTa.EL 
<PUAaKi}" (he will go to jail) in Ss 7 and 8, the emphatic use of the deictic "T(.0pa." (now) 
in initial position in S7 and the use of suspension marks at the end of the extract 
reinforce the character's nervousness and at the same time serve as signals of FIS. The 
tenses used in this extract are mainly the present and the future which are usually 
encountered in DS. 
Indices of FIS in example 22 
1. Typographic markers such as dashes, suspension marks and question marks 
suggest spoken language. 
2. Repetition. 
3. Initial position of present time deictics for emphasis. 
4. Use of present and future verb fonus. 
23) (1)' Ana. ,; T(oUALO, ,." IlETa.TTEL<JE. (2) TIP0<pTO,<JE va. dSoTTOL1l<JEL TOV 
"EnllvO, IlE TO KO,TTEAO TIWS Kw8uVEUE; (3) "OXL. (4) ea. TOV a<PllVE 
AOL1TOV va. TpL YUpl(EL dvt8EOS IlE<J' <Jnl <pwna.; (5) KL d<pou ~ Na.v 
KaToLKoO<JE <JTd <pPOUPLO TOO iXSpoO, IlE T~ yuva(Ka TOO 
8E<JIl0<PUAO,KO, <JUIlIlO,XO TTJS d<p0<JlWIlEVTJ, 8ev ~To'V TpEAAa va. TPEXEL 
YLa. TIapllyopLa. <JTO TIo'PEA8ov; (6) AEV T~S EAEYE va. TIEpa.<JOUV 1l0,(r. 
TtS YLOPTEs' 8E sa. 8LO,<JKE8a.(E IlE Til <JVVTP0<pLa. EVOS dVcl1T1lPOU KO,t 
IlLUS <povXTas liALKLWIlEVWV 1l00vLaKwv. (7)' Ana. YLa. TO PE~EYLOV 
IlTIOPOU<JE va. T~S E~o'<J<paA(<JEL IlLa. TIPO<JKAll<Jll dTTd <pLAOUS TTJS. 
dv6pWTTOUS TTlS KO,AUTEPllS KOLVWVlO,S. TTOV dxav KaL YOU<JTO KaL 
Ta.KT. (8)' H Na.v. EUYEVLKa.. Tfls e8w<JE va. KO,TO,Aa.!3EL TIWS mJTo 8E 
yI.VETO,L. 
(};. TLIPKAL: H NYXTEPIAA, 165-6) 
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This example of PIS is found embedded in a narrative context. The only 
typographic indices of PIS are the question marks in Ss 2, 4 and 5 and the use of the 
semi-colon in S6, which are quite inconspicuous at first sight, because these markers 
are also employed by the narrator in his narration. However, the use of mainly the S. 
Past tense and of the third-person pronoun, rather than the second, are further 
indications that this passage is an instance of PIS. Despite the presence of 
subordination it gives a fair account of the original conversation. Other features which 
indicate directness are the way one character refers to the other character's friend in S2, 
i.e. she uses the descriptive phrase "TOV" EnTlva p.e TO KaTTenO" (the Greek with 
the hat) rather than his name, which she probably does not know, and the main 
character's direct negative reply in the immediately following sentence. In addition, the 
conjunction "AOL nov" (well), which suggests features of speech in S4, the initial 
position of the co-ordinating conjunction "KL" (and), and the deviant word order of the 
phrase "<J1Jp.p.axo TTlS a<!>o<Jlwp.eVTl" (her loyal ally, lit. her ally loyal), with the 
adjective28 appearing after the noun in S5, serve to signal FIS. Finally the use of 
expressions which are peculiar to the spoken language, such as "8ev Tils EAE'YE" 
(she wasn't telling her) in S6, and of the doubled "KaL" (and) in S7, which in the 
spoken language emphasizes the words that immediately follow it, further identifies 
this passage as FIS. 
Indices of FIS in example 23 
1. Conjunctions characteristic of the spoken language. 
2. Co-ordinating conjunctions in initial position. 
3. Direct replies. 
4. Expressions peculiar to the spoken language. 
24) «(1) Ka( 8EV TO ~EpaTE, Kup(a' AALKT) on p.ETaKop.(<JavE; (2) MoD 
KavEL EVTUTTW<JTl!» (3) n~pE o.Kop.a Eva TTaCLp.ci8L, IlE npoaOXr1 TO 
281n M.G. adjectives "receive special emphasis" when they appear after the noun they modify (see 
Mackridge, 1985: 194). 
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O'TPWVEL 1300JTUPO, llapllEAei8a. (4) -"As Ilit VOlllOEL ,; Kupla' AAlK1l 
mJs Titv ,EXaoE. ETUXE \lOVO rrporrEpoL Tei XpLOTOtrYEvva EVw 
I3pLOK()TaVE oTitv J A8itva tiTrO uveiPPWOTl ... vei, ,; dAit8na Etvm rrws 
urrEcpuYE. (5)' EKTOS rrou 0 TpaullanO\los TOUXE d4>itoEL Eva EISos 
\lLoav8pwrrLa, IlLQ. tiTrOXOVSpLa ... ErrELTa KL 0 XPTlOTOS 4>uAaKLo\lEvOS 
OTO MaKpovitoL, Eva \lQ.n o.v el3AErrE TOV TIETpo vci \lrraLVEL OTO 
orrLn TTlS, EXEL YE\ltOEL 0 TO:rrOS TCLVLa Kat KaTa8oTES, 8ciTav 
emKCv8uvo. (6) KaC rrolL I3El3ma AoyapLa(E... O\lWS ecpUYE TOOO 
ea4>vLKd. arro TrlV • A6rlva TOTE, 8ev arrOXaLPET1l0E KaVEva, 
drrpoo8oK1lTa 8LaKotfJaVE TrlV avappWTLKrl TOU ci.8ELa KaL TOV 
,arrOOTELAaVE oTit BopELo' Ex.AOBa OTci ouvopa. TciXEL Kcin TEna 0 
OTpaTOS... (7)' 0 TIETpos oi]KWOE TO rraeL\la.8L Kat TO KE4>ciAL TOU: (8) 
«ME Tit \l1lTEpa \lOU 8E I3AErrooaoTE Ka8oAou;» 
(A. KOTZIAh: 0 rENNAIOh THAEMAXOh, 38) 
The first two sentences in this passage are DS with the character's words 
enclosed within quotation marks. The third sentence is narration. The first part of this 
sentence is in the simple past but the second part, immediately after the comma, 
appears in the present tense. The change to the present tense in combination with the 
use of the adverbial expression "\lE iTPOOOXrl" (carefully) and the paratactic 
appearance of the words "!30uTUPO" and "\lap\lEAci8a" (marmalade), which are 
separated by commas rather than being connected by a co-ordinating conjunction, 
prepare the ground for the appearance of PIS. The dash is a further indication that what 
follows is rendered in FIS. Suspension marks are used throughout the passage for 
hesitations and changes of topic. The tense used is the present with past tenses 
employed only where the speaker would have used them in DS. The speaker's 
reference to himself is by third-person forms. However, there is one instance in which 
there is a reference to the character by his name, i.e. "TOV TIETPO" (Peter), which 
suggests the presence of a narratorial voice. The paratactic use of the sentences in this 
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passage creates the impression of spontaneous speech (e.g. S6), which is further 
reinforced by the appearance of colloquial words and phrases such as "va. ,; Q>"T)eELa 
etvm" (well, the truth is) in S4, "T(Lvla" (geniuses) in SS, ">"oya.pla(e" (he meant 
to), "TOV caTTO(J'TEl>"ave" (they sent him), and "Ta.XEl Ka.n TEna 0 (J'TpaTOS" 
(these things happen in the anny) in S6. The last suspension marks in S6 indicate the 
end of FIS, which took place while the character was spreading butter and mannalade 
on his rusk. The sentence that immediately follows (S7) is narration and the character 
is depicted as being ready to eat his rusk. The question that follows is in OS and is 
introduced by a colon. 
Indices of FIS in example 24 
1. Use of the dash to introduce FIS. 
2. Suspension marks for hesitations and changes of topic. 
3. Self-reference is in the third-person and by the character's name. 
4. Parataxis. 
5. Colloquial lexical items. 
Before turning to the analysis of the technique of FlS in first-person narratives 
we will briefly mention the use of FID in flrst-person literary texts. 
2.7. FID in first-person narratives 
Discussions of FlD were at flrst restricted to examples from third-person 
narratives since in such narratives the mingling of the character's speech and thought 
with the narrator's voice is more clearly demonstrated. This emphasis created the 
misleading impression that FlO was characteristic only of third-person narratives. This 
thesis, however, has been contradicted by modem critics and examples of FID in fust-
person narratives have been given. For instance, Bronzwaer (1970: 56) has pointed 
out that FID can occur in first-person narratives but it is denoted by a different set of 
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transformations than those used in third-person narratives. In third-person narrative 
texts, for example, FID uses the same person and tense system as IS. Nevertheless 
this distinctive feature is absent in first-person narratives in which both character-I and 
narrator-I, in Bronzwaer's terminology, use the first person. Bronzwaer believes that 
Hamburger's misjudgment that FIS cannot be found in first-person narratives, because 
in such narratives the epic preterite has its genuine function of denoting pastness, and 
consequently her exclusion of first-person narratives from the realm of fiction, can be 
attributed to her inability to recognize the different set of transformations involved in 
the perceptibility of FID in first and third-person narratives. The reader, Bronzwaer 
continues, can identify passages of FID in first-person narratives through the presence 
of verbs or expressions of inner state or by other linguistic features. i.e. features 
characteristic of the spoken language such as repetitions, emotive words etc. These 
indices help him to differentiate between the narrator-I and the character-I. In addition, 
as Bronzwaer has noted, the tense systems of narration and FID are different in first-
person narratives because the preterite in FID assumes the function that the present 
tense has in narration, i.e. that of a gnomic present. Thus the different tense systems 
can also aid in the differentiation between narrator-I and character-I. 
Cohn (1978: 167) has also shown that FID occurs in passages in which the 
experiencing self (i.e. Bronzwaer's character-I) is present, that is when the emphasis is 
on it. Her examples mostly account for the use of the technique for rendering inner 
processes rather than speech. Stanzel (1984: 221) observes that FID can also be used 
for reproducing speech since the degree of knowledge of the narrating self is not as 
limited as it is when it concerns the rendering of thoughts. In thought presentation 
there is "a narrowing of the focus of the presentation on the experiencing self in its 
Here and Now" whereas in speech presentation FID can be used to present the speech 
of other characters (op. cit., 224). However, as Stanzel remarks, the effects produced 
by FlD with regard to speech and thought presentation seem to be different in first-
person narratives. The effects of FID will be examined in detail during the analysis of 
speech and thought modes in the present Chapter and Chapter 3. 
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Thus FID can also be encountered in flrst-person narratives, though not as 
frequently as in third-person narratives because of its general structure, i.e. the 
experiencing and the narrating self are the same person. 
Next we will proceed with the analysis of FIS in ftrst-person narratives. 
2.8. FIS in first-person narratives 
25) (1) Tils E~aAaV ot KOiTEAES Eva ~ET'T)TL O'TO XEPl Kat ecpu'YE. 
(2) ~TO MOAU~O; (3) MEO'a O'TOU AUKOU TO O'TO~aJ (4) I1aA~T), AE'YW, 
ed. 'TaVE TOUTT\ ,; 'YPld.. (5) Twpa iTOU TO 'xav dXTL va. TOVE 
CE~iTEp8Etl.loUV ToupKOL Ka( XpLO'TLavo(! (6) "OXL. (7) Na. iTEea.VEL 
KaAUTEpa. (8)'0 BaO'(ATlS 8ev Elva!. Eva KO~~aTL ~lTa'Yl.a.TLKO KpEas, 
va. TO p(~OUVE O'Ta. xaO'aiTOO'KUAa, lTOV iTEPl.~EVOUV iTEl.VaO'~Eva. (9) 
Na. TOU cpepouv alT' TT) O'Tpw~aTOeeO'Tl TO XaVT'a.pl.. (10) Nci ~ciAEl. 
KaTOU TO iT08l. TOU, va. TOU KaTE~aO'EL ~l.ci, va TO Xwp(O'EL, va rra.El. 
O'TT)v OP'YTt TO aTL~o! 
(11) ot lTOVOl. TOVE TpEAal.Vav. 
(L. MlPIBHAH~: 0 BALIAHL 0 APBANITHL, 102) 
This extract appears in a narrative which is related by a homodiegetic witness-
narrator, who on the opening page of the novel explicitly refers to his intention to relate 
the story of the main character Vasilis, whose heroic deeds made a lasting impression 
on him when he was young. The above quoted passage renders Vasilis' FIS. It is 
embedded in a narrative context as narratorial Sl denotes. The two elliptical sentences 
that immediately follow (Le. Ss 2 and 3) and the exclamation mark at the end of S3 are 
the flrst indications that the homodiegetic witness-narrator29 has switched to a different 
29The role of the witness-narrator in this novel is restricted to presenting only the speech of other 
characters unlike the narrator of "Eroica" (see cr. 27, p. 80), who has access not only to the speech but 
also to the consciousness of other characters. Thus the witness-narrator of "BaULA'lS ' Ap~avLT'lS" 
functions like an autodiegetic narrator. As Stanzel (1984: 224) remarks, autodiegetic narrators can use 
AS to present the speech of other characters because, as far as speech presentation is concerned, their 
degree of knowledge is not as limited as it is when it comes to rendering thought For that reason 
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form of speech presentation. S4 renders the character's FDS as the use of the verb 
"AEYW" (I say) in medial position and the omission of quotation marks indicate. In S5 
the employment of third-person forms, lack of subordination, the combination of the 
present time deictic "TC..Jpa" (now) with the past tense verb "TO 'xav" (they had sworn) 
and the exclamation mark denote a switch to PIS. The impression of PIS is reinforced 
by the appearance of the direct reply "OXL" (No) in fragmentary S6 and by the 
appearance of the independent va-clause to express the character's wish in S7. The use 
of the character's name for self-reference, the comparison he makes to the hungry dogs 
waiting outside the butcher's shop in Ss and the use of the subjunctive form "va TOU 
<pepouv" (they are to fetch him) are further indications of FIS. In SIO the paratactic use 
of the va-clauses, the use of the oath "(YTTIV opYT}" (to hell) and of the exclamation 
mark at the end of the sentence aim at producing a sense of the spoken language. The 
shift into narration in S 11 signals the end of FIS. 
Indices of FIS in example 2S 
1. Present-time deictics combine with past tense forms. 
2. The mark of exclamation reproduces features of the spoken language. 
3. Direct replies. 
4. Lack of subordination. 
5. Use of third-person forms and of the character's name for self-reference. 
6. Oaths. 
26) (I) ~u~<pwvaEL Kat KElVll ~a{r. ~ou va. ~E aTTOTTaLpVEL xa~T}Ao<pwva' TO 
~paxvoUTalKo Aaxavlaalla aav nl ~aYlaTlKT) aupa ~OU Xa"LBEUEL TO 
aUTl' (2) W'EUTllS! ... tPEUTllS Kat clvoaTos!... (3) "ETal, va. TO eEpW, 
AOlTTOV, aUnl EXEL nl BOUAELa TT)S. (4) TIe<pTEl aTTo nlv op8oaTaaLa; 
(5) "E, as TTe<pTEL - Tl ~E ~EAEL E~Eva; (6) "EXEL TO Illa80 TT)S, 
TTAllpWVETaL ... EtVaL aVEeapTT)TT).' AVE~apTT)Tl1! m KaL TO aTTayopEUEL -
"BaaLAT)S' • Ap~avLT1lS'" is analyzed along with first-person narratives. (For a detailed analysis of the 
narrator's role in this particular novel see Andronikos, 1985: 85-122). 
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(8) O.KOUW; (9) D.E BLVEl T6 BlKalw\la O"TTjv Kci8E Q.O"TOlXElWTll 
«pci<j>Tpa» ..• (0) - NaL, vaL, O"wO"Tci! Til$' yve<j>w \lTIEpBE\lEvo$' O"T6 
KOU~cipL Til$' o.ywvlas TTlS'· 
(A. KOTZIA~; 0 EO~<l>OPO~, 162-3) 
In this passage one character has been criticizing the other annoyed by his 
behaviour. FIS is indicated typographically by the use of the colon30 in S2. The 
pronoun and the tense selection is consistent with the overall style of the narration. The 
character employs the third-person rather than the ftrst to refer to herself and the ftrst 
rather than the second to refer to the other character. The tense used is the present, 
which is the tense of DS. The typographic marks of exclamation and interrogation give 
a speech-like emphasis to the passage. Dashes indicate self-interruptions whereas 
suspension marks denote incomplete, unftnished sentences. Use of interjections such 
as "E" (Oh), repetition of words such as "~EUTT)S" (liar) in S2 and "dVE~cipTllTT)" 
(independent) in S6, which reveal the character's anger, colloquial expressions such as 
"TL \lE \lEAH E\lEVa" (what has it got to do with me) in SS, and ftnally words, which 
are enclosed within quotation marks for emphasis, but at the same time are indicative 
of the character's contempt, i.e. "pci<j>Tpa" (dressmaker) in S9, aim at recreating the 
character's manner of speaking. 
Indices of FIS in example 26 
1. Use ofthe colon to introduce FIS. 
2. Exclamation and question marks for speech-like intonations. 
3. Dashes for self-interruptions. 




3Or.ethcoe (1969: 85) has noted that in French a piece of FIS is usually preceded by a colon. 
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8. Words enclosed within quotation marks for emphasis. 
27) (1) Tou eLrra yta TTJ Aeva, Kat 1T(u$' llTav TO KopLTaq.l.OU. (2) YaTEpa, 
~EKcip<pwTa, rroaa xpovta ElXE TllV ci8Ela Yla TO Tact. (3) Ma 8EV 
llTav 8LKO.OU T' allci~l, 80UAEUE IlE TO XlAlOIlETPO. (4) rla Ta 
llaAAtci-rou, lTOU Tci 'KO~E KOVTci; 5) rOOOTO-rOU. 
(N. KA~~ArAH~: ArOL, 131) 
This first-person narrative occurs in a third-person short story. The first sentence 
is narration. Then in S2 there is a shift into FIS as indicated by the lack of a reporting 
clause such as "TOV pWT1laa" (I asked him) to which the reported clause "TToaa 
XpOvla ElXE Tllv ci8Ela yta TO T~L" (how many years he had the taxi licence) 
would be subordinated. The reported clause has the syntactic form of a question 
despite the absence of the question mark at the end of the clause. Another signal of FIS 
is the use of the third person rather than the second person which is employed in direct 
questions. S3 begins with the conjunction "Ila" (but), which is characteristic of the 
spoken language when it occurs in initial position. In addition, the speaker uses the 
third person instead of the fust in referring to himself. The appearance of the question 
mark in S4, which is also not subordinated, gives a speech-like intonation to it. The 
informal colloquial forms "allci~L" (car), instead of the narrator's "auToKLVllTO", and 
"yoOOTo TOU" (that's the way he liked it) in Ss 3 and 5 respectively, are characteristic 
of the speaker's idiolect and a further indication of FIS. The tense employed 
throughout this passage is the S. Past tense which is the tense of the narration. 
Contracted forms such as "T' allci~t" (the car), which normally signal FIS, also 
abound in the narration and for that reason in this particular passage they cannot be 
considered as indices of FIS. 
Indices of FIS in example 27 
1. Lack of subordination. 
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2. Third-person fonns for self-reference. 
3. Conjunctions characteristic of the spoken language. 
4. Words and phrases that belong to the character's idiolect. 
2.9. Summary of indices of FIS in first and third-person M.G. 
Narratives 
The analysis of the passages of FIS in M.G. fiction has shown that there is no 
need for FIS to be dependent on the presence of the third person and of the S. Past 
which, however, is the nonn. It would be more accurate to say that the selection of the 
tense and the pronoun is always consistent with the form of the narrative context in 
which FIS appears. This can account for the variety of tenses (Le. S. Past31 , Present, 
Future, Conditional) and of pronouns (Le. third and first) used in FIS passages. 
Furthennore although FIS, in most cases, is characterized by absence of subordination 
there are instances of FIS which exhibit subordination. Nevertheless, they are still 
considered as FIS passages because of the occurrence of other markers that identify 
them as such. In this respect we will disagree with Leech and Short (1981: 331) who 
claim that the presence of any single feature from any of the three linguistic levels (Le. 
grammar, lexis, graphology) is sufficient to characterize a passage as FIS and we will 
agree with Lethcoe (1969: 177) who has noted that such indices usually appear in 
clusters. Thus they more readily distinguish instances of FIS from narration. Lethcoe 
(op. cit., 79) has identified two broad categories of signals, namely contextual and 
linguistic, which help to differentiate FID, or "narrated speech" as he calls it, from 
narration. 
31 The appearance of different tenses in PIS passages can also be attributed to the fact that indirect 
speech in M.G. can retain the tense system of DS. In this case there is merely a pronominal change 
from frrst to third-person pronouns (see Section 2.2., 59-60). 
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With reference to M.G. fiction we have noticed that the authors give indications 
of the shift into FIS either by using verbs or expressions equivalent to verbs of saying 
(examples 15, 16, 20, 22) or by describing the character's emotional state (example 
17, the second paragraph in example 20). 
FIS can occur either in passages of narrative context (ex. 23) or in the fonn of 
dialogue with one speaker using DS and the other FIS (ex. 21). It can also be insened 
within a piece ofDS (ex. 19). 
Apm from the above mentioned contextual indices there are also linguistic 
indices. Linguistic indices are these elements which, appearing in a narrative context, 
give the impression of speech to what may otherwise appear to be narration. Lethcoe's 
linguistic signals belong to the three linguistic levels of grammar, lexis, and 
graphology. The indices identified by Lethcoe are also present in M.G. passages of 
FIS. 
Typographic markers such as exclamation and question marks are frequently 
employed by M.G. novelists to give a speech-like intonation to an entire sentence 
(examples 16, 17,25) or to a pan of it (ex. 16). Other features of directness include 
dashes (examples 17,22,26) and suspension marks (examples 24, 26) for pauses and 
unfinished sentences or changes of topic respectively, and the use of the semi-colon 
(ex. 16) and of commas for reproducing an impression of spontaneous speech. The 
colon (ex. 23) along with the dash are used as introductory markers of either DS or 
PIS (examples 21, 24). Individual words can be given a special emphasis by being 
placed within quotation marks32 (ex. 26). 
Lexical items that indicate FIS are colloquial words or expressions, which are 
characteristic of the character's idiolect (examples 20, 25, 26), repetitions (examples 
20, 22), contracted fonns which are common in the spoken language but not in fonnal 
writing (ex. 15), emphatic particles (ex. 16), intensifying adjectives and adverbs (16, 
17), interjections (16, 26), words or expressions of affinnation (ex. 18), denial (ex. 
32It is worth noting that italics, which are the printed equivalent to oral emphasis of words and 
expressions, are sparsely used in ~.G. novels and they are more likely to appear in modem novels 
published quite recently r~ther ~~ 10 ol~ ~~es. The low frequency of italics can probably be attributed 
to absence of the appropnate prmt10g faCIlIties rather than to any other kind of reasons. 
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21), uncertainty (ex. 20), use of similes and of idiomatic expressions (17, 20), and 
generally any lexical fonn which is characteristic of the emotive-expressive function of 
language. 
Syntactically FIS is signalled by parataxis (ex. 24), fragmentary sentences (ex. 
21), ellipsis (ex. 18), use of co-ordinating conjunctions in initial position (17, 19,21), 
which function as interjections and emphasize the whole sentence, lack of 
subordination (20, 25) and generally by any syntactic structure that recalls spoken 
language. 
For ease of reference the indices of FIS in flrst and third-person narratives will 
be summarized as follows: 
Contextual Indices 
1. Verbs or expressions of saying, e.g. "~la.~a.pTUp1)eT}Ka.V" (they protested). 
2. Verbs describing the character's emotional state, e.g." EeE~ciVT}" (she was 
furious). 
Linguistic Indices 
a) Typographic Markers 
Use of all typographic markers in an attempt to create an impression of the 
spoken language. 
1. Exclamatory and interrogative marks convey an impression of speech. 
2. Dashes suggest pauses and self-interruptions. 
3. Semi-colons and commas recall features of the spoken language. 
4. Suspension marks indicate unflnished sentences, hesitations, changes of 
topic. 
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5. Words enclosed within quotation marks produce special emphasis. 
6. The colon or the dash may be used as introductory markers of FIS. 
b) Grammatical/Syntactical Markers 
1. Self reference is in the third-person pronoun and generally in the third person. 
The use of demonstrative pronouns or of the character's name is also 
possible. 
2. Tenses are consistent with the context in which FIS occurs. The S. Past, the 
Present and the Future are the tenses commonly used. 
3. Deviant word order, i.e. appearance of an adjective after a noun, initial 
position of co-ordinating conjunctions such as "Kal" (and) and "~ci" (but). 
4. Brief sentences. 
5. Ellipsis. 
6. Lack of subordination, at least in most cases. 
7. Appearance of syntactically independent subjunctive forms. 
8. Paratactic use of sentences. 





3. Lexical forms peculiar to the character's idiolect. 
4. Lexical repetition. 
5. Similes. 
6. Interjections. 
7. Lexical fillers. 
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8. Contracted fonns. 
9. Emphatic particles. 
10. Intensifying adjectives. 
11. Words or expressions of afflnnation, denial, uncertainty. 
12. Oaths. 
13. Conjunctive adverbs. 
Having identified the markers of FIS we can now turn to the examination of its 
effects. 
2.10. Effects of FIS in first and third-person narratives 
Despite Bally's claim that the main characteristic of FID is objectivity of 
reproduction which, as a result, excludes both sympathetic and ironic narratorial 
mediation, modern stylisticians recognize FID as the mode which can create either 
sympathetic or ironic effects. In certain cases it can be equivocal between the two. 
Since in FID, as they remark, the character's focalization is combined with the 
narrator's voice it is impossible for the narrator not to commit himself to attitudes of 
irony or sympathy. Nevertheless, there is a tendency among critics to emphasize one 
of the two functions of FID to the neglect of the other. For instance, FID is viewed by 
Bronzwaer (1970: 66-7) as a vehicle of empathy33 whereas by Jones (1968: 173) as a 
vehicle of irony. 
With regard to FIS, critics have observed that it is more often used to create 
irony rather than sympathy (see Leech and Short, 1981: 334; Hemadi, 1972: 37). This 
ironic effect is attributed by Leech and Short to the interposition of the narrator's voice 
between the character's words and the reader which, as a result, distances the latter 
from the character's speech. 
330illon and Kirchhoff (1976: 438) argue that Free Indirect Style indicates narratoriaI agreement with 
the character rather than empathy. In Free Indirect Style the narrator's withdrawal in the background, as 
they state, encourages the reader's sympathetic response but not necessarily the narrator's. In certain 
cases Free Indirect Style "signals the narrator's suspension of judgment". 
9S 
The analysis of the technique of FIS in M.G. fiction reveals that FIS is used by 
novelists to produce both ironic and sympathetic effects. Furthermore, the effects of 
FID for the reproduction of speech in first-person narratives seem to be similar to those 
in third-person narratives since FIS presents the character's speech more clearly than 
DS and more accurately than IS or as Stanzel puts it "free indirect style as a technique 
for the rendition of speech offers a very subtle possibility of characterization and 
indirect commentary on the intonation of this speech" (1984: 223). 
The effects produced in both first and third-person narratives are closely 
associated with the context in which FIS appears. For instance, in the vicinity of more 
indirect forms, i.e. when it is embedded in narration, FIS can be employed to create 
immediacy because it is more direct than narration. In certain cases (examples 17, 23, 
25) the omission of any explicit typographic markers (i.e. the colon or the dash) allows 
the novelists to run narration and FIS together and to create the impression that they are 
inseparable. FIS can either encourage the reader's sympathetic response to the 
character's speech as in examples (22) and (25), which express the character's strong 
emotional tension, or it can be used as a means of parody. In example (17) different 
forms of speech, both fully integrated into the narrative, are employed to present the 
different reactions of the character's parents to her decision to get a job. The mother's 
positive reaction is rendered in FDS whereas the father's negative reaction is expressed 
in FIS. FIS by paying more attention to detail shows how exaggerated the character's 
reaction is and casts an ironic light on his words. Likewise in example (20) the narrator 
withdraws from the scene and reports the characters' argument with ironic detachment 
and at the same time in more detail than DS. 
FIS can also be interposed between direct quotations as in example (15). The 
transition from DS to FIS and vice-versa is indicated by brief narratorial sentences. 
Since FIS appears in the vicinity of DS, it also creates directness. The writer has 
probably used FIS in an attempt to vary34 the form of presentation. In example (24), 
which occurs in third-person figural narration, the alternation of DS with FIS takes 
34Dole~el (1973: 47) has note~ t.hat the choi~e of a particular mode is often determined by formal 
factors, that is "the need for variatIon, the creation of a formal pattern rhythm, etc.". 
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place in the speech of the same character. Short narratorial sentences facilitate the 
transition from one speech form to the other. The character's excuses for failing to visit 
the other character sound more natural and produce sympathetic effects when rendered 
in PIS. 
Similarly in example (19) PIS is signalled by the narrator's comment "nl. tBLa. 
Kat. XELp6TEpa 'YLvllKavE" (the same things and even worse happened). In the 
sentence immediately following, however, the narrator disappears behind the character 
and gives the reader a flavour of the character's emotional state. Despite the lack of 
explicit typographic markers, which make it appear indistinguishable from narration, 
PIS gives a more detailed account of the character's decision to prolong her stay in 
Italy than OS. In addition, the use of many direct speech elements produces immediacy . .' 
and the reader's sympathetic response. 
FIS very often alternates with DS in reporting a dialogue. In example (21) OS is 
reserved for the police-officer's straightforward questions whereas FIS is employed 
for the jeweller's detailed accounts of his movements during the break-in at his shop. 
FIS creates a distancing effect, without producing irony, and this is more obvious 
when the jeweller switches to OS in the last sentence. Although he seems to be in 
control of his feelings when his answers are rendered in FIS, the shift into OS denotes 
the character's confusion and emotional tension. 
In example (18) PIS is used for ironic purposes. Whereas the main character's 
invitation appears in DS, the other character's decline of the invitation and his excuses 
are presented in FIS which involves some sort of an ironic distancing. 
The alternation of PIS with OS in a dialogue can produce sympathetic effects as 
in example (16) in which the character's attempt to deny the fact that she is not feeling 
well is expressed in PIS. In this example the inclusion of many direct speech elements, 
at least more than we find in the character's DS, creates the illusion of immediacy. 
The combination of FIS with DS in a dialogue can also be encountered in first-
person narratives (examples 26, 27). In both examples the main character's speech is 
expressed in DS whereas PIS is reserved for reporting the other character's speech. In 
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example (27) PIS is used to report the taxi-driver's speech. Colloquialisms and words 
peculiar to the taxi-driver's idiolect give the utterance a subjective colouring and at the 
same time they do not sound as vulgar and rude as they would if rendered in DS. 
In example (26) FIS is employed to express the character's emotional stress. 
Repetition and the appearance of certain words within quotation marks indicate 
spontaneity and create an effect of immediacy. 
In sum, PIS can be used in both fIrst and third-person narratives as a means of 
creating either irony or sympathy. It should be noted, however, that FIS is not 
employed as frequently as FIT in third-person narratives. It is even less frequent in 
first-person narratives. Instances of FIS arise more often and are spread among a 
wider number of characters in fIgural rather than in authorial narration. The main 
reason is that in narratives dominated by a focalizer character novelists are interested in 
presenting their characters' inner life directly and FIS in combination with the other 
mimetic techniques can reinforce the effect of immediacy. Generally speaking it is the 
mode that is thought to be more natural for rendering a character's excuses, denials, 
protests. It appears more refIned when it occurs in fIgural narration because in this 
context FIS depends less on typographic markers and more on colloquialisms and on 
dislocations of syntax which approximate to real speech. 
2.11. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have attempted an investigation of speech modes. Different 
speech presentation techniques are employed to produce different effects. 
NRSA, for instance, is the most indirect form of all since everything that is 
reported is presented through the narrator's perspective. It is used for the summary of 
long, insigniflcant stretches of conversation which would bore the reader and add 
nothing to the progression of the plot. It is the technique with the most dominant 
presence of the narrator. 
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IS is another indirect way of reporting somebody's actual words because the 
person who reports a conversation acts as an interpreter rather than gives a verbatim 
report of the actual words spoken. IS is used in the present study to refer to either a 
full or partial paraphrase of the content of a speech event. In the latter case it is, 
according to McHale (1978: 259), "mimetic to some degree". IS is the device which 
keeps the reader at a distance because of its diegetic nature. which at the same time 
allows it to be fully embedded in the narrative. 
PIS occupies a midway position both grammatically and mimetically between D 
and IS because it shares certain features with both of them. Its main characteristic is the 
combination of third-person pronouns and of the S. Past tense with direct speech 
elements (Le. the emotive and expressive features of the spoken language). FIS is not 
restricted to third-person narratives. It can also occur in first-person narration, though 
not so frequently. and again it is recognized by the employment of the third-person 
pronoun. The analysis of M.O. passages in both first and third-person narratives has 
shown that PIS can produce either a sympathetic or an ironic effect depending on the 
narrative context in which it appears and in general on the narrator's attitude towards 
the characters. It can be identified through a number of indices, i.e. contextual and 
linguistic. which usually create the impression of PIS by appearing in clusters. 
DS is the technique which claims to give an exact rendering of a character's 
actual words, at least in most cases, and to thus creates directness. Nevertheless, the 
use of introductory reporting verbs and of quotation marks are indicative of the 
narrator's presence. On the other hand, removal of the above mentioned features can 
create the impression to the reader that the character's speech is presented more 
immediately without the intervention of the narrator. When this occurs we have FDS. 
This is the main reason why FDS can be considered as the most mimetic of all the 
techniques of speech presentation. 
Having considered speech presentation modes in the next chapter we will 
concentrate on thought and consciousness. 
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ClHIA lP"lI1ElR. 3 
THOUGHT PRESENTATION 
3 .1. Introduction 
This chapter deals with thought presentation techniques which according to the 
degree of the narrator's covertness are as follows: 
a) NRTA (Narrative Report of a Thought Act). 
b) IT (Indirect Thought). 
c) FIT (Free Indirect Thought and Consciousness). 
d) DT (Direct Thought). 
e) PDT (Free Direct Thought) which in its sustained form becomes QM (Quoted 
Monologue). 
There will be an analysis of passages from all five categories but special attention 
will be paid to the technique of FIT, which will be examined last, and to the 
identification of its indices, i.e. contextual and linguistic, in both first and third-person 
narration. FIT is used as a blanket term to include not only reports of a character's 
thoughts but also a reproduction of his consciousness (Le. sense impressions and 
imaginary states). 
The effects of each technique will also be studied. 
3.2. Narrative Report of a Thought Act (NRT A) 
The category of NRTA has been coined by Leech and Short (1981: 337) to refer 
to a mode of thought presentation where a character's thoughts are related by the 
narrator in a summary. Thought presentation, however, as Leech and Short (op. cit., 
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345) point out, is an artifice even in its extreme indirect form (i.e. NRT A) because 
thoughts, unlike speech, are not formulated verbally and they cannot be reported 
verbatim. Furthermore they are not accessible to other people in real life. Nevertheless, 
in literary narrative we accept that it is plausible for a novelist to have access to a 
character's mind since this is the only way to find out about a character's thoughts. 
Indirect forms of thought rendering in fiction appear to be more natural than their direct 
counterparts which, by attempting to reproduce faithfully a character's thoughts, seem 
unrealistic. Unlike NRSA, where the narrator's interference is noticeable and events 
are presented through his perspective, NRTA invites the reader to view things from the 
character's point of view since the character becomes the focalizer of fiction. 
However, the narrator's attitude towards the character can influence reading and 
control the reader's sympathetic or ironic response to the character. In ex. (1), for 
instance, NRTA by appearing after the depiction of the character's dilemma in FDT 
elicits more readily the reader's sympathy. 
The following examples illustrate the use of NRTA in M.G. first and third-
person narratives. 
1) (1) 'E¢O~Ol)l1llV 8L' EKElVOV. (2)"H8EAa vel TOV EI1TT08LaW aTTO TOU vel 
I1E aKOAou8Tl<J1J· (3)' AAAel TTWS; (4) Nel TOV 8laTo.~w vel ETTL<JTPE4J1J 
6TTLaw; (5)' ETTL TLVL TTpo¢elOEL; 
(6) 'ETTpOaTTel8olJv vel E~EUPW TOV TPOTTOV Kat 8EV EUpLOKa. 
(~. BIKEAAh: ~IATI EMEINA ~IKHroPOh, 123) 
2) TO. I1EAETTJaE KaL TO. ~avafl.EAETTJaE Kat <Ja.v m€ pa<J€ Ti']s TTpulTllS 
6pyfls ~ I1TTopa, ~Tav ~ TTOAlTLKtl TOU KaVOVLafl.EVll fl.' aUTel Tel 8uo 
Myw, <pl.Ata Kl. lmof1.ovT]. 
(A. E<t>T AAIOTHh: 0 MANOAHh 0 NfEAMITENTEPHh, 117) 
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In the first example NRTA follows the character's presentation of thoughts in 
free direct form (Ss 3 to 5). The narrator resorts to NRTA in the last sentence of the 
passage probably because he does not wish to bore the reader with another direct 
report of the character's unsuccessful attempts to find a solution to his problem. 
In the second example the phrase "Ta. ~EAET11<JE Kat Ta. cava~EAETll<JE" (he 
thought things over and over again) suggests a narratorial summary of the character's 
thought processes simply because the narrator is interested in reporting the character's 
decision rather than giving a detailed account of how the character reached this 
particular decision. 
3.3. Indirect Thought (IT) 
The category of IT has also been introduced by Leech and Short (op. cit.) to 
refer to a representation of a character's thoughts. Its syntactic features are the same as 
those of IS. The only difference is that the verbs of speaking in the reporting clause are 
replaced by verbs of cogitation or reflection. Since direct perception of other people's 
thoughts is impossible in real life IT,like NRTA, is considered as a more natural form 
of thought presentation than the direct modes. This is due to the fact that in IT the 
narrator commits himself to presenting the content of a thought act rather than to giving 
a verbatim report of it. It is peculiar to literary narratives since the narrator has 
privileged access to a character's mind. In addition, the narrator's affinity for or 
detachment from the character can produce either sympathetic or ironic effects. The 
following examples demonstrate the use of the technique in M.O. fiction. 
3) TOTE E<JKE<!>8TlV. on TTOTE. EtS OATlV TT]V (WT]V ~OU. 8EV 8' 
aTTE<!>a.<JL'a va. 'llT~<JW aTTo KavEva am) TOUS ),llpaLOus. TOUS 
~paXUAO)'oUS Kat <JKu6pWTTOUS )'EPOAUKOUS T~S 8aAa.<J<JllS. TOUS 
TTaC(oVTas TTpe<!>av KaL KaTTvt(oVTas ~taKPa. T<JL~TToVKLa. TTPw"l. KaL 
8ELAWOV. ets TOV KU<!>EVEV TOU ),Epo-T(avuiKou. va. ~OU 8ave(<JlJ TO 
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«<!>EAOUKL», 8la va vTTayw oAollovaxos ds llaKpav, t8loppveilOV 
eaAaaaLav EK8po lli]v. 
(A. TIATIAD-IAMANTHh: TA POD-INA AKPOrIAAIA, 14) 
4) "EKavE n1 aKEtVll TTWS KaeE I3pa8v TO TTapEAeOV yLVETaL 0VELPO, 
cl.1l<!>opeas TTOU 8EXETaL TO eEto EAlei]plO, aUTO TO TTPWTOYOVO 
8poao13oAllila TTtS Ell TTvEvallS. 
(f. AEAIOh: hE ANAZHTHhH TOY E<t>HMEPOY, 212) 
3.4. Direct Thought (DT) 
The category of DT has also been proposed by Leech and Short (op. cit.). In 
fonn it is identical to DS except that the verb in the reponing clause denotes mental 
activity. DT, like DS, suggests minimal narratorial intervention. However, in the case 
of thought presentation any portrayal of a character's thought processes presupposes 
the presence of an omniscient narrator. In DT, although narratorial interference is kept 
to a minimum, thought presentation acquires conscious qualities, being in effect a 
monologue, i.e. the character is talking to himself (see Leech and Short, op. cit., 345). 
Despite the artificiality of the technique, which is due to the above mentioned 
explicitness, DT is widely employed in traditional novels in an attempt to depict a 
character's thought processes in a more actual way. It should be noted, however, that 
narratorial comments that may precede or follow a character's thoughts can influence 
the reader's sympathetic or ironic response to the character. In narratives in which the 
narrator suspends comment sympathetic or ironic effects depend on whether a 
character's thoughts are in tune with his personality. 
The following passages illustrate the way DT is used in M.G. narratives. 
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5) ~VAAOYL(ov~aL: TL Ta.xa ~E ~lTo8((EL va. TIEPa.O'W OO'ES I1EPES ~oD 
alTO~EVOVV aTIa.vov O'TO Za.TO;... [. .. ] 
(<I>. KONTOr AOi: nE~PO KAZAL, 40) 
6) «<I>alVETaL m0S 8EAouv va. 11' aq,T1O'ovv va. lTE8a.vw», O'KEq,T0I10uva. 
(r. MArKAHL: 0 nEPInAANOiMENOL, 227) 
7) LVAAOYLO'TllKE: - «A8LKa Xa.vw TOV KaLp6 110V, TIPElTEL va. ~pw aAAov 
TPOlTO YLa. va. nlv 8(;)>>. 
(8. nETLAAHL-~IOMH~HL: 0 KAT AKAHMENOL TOnOL, 20S) 
8) KOLTCl'(E rVpw TOUS Ta.q,OVS. 
, " , ., 1 " ' 
- TL EPlll10L TIOV ELVaL. O'VI\I\OYLO'TllKE. 
(H. BENEZHL: 0 NA i ArOL, 78) 
9) Ka.81l0'E O'TT)v t8La TIclAL 8EO'll, EKEl. O'TO ~cl.8oS, apLO'TEpci O'nl YWVLcl., 
Kat aVAAoytaTllKE 11' o.XVO Xa I16YEAO: « LVV1l8((w Kat TLs YWVLES 
Twpa, Kat TtS YWVLES!» 
(A. TEPZAKHL: H MENEE:EflENIA nOAITEIA, 9) 
From the above quoted examples it is clear that instances of OT, like those of 
OS, are preceded by introductory markers (Le. the colon, the dash) and they are 
sometimes enclosed within quotation marks in an attempt to present a character's fully 
articulated thoughts. In certain cases the impression of directness is further reinforced 
by the use of the exclamation mark. 
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3.5. Free Direct Thought (FDT) 
FDT, also coined by Leech and Short (op. cit.), aims to present directly a 
character's verbalized thoughts as it is characterized by minimal narratorial 
interference. The present tense and the first person are used but without the reponing 
clause. The quotation marks can also be omitted and in this case it is the context which 
determines whether a character is depicted in the process of thinking or speaking. Like 
DT, it is characteristic of literary language because direct perception of other people's 
thought processes is not possible in real life. In addition, the portrayal of a character's 
thought in a free direct form acquires a conscious quality because it is effectively a 
monologue. However, the directness of the technique often encourages the reader's 
sympathetic response to the character. Irony arises when the narrator comments 
ironically on the character's self-delusions or when the character's thoughts contradict 
his deeds. As with FDS it can often be found in the vicinity of DT. In its extended 
form it becomes quoted interior monologue, i.e. the fictional device that abounds in 
modem psychological novels and which will be examined in detail in Chapter 4. In 
QM the omission of a reporting clause leads to a smoother text and intensifies the 
impression of narratorial covertness by rendering only those thoughts that pass 
through a character's mind. 
Examples of PDT can also be encountered in M.O. fiction. 
10) - l!.E ~apUEaaL! 1l0U AEEL. MLo. (wi) Etv' aun'J... [ ... ] 
NO. TOV rrdpaeE KLox'as TO rrpWTo Ov(o; 
-' Ax'i)SELa, TOU x'EW, Tel aU'YXap1ln'JPLa. !lOU - [...] 
(K. TIOAITH~: ENA l!.ITIAO, 608-9) 
11) 'Arr6 KaLPO Ilas EtxavE rrEpLKAELallEvous IlEaa O'Tel 6XUpW!laTa oL 
PouaaoL' (WOTPO<j>lES Bev arrEIlELvav an'Jv nx'Euva. 
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NO. lS'fjs TIOV avaYKo.cr8llKEV 6 ra{fr' Ocrllel.V TIacrcrus vel. Tpa~Tl~8iJ 
am) S<7> TIEpo.! TIaLpvUl 'A6ylJpa' ol Sp61l0!. Ci.8EI.O!.! 
(r. M. BIZYHNO~: 0 MOhKOB-hEAHM, 237) 
12) hTO SpOflO, ot dv8pUlTIOl. TIEpTIaToucrav yopyci flE TO Aal.fl6 
~TIacrflEvo KaL Tel XEpLa crTtS TcrETIES. 
TPEI.S KaL BEKa.· H KaTLva aK61lll vci 'p8ft.' E~yftKE crT"V TIOpTa Kat 
flE aVT]crux to. KOt Ta~E TOV aVT]<popLKO SpO\lO. 
(M. KAP Ar AThHh: TO NEPO THh BPOXHh, 325) 
13) - «TOTE TIPETIEL Va.Val. TIOAU TIaAllOS!» EKavE flE cro~ap" <pUlV" Kat 
~ETa YEAacrav KL ot SOO, <ivWVlJflOI. TIaVTa. 
[MEVEL dpaYE Kal.PO eSC>; "'Hp8E YLa TTjv EK8EO"T]; eo. <j>VYEL 'YP"yopa; 
M"TTUlS ElvaL KOVTa eBC> TO crTIt Tl. TllS; Sci Il TTopoucra va T"V 
(J'uvoBbfsUl, TIaEI. Kal.POS TIOV .. .1 
- «EKel.VO TO ~EYd.Ao lampadaire crTTj YUlV!.el., <ivTjKEI.. Kpl.\la.!» 
(K. MHTPOTIOYAOY: Oh THN AnOMONO~H, 136) 
In the above quoted passages FDT appears either embedded in the narrative 
(examples 11, 12) or interposed between reports of DS (examples 10, 13). In the 
former case FDT is fully integrated into the narrative context due to lack of any 
introductory markers. Nevertheless, it can easily be identified by the use of brief and 
sometimes elliptical sentences (example 12), or of expressions peculiar to the spoken 
language such as "va tBus" (I should imagine) in example (11) and by the occurrence 
of the exclamation mark at the end of the sentence for emphatic reasons (example 11). 
When it is found between direct quotations it can sometimes be indicated explicitly by 
means of brackets (example 13). In example (13) the last sentence of the character's 
FDT remains unfinished, as his flow of thoughts is interrupted by the other speaker's 
DS, and in this way it creates the impression of immediacy and directness. 
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3.6. Free Indirect Thought (FIT) 
FIT has also been proposed by Leech and Short (op. cit.). In FIT, like FIS, 
there is no reporting clause and similarly a direct deictic reference system is combined 
with an indirect mode of presentation, Le. with the use of the third person and of the 
S. Past tense. The mingling of the narrator's voice with the character's focalization, so 
characteristic of FID in general, is especially effective in the literary presentation of a 
character's thoughts, feelings and consciousness because it allows the narrator to enter 
the character's mind without interrupting the flow of the narrative by the continual 
insertion of tagged forms such as "he thought". FIT, unlike FIS, which somehow 
distances us from the character who produces the speech, puts us directly inside the 
character's mind. It creates a more vivid and immediate reproduction of the character's 
thinking than DT because the latter with its commitment to a faithful report of thought 
processes seems unrealistic and artificial. FIT has been particularly exploited in 
narratives which attempt to simulate a character's stream of consciousness. The term 
"stream of consciousness" is now understood to refer either to the genre to which 
modem psychological novels belong or to the general presentation of a character's 
inner states by a variety of techniques with FIT being one of them (see McHale, 1978: 
276; Traugott and Pratt, 1980: 299). FIT can also be encountered in first person 
narratives of recollection in which FIT can often appear in the first-person pronoun 
since it is the form used by both the experiencing and the narrating-I. 
In the next sections (3.7. to 3.8.4.) we will attempt to identify the contextual and 
linguistic indices of FIT in third-person authorial and figural narration. 
3.7. Contextual Indices of FIT in third-person narratives 
Contextual indices are one of the indicators used to differentiate FID from 
narration and their importance was recognized by Bally as early as 1914. The effect of 
such introductory markers on the reader can be attributed to what Lethcoe (1969) calls 
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"the continuity rule". According to this rule when the reader reads a passage of 
continuous discourse he "tends to adopt the path of least resistance. reading in such a 
way as to preserve the continuity of the report" ... "until he is forced by some explicit 
linguistic signal to recognize that a shift has occurred" (op. cit.. 80). For instance. if 
the reader is reading a report of the character's consciousness he will continue to read 
what follows as a report until an explicit marker denotes a shift back to narration. The 
contextual indices that can characterize a passage as FIT are the following: 
a) FIT appears more readily in the vicinity of verbs or expressions equivalent to 
verbs of thinking. which can precede. follow or even be inserted in passages of FIT. 
In particular. when such verbs or expressions follow passages of FIT they help to 
confmn the reader's suspicions that the thoughts belong to the character and not to the 
narrator. However. such verbs and expressions need not be confined to the most 
immediate and obvious context as they are in Bally's analysis. Any expressions which 
focus the reader's attention on a particular character. as Pascal (1977: 26-7) notes. can 
serve as signals of FIT. These general context cues can prove especially useful for the 
identification of instances of FIT in which a reflector character (i.e. a focalizer 
character) is prevalent (see McHale. 1978: 268). 
Consider. for instance. the following example which occurs in a figural narrative 
context. 
14) hT6 TEAOS' T6v ETTELO"E va epeEL. <t>6PEO"E O"T6 ~ETa~u T1l p6~TTa 
TTlS'. 'OxTW~PllS', EKElvll eO"KuE ~E T"V KaO"T6pl.V1l TTuT'a~a Kl. aUT6S' 
~LAOUcrE yLa eEp~aVO"1l. "E<PEPE TToTTjpLa cl.TT6 TllV Kou,Lva, aBeLacrE cr' 
Eva maTO Ta lTayaKLa TOU 4;UYElOU Kal Ta E~aAe oAa O"T6 TpaTTE,1. 
TOU A(~I.'YK pou~. T( va TTjv ,,8EAe; Tt aa TllS' e8ELXVE; L .. ] 
(~. ThIPKAh: H NlXTEPI~A, 48) 
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The following examples illustrate how verbs of thinking prepare the ground for 
the appearance of FIT. 
15) ~EV O'UAAOyt(ETaL irapa T6v d.vepu.liT6 TOU. Sa nEpuO'E ~E~uLa noAU 
wpU nov nlv d.<PllKE , iTOV XWpl.O'T1lKav. TIwS' ~ExaO'TllKE; ~E nOL6 
O'THl.El.O ~TUV, nov EKELVIl KaSllO'E KUTUYl1S O'nlV allllouBLa Kat el nE 
OTL Sa ~el.VEl nEPll.1.EVOVTas TOV; 
(N. r. nENTZ1KH~: TO MY61hrOPHMA TH~ KYP1A~ EP~H~, 39) 
16) 'AAAa YLUTL BEV T6v aKoAOUSa ma to'allE Ti]v n6pTa, YLUTL BE 
O'TeKETaL va T6v &l. iTOV anolluKpvvETaL, Kat YLaTL Bev TpeXEL va 
T6v <pLArlO'El, OiTWS d.AAOTE O'TeI. XELha, OTUV yupr.Cn O'T6 O'nLTL 
CaALO'IlEVOS KOUPUO'IlEVOS an' T1l BOUAELa TOU; rLaTL mhi] ,; 
epllllO cino O'iTlTLU, Bp61l0, nov e<pEpv€ O'nlV n6All, YLa va nan 
O'TllV epyudu TOU. 
(~. N. BOITYPA~: H TIOAITEIA nOY X ANETA I , 174) 
17) KaC naAL BEV TOU cliTOKpCSllKe clIlEO'WS. OliTe 0" AAKllS, 
€O'UAAOYLO'TDKE, Bev EtTav Kuvevus IlEyaAos, KL oihE ~e~uLa Sci 
Y€V6TOUV nOTE TOU IlEyciAOS... oiiTe KaL lTAOUO'LOS... Ilci TEAOS 
lTaVTWV BEv Ehuv LTE pl(~T1lS!... Aev ~TUV OUTE 6" AAKllS 6 yUIllTp6s 
iTOUXE OVElPEUTEI. YLci TES SUYUTEPES TOU... Mci ol KallllEVES BEV 
Etxav TVXll! .. ·' AAllSLvci OIlWS O'T6v T6lTO 8ev E~A€lTE KuvEvav d.~LOv 
va. na.pEl nlv EVAUAlU TOU ... 
(K. 6EOTOKH~: 01 LKAAB01 ITA ~E~MA TOY~, 47) 
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b) In addition, a description of a character's facial expressions can also precede 
passages of FIT as the following example indicates. 
18) '0 TIETPOS O'Ku8pUlTTaO'E - <f>aLvETaL KaTaTOTTLO'IlEVOS aiJTos 0 
AOUO'TPOS, WS KaL T' QVOlla TOU iTaTepa eepEL, TLs EUSUVES TOU O'TO 
lJTTouPyeLo ... TL dAAo cl.Kolla ~EPEL; KaL TTWS YEAclEL ~ETO'(TTu}Ta 0 
AOUO'TPOS, tSLC TO'aKel.AL. "EXEL Kel.Tt KL TpLVa IlEyel.A.a O'Tpa~OSOVTa 
apTTaXTtKel.. 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 rENNAIO~ THi\EMAXO~, 20) 
c) More often, however, a shift into FIT is signalled by a description of a 
character's consciousness (Le. emotions, impressions). 
19) Mel.'; KLcma d.vaWE Kat Kel.nKE IlE Trl V civarra.VTEXT) TVXT) Tils 
ciSep<!>f]s TT)S.' AKOUS EKEL va. ·rraVTpEUTT] TTPWTT) ~ IlLKPOTEPT)! Kat Tt; 
Na. TTclpT) ~aO'LALa.!" A KOU<JE Kel.TTOTE Trl YLaYLa. TT)S va. AET), TTWS Trl 
(3paSua. TTOU YEvvf]8T)KaV, ElsE TLS Mo1pEs iTOV ~p8av va. 1l0LPel.VOUV 
Ta. ~pE<f>T). 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: H KAKH AflEP<I>H, 235) 
In the above quoted example, FIT presents through its syntax and its speech-like 
intonation the character's emotional state, which has been described in the narratorial 
phrase "dva4JE Kat KclllKE" (she flared up in anger). 
In the immediately following example, FIT appears after a narratorial report of 
the character's sense impressions. 
20) Tov dKou<JE v' cl.VOlYEL Trl IlTTaAKovoTTopTa, va. llavou{3pa.PEL TrlV 
TTOAUepova, KL u<JTEpa va. <J<!?Up((EL EUeulla O'a. va. ~pLO'KoTav 
llovaXOS TOU. T' aUTLa. IDS Elxav KOKKLVLO'EL. KaAa., 0 iTOAEIlOS, ,; 
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auyxuall, , ~ EKEL iTLci, KUt. IlciALaTu EVUS' 
" A YYAOS'i Sci iTPO<j>TaLVE TWPU vci ~yciAEL aiTo TT) VTOVAcliTU TT) pOll iTU, 
va TUAI.XTEL, iTPLV ulnos 0 YEPOiTOPVOS IlE nS 8La~OAI.KO 
KapOTaaKI. ... ITilPE u<j>OS. Tils AaL811S Navau T(EpaAVTaLV' AA~EpTas 
'EALaaci~ET Kcil1iTEA, UVT08LKUt.WS' ~UPWVT]S" ApYKEVTU( l1A, iT01J TO 
al.xaLVOTav 00'0 KaL TLS KaTaapL8es. 
(~. T~IPKA~: H NYXTEPI~A, 40-1) 
d) FIT is more readily identified when it appears in the vicinity of other kinds of 
discourse such as DD, ID or FDD. In the following example FIT is interposed 
between reports of direct speech. 
21) -" ApYTlaa, IlLAT]aE llovaxoS TOU. 
- NUL, EKUVE VOT]lla IlE TO KEq,clAL EKElVT] KUl ~ciq,vou XU811KE KUl 
TOV a:YKahaaE arro TOUS WIlOVS. TO. vUXl.a TllS lliTr1XTl1Kav aTo 
iTaxu pouxo TOU rruvw<j>opl.Ou. 
Nci 1lr1 q,uyEl. ... Nci 1lr1 q,uYEL ... vci IlElVEL EKEI. KOVTcl TllS as EtVaL 
KI. ETal. orrws TO '8EAE... as EtVaL XWPlS aVTaiTOKpLaT] IlE Tr1 81.Kr1 
TllS Tr)v aya1TT]... IlOVO va 1lr1 q,UYEL ... va 1lr1 q,UYEL Kat TOV xaaEL ... 
- rl.aTL va a' aymTw Toao rroAU; q,wvaeE arrEATTl.allEVa Kat ~ KpaUYr1 
TllS avTr)XT]aE avciPlloaTU I1Eau aTr)V ";auxla. 
(T. ~ A YPOY: MY~IKE~ ITHrE~, 72) 
In other instances, direct speech can either precede or follow passages of FIT. In 
addition, FIT can be found in combination with FDT as in the following example. 
22) [ .. .1 (1)' EaKE<P8T)KE va iTaT] vaupil TO ~T]Ilr1TPT] va TOU IlLAT)al1, vel TOU 
Tel rril oAa. (2) Ma av aTO I1ETa~u KaTE~aLVE 6 TIauAos Kal Tils 
~Eq,EUYEi (3) Kat EiTEL TO. 6 ~T]Ilr1TPT]S ~Tav rrapaCEVOS, Tils apEaE, 
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aAAa TOV eO'e[3ovTaV, TI1S' <!>alVOVTaV mo ~e'YaAOS' aliO Tilv ';ALKLa 
TOU Kat lTWS' i1~epe oAa Ta rrpa:YllaTa, ~Tav ao[3apos, av Kat Ti')S' 
eSel.xve lTOn" Tpu<pepoTllTa. (4)" AS' lTepq.l.Evw aK6~1l. (5) Na, 
KarroLoS' KaTef3alVel.. (6) ElvaL 6 TIau>..oS'; (7) Nal, alm)S' dval., <popel. 
I1af3La <popeO'La Kat tf!a8aKL. (8) Tilv elBE; (9) ea Ti)v lSi'); LllKWVeTal. 
Kat rrpoxwpe'i. TTPOS' nlV rr6pTa, Taxa TTWS rraEl. TTPOS' Ii) O'KaAa Yl.a 
v' avef3i') aTTavw. 
o. ~PArOlMHL: ITAMATHMA, 8-9) 
The verb "eO'KE<p61lK€" (she thought) in the first sentence prepares the reader for 
the appearance of FIT in the second sentence. In the middle of the passage (S4), 
however, there is a shift into FDT marked by the use of the as'-clause in its hortative 
sense and of the first person, "as TT€pqlEvw" (I'd better wait). The shift back to FIT 
(Ss) is indicated by the employment of the simple past tense and of the third-person 
pronoun, i.e. "Ti)v elSe;" (did he see her?). 
e) Typographic markers such as colons, dashes or semi-colons, which can also 
precede reports of DO, may be employed to introduce passages of m. In addition, 
suspension marks can be used to introduce passages of FIT as in the following 
example. 
23) [, . .1 '0 vouS' TllS TaetSEuE l1aKpl.a... Na Aaf3a LV€ Tou>"aXI.O'Tov Eva 
'Ypalllla. "HTav TOO'O a8wa " em8ullLa TllS. ~LXWS Kalll.a €tSllO'll 
Toaous ~"ves. "APPWO'TOS, rravw O'Td. l1aKpLva f3ouvd.... TT)V 
, ~ A'" , ,,, , [ ] 
ayaTTouO'€... LlEV llTav allapTLa. Eva ypalllla... . .. 
(K. nOAITHL: TEPMA, 152-3) 
It should be clear from the passages quoted above that FIT is heavily dependent 
on context. It appears more readily in the vicinity of verbs that indicate mental activity 
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or next to instances of direct, free direct or indirect discourse or in the neighbourhood 
of a foregrounded character. In addition, in certain cases it can be preceded by 
introductory markers such as dashes, suspension marks, a colon or a semi-colon. 
The next section will be devoted to the isolation of linguistic markers of FIT in 
third-person narratives. 
3.8. Linguistic Indices 
3.8.1. Typographic Indices 
Typographic markers are one of the linguistic categories used to signal FIT. 
Narratives nonnally employ the neutral reporting style of the written language except 
for passages which are direct reports of speech as illustrated by the following 
examples. 
24) «Tt TTlpns Kat 8EV aTTaVTns; ... MOUYKa81lKES KaAE; TL KUTTns EKE!. 
O'T6v <j>EyytTll; MTTns Kat am) KEL EKPUlj>ES. YUt e8WO'ES T6 
KOUTaAcl.KL; ... » 
(A. NAKOi: TO ~Oi AAKI, 469) 
25) - lli<j>La! ... " AKOUO'E: TIPETTEL vapeELS, aKous; ... TIPETTEL vapeELS. rLaTL 
Twpa ma OAOL ~E TTapaTllaav. KaTaAa.j3aLvELS; "OAoLl ... Et~aL llovaXll. 
KaL yE pvw. 6E ~OU! 
(A. TEPZAKH~: H MENE:E:ELlENIA TIOAITEIA, 211) 
The abundance of typographic markers in these two reports of direct speech are 
indicative of the authors' attempt to reproduce features which are characteristic of the 
spoken language. However, since a lot of information in real speech depends heavily 
on the phonological component that the written language can only partially reproduce, 
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the novelist by using the devices available to him can give only a sense of the spoken 
language (see Section 2.2., 57). Moreover, it seems unlikely that the novelist would 
risk boring the reader with all these characteristics of informal speech (i.e. grammatical 
inconsistencies, hesitations, fillers etc.) which, although perfectly acceptable in the 
spoken form, would appear out of place in the written language (see Page, op. cit., 7; 
Abercrombie quoted in Burton, 1980: 4). 
Nevertheless, passages which give the impression of speech can arise in a 
narrative context. In this case they are recognized as instances of FID because FID 
retains the various emotive elements that have to be sacrificed in indirect reporting. 
Questions and exclamations are often used by novelists to mark a transition from 
narrative report to a character's inner mind. Although it is not unlikely that 
exclamations and questions will appear in narration they can easily be identified as the 
narrator's questions or exclamations because, as Lethcoe (1969: 102) observes, in a 
past-tense narration they occur in the present tense. In addition, the narrator may 
employ the first-person pronoun in reference to himself. Even when the narrator's 
exclamations or questions occur in the past tense they can still be differentiated from 
the character's questions or exclamations, firstly because there is no indication of the 
character's presence on the scene and secondly because, in most cases, the narrator's 
exclamations and questions include his comments, value judgements or generalizations 
about human nature. The following examples are encountered in a narrative context 
and they can be recognized as the narrator's questions and exclamations. 
26) "OTav IlE TO ';Alo~aoD\Ella yuplO'av Tcl KopCTO'la O'TO XWPlO, 0 
~aO'lAlcis EO'TElAE rrpO~EVlcl. va. rra.P'll 'Yuva1Ka TOU n)v Auy". no lOS 
BlWXVEl. T€TOla TUX'll;' H YPlcl. ~TCiealva lTETOUaE aTT6 Ti] xapci TTlS. 
(A. KAPKABITLAL, op. cit., 234) 
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27) .. ETUXe TIOTE, KaAE ~ou dvayvw<JTa, va oVEl.peu6iJ S' on <JE 
aTIayxovL'OU<JLV ,; on am) IlE pouS' utfJ1lAOU TIL TITELS' ElS' l3apa8pov 
ciKaTa~ETp1lTOV; 
(E. POIAH~: H nAnI~~A IOANNA, 131) 
28) <l>eu! els T6v 8p61lov TOUS KaTEAc$Ev ,; TpLKUllla. 
(A. nAnAAIAMANTH~: IT ArONA NEPOY, 356) 
In M.O. generalizations can also be indicated by suspension marks as in the 
following example. 
29) AEYOUV OIL ot KaTapes EKElVWV TWV yuvaLKwv mclvouv, 
O'TIavl.WS KaTapwvTaL ... 
.. 
atnVES 
(A. nAnAAIAMANTH~: eANATO~ KOPH~, 377) 
The prerequisite for the appearance of FIT questions and exclamations is the 
depiction of a character not simply on the scene but also in the state of thinking, feeling 
or imagining. A character's self-arguments, anxieties and emotional stress are often 
presented through a series of questions. Such questions are in effect ruminations and 
thus they contain an element of doubt1 (see Ishak, 1980: 53). Ruminative questions 
can have the fonn of either yes/no questions, i.e. questions to which the answer can be 
"yes" or "no", or wh-questions2, i.e. questions "which elicit information on particular 
parts of a sentence" (see Quirk et a1., 1972: 52). Ruminative questions are self-
addressed3 and as a result they lack a perlocutionary4 force. They usually appear in 
~s was the first to have drawn attention to this feature of FIT questions (quoted in Lethcoe, 1969: 
~03)j spersen's (1970: 480-1) terminolog~ wh-questions are x-questions because like algebraic 
In ~ ns they contain "an unknown quanuty x". Yes/no questions, on the other hand are nexus-
equatlO 0 0 th bO 0 ( , o 1...""ause "we call in quesuon e com maUon nexus) of a subject and a predicate". 
questIOnS lJ'-'" dOd lei 0 
3 d
Ofcerence between won enng an as ng oneself a question, as Lyons (1977: 756) observes is 
The 1 l' 0 0 0 °th ' 
o the '"orrner case one IS posmg a question WI out necessarily being expected to answer it 
that In l' ,,0 0 0 
S l
'n the latter case one IS putung a questIOn to oneself as the addressee with the intention of 
wherea 0 0 h OIl 0 
o g lOt" Thus self-questlomng as an 1 ocutlOnary force (see also Perkins 1983' 114 who 
answenn . • 0 , 
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moments of tension and of mental stress. In contrast, rhetorical5 questions occur in 
moments which are relatively relaxed in tone and for this reason they are more readily 
attributed to an omniscient narrator, who is making a direct appeal to the reader, than 
to a character engaged in self-examining. The following passages are examples of FIT 
questions. 
30) Tou ')'UPlO'E nlV TIAa.TT) Kat TOV a:YVOT)O'E OPlO'TlKa.. cO MAOS EJlELVE 
O'lJAAO')'lO'JlEVOS. T( TIapa.eEVES O'KEtVElS Etv' aVTES iTOU Ka.VEl 
O'1lJlEpa; Tt TOV ETIlaO'E Ka( TO 'pLeE O'nl <pLAoO'oq,La; Ma. KL <> 
Alo.TIKlV TOV TIpOO'~aAE, IlE T6 O'TEPVO TOU AO)'O. AUTO 8a. n.El TIE, 
" OJlWS ... 
(M. KAP Af A ThHh: n01TKEPMAN A', 34) 
31) 80plJl3,,81lKE '; Mapl.a. Sa. eavaJldvEl JlOVll; KaL m~s va. iTa.El O'TO 
TIapLO'l; TElXOS 6p8WVETaL TO a,),VWO'TO, Kl' Evas 4>6130s aOpLO'TOS. 
rLVETaL; MTIOPEI. va. TIa.El; NO. TIa.El; Kl' chav TO Jla.80lJV Ka.TW; 
(s. TlEThAAH~;-~IOMH~Hh: MAPIA TlAPNH, 87) 
In examples (30) and (31) the expression "EIlElVE O'u>..AO)'lO'JlEVOS" (he 
remained thoughtful) and the verb "80 PlJl31l ellK€ " (she got upset) describe the 
characters' emotional state and prepare the reader for the appearance of FIT. They also 
illustrate another characteristic of FIT questions which further differentiates them from 
points out that from a semantic point of view questions express "addressee oriented epistcmic 
modality"). 
4 According to ~h act theory in pr<>?ucing an utte~nce we accomplish three acts simultaneously: a) 
a locutionary act (I.e. the act of producmg a grammatical utterance), b) an illocutionary act (Le. the act 
of uttering certain words in a g!ve~ context, that is giving an order, making a promise) and c) a 
perlocutionary act (Le. the act which IS related to the effect that an illocution has on the addressee) (see 
Austin, 1962: 94-101). 
5Rhetorical questions have the fonn of an interrogative sentence but the illocutionary force of a non-
question because, unlike information-seeking questions, they do not contain an element of doubt and 
thus they do not expect an answer (see Epstein, 1975: 69; Hudson, 1975: 16; Goody, 1978: 26). 
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narrative questions, i.e. FIT questions concern matters which are of real interest to the 
character only and as a result they do not forward the plot. Furthennore FIT questions, 
as Verschoor remarks (quoted in Lethcoe, op. cit., 104), are read more like 
exclamations than questions as the following examples denote. 
32) [ .. J KL ax6flTJ SEV nlV etXE KOLTa~EL. "0, eo. nlv E~AErrE' rrws BE eo. 
nlv E~AErrE; E1XE Ti)v wpa TOU." As E~YaLVE rrpWTa 0 l1ALOS. 
(K. eEOTOKH~: H ZOH KAI 0 eANA TO~ TOY KAP ABEAA, 59) 
33) [ .. J ayKaALaaE flLa KOUKAa VTUflEVTJ Eva K6KKLVO ¢6pEfla. ~¢tXTTJKE 
arravw TllS aav va ~Tav rrAaa~a aAT')ew6. T( va rrapTJ TllS BouAas! 
• AA>-a Tl wpa E1VaL; t!:.e ~apLEaaL. E1vaL fl6ALS II! L ..1 
(A. BAAXO~: TYPOAEZIKO, 125) 
Similarly exclamations in passages of FIT suggest emotional emphasis which is 
more readily attributed to the character than to the narrator as the following examples 
will illustrate. 
34) Tp6fla.eE YLa Ti)v T6Afl TJ TllS 'Ii Mapta.· H Mapla, 'Ii K6pTJ TOU KouKa, 
Tfls KouKEvas ,; K6PTJ, aT6 TIaplaL, oA6~oVT'), xi)pa, flE flla YPLa 
VTaVTa arr6 nl ~l.<t>vo! n.a T' ovo~a TOU eEoul TIws ~peav ETaL nl. 
TTP<4taTaJ 
~nlV apxi) TpL YUPl(E flES anl ~EyaATJ rrOAL Tela aaaTLO"flEVT'). [ ... ] 
(e. TIET~AAH~-t!:.IOMHt!:.H~, op. cit., 87) 
35) ElSE rra.AL T6 XEPL TllS va. l$wvETaL aTa XElAla TllsL. TIciAL T6 tSLC 
orrws T6TE, T6TEL eEE! 
(t!:.. N. BOITYP AL: t!:.IOrMENH Af ATIH, 22) 
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36) [ .. .1 (1) ~KE<I),T"KE a~EOWS- va. KaTE~"", (2) Ma. ext! (3) sa. ~ELVT\. 'YLa. 
va. nlv EKTEAEO" aUTI}V nlV Kw~w8La WS- TO TEAOS-! (4) sa. ~O"eT]OT) 
nl Buva~11 TOU KaKOU. (5) TpenT] BLCieeo11 TOV ETTlaOe vo. lTar.ell TO. 
TTaL'YVlBw T11S-, ~aVla 'YLa. va. BLalTOjl.lTEU011 TOV IT AOUOLO - Kat TOV 
eaUTO TOU, 1TOV 1TlOTEtfsE OTOV 1TAOUcrLO. (6)' E~TTp6s-! (7) Sa. 0811'YT]011 
TovAo.XLoTov TO ajl.a.CL TOU OE oOKaKLa. (8) Sa TO OTa~aTT]011 On)V 
«TImEpLa.»!. (9) 8EAH va T6 XW01'l OE Aa.'l.KT] ovvoLKla. (10) KL a<j>ou 
TTEpaoe TOUS- 8p6jl.ouS At6AOU Kat TIaTTlOlwv ... e<j>TaoE. 
(Z. TIATIANTONIOi: TO AAMTIPO AMA:E:I, 103) 
The emphatic tones of examples (34), (35), (36) are more easily identified with 
the character than with the narrator as they are indicative of the characters' emotional 
state. In example (36) the suspension marks that appear at the end of the opening 
sentence are the fIrst indication of a shift into the character's mind. The impression of 
AT is further intensified by the occurrence of exclamatory Ss 2, 3, 6 and 8 which 
express the character's indignation. 
Question marks and exclamation points, appearing in instances of FIT, can be 
used to give special emphasis to either whole sentences or parts of them or even single 
words as the following example will demonstrate. 
37) [ ... ] TIoTE BE <l>avTa.(oTave TTWS ,;' A01'ljl.Lva eo. TOAjl.OUOE vo. ~ 1TaOlJ 
TOV a.ppE~WVLaonK6 Onl oOAa TTlS. ~nlV Kov(r.va, vat· ~ci aT" ociAa! 
[ ... ] 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: m'I~ AO:E:E~, 392) 
In example (37) the verbless exclamatory phrase at the end of the passage is one 
of the indices that suggests FIT. 
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In addition to the typographic markers of interrogation and exclamation, writers 
employ other graphological markers in order to suggest features which are common in 
the spoken language but relatively rare in a narrative context. 
Suspension marks are used to indicate speech-like pauses, hesitations, 
interruptions or even the character's shift to a different kind of thought as the 
following examples will illustrate. 
38) ~TO TEAOS TOV ElTELO'E vd EpSEL. <t>OPEO'E O'TO ~ETa~u T"T1 pO~lTa 
Tl'ls. • OXTW~PT}S, EKdvT} EO'Kae ~E nlv KaaToplVT} lTUT'a~a KL aUTOS 
~lAOUO'E Yld SEp~avaT} ... "E<pEPE lTOnlPla alTO nlV Kou,tva, d.8ELaaE 
0" Eva mdTO Tci lTayciKla TOU tfsuydou Kat Tci E~aAe OAa O'TO 
TpalTe'l TOU A(~LYK pOlJ~. Tt vci T"T1V iiSEAE; Tt Sci TT)S E8ELXVE; 
ndVTWS 8e Sci have nl 800 KO AT} , Sci TOU KpaTouae O'UvTpocpla O'TO 
mOT!.. .. KL av ... " Av alTAWVE TO XepL;"EvLwaE T' aUTLa TT}S va Ka.l.VE. 
<t>avTciaou vci vO~lae lTWS Ta xwpaTa Yla TO Bla'uyLO ~Tav ~Lci 
EI1~eO'T} lTpOaKAT}aT} ... Tt YVW~T} Sci aXT}~aTLaE; "ETaL TT)V lTaSaLVe 
lTdVTa, ~lAouaE 11' OAT} Tl'lS nlv acpeAEl.a, Kat 0 QAAOS .•. • AcpeAELa; 
"Heepe Aomov Toao Ka>"cl TOV EauTo TllS; To tmoO'uvEl8T}TO ... 
(~. T~IPKA~, op. cir., 48) 
39) [ .. .1 ' AVOT}TOS aUTOS vci EKTeS~ 8wpedv Els apVT]O'LV!' AVOT}TOS! TL 
i1SeAe vci E~~1J ets TOLOUTOV xop6v;' An' oxLl' E~eTEAEaE TO Kae~KOV 
TOU, alTE8El~ev EtS TOV aWTflpa TOU TT)V ElA.LKplVElaV T~S <plACas 
TOU Kat T"T1V EKTaO'LV Tfls Euyvw~OauVT}S TOU... ~laTr. O~WS apYEI. 
TOO'OV 0 AlclKOS; 
(~. BIKEAA~: H A~XHMH A~EA<l>H, 79) 
In the above quoted passage suspension marks are employed to denote a shift 
from one topic to another. 
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Likewise dashes are used to indicate pauses, self-interruptions or even to 
introduce passages of FIT, since in M.G. dashes are one of the devices employed to 
introduce passages of direct speech (see Section 2.2.,91) 
40) Ka.TTOU 0" KOVTU4JE nS TTOSL TOU, O"e Ka.n TTOU Q.Va.SWO"E ~xo 
~ETUAALKO. "EXEL YOUO'TO! - YUl. <pavTaO"ou! - 'ti TTEpLKE<paAaLa TOU 
Aot,ou - O"n1v tSLa 8e<J11, EKEL TTOU ElXE m~O'EL nl ~Epa TTOU ol Suo 
TOUS... - KL ci.Ko~ll, va., O'TOV TOLXO, TO O'KOLVL. Toxav KL aUTO 
eEXa.O'EL Kat KpE~ETaL, a.<PllO"~EVO a.va.~EO'a O'TOUS KAWVOUS TllS 
TTE pm AOKaSas. 
(K. nOAITHL: EROICA, 192) 
41) «0 LTE<pavos O"a. va. AT)O"~OVllo"E TTOU ~Tav. Movo TO Aoxayo TllS 
npL<pTll BE AllO"~6VT)o"E. - Tt ~OVO aUTOS Sev TOU ~Tav eEVOS; KaL 
'YLaTl. 4JL8uPLO"E ETO"L TO TpayouSL TOU, ETO"L O"a. va. TOU TO O"<pUPLCE 
O'TO TTPOO"WTTO; 
(K. XA TZOnOY AOL: <f>8INOnOPO, 112) 
In the next examples, dashes have a parenthetical function. The characters' 
thoughts are included in dashes and they are interposed into a passage of narration. 
42) napa.~Epa has ya~pLaS - KL aUTOS Taxa ~EO'l. TEUE; - <pLAOVLKOUO"E 
~E Eva ~EyaAUTEpo TOU. 
(r. ~EAIOL: LE ANAZHTHLH TOY E<t>HMEPOY, 214) 
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43) Bya.(EL arr6 nlV 1TpulTT) KUat~AU Evu 1TUAL6 1TETpUX1lAL KEVTT)\1EVO \1' 
aaT)\16xpuaEs KAwaTES - 1TOLUVOU va. 'TUV; - l3ya.(EL EVu Wpa.PLO 
AEUK6 - Ima, rrws l!upt(El. aK6\1u T6 I!OcrXOAL~UVO! - KUTa.AEUKO I!E 
~LAOKEVTT)TOl)S \1aAU\1UTEVLOUS aTuupouS' [ ... J 
(8. ITETLAAHh-6IOMH6HL: 01 MA YPOA YKOI A " 65) 
Similarly commas, colons and semi-colons, when they occur in instances of 
FIT, attempt to convey an impression of spontaneous speech. In M.O. the colon has 
the additional function of introducing instances of FIT. Consider, for example, the 
following passage. 
44) [...] KL avu1TOI!OVoucrE 1Tcl.AL: - «rLa.TL BEV EPX6TUV AOl1T6v 'YATrYopU; ... 
8a.rrpErrE 1i tBla va. crT]KweEI. I! rrpoaTa. a' OAOV EKEl.VOV T6v K6crI!O; .•• 
L..l 
(K. 8EOTOKHL: 01 hKAABOI ITA ~EhMA TOYh, 76) 
In sum, the abundance of typographic markers in passages of FIT aims to reflect 
the emotive modulation that characterizes a character's thoughts. A character's self-
arguments and emotional tension are frequently expressed through a series of 
exclamatory questions. Exclamations and exclamatory sentences often introduce and 
sustain instances of FIT. Question marks and points of exclamation can emphasize 
either whole sentences or parts of them or individual words. Certain features of the 
spoken language which are encountered in real life can also be reproduced by the use 
of the rest of the graphological devices, i.e. commas, semi-colons, colons, suspension 
marks and dashes. In particular, suspension marks may denote mental pauses, 
hesitations, interruptions, a change in topic and in general they can create the 
impression of mental activity. Dashes may indicate pauses, self-interruptions and 
along with the colon they can even introduce passages of FIT. 
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In the next section we will tum to the isolation of lexical indices of FIT in third-
person narratives. 
3.8.2. Lexical Indices 
Lexical items constitute another linguistic category that can identify a particular 
passage as FIT. Ejaculations, lexical fillers, evaluative expressions, emotive elements, 
markers of a character's personal idiom, social role relationships etc., are nonnally 
absent from a narrative context. Only in modem novels in which the narrator may 
choose to imitate a character's language are emotive and expressive elements not 
always a means of differentiating between the narrator and the character. Modal 
adverbs which express affIrmation (Le. certainly, after all, of course, really, no doubt 
etc.), doubt or uncertainty (Le. perhaps, possibly, still, anyhow etc.) and denial (Le. 
in no sense, certainly not etc.) can signal FIT. As Lethcoe (1969: 118) notes these 
modal6 words are not peculiar to English but they can be encountered in FIT passages 
in other languages such as French, German and Russian. Equivalent expressions are 
also present in M.O. passages of FIT. In addition to expressions which are strictly 
modal, adverbs which signal reasoning (Le. examples 51 and 53) can be used to 
suggest FIT. 
45) 'AvaKoucpl.<JTT\KE /3pl.<JKoVTaS TTOL6 <JllIlELO acpopowE ,; axapL<JTLa TOU 
Kapalla.vou. BEBata aUT6 ~Tav! AEV ETTPETTE va. TOU Kpanl<Jll KPUCP~ 
nlv L8LWTLKTl TOU (W1l <Jnl 8E<J<JaAOVLKll· 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H};: nO)TKEPMAN A I, 403) 
46) [ .. J T1)v"Ecpll' 8(xwS dno nlv "E4>ll· EtvuL ,; yuVal.Ka TTOU TOU 
TTpETTEL. L"] 
(M. KAP Ar A TLHL, op. cit., 404) 
6The majority of those modal adverbs express epistemic modality (see Perkins, 1983: 89), 
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47) . AVE!3alVoVTas TLS o"KciAEs IlE TOV o'TpanWT11 TTlaW TOlJ, aKE<pT6TaV 
TTWS av TO O:y6pL EXEL KOLIl11eEL Twpa, IlE TO aVOVYlla Tils lTOpTas 
eo. ~lJiTVJlaEL. eo. ToD SWaEL TO Eva Il~AO ... dvaL EUKaLpLa ..• Kat eo. 
T<l. lTEl. OAa, EtVaL l3el3aLo! KL, aupl.O !3pa8lJ lTOl) eo. ~aValTaEL aTOV 
avaKpL ,." ... 
(A. BAAXOL: OPEL ZOHL, 172) 
48) BOAEtVE TOV 0XE8ov YEllaTO aaKO, aKOlJjllTWVTas TOV alTaVW anlv 
AEKa.1ITl Kat ~aV~~KE aTO taoYELo. NO. iTaPEL iTaAT6 YLa ,."v Bou>..a; 
XELIlWVaS EtvaL ... ana eo. XWpEaT) aTO aaKouAL; ·OXL ... Ka>"uTEpa, 
AOl. iTOV, IlLaV an11 <popa, o.<poD eo. imap~l1, c)lTWa8nlTOTE. an 11 <Papa! 
AEV e' aqrTlaT) KaVEva txvos KaL Kavds 8EV eo. KaTaAa!3T) Tt eYLvE 
alTotVE, Toao AL ya lTpallaTa... Movo, o.AneELa... TO. rraALOrrarrOlJTaa 
TOlJ; TO. e!3aAE a' Eva KOlJTL Kat T6 KOlJTl lTlaW aT6 pa<PL TOlJ. [...] 
[. . .] ITilYE KL' EtVaeE lTOna KOlJTLa, iTOAAa pa<pLa ciAAa TOU KaKOlJ. To 
TlJPOAE(LKO TT)S !3LTPLvaS eo. ~Tav TO TEAElJTaLO. Kat Twpa; eo. 
jllTopoDaE taws va eaVapST) nlV ElTOjlEVTl ITapaaKElJ1l, OlTWS alT6tVE, 
Kat va iTaP11 TO KaiTEAO Ila(l IlE ana.' AAA' av aT6 IlETa~u KalTOI.OS 
T' ayopa(E; "OXL, C)lTwcr8f)lTOTE OXL. "ElTpEiTE va TO iTapT) alT&)JE. [...] 
(A. BAAXO~: TYPOAEZIKO, 126-7) 
49) "HTavE !3lJeLaIlEVOS aE TTapaeEVES alJ>"AoyES. 'HO'UXLa 8EV dXE. rLaTL 
TaXa va Kall11 TETOLO xwpaTO 0 LlTaVOS; rLaTl va Il1lV etVaL KL 
a>..fjSELa; TL XaVEL va. 80KQ!a.0'T);" Av lTETlJXT), TrOLOS aA>"OS IlES aT6 
XWPLO so. EX11 TETOLO eT)aalJPO YLa YlJVaLKa;" Av 8€v lTETVX11 Kat TO 
jlaeT) 0 KOO'jlOS KaL TT)S !3yaAOlJV Tpayov8L, as OtVETaL 6 hrravos, 
iTOtl O'Ta8T]KE i] at TLa. 
(A. E<I>T AAIOTH~: H ArrEAIKA, 240) 
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50) Tov EmaO"E aKpaTllTOS noBos. va Til yup(O"EL O"E aKOAaO"TO VUXTEPl 
Til vUXTa TOU. To '~EPE noD ~Tav Tf)S <t>AWpaS ,; Kallapa. rlaTL va 
Ililv naEL WS EKEI. KovTa; TIEVT' E~l Aaq,ponaTilllaTa. Ka( ~pE81lKE 
O"Ta KaTaToma Tfls <t>Awpas. Ka( TaXa, 'YLaT( va Ililv Til &1. KLOAas. 
YlaT( va Ililv TOO Ta neL KL ano Twpa; nOlOS' TO '~EPE d.v Ba 
Tal.pLa.{E nlV anoTaXLvi}; napaT"PllO"E ano TtS xapalla&s 4>G>S. 
(A. E<t>T AAIOTH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~. 40) 
51) eUIl,,81lKE nlv ' EAE~. ITavTa O"TO voD TOU EPxoTav " KOPll aUTT1. 
ana Kat OXE86v na.vTa TIpoO'TIa80uO'E va. 11" Til O'KETITETa.L ... "Evas 
q,TWXOS Kat T(IlLOS 8aO"KaAOS TOU O'TIa8LOD. T( TIEp(IlEVE alTO IlLa. 
TIAouO'i-a 1l0VaXOKOPll; "EnEL TO. ,; q,LAta. ot 'Y0VEl.S TllS! noO"a Ka( 
TIoO'a Ell no8w.! .. 
(A. N. BOITIPA~: TO hTOIXEIO. 77) 
52) «6apxoTouV TEAOS ndvTwv T\ 0XL; EtnE IlE TO voD TllS 
8ullwvovTas ... "0 eapxoTouV ~eBa.La ... KL OATlV EKelVllV T" vVXTa 
ea.~EpE aUnl TIWS va. TOV TLIlWP"O'ELI ... "OAO 8LwxvovTas TOV ano 
O"Llla TllS', 8E ea TOV Ciq,LVE va. Tils ~Eq,V'YEL, BE ed. TOV Ciq,LVE nALa. 
va. xope~EL ... Ka( 8a~EpE BeBa.La va. TOU xaAaO'EL Ka6E O'TL'YIl" 
xapus!...» 
(K. eEOTOKH~. op. cit., 76) 
53) • 0 'AveO'T1lS EO"KUtVE O'TO lTOT"Pl TOU. NTpEnoTavE 'YLa T" q,aO"ap(a, 
'YLa. Ta. eEva pouxa, TIOV ),EAa.O'avE Ila.{( TOU. Ka( 8EV ~6EAE v' 
civTLIlLAr1O"EL, 1lr1 (OPLO"EL TOV d,8EPq,O TOU. Tou 'PxoTavE vd 
TO'aKI.O'EL O'a.v CiXEPO Til 'YPLa. TIOV TOVE pE((AEtVE. "OIlWS, 8ev EAE'YE 
~EllaTa. AUTa TO. poDxa Ta q,OpOUo"E XTES 0 q,LAOS TOU, OAOL TOV 
ElxaVE 8et. "lO'TEpa, 'YLaTL va. Tilv TIELpa.~EL KL aUTOS; r'Yl.XTllKE nOli 
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TOU 'TTaVE ')'Lel. T' a.~TTEAl; ')'Lel. KaM TOU T6 ·TTaV. HHTaVE Tt~lO TTpel.~a 
va SOUAEtlELS TTJ yils. 
(N. KA~AAr AH~: XOMA KAI NEPO, 78) 
54) ~T6v KllTTO, ETPlCE 0 ')'PUAOS TTOU TO<JES CPOPES TOV vavoUpl<JE. 
TOTE, OTav <JT6 TTaXVL TWV aM')'wv ')'EvvTj8T]KE 6 XPl<JTOS, 6 KaKOS 
C HpwST]S E<JcpaCE OAa Tel. TTaLSla. Mel. TO ~WPOUSel.KL TllS MapLas 
ECT]<JE. AUTO ~Tav TO 8EAT]l1a TOU 8EoD. Twpa ,),laTL <JcpciCouv TTaAL 
Tel TTaLSLc:i; Mri TTWS ')'EVV~eT]KE Kawou PLOS 'I T]<Jous; M ri TT W S 
dva<JT~eT]KE 0 KaKOS C HpwSllS; Mc:i ~peE 0 I1E,),c:iAOS 4>LAOS TWV 
TTaLSLwv, 6 lmvos. "OAES ot <JKEtPELS ~ouAlaeav ~E<Ja <JE QVELPO 80M. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~: 0 MEr AAO~ YnNO~, 94) 
In the passages quoted above affmnations. hesitations and uncertainties express 
the characters' emotional reservations and self-arguments and thus they suggest FIT. 
In addition to these modal adverbs and expressions, emphatic particles (Le. too, 
so, even, just, only in English) can also appear in passages of FIT. They have the 
function of creating the impression of speech because they are closely connected with 
the spoken language. Likewise intensifying adjectives such as "awful", "terrible", 
which are suggestive of strong emotions, and intensifying adverbs can serve to mark 
FIT. Intensifying adverbs include adverbs such as "absolutely", "quite", "really" and 
also adverbs that express absolute or extreme states, Le. "never", "always", "no", 
"every" (see Lethcoe, 1969: 121-2). 
The following examples will illustrate how emphatic particles, intensifying 
adjectives and adverbs help to sustain the impression of FIT in M.G. fiction by 
reproducing speech characteristics. 
55) II A CPll <JE TO a~el.CL vel. POUAel.Pll <JL ')'el. <JTO l1aAaKO KaT-rlCPOpo, Kat TO 
l1uaAo TOU vc:i TTETel.CT] <JE <JKE4JElS aAALWTlKES. "O<JTE 0 Kapal1c:ivos 
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KaAOTTEpVOuaE aTi) GEaaaAOVLKll' Kat SEv TOU Et TTE TTOTE T( TTOTa. '0 
lmOKpL Ti)S! TETOLOS ~Tav TTaVTa. Mi)TTWS e K~ua",pEUeT]KE TTOTE a' 
aUT6v, TO q,tAO TOU, <>nBi)TToTE ciTTO T" 'W" TOU; Movo ),EVLKO",TES. 
TTOU TTapLaTelVOUV TelXa Tilv TTAaTUTEPll tjJUXLK" eeO~OAo)'T]all. Mel 
)'E)'ovoTa - aU)'KEKpL~Eva )'E)'ovoTa - TTOTE. 
(M. KAP Ar AT~H~: rI01TKEPMAN A', 403) 
56) TIapa.)')'ELAE Kaq,e aT6 )'Kapa6vL, TTOU T~V KOLTouaE ~E 
aKavBaALallEvo Ileln, KL a)'6paaE KOUAOUPL aTT6 Eva vUXT6~LO 
KOUAOUpel. TIELVOUaE. ~OXL ~E~aLa TToM. "'aa-iaa YLel va. EuxapLaTT]S~ 
T6v Kaq,E IlE TO KOUAOUPL, Kat T6 ~E)'elAO TTOT"PL IlE TO BpoaEpo 
VEp6. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~, op. cit., 366) 
57) [. . .]'0 vous TTJS Ta~tBEuE ~aKpLel ... Na. Aa.~aLvE TOUAelXLaTOV Eva 
),pelllila. "HTav T6ao aewa i) emeull(a TTJS. ~(xws Ka~La. EtBllaT] 
Toaous Il~VES." AppwaTos. TTelVW aTel llaKPLVel ~OUVel ... 
(K. nOA'TH~: TEPMA, 152) 
58) [ . ..1 M"TE IlLel anYIli) vel TO TTapaBEXTd, mDS BEV IlTTopouaE vel 'Val 
mel BLKll TOU ~ <t>Awpa. Tt TTOTa.!. Tou Tilv rr1lpaVE, eel T"V eaVaTTelpEL 
TTLaw mhos." A BE )'(VEL IlE TOV Eva, eel )'tvEL IlE TOV ano TpOTTO. 
"A BE awvouv Tel TTAOUTTJ KL ~ Buvallll TOU, Sel BouAE4JEL ~ 61l0pq,lel, 
~ TTOVTJPLel, ~ 4>o~Epa. TEAOS Kan eel BOUAEtjJEL, Keln eel ),EvviJaEL <> 
KaLp6s' Kat 11' aUT" Tilv aaelAEUTll ciTToq,aall aT<i Tpta~aea TTlS 
tjJUX~S TOU, IlTT6pEaE TEAOS vel aUVEq,EpEL Kat vel TTd Buo AOYLa TOU 
KaAOKel)'aeOU livTpa TTJS. 
(A. E<t>T Ai\IarH~: 0 MANOi\H~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~. 116) 
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In addition to intensifying adjectives and adverbs, evaluative adjectives or 
expressions can signal FIT. They constitute a subjective indicator which is nonnally 
absent from narration. Evaluative adjectives may also be used by a character for self-
reproach (ex. 59). 
59) [ .. J . AvonTOS aUTOS va EKTESfj 8wpEav Els apVIlO'lv!' AvonTos! Tt 
iiSEAE va E~~1J EtS TOL01JTOV xopOv;' An' lSXl! 'E~ETEAEO'E TO KaSf}Kov 
TOU. aiTE8El~Ev ds TOV O'wTf}pa TOU Tr)V EtAlKp(VElaV Tf}S <plA(as 
TOU Kat nlV EKTaO'lV Tf}S Ei"yvw~oO"uVT)S TOU... AlaT( o~ws apYEI. 
TOO'OV 0 AlaKos; 
(A. BIKEAAL: H ALXHMH AAEA<I>H. 79) 
60) [ .. .] - Kat. O~WS. Til NTLva Sa iTEpl~ouTi)eT). 6 avoUTos. 6 xaCos! so. 
iTEO'T) 0'0. O'TapilSpa O'Ta 8LXTtla aUTou TOU TEpaTL8lou! 
Ma, O'TO KaTW~aT(.u Tf}S ypa<PT1S. TL TOV Evola{av OA' aUTa;' 0 
Kapa~avos BEv dv' EAEUSEPOS va KaVll O,TL SEAEl; Kl 'Ii "E<Pll; Kl 'Ii 
NT(va Xl.AlES <poPEs iTEPlO'O'OTEPO; Etval BAaKas va XOAOO'KaT) 'Yla 
~Eva Vl TEpEO'a. ME ~la Kt.VIlO'll TWV w~wv E8lWCE TIavwSe TOU TO 
O'UP<PETO TWV o"KE~EWV· Ka( iTaTT)o"E YK<i(l, YlaTL EtXE apyr)O'EL. 
(M. KAP Ar A TLHL. op. cit., 405) 
61) [ .. .1 Ma iTOla va iTEpl~OUT1leE aiT' Ti) O'aAOVlKla iTapea; 
Trlv"E<pT)' 8LXWS ano Tilv"E<pll. EtVaL 'Ii yuvaLKa iTOU TOU iTpeiTEl. 
"Oflop4m. AEiTTT). XaPLTWflEVU. floP<bwflEVn, ECUTrVU. T( cmoAauO'll so. 
~Tav Illa alO'SllllaTlKrl O'uvOlllAla "E<plls - Kapa~avou! KaTL TO 
Aa~TrpO, KaTl YEllaTo TrvED~a Kat Xu~ouS. "O~op<po (Euyapd "OXl, 8E 
(rlAEUE KaSoAou, lla PTUS 6 SEOS! AE (rlAEUE TrOT€. TOU auTOS, 0 
rLOUYKEPllav' ~Tav Travw aiTO TETOlES ~lKpOiTpOArl~ElS. KaTL 0IlWS 
ToD 'AEYE iTWS 8EV ~Tav ~ "E<pT), ~a ~ NTLva. rlaTL; Kl 01. SUO ~O'av 
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T6 t8LO OIlOPq,ES - cr' 6A6TEAU 8LUq,OPETLK6 Timo, ~E~ULU. M6vo TTOV 
it NTLVU ~TUV KOUTOTT6 vnpn, UTTOKPLTPLU KU( CLTTUcrUEVD. "Evu 
'wVT6~OAO, a.TT6 KEl.VU TTOU crLxalveTaL 6 KapUIlcl.voS.· Evw ~ "EG>ll, Tl. 
XapL TWUEVU 'YUVaLKOUAaJ 
(M. KAP Ar ATLHL, op. cit., 404-5) 
In example (61) use of evaluative adjectives such as "OIlOPG>Tl" (beautiful), 
"XapLTWIlEVT)" (cute), "eLTTucrIlEVTl" (snob) etc., of emphatic particles such as "Kcl.TL" 
(something) and of adverbs of absolute state such as "TTOTE" (never) further reinforce 
the impression of FIT. 
Similarly interjections7 such as ,'" AX", ''''0'', "a.AOlIlOVO" (alas), lexical fillers, 
e.g. "e"s, and oaths such as "8eE", (My God), "'YLcl. ovolla TOU 8eou", (for God's 
sake), which are usually followed by the mark of exclamation for emphatic reasons, 
can indicate FIT. The particles "vat" (yes) and "OXL" (No) may also be used as signals 
of FIT. The following examples will demonstrate how interjections, oaths, 
exclamations and the particles "yes" and "no" are combined to create the impression of 
FIT. 
7 According to Jakobson (1960: 354) interjections present "the purely emotive stratum in language". 
They are distinguished from the m~ans o~ referential language both syntactically (i.e. they are 
equivalent to sentences) and phonologically (I.e. they are sequences of unusual sounds). 
SIn M.G., lexical fillers such as "ETa~", "IlTTcl", "E", "d.", as Mackridge (1985: 342-3) observes, are 
characteristic of the spoken language. They have little or no meaning at all and they are excluded from 
the written language. 
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62) L . .l T( TO il8EAE TO Tae(; TIoD So. TT~'YalVE; ~T6 OTTl Tl TTJS" So. 
TTi]ymvE, OTi]V KaaTEAa, KOVTd aTT]v' AaTiaOLa. L .. ] 
"A. Oxl. T( vd KaVTl a' mho TO aTTLn; "Qxb aXl ... KL ~'AoTTacr(a 
TTOU B' Q.pXL(E TLS" KA6.4JES' .•. KL ~'AVTLOTiTJ ~E TLS' CPWVES TTJS' ... KL 0 
rLOU'YKEp~av ~E TO TTOVllP6 TOU xa~O'YEAo ... "Qxb m. AEV Tf}S" 
EKaVE KapSLa va yupLaTJ, vd tSf} TOUS' TOLXOUS', T<l. ETTl.TTAa, TOV 
KTlTTdKo... AE YLVETal aUTO. 
(M. KAP Ar A T};H};, op. cit., 365) 
I I I 0" To .. A' 0 ,. Km KOL TaEL, KOLTaEL T v aVTpa TTJS. v aVTpa TllS';... UT S ELVaL 
o a.VTpas TTJS;... eLTav, 811 Aa8i], 0 a.vTpas TTJS"'" aUTOS";... aUTOS" 0 
VEKpOS; ... " A, SEE \lOU'" ABEAa a.vaC1TJKWSTJKE. 
(8. TIET};AAH~-AlOMHAH};, op. cit., 77) 
Contracted fOnTIS are another category of lexical indices which can signal FIT. 
They are common in the spoken language and thus they can more readily be identified 
with the character rather than with the narrator. However, in modem fiction in which 
the narrator's style is very close to the character's language, contractions and in 
general colloquialisms are also used by the narrator. In this case it is difficult to 
differentiate between the narrator's9 and the character's language. Since, however, 
indicators of FID usually appear in clusters rather than singly, as Lethcoe (1969: 177) 
rightly remarks, the co-occurrence of contracted forms with other indices reinforces 
the reading of a passage as FIT. 
9The colloquialization of the narrator's language so that it approaches the character's has also been 
recognized by Stanzel (1984: 198) who refers to this phenomenon as the "refiectorization of the teller-
character", According to Stanzel the "reflectorization of the teller-character" has the advantage of 
reducing the distance between the narrator and the character by producing the impression of a 
predominant figural situation. 
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64) • 0 vous TOU ETIET~E anOU.' EKE!. KciTW O'T6 KaAU~L TOU, 0 yd Tovas 
TOU 'ApyuPTl ElXE 8uo Kal-laTEpci I-lEyciAa O'o.v O'TOLXELci ... "HTav Evas 
Ka.A6S avepumos, lTOTE TOl) 8EV T6v ElTapav6~l(E' [ .. .] 
[ .. .l Mci ,),laTL E(OUO'E EUTUXlcr~EVOS EKELVOS, EVW aUTOS 0 t8l0S 
Etxe TETola (wft: W T6v E~lcroucrE K' EKELVOV aUnlv Tft O'TL,),I-lft, 
,),laTl. K' EKE!.VOS ~Tav civepumoS', ,),laTL 0 civepwTIoS TOU 'XE 
<l>Ta(~El... Tou 'SEAE T6 KaK6 TOU " '" K EKELVOU. Tci 8vo ~EydAa 
Ka~aTEpd. eo avaxo.pl(av Twpa ;;O'uxa;;O'uxa Ko.TOU aTI6 TES EALES" W 
va TOU Ta tfJOcj>OUO'E, Kat va T6v E~AETIE ETO'l 8UO'TUXlcr~Evov WS K' 
EKELVOV ... Na ~ta xapa TIlS' (WllS lTOU ~mopoUO'E va Til 80Kl~ciO'El ... 
ed. 'KAal'YE 0 ')'ELTovas, eci XTUTIOUO'E TO. O'Tftela TOU ... eaTIAW~EVa 
Tci (wa ... Sd 'Kpa(e TOV KaTacj>povEI-lEVO T6 8wl-la va. TOU 8WKEL 
j3oft9Ela TO ew~a ... Xci, Xo., xci,! E')'EAaO'E. AL')'a j3eMvla TIEpaO'~Eva 
crT' axupa, Kat Ta (ill O'f. 8vo TpElS I-lllVES' eel 'Tav tfJ6<j>LQ.! 
(K. 8EOTOKH~: H ZOH KAI 0 8ANATO~ TOY KAPABEAA, 153-4) 
In the above example the impression of FIT is created by the combination of 
contracted fonns with other indices (i.e. interjections, typographic markers, initial 
position of co-ordinating conjunctions, words peculiar to the spoken language, e.g. 
"va", "there was" etc.), since contractions can also be found in narration. 
Colloquial words and expressions10, first recognized by Bally (quoted in 
Lethcoe, 1969: 127), are another class of lexical items which denote FIT. Colloquial 
words and phrases and in general expressions which are peculiar to the character's 
idiolect are more plausibly attributed to the character because they would seem out of 
place if they were used by the narrator whose language is fonnal and literary. 
lOConsider also ex. (60) in which the use of the idiomatic expression "aTo KaTW1<ci.Tw nis 'Ypa<p~s" 
(after all) heightens the impression of FIT. 
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In the following passage the employment of colloquial words and of idioms 
reinforces the impression of FIT. 
65) :E:urrvrl <J aVE flE<Ja TOU d:YPLES AaXTapES Kat TOVE <Jrrapa'av. "E~L 
\lf1VES va 'EL IlE<Ja O'TO TlO'UXO €KELVO O'mnKO Ka( va. «Xd.<J>TEL 
llUYES!». Na flTJV arrOKOTelEL AEEl. vel CE<JTOUL<JEL EpUlnelpLKll OflLALa 
flTJTE TTtS KAapas, \lTJTE TTtS a~aBEpq,llS TllS! Kaf. Twpa, Tr)V 
rrapaflOvrl TOU flL<JEflOU TOU, va !3pEeouv TO<JO wpLlla<JIlEvES KL ot 
800 TOUS 'YLel Tf)S a'Yel1T1lS Ta fla'YLa, rrou ..; \lLa. ciTTo q,613o fl r)v TOVE 
xa<JEL, av TUxEL KaL 'YtVEL rrAowLOS KaflLa flEpa, ..; aAAll arro KPUq,TJ 
o.'Ya.1T1l, rrou <Ja. AOUAouBo Ti]v d.VOL~E ..; 'oUALa Kat TOU <JKopm<JE 
OAOTp0'Yupa T' a.pWfla TllS, v' civa<JTEva.'OUVE O'TCi. 'YovaTa. TOU 'YLa. 
Eva TOU q,LALl ~alflovLO TOV emaVE va TO <JUAAO'YLETaL, TTWS TOU 
KaKOU rrTt'Yav OAOL EKELVOL ot IlTtVES, Kat rrws Twpa flLa. Kat flOvaXll 
vUXTa TOU '1lV1l<JKE, Kat TEna VUXTa, urrvo arro TlS EVVLel WS Ta. 
~1l flE PWflaTaJ 
(A. E<t>T AAIOTH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~, 39) 
In addition, phrases like "such-and-such", or "what's his name", can be used by 
a character in reference to another person when the character cannot recall that person's 
name. 
66) "OA.a TouTa 8E <JTEKovTav, ~Tav rrpoq,el<JELs.' Aq,ou alhos, flOA.LS 
",mTtKE TTtS <JU<JTi]ellKE , apa ii~EP€ rrws 8e !3pLO'KoTav EKeL n rrws ru 
A.Eyav, ..; 'YEPOVTOKOPll. KL u<JTEpa, rrws flaeavE rroLa. ~Tav; ~EV 
EtXE ,8den TO BLaI3aTi]pLo TTlS <JE KavEva. 
(~. T~IPKA~, op. cit., 41) 
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Similarly the use of diminutives can be a further indicator of FIT. In M.G. 
diminutives abound in the spoken language and they are used "to express not only 
smallness but familiarity and endearment. and on occasion disparagement" (see 
Mackridge. 1985: 158). The most frequently used diminutive endings are -aKL. -
OUAa 11. -LTaa. 
67) Kant TO ~pa8u TftS ~peE aav TpeAAa. Tf)s ~peE va TTapTl TOUS 
8pol1oUS l10vaXTl KaL va E~yaLVE OTTOU eAaXE TO pL(LKO TllS... Na 
cp{ryr)!.... ax. TTWS TTtS TTOVOUaE TO KEQ>a.x.aKL. Kat T11S ~O{j(.'E cmo TLs 
cpWVES ... 
(A. NAKOI. op. cit.. 469) 
68) To l1a"LcrTpa>"L TfJs 8pocraYE pLcre T' arrocrTal1EVO ano Ti)v aYKouaa 
TTpoawTT6 TllS. KaAa. TTOU aUAAoYLcrTT\KE v' a.VOL~EL T6 KATlcroupL. La. 
yuptcrEL l1E TO KaA6 0 a.v8pas TllS. ea. TOU YUPEtlJEL va. Ka.VOUV Eva 
l1TTPOUVT(LVO l1avoua.AL crnl XaPll T'" ATl-rtavvTl. Kat >..tYO">"LyO va 
TTpETTtcrOUVE Kat TO KAncroupan l1E TTaYKa.pL Kat 8u6..,-pLa crTaaL8La ... 
KL a.VOLXToTTa.TT\aE Ti)v TTEpnaTTlcrLa. va. CPTa.crEL crTo YOVLKO IlLa.v wpa 
a.PXlTEpa ... 
(E. BAAMH: };KEAETOBPAXOL, 142) 
Repetitions. which are often encountered in the spoken language. are also 
acceptable in passages of FIT (see Banfield, 1982: 74). Repetitions suggest emotional 
emphasis and the speech-like effect they produce is more readily identified with the 
character rather than with the narrator (i.e. ex. 69). 
69) TIi'\pE Ti)v cl.no<t>aO"Tl. ea. TOU Ta. 'AEYE oAa ... ea. 'CPllVE Ti)v TTEPTlCPa.VLa 
Kat Til VTPOTill· "HTavE TOcro l1aTato va. naAeUEL... DoEV EtXE ma 
11 The appearance of the diminutive ending -QuXoa in the word "YUVatKOvXoa" in ex. (61) reinforces the 
impression of the free indirect style. 
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BUvallll. Ma OXL ... ea.Tav KaAUTEPO va. TOU Ta. 'ypacpE." AAAO ElvaL va. 
ypacpElS KL a.>...Ao va. nElS Ka.Tl. "OTav IlLAE1.S (JE 8LaKOTTTOUVE ... Me 
TO napallLKpo (JOU KO~OUVE TOV dpllo. KL aUTOS ea. TO 'KaVE, ea. TO 
'KaVE, 8ev npO(JEXE nOTE chav TOU IlLAOU(JE ... ~Ev EtXE napa. va. 
(JUpEL TO xepL TOU (JTa llaAALa. TTlS Kat va TT;S EKTPOXLa.(JEl Tll 
(JKe~ll (JTll <JTlYllll. Ma OXL, OXL, SE ea. 'CPllVE, ea. TOU Ta. 'ypacpE 
(Jnl <JELPa. OAa. "H8EAE OAa va Ta. nd, va. Ta. nd Kat va. CE(JKa.(JEL, 
va. Ta. nEL, va. cPVyEL TO ~a.pOS TOUS a.TTO na.vU) TTlS. Na. Ta. cpwva.CEL, 
L(JWS Kat yAUTW(JEL ... Nat, EtvaL nOAu KaA.lJTEPO va. TOU Ta. ypa.~EL: 
[...] 
[ .. .] ~TEKETaL 6p81l (Jnl IlE<Jll TOU (JaAOVLOU Kat Ta. <JKEnTETaL. 
(T. ~ A .PO., op. cit., 40-1) 
Swear or vulgar words and expressions, which are indicative of a speaker's 
character and attitude, can also signal FIT since they are common in the spoken 
language and thus incompatible with the narrator's language. 
70) '0 MllvUS ~Tav <JTEVOXWP'llIlEVOS ... Tt 8EAEL eSC> IlE(Ja!"Av TOV t8" 
KavEvas; "Av E~YaLVaV Ecacpva ot cptAOt. TOU an' TO <JUVOLKLaKO 
KacpEVELO ,; «TIL1TEPLa.» - W 8la.(?oAE! -, O'KOupa ea. Ta.XE!· O(JTO(JO ot 
pOSES KUAOU<Jav <JT1lV 686 KllCPL<JLUS KL 6 K. TIauAos, xwpts vax'll 
nlV Vrroll0vT} va. nEpLIlEVll, aPXL<JE nlV nEpL ypaCP1l TOU a.lla~LOu TOU. 
(Z. TIATIANTONIO.: TO AAMTIPO AMA:EI, 97) 
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71) XTvrru T6 KOu80Uvl. Kat nva.XTT}KE TTOl.6S KEpaTa.s \lTTOPEl. va. 'val. 
TETOl.a wpa.' Ana. " Ma.y8a q,Ta(El. TTOU TTa.El. va. \lETaTpEtVEl. OE 
yu<j>TapL6 TO OTTL n TOUS. Na. oou 'PXOVTal. KaL va. TPWVE TOU KaAOU 
KaLpoi) ot xapauoq,anSES, a\lE KaL KaVEva YKO UEVO av €XEl. 
maO\lEVO aTT' aUTOUS. TTOU TO ~EpEl.; KaL 8a YEAOUV aTTO TT(OW TOU. 
(M. AOYKA: KAAAIO NA 'TAN ... , 145) 
Folk proverbs may be another signal of FIT. 
72) • An' 0 K. TTAaTEas ~TO KaTT}<j>~s. Tov e<!>6~L(Ev ~ lSea TOU va. 
ouvavTIl8f\ \le nlv vU\lq,llv. TL va. ElTT1J; TTws va <j>Epef\; Kat ElTEl.Ta 
SEV ~TO etoeTL ~E~aLOS TTEPL Tils oUYKaTa8EoEws. - ALaTL " 
eeaSeAq,ll Sev Eypa~E Kaeapa. Nat" 0Xl.; KOVT6S tlmAu6s annAo{j(a! 
(A. BIKEAA};: H A};XHMH AAEA<l>H. 82) 
73} cO TTETPOS TOUSWOE T~ q,wToypa<j>La. "Eew aTT6 reS TTapa.eUpo 
<j>EUYOUVE Twpa AEUKES, uOTEpa TTa.Al TllAEypa<j>OeUAa, 0 ~AI.OS 
yepvEl., OTLS xa\lllAes TTAaYI.Es \la(EuoUVTal. ot TTpWTOI. lOKLOI. ... 
• A\lEOWS \lETa. nlV KaTOXTJ n ua.va eETTOUA1l0E Ta TTaTpOYOVlKa. TT}S 
Xnl\laTa on,v cHYOU\lEVLToa. TO oTTLn EtXE aSEl.aOEI. oTa xp6vLa 
Tils \lauPllS TTELvas. ETTLTTAa KaL xaAla.. ~L~A(a, pouxa 'Ylv~KavE 
pE~ueta, \lTTAlyoupl, AclBl' KL 0 TTeTpos BEUTEPOET~S OTO 
TTOAUTEXVELO. T6 alTEKAEl.OE n ua.va va. ma.oEl. 6 TTETPOS iTPOOWPl.va. 
BOUAEl.a. - ij iTaTTas TTaTTclS ij (EUYa.S (EUyaS. "ETTELTa KaL 0 TTaTEpas 
on,v avappwOTj \lETa ~V EYXELpllOll [ ... ] 
(A. KOTZIA};: 0 rENNAIO}; THAEMAXO};, 20-1) 
In addition to the above mentioned minimal lexical indices, as McHale (1978: 
270) calls them, there are fonnal indices which can indicate both personal idiolect and 
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the "idiom of a group". These formal markers refer to social role relationships. that is 
to the different social or family relationships which are closely associated with the 
character rather than with the narrator. The most frequent types of this marker are the 
use of social titles or kinship terms that the character employs with respect to other 
characters but not the narrator. 
In example (73). the use of kinship terms such as "Ilei va" (mother) and 
"rraTEpas" (father) denote the character's way of referring to his parents. 
In the following example the use of social titles such as "KUPLOS" (master). 
"Kupta" (mistress) and of kinship terms such as "appE~wvLaaTLKo" (fiance) and "TOV 
8LKO TTlS" (her beloved) further reinforces the impression of FIT. 
7 4) · H KOPll Errpo~aAE aTO 6UPO</>UAAO TpOllaallEVll. KUTTa(OVTas IlE 
a TTopta Ti}v Kupta TllS. D.E 11 TTopouaE va KaTaAa~1J TTjv Toall TllS 
ayavaXTllall. Tt TTjv E[lEAE Taxa KL clV Etxe TOV appeBWVLaaTlKO 
TllS; Tt TTjv iTetpa(e. KL liv ~Tav IlEO'a O'TTj aaAa; eo. TTjv ETpwye 
Ti} aaAa TllS; "OXL ~E~aLa. Gci Ti}v aToAl(e.· A TT' OAOUS EKEI. [lEaa. 
KavELS 8ev cl~L(E O'av TOV 8LKO TTIS." AaTpacpTE aTTo TTjv 61l0P</>Lcl. KL 
alTO TTj vTUllaaLa TOU. TIws rrat(EL TO poullrrLvL aT6 8a.XTUAO TOU 
KUPLOU; - "ETaL iTar.(ouv Ta Ilana aTO rravwpLO TIpOaWTTO T' 
ayaTTllllEvou TllS. TIws AclllTTEL 6 xpuaos aTaupos aTo Aal[lO Tfjs 
Kvp(as; - "ETO'L AalliTEL TO xalloyeAo aTcl T(LT(LcpevLa XdAll ToD 
KaAOU TTlS. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: ~I~ D.O:=:E~. 393) 
From all the passages quoted above it should be clear that FIT, by aiming to 
present the inner workings of a character's mind. preserves all the emotive elements 
which give the utterance a subjective colouring. i.e. they point to a character thinking 
in his own language rather than in the narrator's. Emotive and idiosyncratic speech 
features. which are lost in indirect reporting, express the character's emotional stress 
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and power of feelings and enable the reader to have direct access to the character's 
thoughts and emotions. 
For ease of reference the lexical markers of FIT will be presented in tabular 
form. 
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LEXICAL INDICES EXAMPLE 
1. Modal adverbs of certainty, BE~aLa (of course) 
uncertainty and denial. .. lawS' (perhaps) 
2. Emphatic particles. KaTl (something) 
3. Intensifying adjectives and <l>0~Ep6s (terrible, awful) 
adverbs. nOTE (never) 
4. Evaluative adjectives. Tt Xapl. TWIlEVIl 'YUVaLKOUAa 
(what a cute little woman) 
5. Interjections. .. AX (Oh) 
"0 (Oh) 
6. Lexical fillers. MTTa 
7. Oaths. rla ovolla TOU eeou (for God's 
sake) 
8. Direct reply particles. "OXl (No) 
Nat (Yes) 
9. Contracted forms. eci 'KAaL'YE (he would cry) 
K' EKEI.VOS (he also) 
10. Colloquial or idiomatic words ~T6 KaTW~aTW T~S 'Ypa¢~s 
and expressions. (after all) 
NO. xa¢TEl llu'YES' (to eat flies) 
11. Words and expressions peculiar NO. Il~V a.TTOKOTo.El (not to dare) 
to the character's idiolect. 
12. Diminutives. KE¢ruaKl (little head) 
13. Repetition. Mci 0Xl, OXt. (but no, no) 
14. Swear and vulgar words and "0 81.~OAE (Oh hell) 
expressions. KepaTo.S' (cuckold) 
15. Folk proverbs. "H TTaTTas TTaTTas ~ (ElJ'Yas 
(ElJ'Yas (each to his trade) 
16. Similes. Nci TaaKlaEl. aav dXEPO (to 
crush like straw) 
17. Appellations. Mo.va (mother) 
KUPlOS (master) 
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3.8.3. Sentence-structure Indices 
Linguistic oriented accounts of the perceptibility of flO have privileged either 
grammatical (i.e. Bally) or syntactical markers (i.e. Ullmann) over other kinds of 
indices. Grammatical or syntactical indices, as McHale (1978: 269) argues, are not 
always sufficient to differentiate FlO from narration. Therefore it is necessary to 
include in an analysis of flO other kinds of indicators, (i.e. lexical, typographic etc.). 
Nevertheless there are certain syntactical and grammatical markers which are 
characteristic of FlO. 
Syntactical deviations from the normal syntactical patterns, i.e. the appearance of 
inadmissible constructions in the syntax of FlO sentences, seem to be the most 
frequently used device to signal FID. Such constructions, which are rarely found in 
the written language, can be encountered in the spoken language which "is usually less 
strict in the observance of certain grammatical rules - - especially when the speaker is 
under emotional stress or when he is thinking rapidly to himself' (see Lethcoe, 1969: 
130). Thus one would expect to fmd in FlD passages the incomplete sentences and the 
elliptical constructions which are present in the spoken language as the following 
examples will illustrate. 
75) • H »5<1>11 €),ELPE TTLaw KL aKOlJIlTT11aE TO KE<1>a>"L T11S aTO ~U>"LVo 
xWpLalla. T" vavoupL(E T6 VTOUKOU-vrOUK Tils Il11XavfjS ... • A>"Tjena. 
EKEl.VOS 0 KapxapLas aTO 1l0Upa)'LO. TOTE IlE Tov"A>"EK - T( va 
)'LVETaL a.pa)'E aUTOS 0... Kan 1l0UPIlOuplaE. 
(K. nOAITHh: TEPMA. 152) 
76) "EIlElvE I-Ucl. anYIl" 0 Mavo>"11S Toao Tapa)'IlEVos. TTOU Tt va KallEL 
8ev 'Ii~EpE. Na ~pEl a<1>0PIl" Ka( va )'up(aEl TTLaw va <1>u)'EL. 'Ii v· 
avo(eEl. KaL va 'IlTTEl ; KupLa MTTEP11 ... 'Ii TTavTpEIlEV11. 'Ii tVEUnKo 
ovolla •.. ' A )'YE>"ou8l ... "EXEL >"OL1TOV Ka( TTal8L.. hav TTapaeEva 0>'" 
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mhd. ...• Av(awS' o~wS' KaL TTESd.VEl aT' aAf}SELa ... TOVE VLK-TlaE TOV 
E)'w"(a~o I1ld. cj>opd. 6 TTOVOS' Kat ~ TTf'lKE. 
(A. E<t>T AAIOTH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~. 62) 
Incomplete comparisons or what Lethcoe calls free-floating comparisons (op. 
cit., 132) may be another indicator of FIT. 
77) ~TEK(hav Kat nlV KOLTa(E, vlw8oVTaS' !lEaa TllS' !lla. Tpu<j>Epa.Ba. 
AES Kl iiTavE a8Gx:> KOUTa.j3a.Kl. Ma. EKel.Va Ta. O'~lXTa. TllS' <j>puBla ... 
TIAu811KE, au),upLaTllKE. 
(K. nOAITH~: TEPMA, 144-5) 
78) · H ),uvatKa 8EAEl TPOTTO, E~uTTva.Ba, ),aAl<j>La. Kl' ~Tav TO !lOVO 
TTpa.!la TTOU BEV TOUAEl TTE TOU NlOVLOU. <t>Ta.VEl va. ~8EAE, <j>Ta.VEl va. 
TO~a(E TTEl.alla ... Ma. Kat TL )'uvalKa.! lli BaaLALaaa, aa. VEpa.lBa, aa. 
SEa.. Kl' d.<j>TOVO TTpcll1a, !lTTOAlKO, SlTTAll !lEp(Ba - OXl ad.v Ka.n d.AAES 
TTOU TLS AEVE Kl' OIlOP<j>ES, Kl' etVaL (apW!lEVES', !llKpOKa!lW!lEVES', 
AEll/JES, !ll(EpES', aa. va. AUTTllellKE 0 8EOS, nlV wpa TTOU TLS ETTAa8E, 
TO (u~cipd ... 
(r. :EENOnOr AO~: 0 KO~MO~ KI' 0 KO~MA~, 514) 
Sentence fragmentation can also be used to convey the impression of the 
spontaneous flow of thought. 
79) 
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ByaCEL TEO'O'EpaITEVTE MT)vrua, Eva WaATrlPL XELpoypaq,o, ., Eva 
TIEVTT)KOO'TcipLOV ... TLTIOTa .. . 
"EO'KtRVe O'nlV aUll KaO'EAa ... KL' eBW EtvaL ~L~ALa ... yvwpql.a ~L~ALa ... 
TIEVTT)KOO'TapLOV TIaAL ... ·O' ATIOO'TOAOS ... "A, "OfLT)POS!". NEupLKa TO 
avolYEL ... 
(8. nET~AAH~-AIOMHAH~: 01 MA ,PO A ,KOI A', 65-6) 
80) ALaKciBa, oupavos TIEVTaKa8apos, TIEpOVLaCEL 'Ii TIaywvLa. ALa~aLVEL 
o TIETPOS nlV TIAaTda dpYOTIEpTIaTWvTas. TIEPLEP'YO!' ATIO TIOU ea. 
eEKLVrlO'OUVE; Mr)TE aUToKLVllTO, fLrlTE KaAALTExvaBES. TIavTou 
XPLO'TOUYEvVLaTLKTJ ePllfLLa. [. .. ] 
(A. KOTZIA};, op. cit., 258) 
In the above quoted example the use of the adjective "TIEPLEPYO" (strange)12, 
further emphasized by the appearance of the exclamation mark after it, denotes a shift 
from narrative report to FIT. 
Deviant word order is another means of signalling FIT. In M.O. word order is 
more flexible than in English and this flexibility is also present, to a certain degree, in 
noun phrases. When nouns are modified by the article and by demonstrative adjectives 
and numerals these modifiers usually precede the noun. Sometimes, however, 
adjectives can be placed after the noun for emphatic reasons (see Mackridge, 1985: 
193-5). Deviant word order can influence the degree of colloquialism of a sentence 
since sentences with misplaced modifiers appear more colloquial than sentences with 
normal syntactical patterns (Le. ex. 81). 
12According to Lethcoe (1969: 131), elliptical constructions such as "queer". "strangc" etc. arc 
frequently employed in English to signal a switch to FIT. 
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81) [, . .1 Md TOTE ad lTll mDS ii 8EV lJlTdpXEL 8tOAOU vUXTo<!nJAaKas T\ 
apXl(EL n)v i3dp8tci TOU Tel JleO"elVUXTa ... Aomov ed TllS miPll Eva 
¢opE\la, i3Ei3aLa, Eva wpa'Lo KaTaK6KKLVo <POpEJla \lE \lauPll (WVll rrou 
EXEL Eva \lEyaAo xpuao KPLKO YLa va 8EVTJ. "YaTEpa KeiATaES! 
KaATO"ES rroAAEs ... KL' eO"wpouxa, Evav O"Tll808EO"JlO O'dv Kl.' EKELVOUS 
TOUS 8aVTEAEvl.OUS TOU «KEaTos». [. . .J 
(A. BAAXO~: TYPOAEZIKO, 125-6) 
Another kind of a syntactic indicator of FIT is the appearance of co-ordinating 
conjunctions, Le. "KaL" (and), "QAAel." (but), in initial position. These conjunctions are 
no longer used to join two sentences. They function as interjections, especially in the 
spoken language, and they lay special emphasis on an utterance. Thus their use can 
indicate a shift from narration to FIT. 
82) • AlTOJlELve Kel. O"n)v rropTa TTlS. To JluaA6 TllS aTaJlaTTlO'E, Tel. rr6Sla 
TTlS KOlTllKav - TL JllTopouO'e vd 'Val JlE TO KEAeiPL KaL 8U\lW<JE 
aUTOS; KaL T6 ~EPEL 6 K60'\los, OAOS 0 K6a\los. EtrrE. KaL - rrapel.Ta 
\las - 0 TIETpoS 0 MlTaKaTael.s!... 
(~. XA TZHh: H 8EIA MAh H ArrEAIKH, 96) 
83) [ .. .1 eci JllTOPOUO'E V' avo(~El. lTOAE\lO \l' OAOV TOV KOO'\lO. xwpLs vel. 
mien 0 tSlOS OUTE Eva T( lTOTa... fuaTos TIELpaO'\lOS ... rLaTL 
\lovdXa \lE TO YeLTOVa; KaC \lE TOV' APyuPll TOV rrAEovEXTll 0XL; 
Kal. \lE Tit Mapl.a 0XL; TIooa TOU 'XE Kcl\lEL m)n) ... Md 0 rl.avVTJS, 0 
ndVVllS DTav MAOS d.v6pwlTOS. aUT6s 8EV EtXE KaKOOUVES ... Ma, M 
6 Seos SEV KdvEl. anO'\lous. KaTarrOVTl.a\lous, \lei SE p(XVEL 
ciaTparrES, Kat SE xaAdEL ETO'L ciSl.d¢opa TOUS d.SLKouS KaL TOUS 
8LKaI.OUS; "ETO'l. aa 'KaVE KL 0 8w\lUS ... " As ElTaLPVE Kal T6 rl.awll 
TO O'KESI.O ... Mei TL Suva\l1l Exn aUTOS, 0 epll\lOS, 0 KuvllYll\lEVOS. 
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lTOU Ka8E l1Epa E<JKU<!>TE Kal. lTEpLa<J6TEpo lTp6s Trl Yil, KaTOU cm6 
T6 ~apos Tils 8uaTuxtas Kat TOU KaTaTpEY110U TOU; 
(K. 8EOTOKH};, op. cit., 154) 
Loose shifts from topic to topic or from sentence to sentence and parataxis, 
which characterize the spoken language, are also employed in FID to create the 
impression of rapid thought processes. In the following example lack of subordination 
and of connectives attempts at reproducing the loose structure of the character's 
thought processes. 
84) [ .. .1'0 lTaTEpas T6v lTETaeE alT6 T6 <JlTl.TL liE KAWT<JLES, T6 PEl1a.AL 
vaL, I1rlTE <JTrl 8U<JKOAll wpa TOU a8Ep<!>ou TOU 8ev KpaTrl81lKE, 
I1LAlll1EvoS liE TOUS ayopa<JTES apl1EeE aav lTouA1l8rlKaV o<Jo O<JO TO. 
XTrll1aTa Tils l1aVaS, ~ NEVETa naTouaE TO. 8w8EKa 8al1lTaLVE aTO 
YUI1Va<JLO ... E, Kat Twpa; <t>AAKO ~ TEXVLKrl ETaLp(a TOUS, alTO 
lTpOlTEp<JL 6 lTaTEpas KL mhos (; KaTo.lTTUaTOS l1eyaAo<JX'IWOL 
<JUVETa.lPOL lTLa axwpL<JTOL, ,; l1a.va Kap8LO'YPa.<!>1lI1a Kat ,; NeVETa <JE 
alT6yvwO'1l... <JT6 T<JElT<lKL l1a.(t liE T' alTOAUTrlPLO EtVaL T6 TEAEuTal0 
ypal1l1a TTlS' (; KEpauv6s. 
(A. KOTZIAL, op. cit., 21) 
Dislocation of syntactical patterns can frequently approximate to near incoherence 
(see Lethcoe, op. cit., 139). 
85) [ .. .1 LouAaTaa.pEL alTl~eW (}TO lTE(08p611LO 6 DETpos. Kanv((EL. ~EKa.! 
KL aKOlia ~uXrl, TI. <JOL EK8pol1"... KaL KaAcl ,; A(a TEAO<JlTaVTU.)V 
etvaL <!>UO'LKO u<JTEpa alT' oaa EYLVav av 8ev T"V e<J<!>aee (; 
BEAllYKEKas TeAO<JlTaVTWV BeAllYKEKas elvaL, lila KO~l.lTpa eo. TrlV 
lTaTrl<JEL eepa ~Wl1l Kal vepa 0Xl EK8pOlirl TPl"l1ePll, U<JTEpa alT' 
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oaa EYl.VaV iTOAU <1>ual.KO... ~a. ot KaAAl. TEXVa.BES; TIETaeE Kat TO 
BEUTEPO cliTOTaLyapo 6 TIETpos, TO KAWTaTjaE, BEKa KaL TETapTo, 
O'Lyoupa iTpeiTEL va. TpeeEL O'T6 TIaYKpa.TL yL civLxveUO'll, ~aAAOV 
O'T6v'IouBa va. TPE~EL ~iTopE1 Kat va. n'}v EO'<1>aee. [. .. ] 
(A. KOTZIAL, op. cit., 258) 
In sum, any deviation from the nonnal syntactical patterns is pennissible in FIT 
because it aims to reproduce the spontaneous and free fonn of the sentence-structure 
that characterizes mental processes. 
Next we will turn to the analysis of grammatical indices of m. 
3.8.4. Grammatical Indices 
Bally and Lips assume the primacy of grammatical markers in the recognition of 
FID, Le. the transposition of verbs and pronouns and the appearance of the imperfect 
tense in French. Lethcoe (op. cit., 155) argues that it is the presence of other speech 
signals that gives a different value to these verbs and pronouns from the one they 
usually have in narration. Thus verbs and pronouns cannot be considered as the 
distinguishing features of FID since the imperfect in French is not indicative of FID in 
all cases. It can have other functions too (Le. it can denote descriptive habitual actions, 
duration in the past, conditional past etc.). However, Lethcoe (op. cit., 159) 
continues, verb shifts or even a shift in aspect in certain cases can be suggestive of 
flO. The following example will illustrate how a transition from the indicative to the 
subjunctive in M.G. can denote FIT. 
86) "El1EwE ~l.a. aTLY~" 0 MavOAllS TOO'O Tapay~evos. iTOU TL va. Ka.I1El 
Bev nCepe. Na. Bpel ci<1>0PI1TJ KaL va. YVPLO'EL lTLO'W va. <1>uYEL, Tl v' 
<ivoLEEl. Kat va. 'l1lTEl.; KvpLa MlTEPll ... ~ lTaVTpel1EVll, 1i tVeUTLKO 
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ovolla ... ' AYYEAou8l ... "EXEl AOliTOV Kat TTaL8L .. ~av TTapaeEva 0A' 
airra ... ' Avt<JwS' 0llWS' Kat TTE8aVEl <JT' 0Ai)8Ela ... 
(A. E<I>T AAIOTHh: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMTIENTEPHh, 62) 
Similarly the use of modal auxiliaries such as "TTPETTEL" (must)13 and "llTTOpEl" 
(can) to refer "to a supposition of obligation or permission on the part of the character, 
rather than to an objective obligation" can denote FIT (see Pascal, op. cit., 39). 
Furthermore other impersonal verbs such as "<I>aL VE Tal" (it seems, it appears), 
"YLvETaL" (it becomes, it happens, it is done), "TlJxaLVEl" (it happens that), by 
describing inner states are more readily attributable to the character than to the narrator. 
87) [ ... ] " A, oAa TTaVE <JTpa.f3d AOliTOV; e' clTTOnJXll K' ,; TTapa<JTa<JTJ TOlJ; 
Ma auTi) TTPETiH va TTall KaAci! ~KE<I>T1lKEV allE<JwS' TO llaYELplO TOU 
POUKa 'ti «All<l>lAoX La». ' EKEL TPWEL TTaVTOTE 0 KpooTaAAllS' - as' TTall 
va TOV ~a<l>vl.<Jll! TOlJAaXl<JTOV eo. YEAa<JOlJV lla{L L . .l 
(Z. TIATIANTONIOY, op. cit., 103) 
88) [ .. .l'H clywvLa TOlJ ~Tav cl.f3a<JTaXTll. AEV UTTOPOU<JE va 'XE XTlJTTUeEl 
- ed TO KaTaAd~aLVE. TIETa~E Eva xwpaTo, lla ,; <l>wvTJ TOlJ ~Tav 
ciAAaYllEVT). 
(N. KA~AArAH~: XOMA KAI NEPO, 31) 
13 As Dry <.1990: 136~ p~ints out, instances of "must" in a passage of F1D in English can heighten 
the impresslOn of free mdrrect thought. 
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89) (1) Xa\1oYEAaO"E O"TItV K. TIelPV1l, BlXWS" vel lTPOO"\lEVEL Xa\10YEAO YL' 
aVTumSBoO"T). (2) TiiS" \lEvEL aKO\lU Ka.lTOLU €ATItBu, on e' avot~EL r, 
lTOpTa Kat ea. 'peEL 0 TIETPOS" ... T6TE uTTopEL ... UlTOPEL va. O"lTCiaEL 6 
lTelyoS" ... r, K. ITa.pVT\, 6 TIETPOS", auTil ... O"TO O"TTLT!. TOUS" ... 
To at\1a Tf]S" aVEI3T)KE O"TO KEcpciAL. 
(8. TIET~AAH~-D.IOMHD.H~, op. cit., 148) 
In example (89) the shift from the S. Past, Le. "XalloYEAaO"E" (she smiled), in 
S 1 to the present tense "Tf]S" IlEVEL" (she still has) in S2 is the first indication that we 
have entered the character's mind. The impression of FIT is further intensified by the 
repetition of the impersonal modal auxiliary "\llTope'i." (it is possible). 
90) L..l ... Kl 0 VEOS" TTOV o.yalTOuO"E Ehav TlI1LOS" Kat. KaAOS" Kat w pa.'l. OS" , 
o.Hd. 8ev EtTav TTAOVO"LOS" ... K' EtXE lTlO"TeWEL mJS" \1' EKELVOV 
\10va.Xa ea.i3PLaKE T1lV EliTUXlU ... Kat IlLd. O"T!.YI11l EVOULO"E lTWS" ea. 
TOV ElTaLpVE... KU( TTIS €<!>ULVOTOUV Toao CPUO"LKO TO va. TOV 
o.yaTTa.et!... L..l 
(K. eEOTOKH~: 01 ~KAABOI TI A D.E~MA TOl~. 59) 
In example (90) the appearance of verbs such as "etXE maTE4JEL" (she had 
believed). "EVOl1lO"E" (she thought, it seemed to her) and "TiiS" EcpaLv<houv" (it 
seemed to her), point to a character who is reflecting internally. In general, verbs 
which denote psychological states without any reference to the experiencer of those 
states are more readily identified with the character, who is reflecting internally, than 
with the narrator (Fillmore, 1976: 99). 
The use of the third person constitutes another marker of FIT. As with FIS self-
reference is in the third person. In addition, the demonstrative pronoun "utm)s-f]-6" 
and the character's personal name can be used in passages of FIT as indicated by the 
following two examples. 
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91) NEuptacrllEvoS, TTaTllO"E Ttl Il(Ca, TapaeE TTl IlllXaVtl crT6 'YKciCl, 
TTETa~E illS 8UllWllEVO XEPL TTJV TPLTll TaXVTllTa KL all6>"llcre TO 
allaeL crT~V acrcpa>.. TO. Kan crav rraparrovo aVEe"YllTO crKErraCE T"V 
¢UXTJ TOU. !:lEv EKaV€ Ka>..a, 0 MlXa>"llS· BEV TOU cp€pOTaV O"a CPL>"OS 
TTpaYllanKos. KpaTouO"E KPUCPO Eva IlE'YdAO IlEpoS TOU eauTou TOU. 
'Evw aUTOS, 0 Bacrlas, TOU Tel 'A€'YE oAa. Tov etX€ O"elV aBEPCPo. 
(M. KAPArATLHL: 0 rI01TKEPMAN A', 403) 
92) [ ... ] "EO"KU¢€ vd KOl TdeEL arro !lla xapa!laBa. "ErrEO"E ,; !lana TOU 
lO"la lcrLa O"TTj <!><una arrelvw. AUTos va. TOUPTOUPLCEL arrE~w, !lLcrO 
arro TTj vuxnaTLKll ¢vxpa, !llO"O arro cpo/3o KL arro AaXTelpa, KL EKEL 
IlEO"a TETLOS TTapciBEwoS!" A rrAwO"E TO XePL !lE KAEcpnKll TEXVll, Kl 
EKa!l€ v' avoteEL TTjv TTopTa. 
(A. E<t>T AAIOTHL, op. cit., 40) 
Optative expressions, which are indicative of strong wishes and desires, are 
frequently present in passages of FIT. In M.G. wishes or desires can be expressed by 
the use of subjunctive markers such as "va" and "as", "Na" can appear either with a 
non-past form to express a future time wish or with the imperfective past to denote a 
present or past wish. In the latter case wishes are unfulfilled and they are frequently 
preceded by the interjection "ax" (see Mackridge, 1985: 284). Similarly the 
subjunctive marker "as" in its hortative function and in combination with the first or 
the third person pronoun can express a wish or a desire in M.G. (see Mackridge, op. 
cit., 298). 
The following examples demonstrate how optative expressions can produce the 
effect of AT. 
93) '086s LTa8tou O"Tci811KE O"E !lLd /3lTpLva. EtvaL 'YEllciTll rralyvt8La. 
"OAa ETouTa Ta a>..ooya, ot apKou&s, Ta KapoTO"elKla, ot KOUKA€S, ot 
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~LKpOcrLS"p6Spo~OL, Tel T6ma, nlV KelVOUV a~a<pva vel crKE<PTEl. ... ax. 
as etXE Eva TTaLSI.!..." Av elXE Eva TTaLSt aTT6 T6 AOUKU ... 8EE ~OU, 
f .J.'" C A ~, .. t 1/ Sf S' a' .,!., TI. ~aKpLu TTOU ELVaL 0 .l\.OUKaS.... av E XE eva TTaL I., E a T'lv 
ataeaVOTav TWpa Toao ~aeLa nlv aVclYKll va TTaVTpEUTEI. TOV TTETpo. 
(8. TIET~AAH~-~IOMH~H~: MAPIA TIAPNH, 147) 
94) [ .. .1 Tei. vUxLa TTlS ~"TTijXT1lKav aT6 TTaxu pouxo TOU TTavwq,opLOu. 
N.J. '..1.. ' N" ..1..' , f ,~ .J. ,," u un wUYEL... a un wUYEL ... va UELVEL EKEL KOVTU TTlS as ELVaL 
KL ETcrL omus TO 'eEAE ... as dVaL XWPLS aVTaTToKpLcrTl p.e TTJ BLKTJ 
, " 6.J.' ..1..' " ..1..' t 6 .J. TTlS TTlV ayaTTll·.. ~ vo Vu un WWEL... va un wUYEL Ka T v XuaEL ... 
(T. ~ A YPOY. op. cit., 72) 
95) cO vous TTlS Ta~(BEuE ~aKpLa... Nd AdBaLVE TouAclXLaTov Eva 
ypd~~a. "HTav Toao d.8wa 1) ETTLeU~(a TTlS. ~(Xws Kap.Lcl EtBTlaTl 
TOcrOUS ~f1vES." AppwaTos. TTdvw aTd ~aKpLvd. ~ouvd... T"Tlv 
d.yaTToucrE ... [ .. .] 
(K. TIOAlTH~, op. cit., 152) 
Likewise spatio-temporal deictics, an area overlooked by Bally and Lips (see 
McHale, 1978: 265), can be used as indicators of FIT. 
In passages of FIT temporal and spatial indices such as "Twpa" (now), "eSw" 
(here), "mh6s"'-o" (this) are anchored in the fictional character and signal the 
character's position in time and space. The narrator normally employs deictic 
expressions such as "TOTE" (then), "EKEl." (there), which distance the reader from the 
character and make him realise that he is reading a passage of narrative report and not 
of FIT. Thus the co-occurrence of present time adverbs with past tense forms can 
indicate FIT because those past tense verbs are, in effect, no longer past. The time they 
denote is the "now" of thought which can account for the appearance of present time 
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deictics. The latter refer to the "now" of "histoire"14 (story time) and not to the "now" 
of "discourse". The above mentioned signalling device is illustrated by the following 
examples. 
96) [ .. J Kat 0IlWS SEV d:rrE<pa.O'I.O'E va. Kpa.eU· KaAALTEpov Sa. ~TO, o.v 
clllEO'WS TO dXE Ka.IlEL.' A)"l' (mOla KaK1l nJXT)! nWS TI)v ElTalSEUEv 
it CtllapTta.!" Av DTOV Twpa 'Ii Kpl.vl.w eSW, lTOOOV EUKTa.l.OV So. ~TO! 
(A. nAnA~IAMANTH}";: H <l>ONI~}";A, 61) 
97) t H KupLaKouAa €crKU¢e va ~(i.),T) Ta lTESLAa TT}S Kat va lla(e¢ll TO 
Tcrt TL VO <pope 110. TT}S. 
"Ax, lTWS KpUWVE ESW lTEpa.! ax lTWS <j>o~(haVE TI.S <j>WVES ... 
(A. NAKOi, op. cit., 469) 
98) [ ... ] HfrYE KL' €¢a.eE lTOAAci KOUTLa., lTOAAa. pa.<pLa aA.>..a. TOU KaKOU. TO 
TUpOAE(I.KO Tils ~L Tp(vas Sci ~Tav TO TEAEUTa.l.O. Kat Twpa; 8ci 
IllTOpOUO'E lcrws va. ~avap8T} Tftv ElTOUEVn napaO'KEvTI, OlTWS alTCH!JE, 
Ka(. va lTaPll TO KalTEAO Ila(l. IlE MAO.. , AAA' liv crTO lleTaeu KalTOLOS 
, , '~}'''O t S' ""E '0" 'tJ; tH T ayopUA:.E; XL, OlTwcr lllTOTE 0XL. lTpElTE va T lTapll alTo e. 
1l0Vll AU crll ~Tav va eaYPuTIVr1crEL E KEl., IT Aa'L crTO KalTE AO, 
lTEPLIlEVOVTas va ep80uv ol IlI.Kpes WPES, oTav oAos 6 KocrllOS 
KOLllaTm, ciK0lla KL' ol acrT'U<j>uAaKES. [. • .1 
(A. BAAXO}";: TIPOAEZIKO, 127-8) 
In addition to temporal and spatia115 deictics, the near demonstrative "auTos.,-
0", which has a deictic meaning of nearness, can be indicative of FIT. Consider for 
14Fillmore refers to this phenomenon as the "displaced ego" use of deictic words with the narrator 
temporarily assuming the character's point of view (see Fillmore, 1969: 135 and 1970: 269). 
15Pascal (1977: 81-3) and McHale (1978: 266) have drawn attention to the fact that spatial and 
temporal adverbials are not always reliable markers of FID, especially in the works of certain writers 
(i.e. Eliot, Dos Passos), because they can also be employed by the narrator in the narrative context 
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instance. example (99) in which the demonstrative "atJT6s" functions as a noun 
modifier. 
99) :a:avd~ElvE iTdAl WPES Kat WPES <>A6~oVll O'TTlV Kd~apd TllS. 
~Toxd'ETal. civaIlETpaEl.' AvallETpaEL T6 8p61l0 iTOl) EKaVE. TIPEiTEL 
va. 'val EUxaplO'Tll~EVll. TlavTou ~YE, iTaVTOU ", 8EXTllKav, iTaVTOU 
EAa~tPE. iTaVTOU ~EXWPL<7E Tt ano eEAEL! ..... A, E8C> e1vaL! Twpa iTOV 
(3PE61lKE ~ava AlydKl 1l6V1l, 8EE ~OV, Tt 1l6VTJ iTOl) dVat, Tt d.8ELa 
,., '" (6 Il.\' , I "0 "0 iTOV ELVaL II CUll TllS, n. KEV I-'I\EiTEl J'l.Ipw TllS.... <7TE;... <7TE 
OAOS aUT6s <> iTaV'OUpAlO~6s, a.uni nl. iTEptAa~iTpa ~pci8la, a.un~s ot 
EiTLTUXLES, aUT6 T6 ~ova8LK6 civE(3ao~a IlEoa OE AtyOUS ~ftVES; ... 
TtiTOTa; ... TtiTOTa; ... 
(8. TTEThAAH~-~IOMH~Hh, op. cit., Ill) 
The analysis of the above quoted passages reveals that there is a number of 
grammatical indices that can help characterize a passage as FIT. As with FIS, self-
reference is in the third person. The demonstrative pronoun "auT6s." II and the 
character'S proper name may also be used by the character to refer to himself. A shift 
from the indicative mood to the subjunctive with the latter being syntactically 
independent, i.e. governing a main clause, can be another marker of FIT. In addition, 
a switch from the simple past tense to the present or even to the future tense can 
suggest FIT. Moreover the appearance of modal auxiliaries, of impersonal verbs, of 
psychological verbs to refer to a character's inner states of mind, of the "near" 
demonstrative "auT6s.,,-6" (this), and the co-occurrence of proximal space and time 
deictics with past tense forms are further indices of FIT. However, it should be noted 
that FIT cannot be defmed strictly in grammatical terms because grammatical features 
usually sustain the impression of FIT in combination with other linguistic and 
contextual indices. 
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3.9. FIT and Consciousness 
In all the examples quoted in sections 3.7. to 3.8.4., FlO was used as a means 
of recording a character's fully articulated thoughts. Whether FlO can be extended to 
embrace that level of consciousness which is beyond verbal fonnulation, that is 
whether FlO can be used as an instrument for presenting a character's stream of 
consciousness, differs from one approach to another. This is due to the fact that 
studies of consciousness modes tend to slight the role of FlO as a stream of 
consciousness technique not because it is insignificant but simply because most 
categorizations of consciousness modes are based on conceptual rather than formal 
criteria (see McHale, 1978: 276). On the other hand, as McHale further remarks, 
theorists seem to have accepted rather uncritically the suitability of FlO for reproducing 
a character'S stream of consciousness. There are many instances of FlO which occupy 
a midway position between represented speech and thought rather than being 
naturalized as stream of consciousness. For instance, Hemadi (1972: 38) using the 
distinction between arbitrary and (pseudo)natural signs, with the former rendering 
non-verbal mental events (Le. authorial narration) and with the latter referring to verbal 
mental events (Le. figural language), points out that FlO is employed for reproducing 
mental events which are quasi-verbal. 
Generally speaking, accounts of the function of FlO as a stream of 
consciousness device differ in terms of the powerfulness of naturalization they imply. 
More moderate approaches include those of Ullmann's and Pascal's. Ullmann 
considers flO as the mode that "foreshadows such modem experiments as internal 
monologue and the 'stream of consciousness' technique" (1964: 134). Pascal (1977: 
45) has also identified passages of FlO which are indicative of the attempts of certain 
nineteenth century novelists to render "that level of awareness that cannot properly be 
put into words in the form of direct speech or narratorial explanation and that even 
seems to resist grammatical and literate expression altogether". More radical 
approaches are those of Banfield's and Lethcoe's. In addition to sentences of 
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represented thought, Banfield (1982: 198) recognizes another group of sentences, 
namely the sentences of non-reflective consciousness which render not only 
perceptions but also all non-reflective mental states. An indirect free form of reporting 
perceptions and auditions has been described by Fehr (1938: 98) who uses the terms 
"substitutionary perception" and "substitutionary audition" to refer to "vision by 
proxy" and "audition by proxy" respectively. 
Similarly Lethcoe (1969: 206) has noted that narrated consciousness, as he calls 
it, is not restricted to visual perceptions. Sensations occasioned by external (sound, 
smell, taste, touch) and internal (balance, temperature, weight, muscular extension, 
pleasure, pain) stimuli are also possible. Imaginary states of a character's mind can 
also be represented in FID (e.g. dreams, memories, anticipations, hallucinations etc.). 
According to Lethcoe (op. cit., 214) the main advantage of narrated consciousness is 
that perceiving is not simply seeing but "seeing and evaluating, seeing and possibly 
commenting to oneself on one's perception". Narrated consciousness can be identified 
through linguistic and contextual indices with FID being one of the markers. 
The examples that follow (see Sections 3.9.1 to 3.9.7.) illustrate how FID has 
been exploited by M.O. novelists to render different kinds of consciousness. 
3.9.1. Visual Impressions 
This section will examine the reproduction of a character's visual perceptions. 
100) (1) cO MOUPKUS KUTaeE TIEpa. (2) ITavw aTa aTaxua <JKlES, aKlES 
<!>mvovTavE va. TPEXOUV, aKlES l1aupES. 'Yprl'YOPES ... 
(~. N. BOITIPA~: ~IOrMENH ArAITH, 12) 
In this brief example the appearance of the explicit verb "IClJTUCE" (he watched) 
in the first narratorial sentence serves as a signal of free indirect perception. The 
sentence immediately following represents the character's visual perception. The 
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repetition of the word "O'KLEs" (shadows), the separation of the phrases by commas, 
the character's impression that the shadows move, the appearance of the adjectives 
''!.WUPES'' (black), "'YPr1'YOPES" (quick) after the noun "O'KLES" (shadows) for 
emphatic reasons, and the suspension marks at the end of the sentence, constitute the 
main indices of the character's visual perception. 
101) (1) Ot. TOLXOL I1E TT)V TaTTETO'apla, aKpL~T]. (2) To TTClTWl1a, l1apl1apo. 
(3) Tpla TpaTTECaKLa O'Tpo'YyuAa, 'YuaAt.va. (4) TEO'O'EpLS 8EPl1aTLVES 
TTOAU8poVES TO Ka8Eva. (5) ea 'AE'YES aKpL~o ~Evo8oXelo. (6) H 
TTOAUTEAELa EBLVE ciVEO'll. 
(7) 0 KWO'Tas BOKLl1aO'E va 0'T)Kw8EL, l1a II VoO'oKolla TOV EO'TTpwh 
O'Ta9Epa. 
(N. KAL~Ar AHL: ArOL, 108) 
This example appears at the beginning of one of the chapters without explicitly 
indicating whose perception this is. However, the depiction of the main character 
waiting in a hospital disperses any doubt about the identity of the experiencing subject. 
The main characteristic of this piece of consciousness rendered in FI form is the 
absence of verbs in Ss 1 to 4 and the use of evaluative adjectives after the noun they 
modify in an attempt to render the character's sense impressions in a natural way, Le. 
with evaluation following his visual perceptions. The use of the coll<XJ.uial phrase "ea 
'AE'YES" (you would say) in Ss is suggestive of the way the character compares the 
waiting room in the hospital to the lounge room in an expensive hotel. The passage 
concludes with the character's comment that luxury is synonymous with comfort. 
102) (1) To TPruvO KO~EL TTaAL TaxuTTlTa, O'TTL TaKLa, TTEpL~OALa, TO 
KOll111Tr1Pl TOU XWpLOU EXEl aO'~EO'TwIlEvo cppaXTll. O'T' avapla 
KUTTap(O'O'w aTTO KCiTW Evas TTaTTas I1E KaAullllauKl Kat TTETpaXT]AL, 
I1La Ilaupocpopa 'YovaTLO'TT] 8uIlLaTL(EL Eva Ilvlll1a... (2) LTO CPTWXLKO 
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O'Ta8~6 O'KOUplaO'~EVES' Aa~ap(VES', O'~OUVlES' Kal. ~iToxa. (3) TIA(iL 
O'nlV diTo~d8pa Eva 8LiTaTO O'iTLT!. iTpdO'lVO, O'Ta iTapa8Upl ~ld 
O'TPOU~iTOUA" ~iToYlaT!.O'~Evll, ap~aT(u~evll t8la yopyova o.yvaVTEUEL 
TO O'l8Epo8po~o, ~aO'ouAciEl ~aO'T(xa Ka( iTEpL~evEL. (4) ~T"V 
Kd~apa iTLO'W TT)S" ~ld ~iTOALa O'TOV TOI.XO, ~ld iTAE~dva O'Kop8a, 
Evas ee<pT!.oS' Ka8pe<pTllS'. (5) T( iTEPL~€VELj (6) TIapeKEL EvaS' 
yciL8apoS' aiTOAl8w~EVOS' O'TO AlOiTUPl avaL0'81lToS" O'TOV to'KlO ~laS' 
O'UKLaS' ~lci KOKaALcipa YPLci ~E ~a~( ~EO'O<POPL o.vaKAa8LO'~eVll 
~aO'ouAciEl. O'1T<Spla, dyvavTEuEL Ka( KeLVT) TO O'L8Epo8po~o, TO 
<pa<poUT!.KO O'T6~a aAe8EL Ka( <pTUVEL <pAu8la. (7) Tt iTEPL~EVEL; (8) KL 
o TlALOS' KalEL, TLiTOTa O'ci vci ~" O'aAEUEL d,iTVOLa <PPUY~EV" Y11S 
O'lyaAUl. aiTOAUTT), TO a~E(AlXTO <pws d.~a<pva AES Kal ~aupLO'E ... (9) 
:E:EKLvllO'avE. (10) < H O'TpOU~iTOUA" O'TO iTapa8UpL ~aO'ouAciEL ~aO'TLxa, 
TO iTpciO'lVO O'iTl.T!. Xci81lKE . 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 rENNAI0~ THJ\EMAXO~, 17) 
In this passage the character is depicted in the act of perceiving as the train he is 
on is slowing down. The main characteristic of this extract is the use of staccato 
phrases, placed one next to the other and separated by commas, which along with the 
omission of the verbs in many sentences and the descriptive nature of the language 
employed, represent in a more direct and natural way the character's visual 
perceptions. The appearance of a phrase such as "TO TPruvo KO~EL iTciAL TaXUT"Ta" 
(the train is slowing down again) in SI suggests that what follows is the character's 
sense impressions. Visual images are presented in the present tense and in the order 
they are perceived by the character, i.e. fIrst the houses, then the orchards and finally 
the cemetery, which is described in more detail, as the use of the phrase 
"o.O'~EO'TWIlEVO <ppciXTT)" (whitewashed fence) and the character's reference to the 
priest's clothes and to the actions of a woman who happens to be there at that time 
denote. The suspension marks at the end of the sentence are indicative of a shift to 
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another perception. In S2, which is verbless, the condition of the station is described 
through the employment of adjectives such as "<j>TWXLK6" (poor), "crKoupLacr~EvES" 
(rusty) and the phrase "cr~ouvLES KaL ~.lTTOxa" (cow manure and stink). "M1ToXa ", 
however, renders the character's olfactory impression. Now that the train has arrived 
at the station the character can have a good view of the area around it. Thus Ss 3 and 4 
reproduce the character's visual perception of a house near the station. S3 gives a 
description of the exterior of the house, as the adjectives "8LrraTo" (two-storey) and 
"rrpciO"lvo" (green) indicate, and of the woman who happens to be at the window. It is 
worth noting that the character refers to the woman by using descriptive adjectives 
such as "crTpou~rrouA~" (plump), "~rroYLaTLcr~Evll" (heavily made-up) and by 
omitting the noun "KorrEAa/yuvai.Ka" (girVwoman). These adjectives are at the same 
time evaluative. So is the simile he uses to refer to her jewellery, i.e. "ap~aTw~EV1l 
t8la yopyova" (armed like a mermaid), and the verb "~acrouAciw" in the phrase 
"~acrouAciEL ~acJTr.xa" (she is chewing gum). The use of the verb "~acrol)Aciw" in the 
place of "~acrciw", which usually collocates with the word "~acrT(xa" (gum), 
describes vividly the movement of her jaw. The character has the impression that the 
woman is waiting for something as the use of the verb "rrEpl~EvW" (I am waiting) 
suggests. S4 describes the things the character can see in the room she is in. In the 
next rhetorical question, which can be either FDT or FIT due to lack of a grammatical 
indication, the character is wondering what the woman is waiting for. In long S6, 
which is broken up into two parts through the use of the semi-colon, there is a 
description of the area near the house. The impression of a donkey that seems to be 
suffering from the heat is followed by the perception of an old woman munching 
pumpkin seeds. The woman's outward appearance and movements are described by 
the use of adjectives such as "KOKaALd pa" (skinny), "~a~C" (purple), 
"a.vaKAa8Lcr~EV1l" (leaning back) and by the phrase "TO <j>a<j>oUTLKO crTo~a aAeElEL 
Kat. <j>ruVEL <j>Au8la" (the aged mouth grinding and spitting the husks), which depicts 
vividly the movement of her jaw. S7 is a repetition of the character's rhetorical 
question in S5. S8 refers to the unbearably hot weather. The appearance of the co-
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ordinating conjunction "Kl" (and) initially suggests that the character can feel the heat 
all the time he is depicted in the action of perceiving. The suspension marks at the end 
of the sentence introduce the character's next thought, which can be either FD or FI 
due to the absence of any grammatical indicators. The last sentence renders the 
character's last impression as the train is leaving the village. 
103) a) Mlel. KaTE~a(nci a.PXOVTlKel. - Kel.'YKEAO Ka( yapvl Toupa Kl 
cl.yaA~aTciKl,KAa8E~EvoL Kf\TTOL, KloO'KLa KaL YKapcl" TEVTES, 4>EP 
4>opCE KaL 'YAel.O'TPES n-rlALVES, KEpallL8la aWAllVWTn KL aKpoKEpalla, 
O'uv ~Ln 8EVTP0O'TOLXla EVKclAuTTTOUS 8Eeel. CEP~cl O'Tei TTE'08p6~La, 
O'uv Knn TTAaKoupES Tel TTECo8p6~La ~E ypaO'L8L O'TOUS ci.PIlOUS. 
~) or 0 ~TE4>avos KA6TO'lla€ TOUS awpovs Tn e€p64>uAAa. (2) TVALe€ 
TO KaO'KOA O'TO AaLllO TOU, AEW4>OpOS O'ou AEEL· (3) TTclvTa 
IlEl8LOWE 11' aUnl Tll AEW4>6po. [...] 
y) [,..1 (I) IlEpaO'E ~ou8LaO'IlEVOS O'TO cl.TTEVaVTl TTEC08pOIlLO. (2) "Evas 
TaeLTCllS Kopvape ETTLllova, «-ro ~pa.8L O'nl MapLva», 4>wvae€ O'TO 
TPlKUKAO TTOll KaTE~aLV€ TTPOS TO ALllclVL. (3)' 0 ~TE4>avos 
lmoAoYLO'E· (4) O'Tcl TTEVllVTa TllS KOVTn XPovLa TTOO'O ~aO'TlETaL 
IlLcl yuvalKa; (5) KL av aVOLeE 11 a'YaC ( ; (6) a.v cl.KOllll Ci.vOLeE 
~TTOpVTEAO; (7) AEV TOU TO 'AE'YE; (8) TT€VllVTclPL TO TTEVllVTclPL 
lO'LWV€ IlTTPOS TOU ~ Maplva Tn xapnn TTOU eE4>ouKnpwvE aTT' Tcl 
~U'la. TTJS Ka( ToD 'KAELVE TO ~clTL 8txws va. XclVEL TO 
AoyaplaallO. (9) w' Eyw TTOU ~AETTELS ~Lcl ~Epa en Kou~aVTcipw 
aTllV TTOAll. AEV TO TTLO'TEUELS; "E, PWTllO'€ T6v iTaTEpa 0'01.1». (0) 
'0 TTaTEpas TOU Aa8E~TTopas. (11) IlATJpwVEL 6 TTaTEpas Kal yallEl 
o YlOS ~Tav TO iTEplYEAaalla, c>Tav Eva 4>EY'YciPL EPWTEUTllKE 0 
~TE4>avos nl MapLva K' Eva O'KEAEepO ~ ~clva TOU IlE TPLXWTO 
TTll'YOUVl, «- IlclVa llouO'TciKL ci4>r1vELs;» K' UO'TE po. O'L 'Ycl O'l ycl 
IllO'llO'E Tcl ~apEALa Tel. Aci8La. 
lSS 
8) (1) "Ol-lwS' EKO~E ~avaKof3E OTa oTEva. (2)' EAaXLoToL ol civ6pWTTOL 
OTOlJS' 8p61-l0uS', AL'YVEI-lEVOL, oKoUVTouq,A118ES'. (3) 4>Tl1v04Jll0TapLES' 
'YLa. TTtV E P'Yana., tlJwPOI-l TTaKa.ALKa, TTE pC TTTE pa a8ELa, BE VTpa 
KPUOUALa.pLKa. (4) ITE paoE EeW aTT' T6' Op<1>avoTpo<t>e'l.O. 
(M. LlOYKA: AITOHXO~ AITOrEMA TINH~ MOY~IKH~, 52-3, 56) 
In the above quoted example the fIrst extract appears at the beginning of the 
story. Although there are no explicit introductory markers to indicate that this is a 
reproduction of the character's visual perceptions the use of staccato short phrases, 
separated by commas, the lack of verbs and of full stops throughout the passage and 
fInally the description of the character walking along the street in the immediately 
following paragraph suggest consciousness rendered in FI form. The character's first 
perception is a row of mansions. There follows a detailed description of those houses 
which is introduced by a dash. The character's sense impressions are presented in the 
order they impinge on his consciousness further intensified by the use of the 
conjunction "Kat" (and), which in this particular passage has an additive function, i.e. 
it adds new details to the descriptive process. This additive function is also denoted by 
the use of the word "ouv" (plus), a mathematical tenn, which the character employs to 
refer to the perception that concludes this paragraph, i.e. the row of trees on the 
pavements and the big paving-stones. 
The first sentence in the second paragraph confinns our judgement about the 
preceding paragraph, i.e. it renders the character's perceptions. In the first sentence the 
character, to whom the narrator refers by name, is depicted as kicking the heaps of 
dried leaves in the street This fact can account for the description of minor details in 
the first paragraph such as the size of the paving-stones and the grass in the joins. S2 
begins as narratorial but after the comma it shifts into the character's mind. The 
colloquial structure of the phrase "AEW¢6poS' ooD AEEL 16" (boulevard they call it) 
16As Tannen (1986: 316) observes, in M.G. the spoken expression "OO\) AEEL" (lit. she/he/one says 
to you) can be used figuratively (i.e. she/he/one says to her/him/oneselt) in a narrative context to 
report a character's thoughts. 
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indicates FIT. The sentence that appears after the semi-colon seems more likely to 
belong to the character than to the narrator as it expresses the character's feelings about 
the islanders' insistence on calling this street a boulevard. 
The next extract occurs a few lines later. The first two sentences are narration. 
However, in the second sentence there is a direct quotation of a taxi-driver's words, 
which are enclosed within inverted commas and are introduced with a dash. The taxi-
driver's DS and the mention of the name "MapC va" impinge on the character's 
consciousness and provoke past memories. In S3 the phrase "0 ~TE<f>avos 
irrroA6YLO'E" (Stefanos calculated) along with the semi-colon, which appears after it, 
serve as markers of FIT. In Ss 4 to 7 the character is wondering what has happened to 
a common woman called Marina, whom he used to know when he was young. He 
even recalls the conversation he had with her about her plans to become rich and 
powerful one day. Her exact words are placed within quotation marks and they are 
introduced with a dash to create the impression of DS (S9). The next verbless 
sentence (S 10) is triggered by the woman's reference to the character's father and we 
are told about his father's occupation. Long Sl1 is characteristic of the associations 
that the character's mind makes. The vulgar term "ya\lEI." (he has sex), the colloquial 
phrase "Eva <f>Eyycl.PL" (at one time), the phrases "O'KE AE epo" (skeleton) and 
"TPLXWT6 lTllYOUVL" (hairy chin) which describe his mother's outward appearance, 
the direct question "- Ilcl.va, \lOUO'Tcl.KL d<f>iJVELS;" ("- mother, are you growing a 
moustache?"), which is placed within quotation marks and is introduced with a dash 
and shows the character's lack of respect for his mother, and finally his hatred for 
everything that had to do with the oil trade are further signals of FIT. 
The last extract from the same story reproduces the character's visual perceptions 
as he is walking round the streets of the island. The first sentence is narratorial. S2 
renders the character's impressions through the use of paratactic verbless phrases, 
which are separated by commas, and through the appearance of some of the 
descriptive adjectives encountered in this sentence after the nouns they modify. In S3 
in addition to the occurrence of the adjectives after the nouns, compound nouns, i.e. 
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"cj>Tllvol\Jll<JTapLEs" (cheap restaurants). "l\JwpO\l TTaKaALKa" (lousy grocer's shops). 
are used for evaluation. The complete sentence that follows denotes a return to 
narration. 
3.9.2. Auditory and other sense impressions 
Representation of a character's consciousness need not be restricted to visual 
impressions. Other kinds of consciousness are possible with auditory perceptions 
being one of them. The following examples illustrate the use of flO for the 
presentation of different kinds of consciousness. 
104) O} ot vL6TTaVTpoL a.vE~aLvouv L<JLa <JT6 8W\lcln6 TOUS. (2) I H eUALVll 
TIapK€TapL<J~EVll <JKclAa, 0 <\>ap8us 8LCi8pollos TIOU \lupL(EL KEPt. (3) 
ot TT6pTES <Jnl )'pa\l\l". (4)' EvvLa i1 8E Ka XTUTIll<JE E KELVO T6 
POA6·Lj... (5) OO<\>, ,; Kclllapa TOUS dvaL )'€\lo.Tll AOuAou8La. (6)' H 
Etpi)Vll TO. <l>p6VTL<JE OAa. 
(e. TIET~AAH~-~IOMH~H~: MAPIA TIAPNH, 72) 
In this passage the flrst sentence is a description of the spatial position of the 
newly-wed couple and it belongs to the narrator. S2. however, denotes a shift into 
consciousness rendered in FI form as impressions are fIltered through the character's 
consciousness, i.e. there is a description of what the character can see or smell while 
she is going up the stairs. It is worth noting that FlO is reserved for the representation 
of the main character's sensory impressions and not for her husband's. In S2 the 
character's sensory impressions are presented in a paratactic form through the 
omission of any co-ordinating conjunctions. The use of the adjectives "euAwrl" 
(wooden) and "TTapKETapL<J\lEVll" (parquetted) for the description of the staircase. of 
the adjective "<I>ap8vs" (wide) to describe the corridor, and the smell of the bees-wax 
that reaches her nostrils are further indications that the reader has access to the 
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character's consciousness. 53, which is elliptical through the omission of the verb. 
reproduces the character's visual perception probably from the top of the stairs where 
she can have a complete view of the hotel rooms. S4 renders the character's self-
questioning as to how many times the clock chimed. The question mark at the end of 
the sentence is indicative of her uncertainty about the time it chimed. The use of the 
demonstrative adjective "EKElVO" (that) denotes that the character can only hear the 
clock; she cannot see it because it is out of her vicinity. The suspension marks that 
occur at the end of the sentence indicate a change of spatial position. 55 renders the 
character's visual perception when she has entered the hotel room. Her interjection 
"ou<j>" (Oh) at the beginning of the sentence suggests her displeasure at seeing the 
room full of flowers. This piece of consciousness concludes with the character's 
observation that her sister, to whom she refers by name, took care of everything. In 
sum. in this passage FlO has been employed to present the sensory impressions of 
sight, sound and smell. 
105) (I)" Aea4>va vUXTeu<JE. (2) ElSE nl VUXTa TTOU aAa4>poKaST]O"E KaTeu 
<JTOV Ka~nO, aiTClvw an' TO XWPLO. SlJo,pta <j>WTaKLa nat(OlJVE nepa 
<JT' • ASaAa(J(n ... (3)' 0 ~ naT1lS ap)'El va eava4>u<JTJ<JEL... (4) Sa 'TTE<JE 
Kl' aUTOS... (5)" A. va. <j>epVEL Kat ~lJPOlJ8lES dno XOpTO... (6) 
80lJKlJ8(81)s ... (7) «- TIoD Elvat TO 8L<Ja.Kl; ... » (8) Bla<JTLKa <JKU~EL, TO 
eEa1)AlKWVEl Kat XWVEL ~E<Ja Ta. XElpo)'pa4>a... (9) ~E aa 'Val ~ovo 
8ouKU8(81)s. aa. 'val Kl' aAAa ... (10) EtVaL noAAa. ... (II) rp~)'opa. 
<Jna<J~W8lKa. ci8la.<j>opa. ~a.'El Twpa ~Ecra <JTlS KacrEAES ntcrw Ta. 
~l~Ala. TO. ~E)'a.Aa AE l TOlJP)'lKci ~L~A(a Kat TOUS' A PX aLous... (I 2) 
TIEplep),o, va. ~TJv EXEL BacrlAElO, XPlJcr6crTOllo, ~allacrK1)vo... (13) 
AUTOS VO~L(E ... [...] 
[ .. .1 (1)' 0 axos ToD )'PUAOlJ KaT1l<j>opt(el ~a(( TOU. (2) ToD TTflPE T' 
auna.. (3) NO. n' aAAo a.crTEPl EKEl l/JT)Aa, Kl' ano, KL' o.>"AO ... (4) 
"E<j>Ta<Je crTa. ~OlJPAOT6iTLa, ciKoucrT1)KaV Tel. ~aTpa.XLa... (5)' 0 4>pe-
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MUPKOS', KaaWS' l3uS((EL yopya, vLwEleL Tel mSSLU TOU, YU~Vel ~EO' 
OTa oaVTaX-w, va lTaTUVE OTa X-uomSvEpu. (6) Ma ~TOL etvuL 
ETOUTOS' 0 Sp6~oS', TL va. YlVEL, OAO l3oupKoS' elvaL. 
(e. nET~AAH~>~IOMH~H~: 01 MA YPOA YKOI A', 67-8) 
In this extract the character's sensory impressions are found in combination with 
his verbally formulated thoughts. The first sentence is narration. The verb "elSe" (he 
saw) in S2 is a signal of consciousness rendered in FI form because in the same 
sentence there is a slip into the character's consciousness as the change from the S. 
Past tense, i.e. "elSe" (he saw), "dAnq,poKd.81loe " (lightly settling), to the Present 
tense, i.e. "lTal(ouve" (they are flickering), denotes. This change is funher intensified 
by the appearance of the suspension marks at the end of the sentence. Dots of ellipsis 
are employed throughout this passage in an attempt to reproduce typographically the 
character's FIT and consciousness. In Ss 3 to 5 the character's thoughts are directly 
associated with the external data that impinge on his consciousness. For instance, his 
observation that the breeze takes its time to blow in S3, his reasonable conclusion 
expressed by the modal form "ed. 'iTeoe" (it must have stopped blowing) in the next 
sentence and the appearance of the interjection ,,, A" (Oh) and the panicle "va" (there), 
which are common in the spoken language, to indicate his misjudgment in SS, suggest 
the FI style. The word "eouKUst81lS" (Thucydides) in S6 denotes a shift to a different 
kind of thoughts. This impression is reinforced by the brief phrase that follows, which 
is introduced by a dash, as if it were DS, and is enclosed within quotation marks. Sg is 
a narratorial description of the character's movements. Ss 9 and 10 are in FDT. The 
next long descriptive sentence (S II) belongs to the narrator and the switch to the 
character's mind is denoted by the adjective "iTep(epyo" (strange) and the negative 
subjunctive "va. \lilv EXEL" (not one) in SI2 and by the incomplete sentence which 
concludes this extract (Sl3). In S13 the demonstrative pronoun "nuT6s" (he) is used 
for self-reference. 
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In the next short extract, which occurs in the same novel a few lines further on, 
visual and auditory impressions appear along with FIT. The phrase "0 ax6s TOO 
YPUAOU" (the cricket's sound) in the first narratorial sentence prepares the ground for 
the presentation of the character's perceptions. 52, which simply consists of the 
colloquial phrase "TOO nllPE T' aunei" (it captured his hearing), renders the 
character's auditory impression. It is immediately followed by the character's 
perception (53)' The initial position of the particle "vei" (there) and the repetition of the 
phrase "KL MAO" (and another) point to the character who counts the stars in the sky. 
The appearance of the suspension marks at the end of the sentence intensifies this 
effect. 54 is narration. In this sentence the paratactic use of the two phrases, the 
employment of the passive verb form "dKOuaTllKav" (they could be heard) in the 
phrase "aKOuaTllKaV Tei ~aTpeiXla" (the frogs could be heard) and the suspension 
marks at the end create the impression that we still have access to the character's 
perceptions. S5 renders the tactile impression of the character's feet walking in mud. 
The character's name "cppe-MnpKos" is used for self-reference. The final sentence is 
FIT. In this sentence lack of co-ordination and the use of the conjunction "~ei" (well) 
along with the adjective "ETOiiTos" (this) and the colloquial expression "TL vei YLVEL" 
(what to do) produce the impression of speech. 
The following example, in addition to a number of auditory perceptions, also 
contains an audition by proxy. The latter has been identified by Fehr (1938: 106) and 
refers to scraps of conversation picked up by a character listening. The reader receives 
both these scraps and the listening process through the character. 
106) 0) "E~ELVE eaTTAw~evos TTpou~uTa ... (2) To KECPcl.h TOU, WX, TO 
KEcpa.AL ... (3) Bo{iC(av KOUSOUVI.(J~aTa ... (4) aa. va. KaAnci(ouv aAo),a ... 
(5) ol poSes aVAaKwvouv ... (6) ot TTupoa~eaTES, ~E~aLa. (7) <t>Ta.aave 
mei ot TTupoa~e(JT€S ... (S) To vep6 acpupt(EL ... acpupt(El ... acpup((EL ... 
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(9) Tl6TE aa TTaljJEL TOUTO TO KaKO; ... (0) KpaTaEl... KpaTaEL .... 
KpaTaEL ... 
(11) MI.AOUV lBw KOVTa. I1E<Ja <JTO TTEPl~OAl, TTllymvoepXETaL 0 
K6al1oS... (12) :=:EPEl YLCi TTOlO I1lAOUV, T6 eEpEl: cl.<JTuVOI1La... Ta. 
TTaLBla ... OUTE ,; TTapa l1l.KpT) cl.11<P l I'OALa ... EI1TTPll<J116s ... cl.TTOC1lI1LWa1l ... 
Ta eUAa I1TTp6S TT)V TTopTa TOU l1avTpOToI.Xou ... ,; cl.VTAta (TL KOUTOL 
va Ti)v ci<PT)<Jouv, Tt KouTOl! - KaL 0 KAE61'0uAos TTOV KaVEL Taxa Kat 
TOV ciPXTlYO!) ... 
(K. TlOAITHh: EROICA, 191) 
Narratorial SI is a description of the character's spatial position. The suspension 
marks at the end of this sentence are the first indication of a slip into the character's 
mind. Suspension marks are employed throughout the passage to create the impression 
of consciousness rendered in FI form. In the second elliptical sentence the repetition of 
the word "TO KE<pciA.L TOU" (his head) and the interjection "wx" (Oh) express vividly 
the character's pain and anxiety. The staccato structure of the next three brief 
sentences, i.e. 3 to 5, further reinforces the effect of consciousness rendered in FI 
form. They are indicative of the character's distorted impression which results from 
his poor physical condition, i.e. he can feel his ears ringing. In Ss 4 and 5 the 
character can actually hear the galloping of the horses pulling the fire-engine. It is only 
in S6 that he associates the buzzing noise with the bells of the fire-engine. The use of 
the adverb of certainty "~e~aLa" (of course) strengthens this impression. Sg renders 
his auditory perception of the hissing water further intensified by the repetition of the 
verb "<J<pup(Cn" (it is hissing). In S9, which is FIT, the character is wondering when 
the hissing sound will stop. S 10 is FIT. The repetition of the word "KpaTC1.El" (it is still 
going on) in this sentence emphasizes the fact that the water is still running. In the next 
paragraph more auditory impressions impinge on the character's consciousness. He 
can hear people talking near him, as the expression "eBw KOVTa" (near here) indicates, 
and people going in and out of the orchard. In the next sentence, which is FIT, the 
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repetition of the word "eepEL" (he knows) and the colon at the end prepare the ground 
for the appearance of an audition by proxy. We get scraps of the conversation of the 
people talking in the orchard and the mention of the word "ciVTALa" (the pump) 
provokes more thoughts in FI form, which are placed in parenthesis. The repetition of 
the phrase "TL KOUTOL" (what fools) in the first parenthetical sentence and the 
exclamation mark at the end give the impression of speech. In the second parenthetical 
sentence, which is introduced by a dash, the occurrence of the conjunction "KaL" (and) 
initially and the use of the exclamation mark at the end express the character's 
unfavourable comment on the boy who is their leader. 
In addition to sense impressions, Lethcoe has noted that even sensations in a 
character's own body can be rendered in free indirect form. The markers for 
identifying such kinds of consciousness are the same as those for visual and auditory 
perceptions. In the following example the burning sensation that the character feels 
provokes the reproduction of his thoughts in FID. 
107) (1) TIap' OAT) nlV iTaywvla. iTOlJKaVE, EVlWcrE ~aq,vlKa. ~la. eEp~T) va. 
<pOUVTWVEL cr' OAO TOU TO Kop~L (2) "EmacrE TO lla.youA6 TOU, Kl 
EKalYE. 
(3) Twpa ea.S€lXVE crnlV Kupla Mlva iTO lOS ~Tav TO KaAUTEpo iTaLS( 
Tils Ta.~T)S. (4)' H Kupta Mlva SE ea.crTEAVE ma. 1l0VO TO MTIO(EAT] 
crTO ypaq,ElO TOU SlEueuvTil va. q,epEl KlllwALa. 
(5) rpityopa. 
(6) TIp6ha TOV iTOAAaTIAacrLacrTEo. 
(7) • H OUPl Tcra TOU 9 ~Tav Al 'YO llaKpouM. 
(8) TIf)pe nl YOlloAa.crTLxa, Tocr~T)crE, Kal TO eava.ypatVE. 
(9) Twpa TOV iTOAAaiTAacrlacrnl. 
(10) Tit 'YPallllit· 
(IO"OXl ~E TO XEpL. 
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(12) ME TO XEPL eo. 'YLVOTav aTpaj3fJ. 
(13)" AVOL~€ 'YPll'Yopa Til aaKa TOU, KL Ej3'YaA.€ TO XapaKa. [. . .] 
(K. TAXT~H~: ZHTHMA I~IO~"YTKPA~IA~, 20-1) 
In the flrst two narratorial sentences expressions such as "EVOLWa€ ~acj>VLKa 
~1La eEpl1Tl va cj>OUVTWV€L 0" OAO TOU TO KOPl1t" (he suddenly felt heat spreading 
through his whole body) and "E KaL 'YE" (it was burning) describe the sensation of 
wannth that the character feels, which contrasts with the cold weather. In S3 the initial 
position of the present-time deictic "TUlpa" (now) denotes a shift into the character's 
mind. The use of expressions such as "TO KaAUTEPO TTaL8t" (the best child) in S3, 
and "BE 8aaTEAVE mci 110VO TO MTTo(EATl" (she would no longer send only 
Bozelis) in S4. are indicative of the young boy's efforts to win the teacher's 
appreciation. The next two brief verbless phrases suggest that he is in a hurry to finish 
flrst. In S7 the use of the evaluative adjective "At 'Yo" (a bit) belongs to the character. S8 
is narratorial and contains a description of the character's actions. A return to the 
character's thoughts is denoted by the initial position of the time deictic "Twpa" (now) 
in the immediately following verbless sentence. The lack of verbs in Ss 10 and 11, the 
use of the negative particle "OXL" (not) in S 11. and the character's explanation for 
using a ruler to draw a line in S12, further reinforce the impression of FIT. The 
descriptive nature of S 13 indicates a return to narration. 
3.9.3. Memories 
FID can also be employed to render a character's imaginary states (Le. 
memories, dreams, anticipations, reconstructions, fantasies, hallucinations). Although 
this function of FID, as Lethcoe (op. cit., 24) remarks, has been recognized by both 
Herdin and Fehr, there has not been a systematic analysis of this phenomenon. In 
M.G. flction FID has been used to reproduce a character's memories as illustrated by 
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the following examples. Examples (108) and (109) appear in authorial narration 
whereas example (110) occurs in figural narration. 
108) 0) K' E8uIlTJSllKE Tel vea TTlS' xp6vLa. (2)'0 K6<JIlOS' OAOS d.na(E 
yopya, yopya... (3) KL 0IlWS' Tt av8pwTTLvll Kap8La E IlVll<JKE mivTa Tt 
t8Lal ... (4)"E~AETTE Twpa TTcl.AL IlTTPO<JTa TTlS' avavEwllEVllv TTJV L<JTopLa 
TTls ... (5) "OS' KaL r, KupLa '04>Lollaxou EtXE aya111l<JEL, oTav Ehav 
K6pll, aAAa (l.TOAlla, Kpu4>a KL allLAllTa, 4>UAaYOVTaS' IlE<Ja <JTT} (EO'TTl 
Tf\s TTap8EVLlCl1S' KapSLos TllS' T6 Ctyv6 € KELVO AOUAou8L Tf\S' vL6T11s 
TllS', TTOU TOU IlEn6TOUV va llapa<J8El!... (6) KL 0 veoS' TTOU 
ayaTTou<JE EtTav T(IlLOS' Kat KaA6S' Kat wpruOS', aAAa 8ev EtTav 
TTAOU<JLOS' ... (7) K' etXE TTL<JTElPEL TTWS' 11' E KelVOV 1l0VaXa 8cl.~PL<JKE 
Tilv EUrux(a ... (8) Kat Ilta O'TLYIlTJ Ev61lLO'E TTWS' eo. T6v ETTmpvE ... (9) 
Ka( Tf\s e4>mv6Touv T6<Jo 4>u<JLK6 T6 va T6v o.yaTTcl.ELL. (10) "OTav 
OAoIlEIlLaS' ol yovEoL TTlS' TT]V Etxav 8WKEL TOU' 04>LO Ilcl.XOU, XWPLS' 
oiiTE va nlV PWTT}crouv, OTTWS Ehav r, cruviJeELa Ti)s ETTOXl1S' ... (1lJ 
T6v Etxav TTPOTLIlTJO'EL YLaTL EtTav TTAOUO'LOS' KaL o.PL<JTOKpaTTlS' ... 
(12) KL au", 8Ev EtXE ~pEL oihE TT] 8uvall1l, oiiTE nl eEAll<Jll v' 
cl.vTl<JTa8el <JTilv cl.TT64>a<JT] TOUS', KaL ET<J!. EIlELVE YLcl. ml.VTa KPU4>T] 
Tt TaTTELvT} TTlS' CtyaTTll, eallEVll IlE<Ja <JTa 4>unoKcip8La TTlS'. 
(K. 8EOTOKHL: 01 LKAABOI ITA AELMA TOIL, 59) 
In narratorial S 1 the appearance of the explicit verb "8ull"rl 811 KE" (she 
remembered) serves as a memory indicator. S2 represents the character's FIT as the 
repetition of the adverb "yopya" (quickly) and the suspension marks at the end 
denote. Suspension marks are used throughout the passage to suggest FIT. 
Exclamatory S3 and declarative S4 also render the character's thoughts in free indirect 
form. The next long sentence, however, belongs to the narrator who refers to the 
character by the social title"~ Kupla" (Mrs.). In addition, the phrase "wS' KaL ,; 
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KUpl.a JO<j>LO~a.XOU EtXE a:yaiTi)O'EL" (even Mrs. Ofiomachou had fallen in love) and 
the exclamation mark at the end of the sentence produce a slightly ironic effect as if the 
narrator did not expect a submissive person like her to be capable of strong emotions. 
The main characteristic of Ss 6 to 9 is that they are all introduced with the conjunction 
"Kat" (and) in an attempt to indicate the loose structure of past thoughts. In S6 the 
appearance of the conjunction "Kat" in front of the adjectives "KaA6s" (nice) and 
"wpruos" (handsome) has an additive function as it is employed by the character in 
reference to the good qualities of the man she was in love with when she was young. 
In S7 the main verb, i.e. "etxe mO'TEtjJEL" (she had believed) occurs in the pluperfect, 
which is the characteristic tense for the presentation of a character's memories (see 
Lethcoe, op. cit., 242). In S9 the use of the demonstrative pronoun "TOO'O" (so), of 
the impersonal verb "TTlS e¢al.VOTOUV" (it seemed to her), and of the exclamation 
mark at the end further reinforces the impression of memory rendered in FI form. SIO 
expresses the surprise she felt when her parents decided to marry her to another man 
without asking her. The next sentence explains the reasons that made them take such a 
decision, i.e. "ELTaV TIAOVO'LOS Kat apLOTOKpcl.TllS" (he was rich and an aristocrat). 
The last long sentence, which is structured according to the nonnal patterns of syntax, 
is more readily identified with the narrator rather than with the character. 
109) (I) T6 XE pl TOU o¢t yyEL Ta. XELpoypa<j>a (Ta. O'UAAoytOTllKe ea.<j>vw) ... 
(2) raX1lVll. yaX1lVTj... (3) Movclxa 6 YPVAOS TPl~EAl'EL T1l oLyaALcl.. 
(4) Etval 6 aX6s aUTOS WO'clV d.xva TIOV ~ya(vEL aTTO AETTTO TPl~EAt. 
\lEO" OTO BetAl... (5) J AA1leEla, yaA1lV1l! (6) Mld yuvalKeLa 
O'TpaYYlO'~EV1l ~op<f>". ~ O'KLcl. ~lns ~clvas OclAEtjJE OTcl ~a.ell, O'Tcl 
KaTcl~aea TOU Kmpou ... (7)"Eva TImBclKl TpeXEL eUTTOAllTO, XTlJTTWVTas 
TtS TTaTouoES ... (8) «MapKO, MnpKoL .. » TOU ¢WVcl(OUVE ... (9) ITilpe 
Il.la.v ava.oa ~aeELcl, va. \l TIEL 6 aepas KaAcl \lEoa TOU, ~Tav aVclYKll ... 
(e. ITET~AAH~-~IOMHf1H~: 01 MA ,POA iKOI A', 66-7) 
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The fIrst descriptive sentence is narration. The appearance of the explicit verb of 
thinking "Tel. <JlJX.X.0yLcrTllKE" (he thought of them) in the parenthetical sentence and of 
the suspension marks after the parenthesis serves to introduce the character's ensuing 
thought which consists of the repetition of the word "yaX.TJVll" (serenity). Suspension 
marks also appear at the end of this sentence. Ss 3 and 4 are narratorial and refer to the 
quiet and peace of the countryside. In exclamatory verbless S5 the mention of the word 
"yaATJvll" (serenity) is associated with past memories, i.e. it reminds the character of 
his mother. In 56 the phrase "O'aAEtVE ... O'Ta KaTcij3a8a TOU Kalpou" (it appeared ... 
out of the immense depths of time) and the suspension marks at the end prepare the 
ground for the presentation of the character's memory. Ss 7 and 8 render the 
character's memory in the present tense. S7 resembles a visual perception with the 
character visualizing himself as a small child running in a yard. In S8 the character can 
hear his mother's voice calling his name, which is enclosed within quotation marks 
and is followed by an exclamation mark to produce the impression of DS. In the last 
sentence the fIrst clause is narrative but the rest of the sentence is ambiguous between 
narration and FIT. However, it is more readily attributed to the character than to the 
narator due to lack of subordination. In other words in a narratorial sentence the 
secondary clause "va Il TTEL 0 de pas KaAa." (so that the air would fill his lungs) 
would be subordinated to the main clause "~Tav avaYKTl" (it was necessary) instead 
of preceding it. The suspension marks at the end of the sentence are indicative of the 
end of the memory. They can also be interpreted as denoting the character's unfinished 
sentence. 
110) (I)'O TIETpoS Tou8wcrE ", q,wToypaq,la. (2)"E~w aTTO TO TTapaelJPO 
q,EU')'OlJVE Twpa AEUKES, UO'TEpa TTa.Al TTlAE,),paq,6elJAa, 0 TlAlOS 
YEPVEl, O'TlS xallllX.es TTAaYlES Ila{EUOlJVTal ot TTPWTOl LO'KlOl ... (3) 
, AIlEO'WS IlETa ",V KaTOXTJ ~ Ilava ~ETTOUAllO'E Ta TTaTpoyovlKa TllS 
X",llaTa O'T~V' HYOlJIlEV( TO'a, TO crTT( Tl etXE d8ElaO'El crTa xp6Vla 
n;S llaUPllS TTdvas, ETTlTTAa Ka( xaAla., ~l~X.la, POUXa YlvilKaVE 
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pEl3u8La, IlTTAVYOUPL, Aa.Bv KL 0 TIE TpOS' BEUTEPOETl1S' aT6 
TIOAUTEXVEl.O, TO cl.TTEKAnaE ,; Ilava va muan 0 TIETPOS TTpoawpLvu 
BOUAELcl. - 11 TTaTTcl.s TIaTTas ii (Eu)'as (EU)'cl.S. (4) "ETIEL TO. KaL 0 
TIaTEpas anlV cl.Va.Ppwall IlETa. nlV E),xdpllall - " 8EPiloTTuAL TLS 
EtVaL voaos cl.VlaTOS, 0 KalWEVOS 0 AEwvLBas! xapL TO Ao)'ouaE TTLaw 
TOUS 0 KaTIETa.v llaaKapa.s TIOU AEllAaTouaE TOTE TLS KpaTLKES 
TIpoao80us, d<\>ou EtXE ),EPa. llaTaWaEL anlv KaToxil TIOUAWVTas 
aTOUS fEPllavous apl3uAES, TIPOTElVE KaL aTOV TIaTEpa IlLa. 
lAL)')'LW81l ep),OAal3ta 6xupWllaTLKa aTilv Kpl1T1l. (5) Milv EtaaL 
TITWXaAa(wv KOAooO'laLa KOIlTILVa, EAE)'E, KavovlO'IlEVll POAOl IlE TO 
O'TpaTll),O "Epilav Ka.ou 11 TIE p, ea 811O'aupl(av Ka( ot TPELS 
~aeUTIAOUTOL. (6) c 0 TIaTEpas TOV TIETa~E aTIO TO O'TTL TL IlE KAwTaLES, 
TO PEllaAL val., llilTE O'nl BUO'KOAll wpa TOU aBEp<\>ou TOU 8EV 
Kpanl81lKE, IlLA1lIlEVOS IlE TOUS cl.)'opaO'TEs d.PIlE~E O'av TIOuA1l8l1Kav 
000 00'0 TO. XTl1llaTa T11S llavaS, " NEVETa TIaTOUO'E TO. 8w8EKa 
8cillTIaLVE aTO ),ullvciaLO ... (7) E, Kat Twpa; (8) <1>AAKO ,; TEXVlKTJ 
ETaLp(a TOUS, cmo TIPOTIEPO'l 0 TIaTEpas KL mhos 0 KaTaTITUaTOS 
IlE),aAOO'Xllllol O'UVETa.LpOl ma G.XWPlO'TOl, ,; llaVa KapBLO)'pa<!>lllla 
Kal. " NEvETa af G.TTO)'vwall... (9) aTo TaETIa.KI. 110.(( IlE T' 
G.TIOAUnlPLO EtVaL TO TEAEUTa.LO ),pcillila TTlS' 0 KEpauvos. 
(A. KOTZIAL, op. cit., 20-1) 
The opening sentence of this extract is narration. In S2 the shift from the S. Past 
into the present tense, to be in accordance with the present time deictic "TU'>pa" (now), 
and the paratactic structure of the phrases introduce the character's visual perception. 
The suspension marks at the end of the sentence, the return to the past tense and the 
appearance of the phrase "cl.IlEO'WS IlETci T1lV KaTOXl1" (immediately after the 
Occupation) signal memory rendered in FI form. The character's memories in the third 
long sentence, which is broken up into two parts through the use of the semi-colon, 
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are probably triggered by the scenery out of the window. In S3 the use of the kinship 
tenn ",; ~civa" (mother) in reference to his mother, the employment of his proper 
name for self-reference, the dash to introduce his mother's objections when she heard 
that he wanted to get a job and the staccato rhythm of the phrases create the impression 
of a memory rendered in free indirect fonn. In S4 the character recollects more past 
events, i.e. his father's illness and his uncle's attempts to persuade his father to go into 
business with him. His uncle's witty remarks about meaningless sacrifices are 
introduced by a dash and they are emphasized by the use of the exclamation mark to 
suggest DS. The character's reference to his uncle by expressions such as "0 
KarrEnlv llao'Kapas" (the captain trickster) and "PElldAL" (the scoundrel) rather than 
by the kinship tenn "eEl.OS" (uncle) creates a temporary difficulty for the reader who 
until he has read the whole passage does not understand that the character is talking 
about his uncle. In Ss his uncle's FDS is mingled with the character's coloured 
indirect report. In the next sentence the character recalls his father's reaction to his 
uncle's proposals. The phrase "T6 pE~ax'L vat" (the scoundrel yes) can be either a 
quotation of his father's words which lacks an introductory marker, or the character's 
comment on his past thoughts. The suspension marks at the end of this sentence and 
the appearance of the present time deictic "T<Dpa" (now) in elliptical interrogative S7 
denote the end of the character's memory. Ss 8 and 9 render the character's present 
thoughts. The absence of verbs in SS, the character's reference to his sister by name,11 
instead of the use of the kinship term "a&x'ql1," (sister), the occurrence of the adjective 
"dXWPLO'TOL" (inseparable) after the noun "O'1.JVETruPOL" (partners), the suspension 
marks at the end of Ss to emphasize his sister's despair, and the appearance of the 
word "KEpauv6s" (thunderbolt) after the semi-colon in S9 to suggest how unexpected 
the news was, reinforce the impression of FIT. 
17Since passages of FIT represent a character's thoughts it is only natural that a character would refer 




Not only a character's memories but also his anticipations can be portrayed in 
FID. In contrast to memories which put the narrative backwards, since they refer to 
past incidents, anticipations "can be used to project the narrative forward into an 
imagined future" (see Lethcoe, Ope cit., 252). 
The following two examples are indicative of the way the character's mind 
visualizes future events. 
11 1) (1) • 0 vous TaU ETTETac€ cinou. (2)' EK€l. KciTW crT6 KaAU~1. TaU, 6 
YELTovaS TOU' APYUPll EtXE BUo KallaTEpd IlEyo.Aa crdv crToI.XELd ... 
[ .. .1 
[ .. .1 (3) TO. Buo IlEydAa KallaTEpo. e' cl.vaxo.Pl(av Twpa iicruxa-iicruxa 
KdTOU cl.TT6 TfS EALES' (4) w vd TOU TO. tj;Oq,OUo"E, KaL vd T6v E~AETTE 
ETO"I. BUO"TUXlcrllEvov WS K' EKElVOV... (5) NO. 111.0. Xapo. Tiis (w~s 
TTOV IlTTOpOUo"E vd nl BOKllldO"EL ... (6) eo. 'KAaLYE 0 YeLTOVas, eo. 
XTVlToucrE TO. O"nlel.a TaU ... (7) cmTAWIlEva TO. (wa ... (8) eo. 'KpaCE 
T6v KaTaq,povEIlEvO T6 eWIlQ vo. TaU BWKEl. ~oTjeELa T6 8WIlU ... (9) 
Xd, Xd, Xd,! EyEAacre. (10) ALya ~EA6vLa TTEpacrllEva O"T' Cixupa, Kat 
TO. (wa cre BVo Tpels Iliives eo. 'Tav tj;6q,la! 
(K. 8EOTOKHh: H ZOH KAI 0 9ANATOh TOY KAP ABEAA, 153-4) 
The opening sentence, which depicts the character as thinking, prepares the 
ground for the appearance of FIT in the second sentence. In S2 the simile "O"d. 
crToLxeLd" (as goblins) and the suspension marks at the end more readily identify this 
as the character's thought rather than the narrator's report. In S3 the use of 
8d+imperfect "e' cl.vaxdpl(av" (they would be grazing), of the present time deictic 
"TUlpa" (now), and the repetition of the adverb "iiO"uxa" (quietly) are indicators of 
imaginary reconstruction. The semi-colon at the end of the sentence has the same 
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function as the suspension marks, which are used throughout the passage to create 
typographically the impression of thoughts passing through the character's mind. In 
S4 the character's wish to kill his neighbour's animals and upset him is expressed by 
the co-occurrence of the interjection "w" (Oh) with the subjunctive fonn "vci TOU Tci 
tVOq,OUO'E" (to make them die). Ss is the first indication that what follows is the 
character's anticipation. In Ss 6 to 8 the appearance of the conditional forms "ed 
'KAaL'YE" (he would cry), "ed XTlJ1TOUO'E Td O'n)eLa TOU" (he would beat his 
breast), "ed 'KpaCe" (he would call) depict vividly the character's anticipations 
rendered in FI fonn. In Ss the character's name "TO 8wlln", which appears twice, is 
used for self-reference. According to Lethcoe (op. cit., 252) anticipations are usually 
rendered by the conditional. In S9 the repetition of the interjection "Xci" (Ha) and the 
use of the exclamation mark at the end recall spoken language. The appearance of the 
verb "YE AaO'e" (he laughed) indicates the presence of a narratorial voice. The 
exclamatory sentence that concludes this paragraph is FIT and expresses the 
character's joy at the thought that the animals would be dead in two or three months. 
112) (1) ME ~f)lla apyo lTPOXWPTl<JE KaTci Tl)V lTAaTELa Aou8o~(KOU. (2) Mci 
~J.TIpoO'Tci <JTl) ~aeuXpWIl Tl <JElpci TWV <JTallaTTlI1E vwv aUTOKLV1)TWV, 
KOVTO<JTci9T)KE. (3) Tt TO i1eeAe TO TaN; (4) TIov Sci TTl)YaLVE; (5) ~TO 
<JTTt n TTlS Sci TTl)yaLVe, <JT1)V Ka<JTEAa, KOVTci <JT1)v' A<JTTa<JLa. (6) Sci 
~aTTAwvoTav <JTO KpE~cin, vci KOLI1Tlef). (7) AUPLO Sci ~uTTvov<Je' Sci 
<JKoumCe TLS Kdl1aPES, eci TTonCe TOV KTjTTO, eci l1aye(peuE. (8) 
"Orrws liAAoTe, OTTWS TTciVTa. (9)"OTTWS YLCl. lTciVTa ... 
(M. KAP Af A T~HL: nO),TKEPMAN A I, 365) 
In this extract the first two sentences are narratorial. The interrogative nature of 
Ss 3 and 4, which are indicative of the character's emotional stress, denote a shift into 
FIT. Ss is the character's answer to the previously self-posed question in which she is 
wondering where she is going. In S6 the use of the conditional "eci ~aTTAwv6Tav <JTO 
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KpE/3/3cin" (she would lie on the bed) suggests anticipation rendered in FI form. This 
impression is further intensified in S7 by the enumeration of the things she imagines 
herself doing the following day. In this sentence all verb forms are in the conditional. 
The semi-colon that appears after the fIrst verb form denotes mental pause. The time 
deictic "T(.0pa" (now) refers to the near future. However, the effect of the character's 
imaginary anticipations is pardy destroyed in the verbless sentence that follows in 
which we realize that the character is describing her daily routine which is unlikely to 
change in the future as the last verbless sentence and the emphatic use of the 
suspension marks at the end of the sentence denote. 
3.9.5. Fantasies 
Another kind of imagination that can be reproduced in FID is a character's day 
dreams or fantasies. 
The following passage illustrates the representation of a character's fantasies in 
FlD. The main characteristic of fantasies rendered in FI form is the presentation of 
partly real and partly unreal states of consciousness (Lethcoe, op. cit., 257). 
113) (1) :E:a<j>vlKa a.Kouoe ~ii~a, TO ~ii~a TTlS, oTiw nAaKooTpw~EVll aUAT) 
Kal oe At yo TT)V El& va <j>avi;. 
(2)' H aEAT)VT) <j>wn(e 'KEL ~€ TO Q.8uvaTo, a.naM <j>ws TTlS. 
(3)" APXLoE aUTi) vel. nEpnaTQ O'L yel. navw, KaTw. 
(4) TIOTe dHoTE Sev TO EKaVE, nOTe! (5) TIavTa KlJTa(E Kat 
rrpooEXE aUTT) va ~'tl ~pEeii ~OVT) ~' aUTOV! (6) Twpa; (7) Kat elSE 
on TOV etxe napaTllP'tlO'll nov ~pLO'KoTav E KEt. (8) TIdAL TO 
KE<j>aAaKl TT)S oTpa<j>llKE a' aUTOV, ndAL. (9) Ma Tl. ouvE~aLvE; [oo.] 
[ .. .1 (10) -"APLal. Etne aLYel., o LYel., il mo KanlTEpa oTeva~E. 
(11) AUTTl oTpa<j>llKE oAaKEPll Twpa Kat Tj OEA~Vll <j>wnoe TO 
rrpOO'wno TllS KaAel.. 
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(12) [- Tt 6eXELs; TOV pWTTlaE.· AKo~a; Auni vci T' ciq)'TlallSI. "On 
EKava TOTE et~ouva ~LKPll, d~ua.x.ll!. LV Eq>TavYES rrou ~aouva 
KOT(ci~ av8pasL' Eyw Sci TaXeya aTll ~a~ci, cinci ae auyxwpw YLci 
TWpa.! .. "AXXoTt: OiiTE vci ~E KUTd.(l1S 8E SEAW!' AKOUS;'O Ka8Evas ~E 
T1l 6eall Tout Nci ,; Mapta, ,; rEwpytaJ.] 
(13) KlV~811KE VTpOTrLaa~EVOS Ka( auvllp6E. 
(14) 'H aEX~vll €Aa~rrE KaL <!>wn(E ~6Vll, ~6Vl1 TO €Pll~O 
rrXaKoaTpwTo Ka( ";aux(a, ";aux(a TTOU ~Eaa 0 eopu~oS TWV <!>unwv 
errE<!>TE. 
(15) - Mci TL ETTa8a; pWTl1aE T6v eauT6 TOU. Mci TTWS ~ou <!>ciVT\KE; 
acl vdTav!. 
(16) • Anci rrclAl aci vci Alla~6V11aE on aUTci T)TavE rrAcia~aTa 8LKcl 
TOU, T)TavE 4JEUTLKa, 'Ye ~laE 0 vouS TOU d. TT' TT)V E v8u~ 11 aT) Tl1S 
8uvaTcl 8uvaTcl. 
(~. N. BOITYPAL: ~IOrMENH ArATIH, 21-2) 
In this extract there is no indication at the beginning that this is a presentation of 
the character's fantasies. Only at the end of the passage do both the character and the 
narrator refer explicitly to the character's fantasies. The first three sentences are 
narratorial and describe the character's movements. In S3 the depiction of one of the 
characters as walking up and down the yard provokes the other character's FIT. Ss 4 
to 9, with the exception of S7 which is narratorial, represent the character's thoughts in 
free indirect form. The use of the demonstrative pronoun "ainos" and of third-person 
verb forms for self-reference, the repetition of certain words at the beginning and the 
end of the same sentence for emphatic reasons, e.g. "rroTE" (never) in S4 and "rrciAl" 
(again) in S8, the appearance of the exclamation mark at the end of Ss 4 and 5, and the 
interrogative nature of sentences 6 and 9, with S6 consisting only of the time deictic 
"Twpa" (now), are the main indices of FIT. S10 which occurs a few lines further on, 
presents the character's DS· which is introduced with a dash. The use of the 
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exclamation mark and of the dot of ellipsis after the girl's name along with the 
repetition of the adverb "OL'ya." (quietly) create immediacy and directness. The 
descriptive nature of Sl1 more readily identifies it with the narrator. Then follows an 
imaginary reconstruction, as is made clear at the end of the passage. The character 
imagines the angry speech that the other character addresses to him. This imaginary 
speech is introduced with a dash. S 13 belongs to the narrator. The next sentence, 
however, is more readily recognized as the character's rendering of visual and auditory 
perceptions because of the repetition of words such as "1l6vll" (alone) and "~aUXLa" 
(quietness). S15, which is a direct presentation of the character's verbally articulated 
thoughts and the last narratorial sentence indicate explicitly that the whole passage has 
been a product of the character's imagination. 
3.9.6. Dreams 
In addition to fantasies, dreams are also possible in FlD. Although dreams 
render unreal states of consciousness, they are represented in fiction with the same 
means and vividness as reality (Lethcoe, op. cit., 257). The following two examples 
appear in authorial and figural narration respectively. 
114) (1) C H KLaaa an'JV tElLa KallaPll KOlll6TavE "aala. (2)" A~aq,va "yavEL 
Eva ~o'Y'Y1lT6' KPVOS t8pwTas nlV TaaKL'Ev Ta XEpLa TllS KLVOUVTaL 
aa.v va. eEAOUV KaiTOU va maaTOUV. (3)" AX! TL QV€lPO iTOV ~AEiTEL ~ 
86Ala! (4) "'HTav, AEEl, IlEaa 0" Eva IlEyaAo aiTLn, YEllaTo a.iT6 
xpuaa<jlL KaL llaAalla , a.iT6 8Lallavna KaL POUlliTLVLa. (5) "'HTav 
aKoTa8l, ~aev aKoTa8l' ~auXLa, iTOV aKoUE nlv a.vaaa TOU KaVeLS! 
(6) Ka( ~ K(aaa EiTaLpVE xpuaaq,la, EiTalpVE poull iT(vLa, EXWVE 
a.rro8w - aiTOKEL, aT(S TaEiTES, aT6 aT61la TllS ... (7) TIaEl, ea. 8lW~1l 
Tit q,TWxELa, 8e ea ~Evo8oUAEUll mill (8) eci yLv" KaL KeLVll IlEyciA1l 
apx6vTlaaa! (9)" A~aq,va T6 aiTL n q,WTL' ETav aKouovTal YE Ala, 
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xapES', Tpayov8La ... (0) nov va TraT\ va KPu<PTil; (l1) NO., aKOVOVTaL 
TraTl'lI..laTa· KarroLoS' TJlV mavEI. a.rr6 T6 XepL. (12) EtVaL 'Ii a.8Ep<1>" 
TTlS', ,; TrEeal..lEVTl ci8ep<1>" TTlS', ,; Airy,,! ... (13) - T( eD.eLS' e8w; nlS' 
AEEV T' ~peES' va Ka.tJ.TlS'; (14) 'EKeLVTl eEAEL va. 11 LA"crT) , civoLYEL T6 
aT61..la TT\S', 110. 8E I..lTrope1. OllTE v' civacraVll ... (5) Ka( ..; ci8EPq,,, TTlS' 
8EV nl yvwptCEL ... (16) - THpeE va. KAE~Tl' AEEL I..lLa aAATl yuvaLKa, 
l..lauPT\, KaTa.l..laupT\. ciTrapaXAaXTT\ aa.v Til Xa.pl..laLVa. (17) Nat· ~peE 
va. KAE~Tl! (18) Kat YEAwVTaS' TT)v apmi(EL crTa. 8uvaTa. I..lTrpa.Tcra TTlS' 
Ka( nlV TrETa.EL Ka.TW aTr6 T6 TrapaeUpL... (19)' H Ktcraa evrrvllcrE I..lE 
TpOl..lapa. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: H KAKH A~EP¢H, 239-240) 
In this extract the dream is introduced explicitly by narratorial Ss 1 and 2. More 
specifically in the second long sentence, which is broken up into smaller components 
through the use of semi-colons, the character is described as dreaming. In S3 the 
appearance of the interjection II" AX II (Oh) initially. further intensified by the 
exclamation mark. the use of the evaluative term ",; 86XLa" (the poor one). and the 
exclamation mark at the end of the sentence, are the first indices of the rendering of the 
character's consciousness. Ss 4 to 6 relate the character's dream. The lack of co-
ordinating conjunctions, the use of typographic markers such as the exclamation mark 
in Ss. which is divided into two parts through the use of the semi-colon, and the 
suspension marks in S6. the repetition of words such as "crKoTa8L" (dark) and 
"ETraLPVe" (she was taking) further intensify the impression of a dream rendered in FI 
form. The structure of the two exclamatory sentences that follow suggests that the 
character has temporarily mistaken the dream for reality as she starts talking about her 
future plans. In S9, which is broken up into two parts through the use of the semi-
colon, the character's dream changes into a nightmare. To her horror the character 
realizes that she is no longer alone in the house and instinctively she is looking for a 
hiding place as interrogative S10 indicates. In S11. which is broken up into two parts 
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through the use of the semi-colon, the initial position of the particle "va." (here), which 
is peculiar to the spoken language, intensifies the impression of an audition rendered in 
FI form. In S 12 the use of both the exclamation mark and the suspension marks at the 
end of the sentence and the repetition of the phrase It'; a.8EP<l>" TTlS" (her sister) 
express the character's surprise when she sees her dead sister alive in front of her. S13 
presents in direct form the actual words of the character's sister which are introduced 
with a dash. S14 is indicative of the character's shock further intensified by the 
appearance of the suspension marks at the end. In SIS the initial position of "KaL" 
(and) and the suspension marks at the end express the character's horror when she 
realizes that her sister has not recognized her. Ss 16 and 17 present in direct form, as 
the initial position of the dash denotes, another character's words who accuses the 
main character of having come into the house to steal. The recurring appearance of the 
phrase "~peE va. KA€ljJT)" (she came to steal) along with the exclamation mark in S17 
give special emphasis to the utterance. In S 18 the initial position of the conjunction 
"Kat" (and) and the suspension marks at the end describe vividly how the character is 
thrown out of the window. The last sentence, which is narration, signals the end of the 
character's dream. 
115) (1) TUALXTTlKE WS T6 AaqJ.6 ~E Tllv Kou!3epTa TllS' Kl EO~UOE T6 
<PWS' . 
(2) ~ev IllTOPOUOE va. eepEL lT6a'1l wpa EtXE lTEpa.OEl alT6 T6TE -
a.eaq,va EtXE vLWcrEL lTWS 8ev ~TavE IlOVa.Xll TllS Ileoa aT6 8W~a.TLO. 
(3) rupw TTlS !3ou·t:Cav <l>wvES, lTOnES Ila{t <l>wvES, eEVES Kl nnES 
lTa.AL YVWPl~ES Kat <l>WVES lTOU T(S EtXE lTOAU ayamlOEl, lTaAT)a.. (4) 
"EKavE va. O'T)KWeEl., va. BEl. a.m) lTOU IllTOpouaav vnpxovTaL TOUTES ot 
<l>WVES', 0IlWS T6 oWlla TTlS' ~TavE !3apu aa. 1l0Au!3l Kat ot q,wves 
~TaVE KOVTa. TTlS Twpa, lTOAU KOVTa.. 
(5) «Eva ... Eva ... » EKavE ,; <l>wv" TOU ~llllT)TPll, Illa. <l>WVJl CEOTT), 
lTa.vw alT' TLS ruES. 
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(6) «ATl~itTPTl ... » j36YYT1ce XWPLS' Kavevav l1XO 0 <p6(30S' ~eaa TTlS'. 
(7) MTTpoO'Ta TTjS' TTE paae vaTe pa aav o.vaaa (eanl ,; <pwvit ToD 
KWO'Ta • AaTeplou - TOtrTll ~ <j>WVT) Bev ~lAOUO'€, Bev EA€),€ TlTToTa. 
(8) Movaxa TTOU nlv d:YYlC€ aa Ilvitllll (J.TT6 XeLAla ETTlllova. (9) "OXl, 
(SXl ... (10) T6 <plA(. EKElVO Bev To8eAE KE(VTl, BEv T5eEAE ... (11) OiiTE 
KaL T6T€ ... (12) T6TE TrOU TTTl),€ IlE KELVO T6v ~EVO. (13) t:.EV i)8EA€ 
va. min ... (14) TI60'0 TroM T6v ~LO'ouaE! (5) T6v aLXaLv6Tav. (6) 
Kl WaT6ao EtXE TraEl, T6 8ull6TavE KaAa ... 
(17) «TIaTEpa ... » XUIlTlCE o.Kpa.TT)TT) Vo.),KaALa.an nl <j>wvit TOU. (18) 
"HTaV€ TrOAU AUTTT}IlEVT} TOUTT) ~ <\>Wvit KaL BE O'Ta.81lK€ AE<j>T6 va. nlv 
TrEpL~evn .. . 
(19) «Eua ... » EKavE IlE Trapa.TTovo ,; O'Kla. TOU IllKpOU. (20) Kl ,; 
1l1lTEpa, T6 tBLO TTaAlla., xp6vLa Tr(O'w, TrepaO'E KOVTa. TTls IlE Illa. 
4>wvr; paYLO'IlEvTl. (21) Kl vaTEpa EKElvos 0 TTPWTOS TTlS EpwTas, 
Trot TlO'Tl Kat xw~a ~a(L, ~ Tr AE),IlEVa: «Eva... EVa ... » 
(22) "EKavE ~La ~e T(S ~LKpeS' TT)s TraAa.~ES va. TIS O'TTPW~EL OAES 
~a(L, llaKPUa. TTlS TOUTES TLS <\>WVES, va. <j>UYOUVE ma. a.TT' TT) (wit 
. , TllS opLO'TlKa. 
(23) «Eua ... » EKavav OAES Ila(L ol <j>WVES. (24) Kat KElVT}, oAoEva Kl 
Ej3a(E nlV m6 ~E)'a.All TT)S BuvallTl, va. )'AUTWO'EL ma. KaL va. ~eLVEl 
1l0va.Xll TllS, oAOll6vaXll· 
(K. MHTPOnO. AO.: AEO<l>OPO}; XOPI}; OPIZONT A, 174-5) 
In this passage narratorial S 1 depicts the character as lying in bed. In S2 the 
appearance of inner state expressions such as "Bev \-lTTopouO'e va. ~EPEl" (she 
couldn't tell) and "E t XE VlWO'El" (she had felt) prepares the ground for the 
reproduction of the character's dream. In the next two sentences she is described as 
hearing voices next to her. The fact that she tries to get up but she cannot because her 
body is as heavy as lead intensifies the impression that she is dreaming. Ss renders an 
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auditory impression. She can hear the first voice calling her name, which is enclosed 
within quotation marks. Although in the sentence immediately following she tries to 
responci she makes no ·sound. Ss 7 and 8 describe another voice which is not talking 
but is only touching the character on the lips and as a result it triggers past thoughts. 
Ss 9 to 16 render the character's memory. The use of suspension marks to create the 
impression of consciousness rendered in FI fonn, the short elliptical phrases, i.e. 9 
and 11, the lexical repetition, i.e. "OXL" (No), "SEV TOBEAE" (she didn't want it), the 
occurrence of direct negative replies, e.g. "OXL" (No), of negative fonns, i.e. "OiiTE" 
(neither), "Sev To6EAE" (she didn't want it), "Sev i)6EAE" (she didn't want to) to 
express her regret for a fleeting relationship she had, the occurrence of verbs such as 
"TOV ~1LO"OOOE" (she hated him), further intensified by the exclamation mark in S14, 
and "TOV O"LXUlVOTUV" (she was disgusted by him) in S15, reinforce the impression 
of the character's memory. In S 17 she thinks she can hear her father'S voice and she 
calls him by using the kinship tenn "lTUTEPU" (father). Her words are enclosed within 
quotation marks and as with the other voices suspension marks are used to create the 
impression of auditory perceptions impinging on the character's consciousness. Ss 19 
to 21 render more voices, i.e. her brother's voice, her mother's, to whom she refers 
by the kinship tenn "llllTE pa" (mother), and her first lover's. Ss 22 to 24 are 
characteristic of the character's attempts to push all these voices away from her but 
since the narrator's language is close to the character~s mental idiom they stand 
ambiguously between narration and consciousness rendered in FI fonn. 
3.9.7. Hallucinations 
In addition to dreams, confused states of a character's mind or hallucinations can 
be rendered in FID. In the following example FID is provoked by the character's 
heavy drinking. 
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116) (1) 'ElTapa.YYELAE O'TO O'aO'TlO'~Evo UlTTlPETT) IlLa IllTOUKaAa 8uvaTO 
mOTO K' ej3a.A811KE va lTLVEl. (2) ME Tel. lTp6ha lTOTT)pel.KLa 0 VOUS 
TOU EO'KOTLO'TT)KE. (3) c H Kap8Lel TOU aAd<j>pwO'E 6AO~E~LelS' ,; AUTTT] 
ci<j>avLO'TT)KE' TOV elTAT]~lluPLOE O'LYel OLya ciKPelTT)TTJ (5pEeT] va 
YEAaO'EL... (4)' EeU~OTOUV IlOVO lTwS' etXE t8EL Eva aO'Kllllo (5VElPO 
KaL T' (5VElPO Twpa etXE 8LaAu8EL, K' EtTav TOO'O EUTUXLO'IlEVOS 0" 
aUnlv nlV TTpaYllaTlKoTTJTa... (5) Movo TTOU TO KE<j>dAL TOU EYUPL'E 
KaTTWS' ..• (6) K' ej3ouL' av KaTTWS' aO'uvrl8LO'Ta T' miTld TOU... (7) ciAAa 
~e~aLa KL aUTO O'e ~La O'TlYllrl ed TTEPVOUO'E ... (S) ELTav O}..OTEAa 
KaAel ... (9) 8ev etXE Kaveva <j>o~o 'Ylel TrlV u'YeLa TOU ... (10) 8EV 
EKavE Ka8oAou KPUO EKELVO TO ~pa8u... (11)" As eTILVE!... (12) C H 
EUAaALa Ehav 8LKr) TOU ... (3) ed nlV ETTaLPVE ... (14) aUTO TOU EtXE 
EtTTEL EKeL O'TO O'TTLTl TT)S' ... L ..l 
[. • .] (15) "0, ot av8pwTToL EtTav OAOL aya8oLL.. (16) 8ev TOUS apEO'E va. 
~aO'avL'ouv Kavevav... (17) 6' O<j>LOllelXOS EtXE IlETaVElwO'EL... (1S) 
EtXE t8EL TTOOO Ehav a8LKO aUTO lTOU 'llTOUO'E ... (9) etXE j3AOYrlO'EL 
Ti)v aydTTTJ TOUS ... (20) EtTav K' heLvos av6pwTToS TOO'O aya8os! ... 
(21) K' ElTElTa EtXE <j>o~TJee1 K' EKELVOS Eva lTpalla avimapXTo ... (22) 
KajljlLa O'TEvoxwpla 8EV TOV EO'<j>l'Y'Ye ... (23) ~jlTTopouoe vel eEL 
OTTWS ileeAE, O'TO TTaALO TOU TO O'TTLn, EUTUXLO'IlEVOS K' EKELVOS .. . 
(24) vaL, vaL 0" OAOV TOV KOO'~O E~aO'LAeue IlLa a8L"YllTTJ EUTUxla .. . 
(25) jlla a80ATJ xapel... (26) Tt wpa(a TTOU EtTav ,; ew,,!... (27)" A S 
ETILVE!... 
(2S) Mel YLaTL EyUpL'e ETO'l TO KE<j>a.AL TOU... (29) Kal Ila.ALO'Ta oTav 
EKAELOUO'E TO. llaTla... (30) KaL Tel jlana TOU 0IlWS il8EAav va 
KAeLO'OUV... (3 I) Ma aTTO T' ano jlEPOS TTOTE 8ev EtTav TOO'O KaAa 
O'elV EKELVO TO ~pa8u... (32) nOTE TOU!... (33) KaL TTOTE 8ev eLTaV 
TOO'O ~e~aLOS TTOU 8E e' apPWO'TaLVE TTAWl.. (34) EtXE 8uvajlwO'El ... 
(35) EtXE Illa u'Yela aK}..OvTJTTJ ... [...] 
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[ .. J (36)" As ETTLVE!... 
(K. eEoToKH~: or ~KAABOI ITA AE~MA TOY~, 170-1) 
In this extract the flrst three narratorial sentences describe the effects that alcohol 
has on the character's mind. His grief and thoughts of putting an end to his life 
disappear and alcohol makes him feel optimistic again. The suspension marks at the 
end of the third sentence are the flrst indication of a shift into the character's inner 
world. In S4 the use of the evaluative adjective "T6ao" (so) is more readily attributable 
to the character than to the narrator. Short Ss 5 to 14, with the suspension marks at the 
end to create the impression of fleeting thoughts, are readily attributed to the 
character's confused mind. The use of evaluative adverbs such as "Kd THuS" 
(somehow), of the modal word "~E~aLa," (of course) for affIrmation, the repetition of 
the negative particle "BEv" (not) to persuade himself that he is completely well, 
constitute the main indices of the character's FlO. A few lines further on, the 
character's mind is still depicted as being in a confused state. Under the influence of 
alcohol he starts having a distorted view of reality. He believes that he will marry the 
girl he is in love with and that he has misjudged her father to whom he refers by 
proper name. Everybody seems nice to him. This impression is emphasized by the use 
of the interjection '''0'' (Oh) in S15 and by the exclamation mark that appears at the end 
of Ss 15, 20, 26 and 27. Moreover, the occurrence of the pluperfect forms "dXE 
~eTaVOlWaEL" (he had regretted it), "etxe lBE!." (he had realized), "etXE ~AoYrlaEL" 
(he had blessed) in Ss 17 to 19, to refer to anterior actions along with the repetition of 
the phrase "K' ... €KEI.VOS" (he ... too) in Ss 20 and 21, and of the direct reply "vat" 
(yes) in S24, intensify the effect of FIT. In Ss 28 to 30, which appear in the last 
extract, the character is wondering why he feels dizzy and drowsy as the phrases "~<i 
'YlaT(" (but why), "Kat ~<iAlaTa" (and especially), denote. In the sentences that 
follow, i.e. 31 to 36, the repetition of the word "lTOTE~" (never) and the appearance of 
phrases such as "T6ao KaAQ," (as well), "u'YEta aKAOV1lTll" (unshakeable health) are 
indicative of the character's attempt to persuade himself that there is nothing wrong 
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with him and that he has recovered completely from his illness. The repetition of the 
phrase ,,., As EiTLVe" (Let him have a drink) throughout the passage suggests that the 
character has been drinking heavily during the time that these thoughts are passing 
through his mind. Thus FlD helps to render the character's self-delusions since in 
reality his health has been impaired for ever after a serious illness and he has lost the 
woman he is in love with. 
3.9.8. Summary of the analysis of FIT and Consciousness in third· 
person narration 
The analysis of the passages quoted above should have given some idea of the 
use of FID in M.o. fiction for the presentation of a character's consciousness. FID is 
not restricted to a reproduction of a character's sense impressions. Imaginary states of 
a character's mind can also be presented in FID. More specifically a character's visual 
perceptions when encountered in authorial narration are usually introduced explicitly 
by verbs which depict the character in the act of perceiving, i.e. example (100). In 
figural narration, most of the time, there is no explicit preparation in the context. 
Moreover a character's visual perceptions can appear in the opening paragraph of a 
chapter or of a short story without identifying the person who is having these 
perceptions, i.e. examples (101), (103). Representation of a character's visual 
impressions is achieved mainly through the use of paratactic sentences in which the 
descriptive adjectives often appear after the nouns they modify. This impression can be 
further reinforced by the employment of typographic markers such as suspension 
marks. As we move from authorial to figural narration dislocation of normal 
syntactical patterns is more obvious because of the omission of verbs and the staccato 
rhythm of the paratactic elliptical sentences, e.g. (101), (102). In addition, the 
absence, in certain cases, of any typographic markers makes the text seem, at a 
cursory look, indistinguishable from narration, ex. (103). 
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Auditory impressions usually appear in conjunction with other kinds of 
perceptions and FIT (examples 104, 105). Auditions by proxy may also be 
encountered in certain passages of FlO (ex. 106). As with visual perceptions, 
auditions can be introduced explicitly and suspension marks can be used to create the 
impression to the reader that he has access to a character's consciousness (l05, 106). 
Not only a character's sense impressions but also imaginary states of his mind 
(i.e. memories, anticipations, fantasies, dreams, hallucinations) can be reproduced in 
flO. 
A character's memories can either be preceded by certain verbs or expressions 
that function as memory indicators (examples 108, 109) or be provoked by different 
sense impressions which impinge on a character's consciousness (ex. 110). The 
tenses used to render a character's memories depend on the context in which they 
appear. The S. Past can often be encountered in passages that represent a character's 
past thoughts. The pluperfect, although sparsely used, is also possible. In authorial 
narration suspension marks may be employed to produce the impression of past 
memories (examples 108, 109). In examples of figural narration past thoughts are 
usually presented in the form of paratactic sentences which may blend with past 
conversations that the character recalls (ex. 110). 
Another kind of imaginary states that can appear in FlO is a character's 
anticipations. They occur in combination with the character's FIT and they can be 
recognized by the use of conditional verb forms (examples Ill, 112). 
FlO can be exploited to produce a character's fantasies, dreams and 
hallucinations. All the above mentioned states of consciousness are presented in the 
same way as reality is depicted in fiction. Thus FIT can be combined with the 
character's sense impressions and even with OS in an attempt to represent vividly a 
character's products of imagination or unreal states of his consciousness (examples 
113, 114, 115, 116). 
Having analysed passages of FIT and consciousness in third-person narration 
we can now proceed with the examination of the effects of the technique. 
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3.10. Effects and uses of FIT 
The analysis of the passages of FIT in third-person narration is indicative of the 
diversity of the technique and of the variety of its uses. Presentation of a character's 
inner world in FIT can range from fleeting thoughts, verbally articulated, to a 
representation of a character's non-verbalized perceptions as they occur in his 
consciousness. Unlike FIS, which has a somehow distancing effect, FIT gives a more 
immediate portrayal of a character's inner workings through a suspension of the 
character's consciousness "on the threshold of verbalization in a manner that cannot be 
achieved by direct quotation" (see Cohn, 1978: 103). The reason why FIT appears 
more natural than the direct forms of thought presentation is that in real life direct 
perception of other people's thoughts is not plausible (see Leech and Short, op. cit., 
345). Consequently FIT retains the vividness of OT, through the use of a number of 
direct features, without its artificiality. In addition, it enables the narrator to slip in and 
out of a character's or even several characters' mind without any intervening narrative 
sentences. With the alternation of narration and FIT the reader can have access to both 
the external world (Le. narrative report) and a character's internal world (DoleZel, op. 
cit., 49). 
Passages of FIT arising in authorial narration are often short. A character's FIT 
is sometimes confined to a brief exclamatory or interrogative sentence interrupting 
temporarily the flow of the narrative (ex. 97). In longer passages questions and 
exclamatory sentences abound and give a faithful reproduction of a character's mental 
processes. In passages arising in figural narration FIT becomes more elliptical and 
shifts to a character's inner self are often abrupt and unprepared. The logical form that 
characterizes instances of FIT in authorial narratives is frequently violated in figural 
narration to provide a closer approximation to a character's mental life. Although most 
examples of FIT, especially those encountered in authorial narratives, can clearly be 
distinguished from narrative report, i.e. there is an unambiguous distinction between 
the focalizer and the narrator, there are passages of FIT, arising mostly in a figural 
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context, which stand ambiguously between narration and FIT. The narrator's language 
is so strongly contaminated by the character's mental idiom that it is difficult to draw 
borderlines between narration and FIT. Nevertheless a narrator is distinctly present 
and irrespective of how impersonal the tone of a FIT passage seems to be it still 
commits the narrator to attitudes of sympathy or irony. 
The following examples will illustrate how ironic or sympathetic effects are 
produced in FIT passages. 
117) [ .. .1 (1) Twpa 0IlWS TToD 8Ev EtXE ae TTOLOV Vo. IlETa8w01J nl xapo. 
TOU aVT\auXTlaE. (2) 'l'HTav ciAT)6na T6 AOLTT6v! (3) T6 et TTav Kat 
TOKallav: (4) 'H Ila.vva TOU Eq,VYE' 6 a8Epq,os TOU T6 t8w. (5) Kat 
TToD TTll1'av; TTOLOS CEpn. (6) To ~e~al.o EtVQ.I. TTWS eq,u1'av, TOV 
TTapa.TT)aav, BE 6eAouv vo. (ouv Ila.(t TOU' 8E e€AOUV va. TOV cepo'UV, 
OUTE vo. TC)V aKouv! (7) Mel l' LaTt • 1'LaTL aUnl ~ auq,opa.; (8) TL KaKo 
EKaIlE; (9) ae TL TOUS e~Aa4JE; (10) KaAo. 6 a8ep<f>6s TOU' TeTOI.OS 
TTOU ~Tav, KaAa. EKallE K' Eq,U1'E. OU"Av EIlEve, EIlTT68w eo. ToD 
eq,epvE KaL TLTTOT' dAAO. (2)"Opa TOU KaAf)! (3) Mo. ~ Ila.wa TOU' ~ 
1'AuKna., 'Ii TTovEnKf}, 1i clYl.a TOU llaVVouAa! (14) ITws e KallE KL 
d,q,TlKe epllo T6 TTaL8t TT)s! (5) ITo.vTa ~Tav KaAT), TTepmOLTlTLKll. 
aq,wal.WllevTl ae 8auTov. (16) K' EKELVOS T6 t81.O· >..61'0 8Ev TllS 
1'vpLae TToTE. TTapo.TTovo 8ev Tils EKaIlE. (17)' H a1'o.TTTJ TOU 8Ev ~Tav 
cl.TT6 KelvES TTOV exouv TO. TTaI.8La. aTT) IlTlTEpa TOUS. (I8) 'l'HTav 
AaTpda q,avanKOU aTT) 6PTlaKeLa TOU. (19)' A TT6 Ta. IlI.KPa. TOU 
xp6vLa Ko.6E aKE4JTl TOU a' EKeLVT\ nlV dq,Lepwoe. (20) ITws va. TT)V 
l8iJ EUTUXl.aIlEVT\ Kat 80caa1lEVTl, Kalla.PI. TWV q,(AWV, cl.YKo.6L TWV 
0XTPWV TTlS. (21)' AKolla KaL ot TWpLVO( KOTTOL TOU Yl.a. KeLVTl 
1'LvovTav. (22) Na. 8eCClJ aT6v K6all0 TT) aELpLa. TTlS' vo. TT)V 
eaulla.aouv KaL va. TT)V TTpOO'KUVT)O'ouv ot alwvEs. (23) Ma. EKelVll. 
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aVTL va TOV O"uVTpalllJ O"TOV aywva.. TOV d.<f>llO"E llaPIla.PO. (24) EtVaL 
Ti BEv ELVa.L v' alTEAlTL(ETaL Ka.VeLS! 
(A. KAPKABITLAL: 0 APXAIoAoro~. 1320) 
In the above quoted example the character's FIT is represented with ironic 
detachment. In the flrst sentence. which is narration. there is a touch of irony when the 
narrator remarks that the character only realizes that he has been deserted by his family 
when he has no-one to share his joy about his archaeological flnds. In exclamatory S6. 
which is broken up into two parts through the use of a semi-colon. the repetition of the 
negated phrase "8e eeAouv" (they don't want). the occurrence of the negative particle 
"OVTE" (not ... either). and the use of verbs such as "e q,uyav" (they left), "T<S v 
iTa.paTT)O'av" (they deserted him), recall the whining of a small child. This impression 
is reinforced in S 14 in which the character is wondering how his mother. to whom he 
refers in the previous sentence by the endeannent term "1la.VVOUAa." (little mother), 
could have deserted him. i.e. "d.q,llKE epilo TO TTaL8( TllS" ( ... leave her child 
alone). The exaggerated tone of SIS in which he compares his love for his mother to a 
religious person's worship of God and the enumeration of all the things he has done 
for his mother since his childhood in Ss 19 to 22 are indicative of the character's self-
delusions. The reader knows that the character's actions are self-motivated since his 
only concern is how to prove to other people the greatness of his family. The sentence 
that concludes the character's FIT recalls soliloquy and thus it creates a mock-effect. 
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118) (1) "E~ELVE ~la. aTl'Y~" 0 MUVOAllS TOaO TUpU'Y~evos, TTOV TL va. 
Ka.~El Bev ~eEpE. (2) Na. j3PEI. ci<j>op~" KUt va. 'Y1.JpLaEL TTLaw va. 
<j>U'YEl, Ti v' dvo(~EL KU( vd '~TTEl; (3) KVPLU Mm€Pll... (4) Ti 
TTUVTPE~EVT), ,; tVEUTlKO ovo~u ... (5)' A 'Y'YEAouBl ... (6) "EXEl AOl TTOV KUt 
TTatBL .. (7) ~av TTUpa.CEVU OA' UUTa. ... (8)' Av(aws o~ws KUt TTEeaVEL 
aT' dA"SELU ... (9) TOVE vlKl1aE TOV E'Ywla~o ~l.la. <t>opa. 0 TTOVOS, KUt 
~rrilKE. 
(A. E<t>T AAIarH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMTIENTEPH~, 62) 
In the example quoted above the narrator's disagreement with the character's 
hypocrisy and selfishness creates an ironic effect. With the narrator's withdrawal into 
the background the reader has access to the character's thoughts who is in a quandary 
about what to do (S2). The use of phrases such as ",; tVEUTlKO ovo~a" (or a false 
name) in S4 and "adv TTapdcEvo" (rather strange) in S7 suggests a person of 
mistrustful nature. The narratorial remark that concludes the extract is ironical as the 
narrator criticizes the character's behaviour. 
119) L . .l ... (l)"E<j>EPE TToTTjpla aTTo TTjv Kov(tva, d.BElaaE a' Eva maTO TO. 
TTU'YaKlU TOU tV1.J'YEL01.J Kat Td ej3aAE OAa aTO TpUTTE(l TOU ALj3l'YK 
pou~. (2) Tt va. TTjv ,;SEAE; (3) Tt So. Tfls eBElXVE; (4) TIavTWS BE eo. 
EKUVE nl BuaKOAll, Sd TOU KpaTouaE aVVTpO¢la aTO mOTt. .. (5) Kl 
av ... (6)" Av aTTAWVE TO xepl; (7) " EVlWOE T' aUTla. TTlS va Ka.LVE. (8) 
<t>aVTa.a01.J va. VO~laE TTWS Td XWpaTa )'la TO Bla(U)'lO ~Tav I1la 
el1~Eall TTpOaKAllall ... (9) Tt 'YVW~ll sa. aXlll1aTlaE; (0) "ETal TTjv 
TTaSatVE TTaVTU, ~lAOUaE 11' OAll TTlS TTjv d¢EAEla, Kat 6 UAAOS ... (I 1) 




(:E. TLIPKA:E, op. cit.. 48) 
In this example the colloquialization of the narrator's language so that it 
approaches the character's idiom, produces a sympathetic effect since it presupposes 
not only access but also a certain kind of affinity with the character's mind (see 
Chatman, 1978: 207). The interrogative nature of Ss 2, 3 and 6, in which the character 
is wondering why her friend wants to see her and how she would react if he made a 
pass at her, the way she is telling herself off in Ss 9 and 10, and her attempt at self-
analysis in Ss 11 to 13, are indicative of the narrator's identification with the 
character's mind. 
120) (1) • H 4JUxpa nlS aUyils nlV € KClV€ va. PVyTJ<1ll· [ .. .] 
[...] (2) Kl. Ti' AO"lTClO"La; (3) Tt ea. 'Yl.VOTaV Ti' AO"lTaO"la; (4) TIws ea. 
~Clo"TOUO"€ Ill.a. TETOl.Cl lTLKpa; 
(5) :El)KWo"€ TOVS WIlOUS. (6) T( Tl) VOL<i(€l. nlv' AO"lTClO"lCl, Tl) 
'YAUKELa., nlV KaAl) 'YPLa. a.8Ep<\>l); (7) Ml)lTWS BEv e<\>aYE Kl. auTTj TO 
UVOO"TO 4JWlll TT)S; (8)" As lT€eclVll Kl. aUTl). (9)" AAAO Eva O"Toila 
Al.'YOTEPO: (10) Eva 'YEPLKO O"Tolla, lTOV e' aVOl.'YE 8pOilO O"E 8uo 
p08lva XELAclKl.a 'YEIla.TCl <\>WVES, YEAa.KLCl, 6pEeELS, 4JEAAlO"llaTa: (11) 
O"TO lTCll.8t TOU XClPl TOU Kat Tils Nl.OVLas ... 
(M. KAP Ar A TLH:E, op. cit.. 368-{)) 
In this extract the dialogue that the character carries with herself denotes the 
emotional stress she is under after her decision to kill herself. The dialogic form of the 
character's FIT suggests the narrator's identification with the character's emotional 
tension which accordingly creates a sympathetic effect. 
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In sum, it can be said that FIT is used as a means of ironic distancing when it 
presents a character's errors, self-delusions, exaggerations, hypocritical excuses and 
in general actions which are not in accordance with his personality. On the other hand 
the narrator's identification with the character's emotional tension and anguish 
produces sympathetic effects. 
In the next section we will examine the use of FIT in first-person narration. 
3.11. FIT in first-person narration 
Although instances of FIT abound in third-person narratives the technique is not 
frequently used in first-person narratives. The relative scarcity of FIT can be attributed 
to the structure of flrst-person novels. The mingling of two voices, i.e. that of the 
character's and that of the narrator's that characterizes FID, no longer results in Ita true 
doubling of the perspective" in autobiographical narratives "because the narrating self 
ultimately retains an existential link with his earlier, experiencing self' (see Stanze1, 
1984: 221). In addition, in first-person narratives FID is restricted18 to presenting the 
thoughts and consciousness of the flrst-person narrator, who is both the experiencing 
and the narrating self since, unlike third-person narrators, flrst-person narrators do not 
have access to other characters' mind19• FID usually appears when the narrating self 
momentarily identifles with the experiencing self. The narrator abandons the narrative 
detachment from the events recounted in order to relate past uncertainties and anxieties. 
Sometimes, as Cohn (1978: 168) claims, first-person narrators employ FIT in order to 
relive paSt experiences and crises that have remained unresolved and in this way to free 
themselves from them. Another reason that can account for the lower frequency of FIT 
in flrst-person narratives, Cohn continues, is that representation of a character's 
thoughts and consciousness in FlO presupposes the narrator's self-effacement. 
18Even in cases in which.th~ r~t-person nan:ator. "does not mention any blanks in his memory", his 
possession of knowledge IS hmlted (see GIOWU1Skl, 1977: 109). 
19Lanser (1981: 159-60) has identified cases in which the first-person narrator has access to other 
characters' minds. 
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However, few first-person narrators seem willing or even able to silence completely 
this narrating voice. They also seem to be less introspective than third-person narrators 
in the sense that they are more interested in the events they relate and in the other 
characters than in presenting their own past agitations and uncertainties. At the same 
time they prefer to retain their distance from the events recounted. 
Nevertheless, first-person narrators do resort to FIT to render their past 
experiences and agitations and the shift from the narrating to the experiencing self can 
be denoted through a number of indices as the analysis of passages in the following 
section will illustrate. All the examples arise in first-person narratives of recollection. 
The main indices of AT encountered in each example are presented in tabular form. 
3.11.1. Analysis of FIT in first-person narratives 
121) (l) T"v cuiyrW ErravllAeEv ELS nlV miA"v 'Ii O'lum", a.AA' E~llKOAOUeEL 
EVTOS TOU XWPLOU 0 eopu~os. (2) TIoO'ov ~pa8Ews at wpaL 
lTap"PxovTO! (3) Sa ErraVEA80uv ot ToDpKOL lTAllO'lOV llaS; (4) 8a 
TOUS EXWIl€V Kat TllV vUKTa lTaALV; (5)' HO'eavollEea OAOL, on 8ev 
8uvallEea va ci.veEewllEV rrAELOTEpoV. 
C~. BIKEAA~: AOIKH~ AAP A~, 65) 
In this extract the first sentence belongs to the narrating self who uses past tense 
fOnTIS such as "ElTavllAeEv 'Ii O'lwrr,," (it was silent) and "E61KOAou8EL 0 eopu~OS" 
(it was noisy) to recount past events. However, in S2 there is a shift to the 
experiencing self which is indicated by the appearance of an exclamatory sentence. The 
narrating self would most probably have used a descriptive sentence such as "At wpm 
rrap"PxoVTO ~pa8EWS" (the hours were passing slowly). The exclamatory nature of 
S2 expresses the experiencing selfs awareness of the fact that time passed really 
slowly when he and his family were hiding from the Turks in a stable. The next two 
questions (Ss 3 and 4), which occur in the future tense, further reinforce the 
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impression of FIT. These brief interrogative sentences are indicative of the 
experiencing selfs fear and uncertainty about the return of the Turks and they would 
seem out of place if posed by the narrating self who already knows the answer to these 
questions. The last sentence by describing the emotional stress that the experiencing 
self and his family were under at that time, i.e. they had come to the end of their 
endurance, denotes a return to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 121 
1. Exclamatory sentences. 
2. Questions. 
3. The appearance of the future tense in the interrogative sentences. 
122) (l) • A TT6 nlV a:ywvta Kat nl (EO'TTl ETpeXEv 6 lBpuhas TTOTQ.\lL cm6 
T6 \lETWTT6 \lOU. (2) 'EO'wTTaaa TTQ.AL KL €~EpoKaTa.TTLVa. (3) Na. TTW Kat 
')'Lcl. T' ana TTaL8Lcl.; (4)' Ana. Tt va. TTW, 8L' avo\la 8eou! (5) M~TTWS 
Tel 'eepa KaAcl. KaAcl.; (6) ~TPEcj>O\laL AL ')'clKL KaL AE')'W xa\lT)A6cj>wva 
aT6 XWPLK6: [ .. .1 
(I. KON~ I AAKH~: 0 EnIKH~EIO~, 360) 
In this extract the character recalls the unpleasant experience he had when he was 
asked to make a funeral oration at the funeral of his friend's father, something he had 
never done before. The first two sentences, which describe the character's emotional 
state by the use of past tense verbs such as "ETpexev 6 lBpwTas TTOTcl.\lL" (the sweat 
was running like a river), "eawTTaaa" (I kept silent), "eeepoKaT<lmva" (I was 
swallowing) and by the phrase "o.TT6 nlV o.')'wvta" (from the agony), belong to the 
narrating self. The use of the subjunctive and of the question mark in S3 signals FIT. 
They express the experiencing selfs confusion when one of the mourners suggests to 
him that he should mention the rest of the dead person's children in his speech. In S4 
the employment of the subjunctive after the interrogative pronoun "Tt" (what), and of 
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the oath "8L' QVOlla SEOU" (for God's sake), which is followed by an exclamation 
mark, indicates the difficult position the character is in. In interrogative S5, which is 
introduced with "1l1lrrwS"20, the repetition of the adverb "KaAa." (lit. well) for emphatic 
reasons reproduces features of the spoken language and reinforces the impression of 
FIT. The last sentence indicates a shift to the narrating self. The tense used in this 
sentence, however, is the simple present and not the past in order to "convey the 
synchronization of the points of view of author21 and character" (see Uspensky, 1973: 
72). 
Indices of FIT in example 122 
1. Shift from the S. Past to the subjunctive. 
2. Oaths. 
3. Repetition. 
4. Interrogative sentences. 
20ln M.O. direct questions can also be introduced with "111)rrwS". In this case, however, "111)rrwS" no 
longer constitutes a subjunctive marker and consequently it can appear at the end of the sentence (sec 
Mackridge, 1985: 301). 
21 The use of the term "author" by Uspensky is equivalent to the term "narrator". 
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123) (l)'H aTToO"~6AWO"i) 1l0U au~mvE aTT6 TlS TTOAAES aTToplES, TTOllTTEO"av 
8u1. !-!.l.as O"T6 AOYLO"Il6 1l0U. (2) rLaTl Twpa 8EV TOAlloooa va KUTaeW 
T6 BaYYEAl6 O"Ta Ilana; (3) rLaTL TJlv VTPETT61-10uva, O"av va TJlV 
E~AETTa TTpWTT) <popa; (4) rlaTL EAEYE TTWS Twpa TTOV I-1EyaAWaa 8EV 
ETTpETTE va I-1E <plAODv; (5) Keyw TTOUI-10UV T60"ov civum)l-10vos vel 
I-1EyaAwO"w! (6) M~TTWS eo. KaTaVToooa Twpa va T6 8EWpw 8uO"nJXT)l-1a 
TTWS I-1EyaAWVa; (7)' Am) Til tVUXpi) O"LwTTi) Tils l-1aVaS l-10u KaTaAa~a 
TTWS TTEPlO"0"6TEPO Kl aTT6 T6 BaYYEAl6 ~TO Tils yvwl-111S on o"Ti)v 
TtALKLa l-10u 8ev I-10D Tatpla(av TTLel <pl.Al.a Kal X d.8L a. (8) }";i)I-1EPO 
O"KETTT0l-1aL on T6 BaYYEAl6 TT€TaeE KElvo T6 >-6yo Yl.a va 8iJ nlv 
EVT1ITTWO"T) Kat nl yvwl-1T) Tils I-111TEpas l-10u. 
(I. KON~IAAKH~: H nPITfH ArAITH, 14) 
In this passage expressions of inner state such as It'; ciTToO"~6Awa" l-10u 
aU~aLVE" (my dumbfoundness was increased) and "aT6 AOYl.0"1-16 l-10u" (I was 
thinking) describe explicitly the character's bewilderment and prepare the ground for 
the shift into the experiencing self. This shift is indicated by interrogative Ss 2, 3 and 
4. All three of them are introduced by the interrogative adverb "YLaTL" (why) to 
express the character's confusion and inability to account for his reactions. In Ss 2 and 
4 the combination of a past verb fonn such as "8EV TOAI-10uaa" (I didn't dare) and 
"I-1EyaAwcra" (I had grown up) with a present time temporal deictic such as "Twpa" 
(now) further intensifies the impression of FIT. The temporal adverb "T(0pa" (now) 
refers to the time of the experiencing self and not to the "now" of the narration. In 
exclamatory S5 the appearance of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and), in its 
contracted form and in initial position, and the use of the intensifying adjective 
"T(SO"ov" (so) create a speech-like effect and vividly express the young boy's 
disappointment when he finds out that his wish to grow up quickly provokes different 
reactions from the ones he had expected. In the last interrogative sentence the present 
time deictic "Twpa" (now) co-occurs with the 8a+imperfect (future-in-the-past), i.e. 
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"ed. KaTaVTouO'a" (I would come) to indicate the experiencing selfs fear that his 
development might turn out a misfortune. S7 denotes a return to the narrating self and 
Sg contains the wise narrating selfs present interpretation of the past events he has just 
recounted as the use of the phrase "O'~IlEPO O'KETTTOllaL" (today 1 think) indicates. 
Indices of FIT in example 123 
1. Clauses introduced by the interrogative adverb ")'LaTl" (why). 
2. Co-occurrence of past time verb fonns with present time deictics. 
3. Initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and). 
4. Intensifying adjectives. 
5. Introduction of a direct question with the conjunction "1l~TTWS" (perhaps). 
6. Exclamations. 
124) (I) At0'8d.v81lKa KaTToLo TT6vo, aAA' " O' KE 4Jll 1l0U BE XpOVOTp(~T)O'e 
TTOAU O'T6 Ba)')'EAL6 Kat TLS appWO'TELES Tl')S'. (2) " OX! aBep<j>E, KL 
au~ OAO appWO'Tl') 6<lvaL; (3) TL va. T6v Kavw ')'w T6 ~f}xa Kat TtS 
KAaljJES' T1')S'; (4)' H appwO'TELa T1')S, TTou)'Lve EIlTT68LO O'Tel. vEa lloU 
6VELPOTTOATUlaTa, a.PXL(e va IlOU TTELpci.(lJ Tel. vEDpa. 
O. KON~ '( AAKH~, op. cit., 47) 
, 
This extract appears in the same novel a few pages further on. In S 1 the 
occurrence of an expression of inner state such as "aL0'8civellKa KaTTolo TT6vo" (I felt 
some pity), and of a phrase equivalent to a verb of thinking such as "" O'KE4JT) lloU 
8ev XpOVOTp(~llO'E" (my mind didn't spend too much time), is the ftrst indication of a 
shift into the experiencing self. The two brief interrogative sentences that follow 
express the experiencing selfs annoyance and indifference. In S2 the phrase "WX! 
a&p<j>E" (Oh! brother), and the use of the exclamation mark after the inteIjection "wx" 
(Oh), intone the sentence as speech because the phrase "WX! aBEp<j>e" (Oh! brother) is 
characteristic of the spoken language. In interrogative S3 the appearance of phrases 
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such as "T6 [3ilxa" (her cough) and "TLs KAci4JES TIlS" (her whining), and of the 
subjunctive, which is introduced by the interrogative pronoun "TL" (what), denotes the 
experiencing selfs irritation at the girl's illness. S4 is narration and the narrating self 
explicitly describes how the girl's illness is interfering with his daydreams and how 
annoying the whole situation is. 
Indices of FIT in example 124 
1. Brief interrogative sentences. 
2. Interjections further intensified by an exclamation mark. 
3. Colloquial phrases. 
125) (1) KL oao <!>avTa'6~ouv OTL ,; a.ppWaTEla TOU BaYYEALOu 8ci 
TEAdwVE ~ETci Eva Tl BUo ~ilVES aT6 8civaTo, ~oua<!>Lyye Cl.1TEATTLala 
Tilv Kap8Lci. (2) No.rro8aVlJ Kal va vO~('1J rrws 8EV Tilv o.y arrw , rrws 
Til aLxa8TlKa Kal Ttl ~(aTlaa Laws; (3) flE 8aTovE rrpoTL~(hepo 
vo.rro8avw KEYW \laC!. TIlS; 
(4) No.rro8avu Kat va ~" Til Ca.val8W a' aUT6v T6v K6a~o!. .. 
(5) Ma ~TO T()ao [3e[3aLOv, ~TO a<!>EuKTo vcirr08uv1J; (6)' H <!>O~EPrl 
t8Ea rrou aXTl~aTL'a rrep( TOU aVLKTlTOU 8avuTou aUCaLVE T6v rr6vo 
rrou ~aCeu6Tav aTi}v Kap8Lu ~ou KL o.va8Tl\lLOupyouaE TrlV o.yurrTl 
\lou, ~La vea o.ya'ITT) rrp6s 111 ~ux" o.rr6 n1 ~UXrl· 
(I. KONfl YAAKH~, op. cit., 53) 
In this extract the first sentence, which depicts the character's despair and grief 
for his girlfriend's impending death with the expression "~oua<!>L'YYE arrEATTLal.a TTlV 
Kap8ta" (despair clutched at my heart), belongs to the narrating self. The shift into FIT 
is signalled by interrogative S2· Verb fOnTIS appear in the subjunctive, which is not 
governed by a main clause, i.e. "varro8uvu" (were she to die), "vu vo~t'1J" (were she 
to think), in an attempt to suggest the experiencing selfs horror at the thought that the 
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girl will die with the impression that he does not love her or even worse that he 
despises her and maybe hates her. In addition to the subjunctive, the repetition of the 
conjunction "rrws" (that) is suggestive of the experiencing selfs strong emotions. The 
next sentence is also interrogative and it expresses the experiencing selfs wish to die 
with her. In S4 the subjunctive verb forms "varro8aVlJ" (she were to die), "va. ~TJ TTJ 
,avaH>w" (I was not to see her again), along with the point of exclamation and the 
suspension marks, which appear at the end of this sentence, indicate the experiencing 
selfs fear that he will never see her alive again, not in this world at least. The next 
question, which is introduced by the conjunction "~a" (but), which is common in the 
spoken language, is also posed by the experiencing self who wonders if her death is 
inevitable as the use of phrases such as "Toao ~E~aLOv" (so certain), "ci<j>EUKTO II 
(inevitable) denote. In the phrase "Toao ~E~Q.lOV" (so certain), the use of the 
intensifying adjective "Toao" creates special emphasis. Long S6 explains in detail the 
character's feelings about death and it belongs to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 125 
1. Use of independent va.-clauses. 
2. Interrogative sentences. 
3. Use of the point of exclamation and of suspension marks for emphatic 
reasons. 
4. Appearance of conjunctions characteristic of the spoken language, i.e. "~a." 
(but). 
5. Intensifying adjectives. 
126) (I) TIEaa~€ ~.lTTpOlJI1UTa TTlaw cirr' TOV CEPO KOp~O, 0 L€pa<j>El~, 0 
fuTf)PTlS KI.' f:yw arro TTa.VW TOUS. (2) ME Tova XE pI. 0 LwTTjPllS 11' 
aYKa.AlaaE. (3) Kl' apxlaavE. (4) To XEPl TOU LwTTJPTl ~E a<j>(YYEL 
aa.v vd.~ouv aaTTtBa TOU. (5) KAElVW Tel ~a.Tla Kat (apwvw. (6) Mciva, 
BE ea. ~E cavaBEls. (7) TIe<j>ToUV€ I1TT6~TTES, Kl' 0 KPOTOS 8Ee ~OU 
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o KPOTOS'! (S) AES' Ka( 8a. <Jou TTa.pEl. TO KE<!>a.Al. Va. <JTO nva.cEl. 
TTEpa. (9) L<!>(yyovTal. OAO!. ot lluS' IlOU ET<J!. ded.a. IlOU, aTT6 
aVTLSpa<J". (10) To <Jwlla IlOU VOl.WeEl. TOV KlVSUVO Kat eEAEL va. 
iJTTEpa<JTTl.<JeEi KavovTaS' Eva 8wpaKa aTT' nlv tSl.a TOU nl <JapKa. (Ill 
Na. Il TTopOV<Ja va Xwew OA6KA"POS <JE Illa. TpUTTL T<Ja TO<J" Sa, va. Il Tj 
IlE ~AETTEL eEOU Ilan! (12) sa. <J1lKw8w va TpEeW! (13) Na. TpeeW OTTOU 
~'YEl.l (14) La.V TpEAA6s! (15)' OTTouSTjTTOTE aAAov TTapa. eSw. (16) To 
xep!. TOU lliTTjp" IlE <J<!>L 'Y'YEL SwaTa., <JTTa<JIlWSl.Ka, <Je KaeE EKp"e". 
(17) SE AW va. TOU <!>wva.ew: 
(1S) <~A<JE IlE! "A<JE IlE EtSEllrl <Jf <JKOTWVW! "A<JE IlE va. Tpecw, va. 
xa8w aTTo SW.» (19) "OXL 0IlWS, Ka)..uTEpa ESw. (20) "O,n TTa80uvE 
aUTol, sa. TTa.8w KL' E'YW. (21) Sa TPEIlOUIlE KL' ot TPEl.S Ila{t ESw. 
(22) TIt<Jw aTT' TO cEpa eAaTO. (23) "O,TL 'YLVEl., OS 'YLVEl.. (24)' ESw 
Ilas ~pi1KE ,; KaKr) wpa KaL TOUS TPEl.S. (25) ~ev xwpt(w T1lV TUX" 
Ilou aTT' aUTOlJs. (26) ~EV Il TTOpW! (27) sa. Tpecw, eo. KUArl<JW IlOVOS 
IlOU Ka.TW <JTTJ xapa.8pa, <JTa. D..aTa. (2S) Na. KPU<!>TW, va. Il Tj IlE 
~AETTOUVE. (29) Na. IlTJ IlE 80UVE, EtSEIlTJ xa.S"Ka. 
(30)'H <JKE4Jll 1l0U TTaAa~wllev", AaxavLa<JIlEv", Sev CepEl. Tl va. 
Sl.aTa.CEL. (31) nou va. TTa.W; (32) nov va. TTa.W; (33) Na. Ildvw ESw; 
(34) KL' 'Ii Kap8La. 1l0U KAWT<Ja.EL SuvaTa <Ja.v Vd.8EAE va. CE<JllKW<JEl. 
<JTO 'YPrl'Yopo PuellO Tlls OAO Ilou TO <Jwlla, va. <!>u'YEL llaKPl.a. aTTo 
8w. 
(A. BAAXOh: TO MNHMA THh rPIAh, 70-11 
In this extract the ftrst three sentences describe the character's movements by the 
use of past verb forms such as "TTE<JaIlE" (we dropped), till' aYKaAla<JE" (he hugged 
me), "apXlaavE" (they started). In S4, however, there is a shift from the past tense to 
the present tense. The transition to the present tense creates a more dramatic effect and 
at the same time prepares the ground for the appearance of FIT. S6, which begins with 
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the kinship tenn "Ma.va." (mother), indicates a switch into the experiencing self who 
expresses his fear that his mother will not see him again. S7 renders the experiencing 
selfs auditory impression, as the repetition of the word "0 KPOTOS" (the boom) to 
describe the unbearable noise of the explosions denotes. This auditory impression is 
further emphasized by the use of the oath "eEE \lou" (My God) in front of the word 
"0 Kp<hos" (the boom), by the exclamation mark that appears at the end of this 
sentence and by S8, which contains the simile that the experiencing self uses to refer to 
the noise of the bomb explosions. Ss 9 and 10 give a description of the way his body 
reacts to the danger. In S 11 there is a return to the experiencing se1fs inner mind as the 
use of the subjunctive form "va. ~.LlTopouaa" (if only I could) to express the selfs 
wish, of the diminutive ending -I. Taa. in the word "TpurrL Taa" (little hole), of the 
intensifying phrase "T6all Ba." (that small), appearing after the word "TpurrLTaa" 
(little hole), of the expression "eEOU Ila.n" (God's eye), and of the exclamation mark 
at the end of the sentence indicates. In exclamatory S12 the use of the future tense 
suggests the experiencing selfs impulse to get up and run away. The repetition of the 
subjunctive fonn "va. TPE~W" (to run) in exclamatory Sl3, the appearance of the next 
verbless exclamatory phrase, which consists of the simile "aa.v TpE>"A6s" (like a 
madman), and the occurrence of the spatial deictic "ESC>" (here) in verbless S 15 depict 
vividly the experiencing selfs pressing need to run away from the noise and the 
explosions. S16 describes how tightly his friend's hand is clutching him during each 
explosion and S17 refers to the experiencing selfs desire to cry to him to let him go. 
The actual words that the experiencing self is thinking of crying to his friend are 
enclosed within quotation marks and introduced by a colon. The main characteristic of 
these imagined words is the repetition of the phrase "aaE \lEtt (let me go), with which 
each of the three sentences begins, and the appearance of the exclamation mark for 
emphatic reasons at the end of the first two sentences. Ss 19 to 25 indicate that the 
character, on second thoughts, has changed his mind and he no longer wishes to 
desert his friends and fellow-combatants. In S19 the selfs new decision is expressed 
by the negative particle "OX!." (No), which occurs at the beginning of this verbless 
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sentence, the use of a capital "K" instead of a small "K" in the word "KaAuTEpa" 
(Better) and of the spatial deictic "EBw" (here), which refers to the experiencing selfs 
spatial position. Ss 20 to 25 express his self-persuading arguments about his decision 
to stay with his friends and not to desert them. More specifically the appearance of the 
future tense fonns "eo. lTaeW" (will happen to me), "ea. TpEllolle" (we will shake) 
in S s 20 and 21 respectively, the use of the spatial deictic "e 8W " (here) in S s 21 and 24 
to refer to the experiencing self and his friends' spatial position, further specified by 
the verbless sentence "lTlaW alT' T6 eep6 fAaTo" (behind the dry fir-tree), and the 
fatalistic attitude expressed in Ss 23 to 25, suggest the character's attempt to persuade 
himself about the soundness of his judgment. Ss 26 to 29 express the character's 
inability to stick to his resolution as the exclamatory phrase "L\ev ~11TOpW" (I can't) 
denotes. In S27 the use of the future verb fonns "ea. TPECW" (I'll run), "ea. KUA~aw" 
(I'll roll), refer to the experiencing selfs plans of future action from which his friends 
are excluded as the phrase "1l6voS 1l0U" (on my own) indicates. The expression 
"1l6voS 1l0U" (on my own) contrasts with the first-person plural fonns and with 
expressions such as "Kat. TaUS Tpel.s" (all three of us), "alT' aUTous" (from them), 
which were suggestive of the feeling of companionship that was prevalent in the 
previous section. Ss 28 and 29 appear in the subjunctive and denote the character's 
anguish, which is further intensified by the repetition of the same verb "~AEmu" (I see) 
but in a different tense. In S28 the verb "~Ae rrw" (I see) occurs in the present 
subjunctive (va. Il~ IlE ~AErrouve) whereas in S29 it appears in the aorist subjunctive 
(va Il~ IlE Bouve) to be in agreement with the past verb form "xci81lKa" (I am lost, 
lit. I was lost). S30 explicitly refers to the confused state of his mind. The three 
interrogative phrases that follow depict vividly the character's inability to think 
rationally and to take a decision as the repetition of the phrase "rrou va. rrciw" (where 
was I to go?) in Ss 31 and 32 and the use of the subjunctive "va. Ildvw" (was I to 
stay) along with the spatial deictic "law" (here) in S33 suggest. The descriptive nature 
of S34, which refers to the way emotional tension affects his physical condition, 
denotes a return to the narrating self. 
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Indices of FIT in example 126 
1. Shift into the present tense. 






8. Subjunctive forms not subordinated to a main clause. 
9. Similes. 
10. Diminutive endings. 
11. Proximal deictics. 
12. Negative direct replies and negated verb forms. 
127) (l) Kat eava.PXloE T6 ~a.8Lo~a. [. .. ] 
[ .. .1 (2) C H vUoTa ~E CaAlCEl, Tel. lT68La etvQ.l ~apLel., ~OAU~L. (3) Tel. 
oepvw. (4) Na. ~lTopouoa va. KOL~lleW. (5) SEE ~OU, vel. KOl~lleW. (6) 
"O,n eEAEl as yLvEl, Eva lTpa.\la \l6vo. (7) Na. KOL\l1l6w. (8) Ma KalTOU 
e8w lTpElTEl vd.vQ.l Tel. ouvopa. (9) TIws 8€v ¢aLVOVTQ.l; (10) TIov 'v' 
TO.; (11) Mr, ~ns YEAaoav; (2) TIov Etval auTf) ,; ypa~~r, lTOl) lTa~E 
.l. I I Vu TllV lTEpaOO~E ... 
(3) MlTpoO"Ta. ElTEOE Evas KaL KAaLEl. [...] 
[ .. .1 (4) rE\lLCEl ,; vUXTa alT' TOUS AUY\lOUS TOU, alT' Tr,V a.iTEA1TLOla 
TOU. (15) rla. T6 8E6, ~r, XaAapwoouv Kat ~eva Tel. vEupa ~OU. (6) 
Mr,v aPXlow Kl' EYW Ta KAa\laTa lTE¢TovTas KaTaYiis. (17) Bel.8L(E, 
'AvTpea, Bel.8lCE! OS) Kl' av EtVaL va. lTE~OELS, vel. lTEOElS lTEeaflEvos. 
(9) ME T6 xapa~a, Oel.V XAwfllaoav T' aOTEpLa, Et8a~E 0' Eva M¢o 
~ lTPOOTel. ~as, Tel. «OUvopa», T6 ¢uAaKlo. (20)" AOlTpo om TclKL lTclVW 
OTr,V KOP<PouAa EVos A6¢ou, AES Ka( ~YiiKE EKEL tVllAci va. flns 
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TTE pqJ.E VEl.. (20" AVTE a.Ko~a TTEVTaKO(Jla ~ETpa ... a.KO~a 8laKo<na ... 
a.Ko~a EKUTO ... TEAOS! .•• (22) KL' ETTEO'a O'TO xw~a, ~TTp01J~UTa. ~E 
TO YUAL6 O'T01JS W~OUS. 
(A. BAAXO~, op. cit., 104-5) 
The above quoted extract appears a few pages further on. Narration also begins 
in the simple past (Le. SI) but quickly slips into the present tense, i.e. Ss 2 and 3, 
which by describing the character's physical condition, i.e. he is exhausted from 
walking for many hours and from lack of sleep, prepare the ground for the appearance 
of FIT. The shift into FIT and thus into the experiencing self is denoted by the use of 
the subjunctive form "va. l ..lTTOpovO'a" (if only I could) to express the selfs wish in 
S4. The repetition of the subjunctive form "va. KOL~T)eW" in Ss 4, 5 and 7. with the 
latter consisting of only this phrase, is suggestive of the character's need for sleep. 
This impression is reinforced by the appearance of the oath "eEE ~OU" (My God) in 
S5 and by the use of the fatalistic expression "O,TL SEAEL as YlVEL" (what will be will 
be) in S6. which denotes that sleep is the only thing he cares for. In Ss 8 to 12 the 
experiencing selfs mind is preoccupied with different thoughts. He is wondering how 
far away the frontier is. The use of the phrase "~a. Ka.TTOU eBW" (but somewhere here) 
and of the phrase "TTPETIEL Vo.vaL" (it must be) in S8. are characteristic of the 
experincing selfs reasonable conclusion that the frontier must not be far away. 
Interrogative Ss 9 to 11 express the experiencing selfs doubts about the location of the 
frontier and his fear that he and his comrades have been misled (SI1). S 12 begins with 
the interrogative adverb "TIOV" (where) and one would expect to find a question mark 
at the end of the sentence. Instead suspension marks are used to denote a mental pause 
caused by the appearance of a visual perception (Le. S13) that temporarily interrupts 
the continuity of his thoughts. In S13 there is a reference to a soldier who has fallen 
down and is crying. S 14 refers to the sound of the soldier's desparate sobs and 
prepares the ground for the rendering of the experiencing selfs thoughts. The shift 
into the experiencing self is indicated by the occurrence of the oath "YLa. To SEO" (for 
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God's sake) in S15. The negative hortative verb forms "~T) XaAapw<JOtJV Kat ~Eva" 
(let them not desert me as well), "1lT)v apXL<JW" (let me not start), are suggestive of the 
experiencing selfs effort not to lose his nerve. In S17 the repetition of the imperative 
form "Ba.81.(e" (walk) and the use of his name, i.e. II' AVTpea" (Andreas) for self-
reference, are indicative of the way the experiencing self urges himself to keep on 
walking. In S 18 self-reference is in the second person, i.e. "va. TTE<JElS''' (to drop 
down). In S19 the reference to the border occurs in the past tense. S20 contains a 
description of the guardhouse and stands ambiguously between narrative report and 
the character's visual perception. The use of the diminutive endings -aKI. in "<JTT!. TaKI." 
(a little house) and -ouAa in "KoP<?ouAa" (the little top) and of the simile, which begins 
with the phrase "AES' Kat" (as if), point more readily to an experiencing self. This 
impression is further reinforced by S21 which renders his FIT. In this verbless 
sentence the repetition of the phrase "o.K611a " (more, lit. still) and the count-down of 
the metres he still has to cover to reach the guardhouse belong to the experiencing self. 
The word "dvT€" (come on), which appears at the beginning of the sentence and is 
common in the spoken language, is used by the experiencing self to urge himself to go 
on walking since the guardhouse is very nearby. The suspension marks that separate 
the phrases which begin with "ciK611a" (more) represent his mental and physical effort. 
The word "TEAOS''' (finish) and the appearance of the point of exclamation and of the 
suspension marks after it denote that the experiencing self has reached the guardhouse, 
like a runner who has got to the finish line. In S22 the use of the simple past indicates a 
return to the narrating self who describes how the character has collapsed on the 
ground with the knapsack on his shoulder. 
Indices of FIT in example 127 
1. Use of subjunctive forms not subordinated to a main clause. 
2. Oaths. 
3. Modal auxiliaries for reasonable conclusions. 
4. Interrogative sentences. 
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5. Questions of doubt, introduced by the conjunction "1111" (I wonder). 
6. Negative hortatives. 
7. Self-reference also in the second person and by the character's name. 
8. Exclamation and suspension marks. 
9. Diminutives. 
10. Repetition. 
11. Omission of verbs. 
128) [ ... ] (1) Kt.' E\lElva KaTw \l€ Til aELa \lOU, va TTEPlIlEVW, va TTEPlllEVW 
'YLel vel Tl/JV eavQ"lSW. (2) eE \lOU, Tf()cro apyoucrQV amivw! (3) Tt 
EKavav apaYE; (4) Ma. BE aa. eavaKaTE~aLVaV WS TO ~pa.Bu; (5) Kat 
8apxoTav 0 lITTT)PET1'1S va. IlE TTa.PT), va cpuyw, XWPLS v' aVTLKpUaW 
d.AAT) \lta. <t>opa. Ta. \la.Tla KaL TO xa\lOYEAo Tils' Aeavacrtas; [ .. .1 
[ .. .] (6) KaL va, crE At yo, 0 UTTT)PETT)S Yla. va Il€ TTa.PT). (7)' A TTO Twpa;! 
(8) MoD ~paE va TOV BE(pW TTOU ~ld.aTT)KE ETat.... (9) M' 
<ivaKoucpLaTT)Ka, <hav ,; eELa. 1l0U Ilou El TTE TTWS 11 TTopoDcrQ va. TTa.W 
aTTelVW, v' aTTOXaLPET1)aw T1)V eEVT) ... 
(r. :EENOTIOi AOL: AeANALIA, 468-9) 
In this extract the repetition of the subjunctive form "va. TTEptIlEVW" (to wait), 
which expresses the character's anxiety caused by the wait, is the first indication of the 
appearance of FIT. The shift into the experiencing self is signalled by the use of the 
oath "eE \lOU" (My God), by the spatial deictic "aTTavw" (upstairs), which indicates 
that the experiencing self is waiting downstairs, by the interrogative adverb "TToao" 
(how long) and by the exclamation mark at the end of S2. The three interrogative 
sentences that follow express the young boy's impatience and fear that he might not be 
able to see the lady that made such an impression on him before the servant comes to 
collect him. In S4 the appearance of the conjunction "\la." (but), which is peculiar to 
the spoken language, in initial position creates the impression of speech. The same 
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effect is produced by the initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and) in 
SS, further intensified by the paratactic use of the subjunctive fonns "va. IlE mipl')" (to 
collect me), "va q,uyw" (were I to go), which have a similar meaning. 
A few lines further on, the shift into FIT is signalled by S6 which lacks a main 
verb. However, the reader can easily infer from the context that the missing verb is 
"~p8E" (he came). In S6 the use of phrases such as "Kat va" (and there) and "ae 
ALYo" (in a while) recall spoken language. The next elliptical phrase is highly intoned 
by the appearance of both the question and the exclamation marks at the end of it to 
suggest the young boy's annoyance at the servant's early arrival. In S8 the use of the 
phrase "~ou ~peE va T6v 8dpw" (I felt like beating him) is indicative of the boy's 
irritation as it is unlikely that a young boy will beat up an adult. The suspension marks 
that appear at the end of the sentence emphasize the improbability of such an action. S9 
denotes a return to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 128 
1. Interrogative sentences. 
2. Oaths. 
3. Spatial deictics indicative of the character's spatial position. 
4. Initial position of co-ordinating conjunctions. 
5. Subjunctive forms. 
6. Use of the point of exclamation and of suspension marks. 
7. Colloquial phrases. 
8. Exaggerations. 
129) (1) 'EeaKoAou811aa va tfJcixvO~at., lTaaxC(ovTas va KaTaAci~w av 
ELIlOUV XTUlTl')IlEVOS KL ciA>..ou, av Tci 1lE),l') 1l0U ~I Tav ciKE pma. (2) 
Zouaa, ~a lTWS (ovaa; (3) Etllouv apaYE civcilTT1Pos, TaaKLallEvos 
YLa TTClvTa Kat aVlKaVOS YLa OnSr1lTOTE aTo Eeils; (4) Kat lTovovaa, 
lTovouaa. (5) Mou ~avapxoTavE KL ~ 8ttfJa lTOU ala8civellKa aciv 
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KuAt.O'TllKa O'TO TTEBlO Tl1S lla XllS. (6) Kt it a va yKll yta At. Yll 
O'ullTTOVOLa, At'Y'1 yuvaLKda TPU<j>EPOTllTa IlES O'T"V ciYPLa.Ba TTOU \l' 
ETTVLYE. 
(f. 8EOTOKAL: AmENEIL KAI o~olnoPol B', 195) 
The first sentence belongs to the narrating self and describes how the character 
keeps feeling himself to make sure that his limbs are intact. Brief interrogative S2 
indicates a shift into the experiencing self. The repetition of the verb "(ovO'a" (I was 
alive) in this sentence belongs to the experiencing self who does not know how badly 
he has been injured. The next interrogative sentence is again posed by the experiencing 
self who is wondering how serious his condition is as the interrogative particle 
"apaye" (I wonder) denotes. The appearance of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" 
(and) in initial position for emphatic reasons in S4 and the repetition of the verb 
"TTovovaa" (1 was in pain) are indicative of the experiencing selfs anguish and pain. 
The descriptive nature of Ss 5 and 6 denotes a return to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 129 
1. Interrogative sentences. 
2. Repetition. 
3. Interrogative particles. 
4. Initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and). 
130) [.J (1) KaTCuaj3a va. IlE TTAaKWVEL it epllllLa. Kat yta \ltd aTtYIlTJ EtTTa 
TTWS oVElpEuollaL ... (2)' H TToAudvepwTTll' IvBta!... (3) NuaTa{a ... (4) Tt 
8Ld~OAOS aUIl~atvel IlE TOUTll Tll vUO'Ta;... (5) Xwpts va TO 
KaTaA6.f3w ~EvnJ81lKa Yla. vd KOAU~J.TTllaW, KOAAll\lEVOS aT1l O'KE4Jll TT<slS 
aA1l8lva lml1PXE O'TOV KOO'Il0 ~ MTTollTTall Kat m0S 6 q,ouKapa.s 0 
KOPO'E aam(E eKE~ TrOU TOV a<j>llaa. 
(ct>. KONTOr AUY: nE~PO KAZAL, 36) 
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In the first sentence the phrase "elrra rrws 6VElPEUollaL" (I thought that I was 
dreaming) and the suspension marks at the end of the sentence are suggestive of the 
character's hazy state of mind and thus prepare the reader for a shift into the 
experiencing self. Suspension marks are used throughout this passage of FIT. 
Elliptical exclamatory S2 is the ftrst signal that this thought belongs to the experiencing 
self. The word "VU(1TaCa" (I was drowsy) that immediately follows and the 
appearance of interrogative S4, which begins with the swear expression "Tl 
81,Q.{30AOS" (what the hell), further reinforce the impression that we have access to the 
experiencing selfs thoughts. Long S5 indicates a return to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 130 
1. Ellipsis. 
2. Swear words. 
3. Suspension marks. 
4. Points of interrogation and of exclamation. 
131) (1) • HEll rrpooe~tlAaKi) civej3aLVEv 1'1811 rrp6s TO cirrevavn I3ovvov Kat 
civel3aLVE IlEni j3tas. (2)' H rrpwTll IlOtl crKe~JlS ~TO on 8EV EAaj30v 
EKElVOL Kalp6v v' civarrvEucrotJV. (3) M~ rro.6wllEV TO aUT6 Kal ~IlElS; 
(4) Kat TOTE; (5) OiiTE civaljJtJX~ oun civo.rratlcrl,S OUTE vepov EK TT]S 
lTll'Yils! (6) Kat eSl.ljJwv, w! rrws eStljJwv. (7)"OTE Kal llllElS TEAEtiTalOl 
eq,8d.craIlEv TpexovTES lmo TO. SevSpa, 0 cipXTl'YoS Op81OS EIlrrpocr8Ev 
TT]S TTlJA11S Tiis EKKA11cr(as crtlVWIl(AEL IltlcrnKws IlE TOUS TPElS 
VEOEA8ovTas. 
(A. BIKEAAL: AIATI EMEINA AIKHrOPOL, 118) 
The first two sentences belong to the narrating self. S 1 is a description of the 
climbing up of the reconnaissance team. In the second sentence the appearance of the 
phrase"~ rrpwTll 110tl O'KeljJlS ~TO" (my ftrst thought was), introducing IT, serves 
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to prepare for the FIT of the following sentences. Interrogative S3, which is 
introduced by "~,," (maybe) suggests FIT. It expresses the experiencing self's fear 
that they, like the reconnaissance team, will not be given any time to rest before they 
start climbing up the mountain. Elliptical interrogative S4, which begins with the co-
ordinating conjunction "Ka(" (and), produces a speech-like effect. In verbless 
exclamatory S5 the repetition of the negative conjunction "OiiTE" (neither) emphasizes 
all the negative effects that will result from lack of rest. In S6 the occurrence of the co-
ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and) in initial position, which is peculiar to the spoken 
language, the use of the interjection "w" (Dh) further emphasized by an exclamation 
mark, and the repetition of the verb "e8(q,wv" (I was thirsty), depict vividly how 
thirsty the experiencing self feels. Long S7 indicates a shift into the narrating self. 
Indices of FIT in example 131 
1. Questions. 
2. Ellipsis. 
3. Repetition of negative conjunctions for emphasis. 
4. Initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and). 
5. Interjections further emphasized by an exclamation mark. 
6. Exclamations. 
132) (1) "E<JTpEq,a 6Al )'OV T<l ~Ae~~aTa apl<JTEpa Ka( 8Eela, 8la vel t&u 
TOUAelXl<JTOV Ti}v 7TllYr1V, 07TOU TlA7Tl(OV vel 8PO<Jl<J8w, aAAel 8ev T~V 
El8a. (2)"EKElTO, ¢aLVETaL, omaeEV Tfls EKKAT}aLas. (3) 'l7To~ov~! (4) 
e' ci7TO'T}~lweW ~ET' 6AL yOV. (5)' E~ rrpos! 
(A. BIKEAA~, op. cit., 119) 
This extract is taken from the same short story and arises a few lines further on. 
S 1 is narrative and belongs to the narrating self. The shift into the experiencing self is 
signalled by S2 in which the use of the inner state verb form "¢aLV€TaL" (it seems) is 
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attributed to the experiencing self who assumes that the spring must be behind the 
church since it is not within view. The occurrence of fragmentary S3 consisting of just 
the word "ilTIo~oVJl" (patience) emphasized by an exclamation mark, recalls spoken 
language. In S4 the use of the future tense along with the temporal phrase "~€T' 
6Ar. yov" (after a while) suggests the experiencing selfs effort to urge himself to keep 
on walking and not to despair because he will be able to quench his thirst in a while. 
This impression is further intensified by the word "E~1Tp6S!" (come on!) immediately 
following and emphasized by an exclamation mark at the end. 
Indices of FIT in example 132 
1. Verbs of inner state. 
2. Fragmentary sentences emphasized by an exclamation mark. 
133) L..l eEAW va. <JK€<PTW. eEAW va. <ivalTOATpw ... L . .1 
L..l - Tt lTaAl6Kalposi 
(1) • H Kap8la ~OlJ XTtITITl<JE. (2) II A, aPXl<JE va YlVETaL EvOXATlTlK6s. 
(3) Ma. lTapaTP<il3ll~E aUT6. (4) Twpa eci T6v ~<iAw oTi) eEaT] TOU. 
- • AKou<JTE, KUplE •.• 
(N. eEOAOPOY: nAAI hKOTAAI, 264) 
This passage is an extract from the character's recollections of past events as the 
phrases "eEAw va. <JKE<pTW" (I want to think), "BEAw va. eU~llew" (I want to 
remember) indicate. It is interposed between two reports of direct speech. Sl describes 
the character's emotional state. The appearance of the interjection , ... A" (Oh) in initial 
position in S2 indicates a shift into the experiencing self who is annoyed by the 
customer's impoliteness. In S3 the use of the conjunction "~ci" (but) at the beginning 
of the sentence, which is characteristic of the spoken language, and of the colloquial 
word "lTapaTpd.j3Tl~E" (this has gone too far), further emphasizes her annoyance with 
the man. In the last sentence the co-occurrence. of the present time temporal deictic 
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"Twpa" (now) with the future tense suggests the experiencing selfs determination to 
put the man in his place. 
Indices of FIT in example 133 
1. Initial position of interjections. 
2. Conjunctions peculiar to the spoken language. 
3. Colloquialisms. 
4. Use of future tense. 
134) (1) ME ~lci ~lalll KlVT)<Jll TOU XEPlOU TOU, ~E apTTaeav ot Suo 
(aTTTlE8ES TOU, IlE KaTE~aO'av <JTO {moYElo. (2) ~la8pollos ~aKpus, 
KEAtci 8EeO(Ep~a. (3) LTO ~ci6os aAAos IllKPOS Slci8pOIlOS, <JTEVOS, 
<JKOTEWOS. (4) LTa~anl<JaIlE IlTTPOS <JE ~lci <Jl8T1PoTTopTa, avol~av, 
IlE TTETaeav IlEO'a. (5) LKoTa8l TTUKVO, llouXAa, UYPU<JlU. (6) eci EtXE 
Kalpa TTOAU vci <JTEyci<JEl aAAo SUO'TuXLO'IlEVO, YlaTl <JE KcieE KlVT)<J~ 
IlOU ot apaxvES TTE<!>TavE <JTci Iloihpa IlOU. 
(r. MArKAHL: 0 TIEPlTIAANOYMENOL, 226) 
This extract is an example of consciousness rendered in FI fonn in a first-person 
narrative. The character who has just been put in jail describes his first impressions of 
the cell. SI, which belongs to the narrating self, refers to the rough treatment he had. 
In S2 the paratactic style of the verbless phrases suggests a shift into the experiencing 
self. These phrases are separated by commas and they depict the experiencing selfs 
visual impressions as he is taken down to the cellar. In the first phrase the appearance 
of the adjective "~UKPUS" (long) after the noun "SlciSpOlloS" (corridor) further 
reinforces the impression of consciousness rendered in FI fonn. The experiencing 
selfs visual perception is continued in S3, which is also verbless. The use of the 
phrase "<JTO ~cieoS''' (at the far end) suggests the experiencing selfs angle of vision. 
The adjectives that are used to describe the short corridor are also placed one after the 
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other and are separated by commas. S4 is narration. S5 renders the external data of 
sight and smell as they impinge on his consciousness. These perceptions are placed 
one after the other and they are separated by commas. The nonnal syntactical pattern of 
the last sentence denotes a return to the narrating self. 
Indices of FIe in example 134 
1. Parataxis. 
2. Appearance of adjectives after the nouns they modify. 
3. Omission of verbs. 
3.11.2. Summary of the analysis of FIT in first-person narratives 
The analysis of the passages quoted above has shown that FIT, although 
sparsely used in first-person narratives, does appear when the focus is on the 
experiencing self. Despite the use of the first-person pronoun in reference to both the 
narrating and experiencing self, FIT can be recognized through the use of contextual 
and linguistic indices. 
Contextual indices that facilitate the narrator's temporary identification with his 
younger self include verbs and expressions denoting an inner process of thinking or 
feeling (examples 124 and 131) or in general the narrating selfs relation of past 
moments of emotional crisis, anguish and bewildennent (examples 121, 122, 123). 
Furthennore, a shift from the simple past to the present tense that the narrating self 
may employ when recounting intense feelings can smooth the transition to the 
experiencing self (126, 127). Sometimes a passage of FIT can immediately follow a 
passage of DS which is attributable to the experiencing self (ex. 133). Thus first-
person narratives seem to favour contextual indices which are similar to those 
encountered in third-person narration. FIT in third-person context also appears in the 
vicinity of verbs of mental activity or after a description of a character's emotional state 
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or impressions. In addition, it can arise in the neighbourhood of other kinds of 
discourse, i.e. DO, 10, FDD. 
In addition to contextual markers, linguistic indices which belong to the 
categories of graphology, grammar and lexis can help to identify a passage as FIT. 
The main typographic markers include the points of interrogation and 
exclamation and suspension marks. Past uncertainties, states of wonderment and 
agitations are often expressed by interrogative sentences. These questions, however, 
do not constitute the narrating selfs present interpretation of the past events he 
recounts, as they have long since been answered. On the contrary, they denote a shift 
to the experiencing self. Likewise exclamatory sentences or words and phrases, which 
are followed by an exclamation mark for emphatic reasons, suggest strong emotional 
tension and they are more readily identified with the narrator's past self. Moreover, 
suspension marks can intensify the impression of a transition from narration to the 
experiencing self. The above mentioned typographic markers also abound in passages 
of FIT in third-person narration. In addition, in third-person context suspension marks 
can occur within a passage of FIT to create the impression of mental activity, i.e. to 
indicate mental pauses, hesitations or a change in topic. Similarly, dashes may be used 
for pauses and self-interruptions and along with the colon can even introduce passages 
of FIT in third-person narratives. 
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The main grammatical indices that indicate FIT in flrst-person narratives are the 
following: 
1. Use of the flrst-person pronoun or the character's name for self-reference. 
The appearance of the second-person pronoun is also possible. 
2. Subjunctive forms which, in most cases, are not subordinated to a main 
clause. 
3. Co-ordinating conjunctions used in initial position. 
4. Ellipsis. 
5. Proximal deictics. 
6. Negation. 
7. Co-occurrence of past verb forms with present time deictics. 
8. Modal verbs. 
9. The appearance of tenses is direcdy associated with the context in which they 
occur. The most frequendy used tenses are the S. Past, the Present and the 
Future. 
10. Brief sentences. 
11. Parataxis. 
12. Appearance of adjectives after the nouns they modify. 
13. Conjunctions peculiar to the spoken language. 
14. Verbs denoting inner states. 
The above quoted grammatical indices are also present in passages of FIT in 
third-person narration. In addition, incomplete comparisons and loose shifts from 
topic to topic can be encountered in passages of FIT in third-person narratives. In such a 
context self-reference is in the third person. The demonstrative pronoun "auT6S-TJ" 
may also be used by the character in reference to himself. 
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4. Swear words. 
5. Similes. 
6. Colloquialisms. 
7. Intensifying adjectives. 
8. Diminutives. 
9. Kinship tenTIs. 
The above quoted lexical indices can also be found in passages of FIT in third-
person narration. The use of emotive and idiosyncratic elements aims to intensify the 
impression of a character thinking in his own language rather than in the narrator's. In 
addition, in third-person narratives there is use of modal adverbs of certainty, 
uncertainty or denial, of evaluative adjectives, of lexical fillers, of direct reply particles, 
of contracted fOnTIs, of words or expressions peculiar to the character's idiolect and of 
folk proverbs. The absence of some of the above mentioned lexical indices, i.e. 
contracted fOnTIs, idiosyncratic speech elements, in passages of FIT in first-person 
narration may be attributed to the fact that the narrating and the experiencing self are the 
same person and thus their language displays similarities. 
Having isolated the markers of FIT in first-person narratives we can proceed 
with an examination of its effects. 
3.11.3. Effects of FIT in first-person narratives 
It has already been mentioned that FIT, unlike FIS, suggests immediacy because 
it creates the illusion that the reader has direct access to a character's thoughts without 
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the continuous interventions of a narrator. In third-person narratives FIT is employed 
as a means of either irony or sympathy. The latter effect, however, arises more 
frequently because of the narrator's affinity with the character's mind. In 
autobiographical narratives FIT is conventionally limited to the thoughts and 
consciousness of the first-person narrator who is both the narrating and the 
experiencing self. In first-person narratives, as Stanzel (1984) notes, FIT occurs when 
the narrating self has withdrawn and the emphasis is on the experiencing self. Stanzel 
prefers to talk about the withdrawal of the narrating self rather than his absence from 
passages of FIT in first-person narration, as Cohn does, because he believes that 
complete denial of his presence would result in a silent monologue rather than in FIT. 
The use of FIT for thought rendering elicits the reader's sympathetic response to the 
experiencing self "much more frequently than it ironizes or creates distance between 
the experiencing and the narrating self' (see Stanzel, op. cit., 224). However, FIT 
passages, which present the anxiety or bewilderment of a young child or an 
adolescent, can produce a slightly ironic effect because of the simplified reasoning (ex. 
126) or the exaggerated reactions (ex. 129) of the inexperienced younger self. 
3.11.4. Differences between the representation of speech and of 
thought in FID 
Before we conclude this chapter it is worth pointing out that despite the 
similarities that the representation of speech and of thought in FlD displays, as far as 
the means of their identification is concerned, there are also differences between them. 
For that reason the two techniques were examined separately. 
The analysis of FIS in Chapter 2 and of FIT in the present Chapter has shown 
that the two modes can be recognized through the use of similar markers, i.e. linguistic 
indices which belong to the levels of grammar, lexis and graphology and usually create 
the impression of FIS or FIT by appearing in clusters. This similarity, however, 
should not obscure the fact that firstly, FIS and FIT are different modes of expression 
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and as such they have been exploited in a variety of ways by different authors, and 
secondly that their effects are not the same. FIS is used to represent a character's 
speech whereas FIT is employed as a means for producing not only a character's 
thought, which can be presented either as fully articulated or half-fonned in a 
character's mind but also different states of his consciousness. The effects of the two 
modes are also different. As has been mentioned, FIS creates more often an ironic 
effect because of the interposition of the narrator's voice between the character and the 
reader which, as a result, distances the latter from the character who has produced the 
speech. On the other hand, FIT puts the reader directly inside the character's mind and 
produces more frequently a sympathetic effect, especially in figural narratives in which 
the narrator's mind is in greater affinity with the character's mind. 
Thus the differences between FIS and FIT are functional rather than fonnal. 
3.12. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have concentrated on the analysis of modes of thought 
rendering and of their effects in first and third-person narratives. In terms of 
decreasing narratorial intervention the following categories were distinguished: a) 
NRTA, b) IT, c) FIT, 4) DT and 5) FDT. 
Examples from all five categories were given but special emphasis was placed on 
the technique of FIT, which, as far as thought reproduction is concerned, appears 
more plausible than the direct modes of DT and FDT. In contrast to direct fonns of 
speech representation, i.e. DS and FDS, which produce an effect of immediacy by 
presenting a character's speech in a direct way, DT and FDT appear more artificial than 
the most indirect forms of NRTA and IT simply because direct access to somebody 
else's thought processes is not plausible in real life. It was probably this artificiality of 
FDT that led modern novelists, (Le. Politis ex. 10, Karagatsis ex. 12, Mitropoulou ex. 
13), to develop and further refine it so that it renders a character's inner mind directly 
without narratorial mediation, thus creating the impression of internal focalization. 
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FIT, on the other hand, by retaining the expressive elements of the spoken 
language without suppressing the narrator's voice provided a natural means for 
producing not only a character's inner thoughts, which can be presented either as fully 
articulated or half-formed in a character's mind, but also different states of his 
consciousness (i.e. sense impressions, products of imagination). Representation of a 
character's consciousness, however, arises more often in figural rather than in 
authorial narration since the technique of FIT appears more refined and of greater 
psychological complexity in such context. In addition, it is spread among a wider 
range of characters. FIT is not restricted to third-person narration. It also occurs in 
first-person autobiographical narratives though in a much lower frequency because of 
the structure of first-person narratives, i.e. the narrating and the experiencing self are 
the same person and the only way the narrating self can relive past events is by relying 
on his good memory. Nevertheless, extensive use of his mnemonic skills can produce 
an unrealistic effect. In both first and third-person narration FIT can be identified 
through a number of indices, i.e. contextual and linguistic, which usually sustain the 
impression of FIT by appearing in clusters. In addition, the effects of each technique 
were examined. As with speech presentation, the way in which a character's thoughts 
are presented can influence the reader's sympathetic or ironic response to the character. 
With regard to NRTA and IT, which are characterized by narratorial overtness, the 
narrator's attitude towards the characters can create either irony or sympathy. As far as 
the most direct forms of thought presentation are concerned, i.e. FDT and DT, which 
present the character in control of his thoughts by giving a direct quotation of his inner 
mind, sympathetic or ironic effects depend on the narratorial comments that may 
precede or follow thought representation, and on the extent to which the character's 
thoughts contradict or are in harmony with his deeds. FIT, unlike FIS, creates more 
frequently a sympathetic effect especially in novels which are dominated by a focalizer 
character since the narrator's mind appears to be in affinity with the character's mind. 
However, presentation of a character's self-delusions, misjudgements and 
exaggerations can often produce ironic detachment. Even in first-person novels in 
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which there is identification between the narrating and the experiencing self, the 
narrator can comment ironically on the younger selfs immaturity and fallacies. 
In the next chapter there will be an examination of the technique of QM which is 





In this chapter we will examine the technique of Quoted Monologue in first and 
third-person narratives. The term QM is adopted by Cohn (1978: 12) and is equivalent 
to what most other critics call "interior monologue". Although there are two kinds of 
monologue, that is "exterior monologue" or "soliloquy" (Le. uttered monologue) and 
"interior monologue" (Le. unspoken monologue), the present chapter will focus only 
on the analysis of "interior monologues". 
Before we proceed with the examination of the monologic technique in M.O. 
texts, we will remind the reader of Cohn's techniques of inner representation because 
Cohn's theory has shed light on many areas of thought presentation and especially on 
the use of the technique of monologue (see also Chapter 1, 49-51). Cohn's theory also 
merits consideration because of the emphasis placed on the division of the techniques 
by person. 
Although Cohn's (1978: 11) discussion of modes of inner representation is more 
literary than linguistic, her definitions of the techniques are linguistic rather than 
stylistic. According to the relative contribution of the character and of the narrator to 
the discourse, Cohn recognizes three basic techniques for rendering consciousness in 
third-person narration: "psycho-narration", "narrated monologue" and "quoted 
monologue". 
"Psycho-narration" is the most indirect of the three techniques. It is the 
"narrator's discourse about a character's consciousness" (Cohn, op. cit., 14). As 
Wales (1989: 383) notes, it is not identical to Leech and Shon's NRTA because the 
narratorial report may be coloured by the character's perspective or verbalized 
thoughts. Unlike the more direct techniques of "quoted monologue" and "narrated 
monologue", "psycho-narration" can present sub-verbal consciousness since this kind 
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of consciousness can only be narrated, i.e. it cannot be quoted directly or indirectly. 
"Narrated monologue", which is equivalent to Leech and Short's FIT, presents "a 
character's mental discourse in the guise of the narrator's discourse" (Cohn, op. cit., 
14). "Quoted monologue" is the most direct of the techniques. By "quoted 
monologue" Cohn means a monologue that is directly presented. QM is an extended 
stretch of FDT. It renders "a character's mental discourse" (Cohn, op. cit., 14). 
Although from a grammatical point of view, as Cohn observes, the technique of QM is 
the simplest to define, critics' tendency to polarize techniques historically has 
complicated the definition of this technique. Under the influence of Dujardin critics 
have differentiated between monologues in traditional novels using the terms 
"traditional monologue" or "silent soliloquy", and monologues in stream-of-
consciousness novels using the term "interior monologue", considering the latter as a 
twentieth-century novelistic device. This distinction, in which "soliloquy" is regarded 
as rational and reasoned while "interior monologue" is regarded as illogical and 
associative, is based on psychological and stylistic criteria. However, as Cohn (1978: 
13) has pointed out, it is very difficult to distinguish between "soliloquies" and 
"interior monologues" on such grounds because it is common for soliloquies to 
contain illogical patterns. Such defmitions, as Cohn remarks, fail to take into account 
the linguistic evidence which underlies these monologues, irrespective of their style 
and content, i.e. the use of the first (or second) person by the character to refer to 
himself and of the present tense. It is this presence of the first (or second) person and 
of the present l tense that clearly differentiates the most direct technique of inner 
presentation from the other two techniques in third-person narration. Thus for Cohn 
(1966: 105, 1978: 98) both "silent soliloquies" and "interior monologues" are 
instances of the same technique, i.e. the technique of "quoted monologue" as she calls 
it, which has developed over the years. 
As far as the term "interior monologue" is concerned, Cohn believes that the 
adjective "interior" in this term is near redundant because in modem narratives the 
IMendilow (1952: 104) attributes the effect of immediacy and presentness in interior monologues to 
the use of the present tense. 
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interiority of monologues is generally assumed and should, on logical grounds, be 
replaced by "quoted". In addition, "in third-person context the direct expression of a 
character's thought (in first-person form) will always be a quotation, a quoted 
monologue" (Cohn, op. cit., 15). However, since the term "interior monologue" 
seems to be firmly established she has decided to use the combined term "quoted 
interior monologue" with the option "to drop the second adjective at will, and the first 
whenever the context permits" (Cohn, op. cit., 15). But Cohn has also drawn attention 
to the fact that the direct expression of a character's thought can be presented outside a 
narrative context as an independent text (eg. the Penelope text in Ulysses). Cohn (op. 
cit., 17) calls this type of text "autonomous interior monologue" or "interior 
monologue text". In contrast to "quoted interior monologues" which are introduced by 
the narrator "autonomous interior monologues" are free of all narratorial mediation. 
They consist entirely of the single, uninterrupted, direct quotation of a character's 
inner mind. With regard to the use of the adjective "interior" in the combined term 
"autonomous interior monologue", Cohn points out that it can safely be omitted in 
most cases. Thus Cohn (1981: 169), taking as a criterion the presence or absence of a 
narrative context, differentiates terminologically between "quoted interior monologue", 
i.e. passages with interior monologue found embedded in authorial or figural 
narration, and "autonomous interior monologue", i.e. nonmediated interior 
monologues appearing as independent texts. 
According to Cohn the same basic techniques also appear in first-person 
narration. The same terms can apply modified by prefixes to indicate the altered 
relationship of the narrator to the subject of his narration. Therefore in first-person 
narration "psycho-narration", "narrated monologue" and "quoted monologue" become 
respectively "self-narration", "self-narrated monologue" and "self-quoted monologue". 
However, the analogy between first and third-person narrative texts, as Cohn (op. cit., 
14) claims, "stops as soon as one goes beyond the definition of the basic techniques" 
because of the "profound change in narrative climate as one moves between the two 
territories". This change is due to the different relationship which exists between the 
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narrator and the protagonist who, in first-person narration, is none other than the 
narrator's past self. This relationship affects mostly the presentation of inner events as 
past thoughts have not only to be remembered but also expressed by the self. 
Furthennore, there is another reason for the differentiation by person. It concerns the 
use of the tenn "interior monologue" which, as we have seen, has been employed to 
describe two different phenomena without anyone noticing the ambiguity: a) a 
narrative technique for giving a direct quotation of a character's consciousness in a 
surrounding narrative context and b) a narrative genre which consists entirely of a 
character's self-address (e.g. Les Lauriers sont coupes, the Penelope text in Ulysses). 
Although the technique and the genre share some psychological and stylistic 
characteristics their presentation is not the same. The first case is mediated because 
there is an explicit or implicit quotation of the character's thought by a narrator who 
uses the third person to refer to the monologist in the narrative context. The second is 
an unmediated autonomous first-person form and for that reason it can be regarded as 
a limit-case of first-person narration. As noted above, Cohn calls this first-person 
genre "autonomous interior monologue" or "interior monologue text" (or "novel"). 
Following Cohn, we will also define the technique of monologue in M.G. fiction 
grammatically, because we also believe that the main characteristic of all monologues, 
regardless of their style and content, is the use of the first person and/or the second 
person by the monologist to refer to himself and of the present tense. Thus we will 
analyse a number of monologic passages in both first and third-person narratives, 
which belong either to the traditional, logically constructed type or to the inchoate type 
that approximates to deeper levels of consciousness or to an intermediate type that lies 
between the two extremes, in an attempt to show what devices M.G. authors use to 
create the impression of a monologizing self. 
We will adopt Cohn's term "Quoted Monologue" (QM) because it is inclusive of 
both embedded and autonomous interior monologues. We will begin the analysis with 
monologues in third-person narration. Taking as a criterion the presence or absence of 
a narrative context we will examine both interior monologues which are set within a 
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narrative context and interior monologues which are presented outside a narrative 
context. In particular in section 4.2.1. we will analyse interior monologues which are 
quoted either in authorial narratives (examples 1 to 5) or in figural narratives (example 
6). In addition to the analysis of quoted interior monologues, there will be a discussion 
of the effects of the technique of QM in third-person narration. Then we will deal with 
the examination of autonomous interior monologues (examples 7 and 8 in section 
4.3.). More specifically example (7) arises in a novel which alternates, from chapter to 
chapter, between third-, second- and first-person narratives. The monologue analysed 
constitutes a chapter on its own. Example (8) appears in a short story, or to be more 
precise the whole story is presented through the character's monologue. 
Then we will proceed to the examination of the technique of QM in first-person 
narration. Self-quoted Monologues, as they are called, arise in first-person narratives 
although not so often as quoted monologues in third-person narratives because of the 
general structure of the first-person novel, i.e. the narrating and the experiencing self 
are the same person and there is always the risk that the reader might mistake the 
narrating selfs present thoughts for the experiencing selfs past thoughts due to the 
use of the present tense and of the first person by both of them. In section 4.4.1 we 
will analyse monologues which are quoted either in autobiographical narratives 
dominated by the presence of the narrating self (examples 9 to 11) or in narratives in 
which the narrating self has withdrawn allowing the experiencing self to dominate 
(examples 12 to 16). In addition to the analysis of the technique of QM in first-person 
narratives, there will be a discussion of its effects. 
The following tree illustrates the categorization of monologue. 
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4.2. Quoted Monologue in third-person narration 
We will begin the analysis with the examination of interior monologues which 
are quoted in third-person context (examples 1 to 6 in section 4.2.1). In particular, 
examples 1 to 5 are presented within authorial narration whereas example 6 is found 
embedded in a modem psychological novel that uses figural narration. There will also 
be a discussion of the effects of the technique of QM in third-person context. Then we 
will proceed with the analysis of autonomous interior monologues (examples 7 and 8 
in section 4.3.). The analysis of each monologic passage will be followed by a 
summary of the main devices employed to create the impression of a monologizing 
self. 
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4.2.1. Quoted Interior Monologues 
1) (1) «T( E rrpa.C a.» , n.EYE, «Ka.( rrpos Tl Ka.Ta.8LWK0I1a.L Toaov 
a8uawrrT1TLuS; (2) ELI1a.L ~ 8EV Etl1a.L a84>os; (3) "OTa.V ~. EKa.uaa.v 
OAOUS TOUS anixus l1ou, oTav KaTEaTpElfJav O,T\. dxa errt Tils Yl1S, 
T( ~TO TO TITa.l.al1a ~ou; (4) "On elxov d.8EA<j>OV A1JaTT1V; (5) Ka.t 
epWT1laav a.v EtXOV Ta I1Eaa va TOV EI1TIo8Caw; (6)' AAAa 8ev 
e<j>8a.aEv 6 El1rrP1lal1os, EI1E 8EAOUV. EI1E Ka.Ta.8LWKOUV. 8Lon e<j>uya. 
Tas ~a.aavous TOU 110LPa.PXou. (7) wIcrws ,; Ecopla I10U Ti8EAE I1E 
Ka.Ta.aTT)aEL ElhuXEaTEPOV I1a.Kpav TOLOUTWV av8p(;mwv Tl1S d.8LKta.S, 
a.v 8EV errT1PXETo veos at<j>wv Ka.t 8EV I1ETE1TLTITOV TIaALv arro 
KP1lI1VOU EtS KP1lI1VOV! (8)' AHa. Ttva ';8tK1laa., TtVa. E~Aa.q;a., TtVa. 
E(1lI1Lwaa!... (9) TLl1wpovl1a.L 8Lon Etl1a.L. a8Uva.Tos. 8Lon ell1a.L 
110VOS, aa1ll1os Kat a.yvwaTos. (10)" AVEU aUl1rrpa.CEWS 8UVa.TOU. aVEU 
8wpwv Kat TEXVaal1a.Twv 6 a8Qos 8ev Etaa.KoUETa.L; Oll DoEV EXEL 
6<j>8a.AI10US, 8ev EXEL WTa. ,; 8LKa.wauv,,; (12) Na.t! 03}' H a8LKLa. EXEL 
Ta.S EKaTOV XEl.pas Kat TOUS EKa.TOV rro8a.s, 8La. TOUTO <j>8a.VEL 
rra.VTOU ... (l4) Ta.Xa. TIperrEL va. ytvw Ka.KOUp'YOS, 8La va EUPW T~V 
Eco8ov aUTou TOU crrr1lAaLou; (IS) M~ YEVOL TO!» 
m. KAAAIr A~: eANO~ BAEKA~, 92-3} 
This QM, like the narrative context, is in Katharevousa. It is introduced by the 
verb "EAE'YE" (he said) but it is not difficult for the reader to realise that this verb refers 
to verbalized thoughts rather than to actual speech because in the immediately 
preceding paragraph the narrator describes the emotional stress under which the 
character is with the sentence" ... Ka.t TrLKpO( crTOXa.crl1ot 8LETPEXOV TOV VOUV 
TOU" (and bitter thoughts were crossing his mind). In addition, at the end of the 
monologue, which like direct speech is enclosed within quotation marks, the narrator's 
descriptive sentence "Ka.( ~a.8El.S aTEva.'Y110L 8LETPEXOV TT)V aELpa.v TWV t8EWV 
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TOU" (and deep sighs were accompanying the flow of his thoughts) disperses any 
remaining doubt about the monologic nature of this passage. The language in which 
the character monologizes is not very different from that of the authorial narrator's. 
However, the character uses the present tense and the first person for self-reference in 
his monologue whereas the narrator employs the past tense and the third person in 
reference to the character. The impression of a thinking self is created by the following 
means: 
a) the character's rhetorical questions which are interspersed in the text and create 
the impression of speech, i.e. S2. 
b) the repetition of certain words such as "E j.1E" (me) and the interrogative 
pronoun "TLva" (who) for emphatic reasons in Ss 6 and 8. 
c) the use of the particle "vue" (yes) in S12, further emphasized by the 
exclamation mark that appears after it, to produce the impression of speech. 
d) the exclamatory sentences that are suggestive of the character's violent 
emotions and especially the phrase "M" yEVOl. TO" (may it not come to that) which 
concludes his monologue and indicates the character's determination not to turn into a 
criminal even though this means spending the rest of his life in jail. 
e) the use of suspension marks to suggest self pauses (Ss 8 and 13). 
f) the employment of metaphorical language such as "av BEv EiTllPXETo VEOS 
at<j:>wv Kat 8EV j.1ETETTLTTTOV TTelALV aTTo KPllj.1VOU EtS KPllj.1VOV" (if a new 
whirlwind hadn't hit me and if I wasn't falling from precipice to precipice) for a more 
vivid description of the character's misfortunes (S7)' 
g) and finally the personification of the abstract concepts of justice and injustice 
which creates a more dramatic effect, Ss 11 and 13. 
2} (1) rlcl TOV EUUTO TOU EAEYE' «(2) ~ev EXW oiiTE CPWTELVO 
j.1Vllj.10Vl.KO OlJTE EUKOALa AOyou Kat oiiTE PlCWj.1EVES TTETTOl8~aElS, 
aTTupaL TTJTES YLel vel j.1LAU KuvEtS aE av8pWTT0j.1aCWj.1aTa, Kat 8EAW vel 
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ELI-WL KOLvol3ouAEuTLKOS- TrOAtTLKOS-; (3) T( ELpwvda! (4) Ka( Sev 
\-.LTTOPW vel I1tAT]O'W )'tcl DAa Tel TrOAt TElaKel (llTT]llaTa EtTE ETrElST] SEV 
Tcl ~EPW EtTE ElTElS" SEV 11' EVSLa<\>epOUV apKETa. ),La. Va. Ta. 11a.8w, 
EVW 11' EVSLa<\>epOUv aAAa. (5) Kat 0I1WS- EXW Ka.lTOLO TrOAL TlKO l1uaA6 
Kat TEXVll i\ ETTlTT)SElOTllTa lTOAtTLK" O'T"V lTPa.~ll. (6)"OlTWS- Kat Civ 
Etvat, Kat Civ EeaKOAOUe"O'W va. lTOAL TEUW\-laL o.KO\-lll, ea. TO Ka.I1W 
lTPOO'WPLVa.. (7) rLaT!. va. aVT]O'uxw Ka( va. Tapa.(wllaL; (8) ea. EAST] 
\-lLa. \-lEpa lTOU ea. T' o.<\>"O'w Ka\. Ulho, (lila TO eEO'KOHO'w. (9) Kat ea. 
EXw lTAOUTtO'El TtS- )'VWO'ES" \-lou ),La. Ta. Trpel\-laTa TOU KOO'llou». (0) 
M' aUTTl TTl O'KEtVT] ,;O'uxaaE. 
(1. AP ArOlMH~: hi AMA THMA, 57-8) 
This example of QM is initiated by the narratorial introduction ")'La. TOV EauTo 
TOU EAE)'E" (as far as his own abilities were concerned. he said) and the narratorial 
explanation "M' aUTTl TTl aKEtVT] ,;auxaaE" (with this thought he calmed down). 
which appears at the end of the monologue. Graphologically the monologue is 
separated from authorial narration by quotation marks. In this particular example the 
character's monologue is introduced by a semi-colon. This QM. unlike ex. (1), does 
not aim to depict the character's emotional state but rather to present the character's 
assessment of his own abilities and his suitability for the post of MP. The monologue 
appears in the first person and in the present tense. Long Ss 2 and 4, which occur at 
the beginning of the QM. are indicative of the character's logical reasoning. The use of 
the question mark at the end of S2, which is more of an exclamatory than of an 
interrogative nature, and the appearance of the verbless exclamatory phrase "T( 
ElpwveLa" (how ironic) immediately after it are suggestive of the character's negative 
assessment of his abilities. This impression is further reinforced by the repetition of 
the negative conjunction "OiiTE" (neither) in S2. S4. which begins with the co-
ordinating conjunction "Kat" (and) includes the character's justification for the lack of 
qualities he has just mentioned. However, after having listed the negative aspects of 
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his personality the character discovers some positive characteristics as the appearance 
of the conjunction "OJlWS" (yet) in Ss denotes. Ss 6 to 9 express the character's 
decision to stop worrying about his political abilities, i.e. "YLaTl. va. aVll<Juxw KaL 
va. TapQ.(WJlaL;" (why should I worry and get upset?) because this job is temporary 
and he will not have to do it for ever. 
Both of the above quoted monologues occur in authorial narration and the way in 
which they are presented creates the impression of oratorial speech rather than of 
thought rendering. Despite the authors' attempt to differentiate them from narration 
with the inclusion of exclamatory and interrogative sentences and in general of 
structures characteristic of the spoken language, these monologues still remain well-
planned and logically connected. 
3) [oo,] (1)" A! ~ TTpO~aTl.va! (2)" A! TO ~lKPOV apva.KL! (3) Tl. TPU<j>E pov. Tl. 
AEuKOJlanOV TTOV ~TO, KaL mSaov yAUKa. E~EAa(E! (4) Tt ~peES. 
~AaxoTTouAa.! (5) TL eEAELS amS EJlE (EAEYE Ka8' eauTov EV ECa.p<JEL 6 
TIa.vos 0 AllJlOUAlls); (6) <PUYE, ~AaxoTTovAa. (7) M~ JlE KOAa.(llS 
XWPlS va. JlE aUJlTT0vllS! (8) M~ JlE EVOXAT)S, XWPlS va. JlE YVWpl(ELS! 
(9) TIws va. KaTaTTpauvw T~V <j>avTacrlav ~OU. cr~~EPOV. MEya 
~el~~aTOV; (10) TIws vel tmelYw vel ~ETaAel~W, ~v vUKTa, EtS TTJV 
• Ava.aTaaLv, ~AaxoTTouAa; (I1)' An' EYW 8la. TOUTO ~A8a ElS TO 
XWPlOV. a<j>oiJ ECOJlOAOy~81lv. X8ES. 8la. va. ~~ TTpOAel~(J.l va. Kci~w 
ana «KpLllaTa.» EWS va. a.clw8W va. ~ETaAa.~w, aupLOv. (2) Kat Twpa 
TTWS va. IlETaA~W. ~AaxoTTouAa! 
(A. TIATIAAIAMANTH~: H BAAXOnOY AA. 540) 
This monologue also arises in authorial narration. It appears after a narrative 
description of one of the character's movements which in turn provokes the other 
character's quoted monologue. For this reason there is no narratorial introduction. 
However, a narratorial explanation enclosed in parentheses such as "EAEYE Ka8' 
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EaUTOV EV E~cipcrEL 0 ncivos 0 tl:rHWUAT}S" (Panos Dimoulis said to himself in 
exaltation) appears after the fIrst lines of the monologue (S5). What differentiates this 
monologue from narration is the former's interrogative and exclamatory manner 
because, unlike the previously analysed monologues, it is not enclosed within 
quotation marks. The employment of this style aims to express the character's effort to 
avoid temptation because of his intention to take communion on Easter Saturday. 
Reference to the thinking self is in the first person and the tense mainly used is the 
present. The majority of the sentences in this monologue are short. There are also 
some verbless exclamatory sentences (e.g. Ss 1 and 2), which are preceded by 
interjections such as ,/I' A! ,; rrpo~aTLva!'" A! TO IlLKPOV a.pvciKLI" (Oh! the ewe! Oh! 
the little lamb!) and some imperative sentences (Ss 6 to 8) both positive (S6) and 
negative (Ss 7 and 8). In general, this monologue tries to depict the character's 
verbalized thoughts through the use of the syntax and the intonation of the spoken 
language. However, Katharevousa forms are also present in this monologue as for 
example the use of the Katharevousa verb form "~TO" instead of the demotic fonn 
"l1TavE", of the Katharevousa preposition "ets" instead of the demotic preposition 
"crTo", of the v-suffix attached to adjectives, nouns and verbs, i.e. "IlLKPOV" (little), 
"CPUVTucrLuv" (imagination), "E~OIlOAO),rleT]V" (1 confessed) etc. On the other hand, 
there is a tint of colloquialism in the use of words such as ",; rrpo~uT(VU" in S}, the 
more colloquial of the two terms (i.e. rrpo~uTLva and a.llvcis) that the narrator uses, 
and "~AuxorrouAu" (shepherdess) instead of "XwpLuTorrouAu" that the narrator prefers 
to use in reference to the shepherd girl (e.g. Ss 4, 6, 10, 12), by the diminutive ending 
-UKL in "a.PVUKL" (lamb), which is also preceded by the adjective "IlLKp6v" (little) in 
S2, although the ending -UKL denotes smallness and hence it is colloquial, and by the 
repetition of interrogative pronouns and adverbs such as "Tl" (what) in Ss 4 and 5 and 
"rrws" (how) in Ss 9 and 10 for the introduction of the character's rhetorical questions. 
Nevertheless, all the above mentioned colloquial indices are not sufficient to make this 
QM sound more natural because the presence of Katharevousa forms in this 
monologue creates artifIciality. 
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e ' e 8' ~ " e ., ... , ., 4) (1)« ap El... EV ~l.iTOpEl TIapa vap n ... Elvm 11 wpa TOU. ... » ElTIE 
jlE TO voD TOU. (2) «Kat TIoD va ~pEeoDv Twpa TO. XPTJjlaTa... Tooa 
XPTJjlaTaJ ... » L..l 
L..J (3) «X(A.la TIEVTaK60la <ppa:YKa crTJjlEpaJ» o.vaoTEvaeE «(4) Kat TIOl} 
€lv' Ta;... (5) TIoD EtV' Ta;... (6) Kat VaTaV aUTO. jlOVaXaJ... (7) Ma 
8EV Elval OiiTE TPElS ~8ojla8ES o.KOjl11 TIOU o.vavEwoa TO alA.o TO 
XaPTt, KaL va TIaA.!. O"jlEpa Eva ano ... (8) Ka( 0' Eva jlTJva Kl 
anoL .. (9) Ka( TIOl} va Ta~pW, TIOl}; Ka( OTJjlEpa Kat TOTES 'Y!.a va 
TTA.EPWOW;... (10)" AX, ExaA.aOT'llKa!... (11) TIaE!. TTA.la!. .. » (2) Ka( 
A.E'YOVTas ETOl E011jlElWVE jlE TO BaXTUA.O 'YpajljlES Kat KOA.WVES OTO 
aVOlXTO TO ~L~A.(O. [, . .1 
[".1 (13) Tov ano jlTJva E~EKajla Ta o.YPlWjlaTa ... (4) Eva A.L~d8L 
OA.dKEpO ... (15) TdKajla aVTaA.A.a'YTJ TaXa... (16) "E~'YaA.a TO jlan jlOU, 
'YLd vd KajlW Tdxa xapll, va EUEPYETr10W, ~WeELO jlas! (7) Tov 
KOUjl TIapo, TTouvm av8pwTToS TOU o 'TTl nou TTaA.at.o8E, KaL jlou 
80UA.EUEL KL <'> t8LOS T60a XPOVLQ, Kat 'YL' alJTO, KaKOUS TIaVTa 
XPOVOUS VaXEL! TOV o.yaTIaw!... (8) K' ETIllpa ETo!. <JE XPlljla Ta 
pEoTa ... (9) TpExa 'YUPEUE TIWS Tr)V 'TTlOTEUOVV T" KaAOOUVll jlov 
OAOL aUToL ol TIOVllPOXWpLaTES Kat 6 TIajl TTOV'llPOS 6 KOUjl TIapOS!... 
(20) T( 'TTlOTE~OUV, TL 8EV 'TTlOTEUOUV 8EV jlE jlEAEL!... (21) TOTES 
TOUAaXl<JTO E8Lop8woa TTclAl KdTIOlES 80UAElES ... (22) TES E jl TIa.Awaa ... 
(23) , Ajl" Twpa;... (24)' E8w OE 8EAW!... (25) KaL Tt vd iT(~ OT" 
'YuvaLKa jlOU, Tr1 Olopa MapLa;... (26) Ov<p, Kl , , .,. aUT'll ElVaL 
8U<JTUXL<JjlEV11!... (27) eo. AEEl 6 KO<JjlOS: EXEL Evav aVTpa TOOO 
aowToL .. (28)' ATI' o~w (mo TO xopo TIond Tpa'YouBla 'YlvovTaL! (29) 
K' ol euyaTEpES jlOU; ... (30)"0 ol KaKOjlOLpES! (31) K' ol 'YlOL jlou; ... 
(32) TIoLOS ~EPEL aUToL TIWs Sd TO. KaTa<pEpouv jlla jlEpa ... (33) Ma 
wS KL aUToL .. (34) WS Kl aUToL..». 
(K. eEOTOKH~: 01 ~KAABOI ~A D.EhMA TOYh, 31-3) 
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This monologue also appears in an authorial narrative. Because of its 
comparative length due to the interposition of narratorial descriptions when these 
thoughts are passing through the character's mind we will confine the analysis to 
extracts only. These extracts, however, when they are compared with the previously 
analysed monologues, are characterized by a number of new devices that the author 
employs for the depiction of the character's verbalized thoughts. The monologue is 
placed within quotation marks and is introduced by the phrase "EL TTE IlE TO vou 
TOU" (he said with his mind) in SI. It depicts the character's thoughts and emotions as 
he is on the brink of bankruptcy. The main characteristic of this QM is the use of 
suspension marks, immediately after each of the character's thoughts, which are 
presented in the form of short sentences both complete and incomplete. In addition to 
suspension marks, the character's thoughts are followed by either the exclamation or 
the question mark. This typographic presentation, so unlike narration, is the first 
indication that the reader is being given access to the character's inner thoughts. 
Another marker is the use of interjections such as ,,,. AX", "ou</>" (Oh) in Ss 10 and 26, 
and curses such as "KUKOVS mlvTu Xpovous vdXEL" (many bad years to him) in 
S 17, which are interposed between sentences and are peculiar to the character's 
idiolect. Repetition of phrases such as "TIOV eLv' TU;" (where are they?) in Ss 4 and 5 
or of words such as "Taxa" (supposedly) in Ss 15 and 16, use of colloquial 
expressions such as "E~.yaAa TO 11 aT!. 1l0U" (I took out my eye): "TPEXa yupeuE" 
(who knows), "E8w (JE 8EAW" (here I want you) in Ss 16, 19, and 24, of folk 
proverbs such as "E~W (mo TO xopo TIOna Tpayou8La YlVOVTaL!" (outside the 
dance too many songs are sung!, it is always easy for outsiders to criticize!) in S28, of 
unfinished sentences such as "wS' Kl. aUTol" (even they too) in Ss 33 and 34 and of 
words which belong to the character's idiolect such as "dllr1" (but) in S23, "TIALa" (lit. 
any more), instead of "ma", in Sl1 sustain the impression of the continuity of the 
character's thoughts as they flit through his mind. This effect is intensified by the 
evaluative adjectives that the character employs to refer to people he dislikes, i.e. 
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"lTOVllPOXUlPLClTES" (cunning peasants). "6 lTal·movrlPos 6 Kou~mipos" (that fox of 
the best man) in S 19 or to his family, i.e. "ot KUKO~o1.PES" (the poor girls) in S30. 
To sum uP. in this monologue, rendering of the character's verbalized thoughts 
is achieved by the use of short or even incomplete sentences and phrases, of 
typographic markers, of colloquial lexical items and expressions, which are 
characteristic of the spoken language, and by the employment of the first person and 
mainly of the present tense. 
5) (1)" AVOl~E TO 8LKO TllS iTPOYPUflflU, iTUpUTTl~EVO mivUl oni yovuni 
TTlS'. (2) ALa~aoE I1TlXUVLKa Tll OUVTO I1Tl ~LOypa<p(a. (3) BOA<PYKav'YK 
'AI1E8a1oS' MOToapT ... EiTaLcaV a<pwva Ta XeLAla TllS': (4) M6TaapT .. . 
(5) 1756-1791... (6) TpLaVTUiTEVTE XPovwv... (7) apPUloToS KL mhos .. . 
(8) TIoD iTan 6 voDS' l1ou;... (9) 8EV KaTaAa~a(vw... (10) 8EV 
\ /l ' ". 0 KaTul\atJulvUl iTLa TOV EUUT l1ou... (11) T( OVElPEUOl1aL;... (12) 
"EKAElOE mel ,; (wi) I1OU ... 
(K. TIOAITH~: TEPMA, 88) 
In this example QM is not introduced audibly but is triggered naturally by the 
depiction of the character reading her concert programme. The name of Mozart and the 
dates of his birth and death make her realize that when Mozart died he was as young as 
the man she is in love with, a violinist who suffers from tuberculosis. The narratorial 
phrase "EiTaL~aV a<pwva Tel. XeLAla TllS''' (she mouthed) in S3, which describes an 
action that many people may unconsciously do when they are deep in thought, and the 
colon immediately after it prepare the ground for the appearance of QM. The 
characteristics, which at a cursory look set this monologue apart from narration, are 
the use of the first person, of the present tense and of brief phrases, some of them 
verbless, which are all separated by suspension marks in an attempt to represent the 
process of inner thinking. Other indices which further reinforce the impression of QM 
include the appearance of the conjunction "Kl" (too) in verbless S7, i.e. "appUloToS KL 
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mhos" (he too sick) to indicate that Mozart was not the only one who was sick. 
Although we are not told who the other sick person is, we can guess that she is 
referring to the violinist who is as old as Mozart was when he died. She presumes that 
Mozart died so young because he, like the violinist, was sick. Interrogative short S8 
denotes the character's surprise at the associations that her mind has made, i.e. "TroD 
min 6 vovs 1l0U;" (where does my mind go?). The repetition of the phrase "8ev 
KaTaAa~alvw" (I don't understand) in Ss 9 and 10 expresses the character's emotional 
confusion. This is better illustrated by the next interrogative sentence, i.e. S11. The 
monologue finishes with the pessimistic thought that she is too old to make dreams. 
Although this QM appears in the context of authorial narration, the reader has 
access to the character's verbalized inner thoughts in a very natural way through the 
omission of the quotation marks and of explicit narratorial introductions and 
explanations that usually separate quoted monologues from narration in earlier novels. 
The next example arises in a modem novel that uses figural narration. 
6) «~EV KaTaA~aLvw!» oUpALa~a. «Nov KaTrL ToL.. TOV ciVTLXPLO'TO O'OU, 
IllAa 1l0U pWIlELKal» 
«MTrAa-IlTrAa-IlTrAa-IlTrAa.-IlTrAa.!» wpuETaL Ka( O'Ta yaAALKa. ~ 
XaTCYETIO'oUT. [...] 
a) [...] (1) ~wPLa.(OUllaL O'TO TraYKaKL O'clV TPUiTLO TOUAOUIlL, K' Eq,OO'OV 
EYW EXW TIEpLeWpLa 8EV TO KaTaAa~a(vw YLaTL Trv(youllaL, (2) 
TIavaYLcl Ilou! eo. O'KclO'W Kal eo. TIavTlYupL(n 6 KaTaXaVaS 6 hTclllOS 
6 8La8oxos, TrVLYOUllaL! (3) Ka( TL 'Val TOUTll ~ aKoupLaO'IlEVll 
IlTraVLEpa civaTro8a; (4)" A, ~ NOTP NTall! KUPLE TWV ~UVaIlEWV ~ 
NOTP NTall! (5) K' EYW TrWS ~peellKa ciTrO TO TpoKaVTEpo aT~ NOTP 
NTall; (6) hTO TpoKavTEpo 8LaaKE8<i(aIlE IlE nl XaTaETIO'oUT eappw, 
8ev EtllaL KaL aLYoupoS, an) TpoKavTEpo eo. 8LaO'KE8a(aflE Ka( 
O'UVETrWS XLALollETpa TrapaTraTaW XLALollETpa yL mho TIVL YOUllaL, Kal 
8ev ETrPETrE EYW Il La TETLa KaTaXPllO'll Tro8apo8pollO EYW flEO'a 
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<Jnlv uypa<Jta Xl.ALOIlETpa, TETLa KOUTOUpa8a EYW! a, epPlKT]! Kat va 
TTOV Twpa TTVL yOullal.... (7) ~ Kup8l.a Ilou elval. a8VVUTT) elvUl. 
EU<JUYKlVT]TT], Kat Tpa~aw TO TTam Yl.OV eEKOUIl TTWVW TO KOAapO 1l0U, 
ciT<JaAE Vl.a BaXTUAa 1l0U <Jept YYOUVE TO AapVYYL eo. <JKa<JW 
TTvL you 11 at. , KVPLE' EAET]<JOV! KVPLE • EAET]<Jovl XopoTTT)8aEL ~ Kap8La 
Ilou ~Exap~aAWeT]KE... EKaTOv ElKO<JL8vo <JepveELS KVPLE TWV 
t>.vvaIlEWv! KUPLE lAa<JeT]TL Tas avollLuS' Ilou .•• TTaTEP ~I1WV 6 EV 
nils Oupavols ... (8) Kat eo. <JKa<JW TUlPU 8a TTaVW <JTO TTUYKaKL 
EUTUXWS' TOUAaXL<JTO TTOU epopa.w <Jw~paKo, KUl <Jept yyw IlE aTTOYVW<JT] 
TO epUAaXTO 110u TO I1EVTUYLOV <JTO <JTileoS' 110U KUPLE' EAET)<JOV! (9) 
eci TTciew ElieppUYl1a eci TTciew EI1~OAT] Kat aTTOTTAT)etu l<JWS', EVVOLa <JOU 
K' EYW TTOU ~AETTELS' 8ev eEYEALEIlat., Sci TTciSw KLPPW<JT) TOU ~TTUTOS' 
11 TTOLOS' TO ~E pEL TTO<JOV Kat.pO 110U <JL YOTPWEL TO. <JWSLKa 0 
KapKtvoS', K' EYW TTOV ~AETTELS' 8EV Etllat. imoXOVTpLOS' EYW ELIiat. 
apPW<JTOS' o.V8PWTTOS' Eva <Jap~aAo ELliaL K' EYW 8EV ~EYEALEliaL liE 
TTUpT)YOPLES' (10) ET<JL Ta. AEyuvE KUl <JTT] I1civa 01 KOpU<j>ES' VEUPLKa. 
Ta. AEyavE Kat TT] IlTTOUKwvaVE xcima xcima xa.ma TOV KUKO TOUS' 
TO <j>Adpo T<JUPAUTdvOL MANOULA IS KOMATODIS 
KAT AST ASIS KEPUUVOS' TO TT)AEypa<j>T)lla TOU ~TEALOU KaVEVUS' 
BEV TO tmOTTTEUOTaVE TrWS EtVaL ETOLI10SciVUTT) Kat <JOU AEYUVE ot 
KOPU<j>ES VEUPLKa. 0IlWS va. TTOU EYW KPUTaW TTPWL TTPWl 
ayoupO~UTTVT]IlEVOS TO TT]AEYPa.<j>T]I1U Kat TPEI1W, KL O,TL TTOU E'lxallE 
EYKUTU<JTuee'l. <JTO Tlupt<JL YLa va. <JTTou8a<JEL AEEL (wypa<j>LKT] ~ 
KOIlTTpu K' EYW TTOV ~AETTELS Tils EtXU VOLKLcl<JEL 8LUIlEPL<JI1UTaKL 
KOUKA( TIlS ~pwlluS <Jnl Rue des Martyrs EVu KOUKA( va. TpL yupva.EL 
T<JL T<Jl81. IlEpa vUXTU ~ Em8EL~tuS' ~ eEUTpLVaJ [ ... ] 
f3) [' . .l (I1) K' EYW TTOV ~AETrELS I1T]TE Sci ~UVU~a.AW <JTTLPTO <JTO <JTOIlU 
Ilou TTOTE! TTOTE! TTOTE! 6 KO<JIlOS vci xaAci<JEL 11 T]TE Sci ~ava~ciAw 
T<JLYcipo <JTO <JTOIlU Ilou TTOTE! TTOTE! aTTo UUPLO apxt(w E~aTTuvTos 
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TEpaT<.0S11 SLat,Ta flOVO Eva I111AO ea TPWW ma Kat I1Epa TTapa I1Epa 
8ci TPWW Eva fl11AO eyw TTOV ~AETTHS EXW TEpaTwBll 8EAll<Jll. CEPELS 
Tt TTH<JllaTapLKo aYPLollovAapo TTOV EtllaL eyw; (2) Kat BE a' a<j>~<Jw 
eyw va TTaVT)yupt(H 6 KaTaxavas 6 ~TciIlOS ea TTE<JW <JTa 6yBovTa 
KLAa <JTa E~80I1TjVTa 00"0 EhaVE 0 ITETpOS. [ ... J 
Y) [ .. ,] (13) Kat Ka8EIlEpa 1i KOIlTIpa Ka8EIlEpa ITllTtvo <JE aLxa8llKa 
YKpLvLa Kal. KauyaSES O"nl <j>wALa aTo KaaTpo 1l0U. (14) ~KaaE 
IlEAETaw ayaTTll Ilou TTPETTEl va uTTo~aAw nl BlTTAWllaTlKll epyaaLa 
1l0U aKaaE aupw apXL(w TTTUXLaKa KaL Il0i) XPEla(ETaL TO TTTUXtO 
YLa AOYOUS aKOmll0TT)Tas <>ptaTE TTaTEpa TTllpa Kal TO TTTUXtO 1l0U 
EyW. (15) - ITLTTI.VO Il1lTE TIOU AoyapLa(ELS 8LOAOU TOV EawTEpLKO 
1l0U Koallo Kat EVOAtYOLS O"e O"LXaellKa ElaaL et8wAoAaTPllS ITlTTtvo 
Elaat. IlEYaA0llavllS ElaaL <j>O~EPOS xapaXnlpas aTTatO"Los K' Ey(!:J 
UAALWTlKO O"E yvwpLaa Kat 0"' ayaTTllaa Kat TTapallEAllO"a YLa xaPll 
<Jou nlv lmoTpo<j>ta 1l0U YLa va lleLVW KovTa <Jou ElaaL TIAllXTlKOS 
ITmLvo daat. Eva YOllapL ... (6)" A. lliTa! waTE Elllat. Kat TTAllXTlKOS 
EYW T11S AEW Kat Il1lTTWS BllAa81l EYW TTOV ~AETTELS SEV EXW 
TIp0<JwmKOTT)Ta; Ci 11 TTa! (7) Ma EYw TTel) ~AETTELS ElllaL <> 8ui80xos 
anlv • Ecouata Kupa 1l0U Kal. YLaTt 811AaB~ va Iloi) TO BeLCEl E IlEva 
1i NtT<Ja OTl TTA1lTTEL Ila(t Ilou• E; ... (8) TTavTws 'Ii KallllEvll 1i 
NLTaa BE Il0i) TO XTUTTllO"E KaTalloUTpa OTTWS 'Ii KOIlTTpa 0XL. etvat. 
YAUKla KOTTEAa EXEl a.Pxovna EXEL ElryEVLKa aLae1lllaTa Kat va Bds 
IlE TToall KaAoavVT) IlE BEXTllKE <Jnl ~TouTyapBll. 0IlWS 11' Ea<j>aCE 
Btxws va TO 8EAEL ~ KallllEVT) 1i KOTTEAa 11' Ea<j>aCE ETaL TIOV Iloi) 
ToBELCE on TTA~TTEl. BllAaB1l TIWS EYW TTOU ~AETIELS <> TIaALOS TllS 
dVTpas TTOV YLa IlEva llapa(waE K' EXUO"E Ilai)po BaKpu TTWS EYW 
EtllaL TTAllXTlKOS TTAllXTLKOS - (9) ~PE BLa~oAE! Twpa TO aUIl1lellKa! 
aT1l ~TouTycipBll ELTavE 0XL O"T1lV KOAwvta KaL BEV eLTaVE 
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TTpOTTEpaL TTOll va. TTa.PEL 'Ii 6p'YTJ, TTETUVE Ta. XPOVLa aa. ~1La.V a.va.aa 
va. ~1TTOpOVaa va. T' OAua68Eva L . .l 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 rENNAIO~ THAEMAXO~, 402-4, 407) 
This QM is found embedded in a third-person narrative and aims to depict the 
character's intoxicated mind. It appears, however, to be part of a first-person narrative 
because not only the character's monologue but also his verbal exchange with the other 
characters in the bar, before he has been kicked out of it, are presented in the first-
person. The character begins monologizing after he has been thrown out of the bar and 
verbalizes his own actions, thoughts, sense impressions and memories as he is 
moving about. Because of the comparative length of this QM, we will only analyse the 
most relevant extracts. 
The main characteristic of this long QM is the complete absence of paragraphing 
and the rare use of full stops in an attempt to produce the character's uninterrupted 
flow of consciousness2. As far as the other punctuation marks are concerned (Le. 
exclamations, questions, suspension marks) they are used only sporadically. 
However, when the exclamation mark is used, it is either for emphatic reasons, i.e. to 
denote the character's surprise, or for creating the impression of spontaneous speech, 
for example when it occurs after oaths or interjections. The mark of interrogation is 
used to express the character's self-addressed questions, whereas 'suspension marks 
are employed to indicate the continuity of the flow of consciousness. The reference to 
the thinking self is in the first person. In addition, the character also refers to himself 
by proper name. The tense used is mainly the present. 
The first extract begins with the use of the simile "aa.v TPUTTLO TOUAouIlL" (like 
a punctured skin bag) which, along with the verb "awpla.(oU\lal" (I drop), describes 
the character's physical condition (Sl)' He is drunk and overweight and he feels he is 
suffocating. However, he is unable to explain why he feels like that because although 
2Raizis (19~6: 425) has als~ referr~ ~o the strea~ of conscio~sness.qu~ity of the interior monologues 
in this particular novel. ThiS quahty IS apparent 10 passages 10 which memory and intense thinking 
overwhelm the actual event". 
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he is overweight he is quite tall or at least much taller than an uncle of his who burst 
because he was fat. The phrase "EYw EXW TTEpL8wpLa" (I have got the leeway) refers 
to his uncle's death. In S2 the use of the oath "TIavaYLa 110u!" (Virgin Mary!) and the 
repetition .of the verb "TTvLyoull-aL" (I am suffocating) reinforce the feeling of 
discomfort and provoke the thought that his death will delight people who dislike him 
such as "~TaI10S" (Stamos) to whom he refers by using the swear word "KaTaxavas" 
(idiot). In S3 a visual perception. which impinges on his consciousness. gives rise to 
new associations. In his intoxicated mind Notre Dame looks like an overturned rusty 
bath. This perception appears immediately after the verb "TTV\. youll-aL" (I am 
suffocating), which in M.G. can also mean "I am drowning". and perhaps this is the 
reason why Notre Dame seems to him like a bath. In S4, however, he immediately 
realises his mistake as the interjection ", A" and the exclamation mark at the end of the 
phrase ,'" A, ,; NOTP NTal1!" (Oh, Notre Dame!) indicate. The occurrence of the oath 
"KUPLE TWV AuvaI1EWV" (Good Lord) in the next exclamatory phrase is indicative of 
the character's surprise at seeing in front of him Notre Dame. This feeling is further 
reinforced by interrogative S5 which expresses the character's inability to understand 
how he got from Trocadero, where he and a friend of his were enjoying themselves. to 
Notre Dame. In S6 the use of the inner state verb "Bappw" (1 think) and of the phrase 
"8EV Etll-at Kat d. youpoS" (I am not that sure) are suggestive of the character's 
inability to say with certainty with which of his friends he was enjoying himself. In the 
next sentences he attributes the feeling of suffocation to all these kilometres he had to 
walk to get from Trocadero to Notre Dame. He even reprimands himself for doing 
such a stupid thing as the repetition of the pronoun "EYw" (I) and the use of phrases 
such as "TETLa KouToupa8a" (such a stupid thing), "a, <pPLKT)!" (Oh. horrible!) 
denote. Moreover, the use of the co-ordinating conjunction "KaC" (and) in initial 
position as in the phrases "Kat va iTOU TUlpa iTVL youl1aL" (and here I am now 
suffocating) further reinforces the continuity of the character's flow of consciousness. 
The co-ordinating conjunction "Kat." (and) no longer has the function of joining 
sentences. It is rather employed for emphatic reasons. Sentences are placed one after 
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the other and they are separated either by commas or by the interposition of oaths or 
exclamations. Sometimes only a portion of a sentence is given, just enough to enable 
the reader to complete it by himself (e.g. "IlEaa aT11v U'YpaaLa Xlx'lOIlETpa 
[TTEpTTelTTlaa)", "in the damp [I walked] kilometres"). The repetition of phrases such as 
"ed. aKa.aw" (I will burst), "TTvLyoullal" (I am suffocating), "ClTaaAEVla Sa.XTux'a 
1l0U aq,L 'YYOUVE TO x'apuY'YL" (iron fingers are clutching my neck) in S7, 
emphasizes the feeling of discomfort. The galloping of his heart and the realization that 
his heart beats have increased to a hundred and twenty-two make him resort to oaths 
again (Le. "KUPlE 'EAETlaOv", "Kyrie Eleison"). He even asks for mercy by using a 
phrase from the Bible, i.e. "KUPlE tx'ela8TlTL Tcl.S avolllas Ilou" (Lord have mercy 
on me) and by reciting the first lines from a prayer "ITcl.TEP ';IlWV 6 EV TOts 
OvpavoLS" (Our Father who art in Heaven). The feeling of suffocation, however, is 
so strong that he has the impression that he will burst where he is sitting (Le. "TC.0pa 
Sd. TTelVW aTO TTaYKelKl", "right now on the little bench"). Nevertheless, he considers 
himself lucky because, unlike his uncle who burst, he is wearing his underpants (Le. 
Sg). The repetition of the oath "KUPlE 'EAETlaOV", "Kyrie Eleison" and the description 
of him holding tightly his sacred medallion are further indications of his despair and 
anguish. In S9 the repetition of the future verb "eel TTel8w" (I will have) immediately 
after the oath "KUPlE 'EAETlaOV" refers to all the bad things that might happen to him, 
in his condition. The pIuise "EYW TTOU ~x'ETTELS" (I you see), which is peculiar to the 
spoken language and usually occurs in conversations, reproduces speech features. Its 
use in this extract may be suggestive of an imagined dialogue that the character is 
having with his inner self. The repetition of the verb "EL 11 aL " (I am) further stresses the 
character's certainty about the seriousness of his condition (i.e. "Eva aapa.l3ax'o 
EI llaL", "I am a wreck"). It is not surprising that the character's present physical 
condition gives rise to past memories of his mother's illness in S 10. The character's 
reference to the doctors who treated his mother either as "ot Kopuq,ES" (the top 
doctors) or ironically as "Taapx'aTelVOL" (the quack doctors) expresses his mistrust in 
their abilities. The repetition of the word "Xelma" (pills), the use of the colloquial verb 
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"~TTOUKWVUVE" (they were stuffing her) and of the swear expression "TOV KUKO TOUS-
TOV <pAapo" (damn them) are indicative of the character's bitterness and anger at the 
doctors' inefficiency. The words in the bold letters are the exact words of the telegram 
he received in Paris, where he and his girlfriend had just settled and which infonned 
him about his mother's condition. The thoughts that follow are his memories of life in 
Paris. The descriptive phrase "8LUIlEPL<JIlUTaKL KOUKAL" (a small apartment beautiful) 
refers to his flat in Paris. The repetition of the word "KOUKAL" along with the 
diminutive ending -UKL in the word "8LUIlEPL<JIlUTaKL" expresses his endearment for 
the place he used to live in, and contrast with the vulgar and swear words he uses to 
refer to his girlfriend. He never refers to her by name. Instead, he uses words with a 
negative connotation such as "TTtS- ~pwIlUS" (the filthy cow), ",; eTTL8nHus-" (the 
show-off), ",; eEUTplVU" (the actress). The exclamation mark, which appears 
immediately after the word"~ eEUTp(VU" (the actress), further emphasizes the 
character's dislike for his girlfriend. 
In the second extract, which appears a few lines later (Le. S 11), the employment 
of the colloquial expression "K' E:Yw TTOl) ~AETTEl.S-" (and I you see) and the repetition 
of the negative adverbs "1l1lTE" (not) and "TToTe" (never), which stresses absolute 
states and is further reinforced by the appearance of the exclamation mark after it, 
express the character's determination to give up drinking and to go on a strict diet. In 
the phrase "1l1lTE eo. ~UVU~aAW <JTT(pTO <JTO <JTOIlU Ilou" (I will' not put alcohol in 
my mouth again) the word "<JTTlPTO" (spirit) is used as a synonym of the word 
"a.AKOO>"" (alcohol). Future forms such as "eo. TPWW EVU IlTtAO" (I will have an 
apple), "eo. TTe<Jw <JTa Oy80VTU KLAa" (I will go down to eighty kilos), colloquial 
phrases such as "E:Yw TTOl) ~AETTELS-" (I you see), "CePELS" (do you know), which are 
normally used in a communicative situation, descriptive phrases such as 
"TTEl<JlluTc:iPLKo a.ypLO~OV>"Upo" (a stubborn wild mule), the repetition of the 
hyperbolic adjective "TEpuTw811S-" in the phrases "TEpuTw811 8LULTU" (a very strict 
diet), "TEpuTCD811 eEAlloll" (a tremendous will power), further reinforce his decision 
to stop smoking and to lose weight. The adjective "TEpun~811S-" is used twice to 
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modify the words "BLaLTa" (diet) and "eEAll<Jll" (will power) respectively. Although 
an adjective such as "au<JT1lPrl" (strict) would be more suitable as a modifier of the 
noun "Btm Ta", the use of the adjective "TepaTwBllS" seems to be suggestive of the 
character's exaggerations when he claims that he will have only an apple every other 
day or that he will give up smoking completely, especially when a few lines later he is 
described in the action of smoking. In S12 the initial position of the co-ordinating 
conjunction "Kat" (and), the appearance of more future verb forms, the character's 
reference to his friend by the swear word "0 KaTaxavclS" (the idiot) and the use of his 
proper name for self-reference denote the character's determination to lose weight and 
to disappoint his friend Stamos who would not think him capable of doing such a 
thing. 
In the third extract the character recalls the nagging and the quarrels he had with 
his girlfriend when they lived together in Paris (S 13). He refers to her by the swear 
word "K6~iTpa" (cobra). The repetition of the word "Kclee I1Epa" (every day) 
emphasizes the fact that they were always quarrelling and snatches of their arguments 
are given. Words of negative and positive meaning are placed together to express the 
character's mixed feelings, i.e. "O'KQ.O'e" (shut up), "d:YcllTll 110u" (darling). The 
repetition of the word "iTTUXLO" (degree) is indicative of the character's effort to live 
up to his father's expectations, i.e. "opLO'Te iTaTEpa iTfjpa KaL TO lTTUXLO ~OU 
eyw" (here father I got my degree too). The dash that appears im~ediately after this 
sentence is employed to introduce his girlfriend's daily complaints (i.e. SIS). She 
refers to the character by the nickname "TIL1TLVOS" (Pipinos) and expresses her 
dissatisfaction by adjectives such as "el8wAOAclTPTlS" (a pagan), "~eyaAo~av~s" 
(conceited), "<I>O~EPOS" (horrible), "aiTalO'l.OS" (nasty), "lTATlXTLKOS" (boring) and by 
the swear word "yO~clpL" (jackass). The repetition of the verb "etO'm" (you are) and 
the paratactic use of sentences recall spoken language. Surprisingly enough what the 
character considers as an insult is the fact that she finds him boring. His indignation is 
indicated by the repetition of the filler "d., I1lTci!" (Oh, that's it then!), which is peculiar 
to the spoken language, by the use of boastful expressions such as "eyw iTOV 
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~AE'ITELS Etl-WL 6 8Lci80xos aTT)v' E~oua(a" (I you see I am the successor to the 
power) and the repetition of the pronoun "E,¥W" (I), which in M.G. draws attention to 
one's self and in most cases is considered as a sign of self-conceit (Le. S17). The 
. adjective "TIAllXTLK6s" (boring) gives rise to other past memories too. The character 
recalls that his ex-wife "NI.Taa" (Nitsa) also found him boring when he went to visit 
her in Stuttgart (Le. S 18). The filler "E" and the suspension marks that immediately 
follow it produce the impression of spontaneous speech. The way he refers to his ex-
wife contrasts with the way he refers to his girlfriend. He is all praise for his ex-wife 
as the use of phrases such as "YAuKLa Kom~Aa" (a sweet girl), "EXEt. apxovTLa" (she 
has got class), "EXEL EUYEvLKa atae~llaTa" (she has got gentle feelings) indicates. 
In addition, he refers to her by name, i.e. "NI.Taa" (Nitsa). The repetition of the 
adjective "TIAllXTLKOS" (boring) and the verb "TIAT)TT€L" (she is bored) denote how 
hurt the character is by the realisation that other people find him boring. In S 19 the 
swear expression "~PE BLci~OAE!" (hell!), which is introduced by a dash and the 
expression "Twpa TO eUIl"ellKa!" (I remembered now!), both followed by an 
exclamation mark, interrupt the character's memory and indicate the confusion of his 
intoxicated mind. A few lines above the character has already mentioned that he met 
his wife in Stuttgart. Thus his self-correction regarding the place he met his ex-wife is 
unnecessary and merely serves to reinforce the impression that the reader is having 
first-hand access to the thoughts of an intoxicated mind. The char~cter's reference to 
the time when he met his ex-wife provokes the observation that time flies like a breath 
(Le. "TIETUVE Tci XPovLa aci ~uciv avciaa"). This extract finishes with his wish that 
he could stop time, i.e. "vci T' ciAuaoBeva". 
In this monologue there are no narratorial reports of the character's movements 
or of his physical condition. The character describes the way he feels, i.e. 
"lTVL '¥oullaL" (I am suffocating), and this feeling gives rise to thoughts and past 
memories. Thoughts and memories are interwoven and despite the lack of paragraphs 
and the rare use of full stops the reader can still recognize when the character is 
thinking or recalling past experiences because of the sudden shifts in topic. 
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Impressions are also rendered as they impinge on his consciousness. The character 
refers to a number of people he knows without explaining who they are and this lack 
of explanations reinforces the impression that the reader has access to the character's 
inner thoughts. Repetitions of words or of whole phrases attempt to represent the 
character's flow of consciousness. The same effect is created by the lack of 
subordination. Sentences appear in a paratactic form. The occurrence of the co-
ordinating conjunction "Ka.L" (and) in initial position further intensifies the continuity 
of the flux of consciousness. Recollections of past conversations are presented in the 
present tense and the characters' actual words are used. Past memories often appear in 
the present tense because they are relived by the character. The language used is 
undoubtedly the character's. The words he uses are characteristic of his idiolect. 
Because he is under the influence of alcohol vulgar and swear words are also 
employed in reference to persons he dislikes. Furthermore, the character resorts to 
oaths and even prayers especially when he thinks that he is in danger. Reference to the 
thinking self is in the first-person pronoun. The character also refers to himself by 
name. In this particular monologue the character seems to favour expressions that 
draw attention to himself such as "€:yw TIOll ~AETIELS" (I you see), "E)'W etl1a.L" (I 
am). Moreover, the pronoun "E)'W" (I) is frequently employed and this use in M.O. 
can denote selfishness. 
4.2.2. Evaluation of the technique of Quoted Monologue in third-
person narratives 
The analysis of the passages of QM in the previous section has demonstrated the 
use of the technique of QM in third-person context. One characteristic that all these 
interior monologues share is that they are presented within a narrative context, either 
authorial or figural. In authorial narratives the technique appears rather artificial 
because it is restricted to the characters' verbalized thoughts which are presented in a 
rational and well-planned way. The characters' monologues are placed within 
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quotation marks in order to be distinguished from narration. The characters' language 
in these monologues, however, does not differ much from the narrator's, despite the 
authors' attempt to create the illusion of a monologizing self through the use of 
typographic means, i.e. suspension marks, exclamations, questions, which are 
infrequently encountered in a narrative context, and of syntactical and lexical patterns 
which are common in the spoken language (e.g. monologues 1,2, 3). The sentences 
in these monologues still remain long and well-structured. Monologues in authorial 
narration are usually introduced by the narrator and narratorial explanations can also be 
found at the end of the monologue. Sometimes there is no introduction but narratorial 
explanations are interposed into the monologue to inform the reader that he is reading a 
character's monologue (ex. 3). However, as we move to the later examples quoted in 
authorial narration in our sequence3, the characters' monologues seem to be more 
natural (ex. 4). Narratorial introductions are still present but they appear to be more 
discreet. Narratorial reports are also used for the description of the characters' 
impressions because monologues are still restricted to verbalized thoughts. 
Nevertheless, these thoughts are represented in the characters' idiolect and thus the 
characters' monologue is heavily intoned. Suspension marks. questions, exclamations 
are all employed to intensify the impression of direct thought rendering. Sentences are 
short and there is abundance of interjections, oaths. evaluative adjectives, proverbs 
and generally of constructions that can create the impression of the spoken language 
(ex. 4). Such monologues resemble reports of direct speech and thus they are enclosed 
within quotation marks. Finally in the last example set within authorial narration in our 
sequence quotation marks or audible narratorial introductions and explanations are no 
longer used (ex. 5). Instead, descriptions of the characters' emotional state prepare the 
ground for the appearance of this QM. Typographic markers are employed to depict 
the continuity of the characters' thoughts. The character refers to things or persons he 
knows without any explanations or introductions for the reader. The reference to the 
thinking self is nonnally in the first person. 
3 Although the monologues analysed in this chapter appear in chronological order, the examination of 
the evolution of the technique of QM is not relevant to the scope of the thesis. 
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As we move from authorial to figural narratives more changes take place (ex. 6). 
The degree of the narrator's covertness increases and his language resembles the 
character's. Self-reference is in the first person. In addition, the character's name is 
employed. The main difference between authorial and figural quoted monologues is 
that figural narratives aim at a depiction of the characters' multidimensional flow of 
consciousness. The novelists do not restrict their characters' monologues to thought 
presentation but they also render sensory impressions and memories. 
In figural narratives the novelists try to capture the present moment by rendering 
the characters' flux of consciousness. In the mind past and present become one. 
Memories of the distant past are recalled but during the time of their recollection they 
become vivid as they are relived. This is the reason why memories are presented in the 
present tense. Moreover in the mind there is no logical sequence, i.e. there is no 
chronological time, but only psychological time (Bergson's term quoted in Kumar, 
1962: 7). Since the inner flow of consciousness "represents the disorganization of 
events out of time" the mind can move freely from present to past to present time (see 
Raban, 1968: 47). In M.O. figural narratives novelists attempt to portray their 
characters' consciousness in its flowing through time with all the secondary 
impressions that impinge upon the present moment of experience through a number of 
devices. They avoid the use of many typographic indices, which seem to abound in 
authorial narration, making their characters' monologues look as' inconspicuous as 
possible. Thus at a cursory look these monologues do not differ from narration but, 
unlike authorial monologues, they present the characters' mind as flowing through 
time. This effect is achieved by the character's mind moving from present to past time 
and to present time again. Sensory impressions trigger past memories which are 
relived and for this reason they appear in the present tense. Sentences are short and 
often incomplete. In addition, the use of anaphoric4 reference, of definite articles, 
pronouns and deictics produces the impression of a world already created to which 
4 Anaphora is "the presupposition of something that has gone before, whether in the preceding 
sentence or not" (see Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 14). In combination with cataphora in which the 
presupposed element follows, it constitutes an important aspect of the cohesion of text • 
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backward reference can be made. This is the reason why such monologues frequently 
begin in medias res and the character often refers to persons or things he knows 
without any explanations. As a result the reader can hope to clarify many details only 
by reading on. There is also lack of subordination because subordination presupposes 
logical sequence and planning. Words which belong to the characters' idiolect, 
especially oaths, swear words, vulgar terms intensify the impression of a faithful 
reproduction of the characters' inner thoughts. The flow of thoughts is temporarily 
interrupted by sensory impressions which impinge on their consciousness and 
provoke new associations. The characters' repetition of words and phrases suggests 
emphasis. Repetition of words and phrases for emphatic reasons is also employed by 
writers of authorial narratives. The technique is favoured when the novelist wishes to 
depict the characters' mind in moments when real people may resort to monologizing 
in real life situations (Le. under the influence of alcohol or in moments of extreme 
agitation). In this respect monologues carry an element of truth and thus they give the 
impression to the reader that he is watching a mind in self-address. 
Next there will be a discussion of the effects of the technique of QM in third-
person narration. 
4.2.3. Effects of Quoted Monologue in third-person narratives 
Cohn (1978: 66) has drawn attention to the fact that irrespective of how far the 
technique of QM has developed since its appearance, the monologizing self is not the 
only dominant voice in a third-person narrative. It is more or less subordinated to the 
narrating voice which encourages the reader's sympathetic or ironic response in 
accordance with the perspective into which it has placed the thinking self. For 
instance, the use of an adjective such as "<j>lAOTTOVOS <j>uou" (hardworking) in ex. (1) 
a few lines before the appearance of the character's QM, influences the way the reader 
interprets the character's thoughts. In this case it elicits the reader's sympathy for the 
character's plight. As Cohn notes, the effects produced are directly related to the 
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context in which a character's monologue arises. In authorial narration, especially in 
cases in which the QM is introduced explicitly by the use of graphological means, it 
tends to increase the distance between the narrator and the character. The direct 
presentation of a character's false reasoning, for instance, can create an ironic 
detachment (ex. 4). Even when the context is less clearly ironic (ex. 2) the mere fact 
that the narrator interrupts the flow of narration to quote a character's thought 
processes creates discontinuity. Quoted monologues in authorial narration appear less 
artificial when they are not accompanied by any narratorial introductions or explicit 
graphological signs as they mesh more effectively with narration (ex. 5). In this sense 
there is no disparity and a sympathetic effect is more likely to arise. 
Monologues appear more effective in figural narration in which the narrator's 
and the character's voices blend smoothly through the use of a number of devices. For 
instance, there is omission or discreet use of inquit5 signals and the character's 
thoughts are expressed in a language which violates grammatical rules in an attempt to 
present fleeting thoughts and impressions as they pass through his mind. The narrator 
can even narrate in the present tense to decrease the distance between him and the 
character although the use of the present tense can create, in certain cases, confusion as 
one of the clues that normally differentiate narrative report from monologue has been 
removed. Appearance of the character's monologue in the vicinity of a dialogue in 
which the character is one of the participants can facilitate the transition to the 
character's inner world (ex. 6). Nevertheless, no matter how direct interior 
monologues appear to be they lose "in depth" what they gain "in immediacy" (Cohn, 
1978: 98). 
In the next section we will proceed with the analysis of autonomous interior 
monologues, i.e. interior monologues which are presented outside a narrative context. 
In contrast to quoted interior monologues which are mediated, autonomous 
monologues are free of narratorial patronage. 
5This is a term adopted by Cohn (1978: 161). It refers to reporting verbs and phrases of speaking or of 
mental activity which are found interspersed in mono logic passages. 
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4.3. Autonomous Interior Monologues 
7) a) (1)"0" Avva TOU <PTHl.lO'~EVO'U OLKO'U TWV. (2) 'Y<pavToupyoL TpaTTE(LTES 
KaL ~atKT)VES TT)S KoAwvLas. (3) "'HTav aHol KalpOL. (4) TouT11 " 
O'TPl~ElITl KWAoO'ouO'a aa O'E O'KaO'El. (5) 8' civTa~wO'ElS mo ypr)yopa 
TOUS TTPOYovouS O'ou. (6) Zr)TllEE Tr) ~EyclAll AEYEVll Tr)V 
Kou!3a.AllO'ES. (7) Zr)TlleE (EO'TO VEPO TT)S E<pEPES TPEl.S KOU!3cl8ES 
aVE!30KaTE!3aLvoVTaS Tr) O'KclAa "pWLKa. (8) AEV ~TTOPE!. !3AETTElS va 
KaVEl I-maVlO iJ 'YljJllA6 T1lTa TllS EKE!. TTOU AOU(ETal Kat ~lcl 
POCEvTaA. (9) XTES !3PclXllKE TTaAt 0 ~lTAE KavaTTEs. (10) NO. TOV 
!3yaCa~E O'TO 8La8po~0 EtlTES ~E TTOAU TclKT. (11) AUTO ciyaTTllTr) 
~o'U 8ev etval 8lKr) ~ou 80UAEla. (2) Kat ~E Tr) ~UTll O'oD 
TpuTToDO'E TO. ~aTla. (13) Mla lTplYKtmO'a TTWS va. (14) 'EO'u lTOU 
EtXES TTapa~aVES KaL Ka~apLEpES Kat \.1aydPLO'ES Kat OLKOVO\.1ES Kat 
AaKE8ES KaL ci~aEa8ES Kat supwpous Kat KlllTOUPOUS lTWS lTatpvElS 
O'KOUTTa Ka( O'<pouyyapOlTaVO I Kat. (15) n pt YKL TTLO'a. (6) 
MlTOUp~ lTO'UAT)SPES. [...J 
~) L . .l (17) TaE( ciVOLYOUV EtVaL 8uo. (18)" Avva KOL\.1QO'aL. (9) e' 
apXLO'OUV TO. TTWS KaTW alT' TTl O'KclAa. (20) KOL\.1QO'at. (21) Etvat 
o\.10P<Pll At yo xaCr). (22) To rKpa~ TTEV 0 raAciCLOS Aovva!3llS. [..J 
y) L . .l (23) "0" Avva 00'0 \.1EVEl \.1E TTAllPW~Tl Etval TTEPTl<pavos lTOLOS 
EEpEl YLaTL KpU!3ETaL. (24) KAa~aTa Etval T' ayopclKt TO !3aO'TaEl 
lTOVOS LO'WS ~OVO va TTElVaEl. (25) AUTES ma !3PLO'KOUVTaL O'TOV 
TTaTO. (26) AUTEs xaAouvE Tr) <paTO'a8a O'TO TTPWTO Kat ~OLaCEl \.1E 
TTA'UO'Taplo. (27)"0 <PPLKll. [ .. .1 
8) [...J (28) XTUlTllGE 1] Ka~TTa.va TT)S MllTpolTOAllS. (29) AEKa XPOVLa Kat 
8E ~Ti(SPEO'ES va \.1a.SELS lTOLES ~pES. (30)' H BLEvvE(a SEAEl va TTaEl. 
(31) "ETO'L KclVOUV O'TTlV apXTl KaTom !3apuoDvTal. (32) Tov 
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EVKa.AUTTTO. (33) "0 TT60'o ciP'YEL va. ~llIlEPWO'EL. (34) KUAO'YLa.VVOS' 
KaAo'YLa.vvOS' O'TTAaxvLO'ou nlv" Avva TTOU TTaAEUEL IlE T6v lmvo. 
(L. TLIPKAL: H AELXH, 33-5, 40) 
This monologue appears in a novel which alternates, from chapter to chapter, 
between third-, first- and second-person narratives. The character's monologue 
constitutes a chapter on its own. In other words it appears as an independent text, the 
criterion for Cohn's "autonomous interior monologue", and creates a different effect 
from example (6), which is found embedded in third-person narration, because in 
example (7) the "figural voice obliterates the authorial narrative voice throughout an 
entire chapter" (Cohn, op. cit., 218). Furthermore, unlike example (6), in which the 
character is monologizing while he is moving about, the character in this monologue is 
immobile and thus she does not need to record her own bodily movements. She 
verbalizes her random thoughts, memories and sense impressions while she is drifting 
off to sleep. Her monologue, like Molly Bloom's monologue in the Penelope section 
in Ulysses, "is directed to and by the world within" (Cohn, op. cit., 222). Or, as 
Chatman (1978: 185-6) puts it, "the immersion in a mind can only be complete when 
the character's physical situation is absolutely fixed and changes in the ambiance 
unimportant". Chatman (op. cit., 186) considers Molly Bloom's monologue as pure 
because Molly is lying iri bed, "immobile, in the dark, with only sleep, memories, and 
speculations on her mind". 
The first sentence, which is the opening sentence of the third chapter, begins 
with the vocative ""0" Avva" (Oh, Anna) that the character uses to refer to herself. It 
ends abruptly after the definite article "TWV" without giving the name of the family the 
character belongs to. This is the first indication that we have entered the character's 
mind. In S2 there is an enumeration of the occupations of Anna's ancestors. S3 
indicates that all these belong to the past. In S4 the subject of her thoughts changes 
from the past to the present. Anna is thinking about a woman who is obviously getting 
on her nerves. This woman, as the reader understands from the following sentences, 
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is one of Anna's present boarders. Here Anna uses the second person singular to refer 
to herself while she reserves the third person for her boarder. Anna refers to her 
boarder as It'; aTpqlEVll KwAoaouaa." (shrew bitch), a vulgar phrase which expresses 
Anna's suppressed anger for complying with her boarder's wishes politely, although 
she resents it all the time. Her resentment is made clear in Sg in which she ironically 
comments that the place where she herself washes, referring to herself by her 
surname, i.e. Rosenthal, is not good for her boarder whom she calls "TTPL ),K( TTL a a. " 
(Her Highness), as her boarder claims to be a Princess. The bath makes Anna think of 
the blue couch getting wet again in her boarder's room and she recollects the 
conversation that took place between her and her boarder. i.e. Anna's tactful 
suggestion of removing the couch to the corridor (SlO) and her boarder's snobbish 
answer (S 11) that makes Anna have the incomplete6 thought "~H<i TTpL )'Kl mao. TTWS' 
va" (a princess how to) in S13. It should been pointed out, however. that the "tact" 
and the supposed "snobbishness" are the character's subjective interpretations. 
Thinking about princesses she remembers the good old days. Her past thought is 
expressed in S14, which is characterized by the second7 person reference to herself, by 
the emphatic use of the conjunction "Ka.(" (and) to refer to all the persons in her service 
and by its incomplete ending after the conjunction "Ka.(" (and). The single word 
"TTpL),KlTTLaa" (Princess) that follows indicates Anna's disbelief in her boarder's royal 
descent. This disbelief is made clear in her use of the nonsense word 
"MTTOUp~TTOUAilepES''' (Nonsense) in S16, which often recurs in Anna's idiolect when 
she regards something as nonsense. 
The second extract from her monologue is characterized by short phrases, by 
Anna's reference to herself by her flrst name, by the use of a phrase such as "Ta TTWS''' 
(the such and such), a summarizing term to refer to trivial commonplace conversations 
6 As Prince (1982: 48) notes, s~ort inc?~plete sentences, truncated syntax, neologisms. absence of 
punctuation and generally speaking devlaUons from the normal grammatical patterns are often used in 
interior monologues in an attempt to capture the inner flow of a character's consciousness. 
7Cohn (1978: 90) observes. that the second person can also be used for self-reference in monologues 
because the "two persons coincide. each pronoun containing the other within itself". The 
differentiation. Cohn continues. between "you". in reference to the person addressed and "I" in 
reference to the addressing person. no longer exists in interior monologues. •• 
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in S19, and by the use of evaluative adjectives such as "AL)'O xa(f)" (a bit stupid) in 
S21. In addition, the shift from one subject to another, i.e. "EtvaL OIlOPepT) AL)'O 
xa(Tj. T6 rKpalllTEV 0 raAQ.(LOS L\ouva.f3T)S" (She is beautiful a bit stupid. Graben 
the Blue Danube), the placement of phrases one next to the other without any co-
ordination i.e. "EtVaL ollOPepT) AL)'o Xa(f)" (she is beautiful a bit stupid), are further 
indications of a monologizing mind. 
In the third extract, Anna uses the vocative to refer to herself whereas short 
phrases are placed one after the other in one sentence without being joined by any co-
ordinating conjunctions. Thoughts flit from one subject to another, e.g. from the male 
boarder in S23 to the crying of the child in S24. Anna attributes the crying of the child 
to two different reasons, although the use of the adverb ''Laws'' (maybe) indicates 
Anna's uncertainty as to the causes of his crying. Anna's disgust at the first-floor 
boarders is expressed in the phrase ''''0 <!>PlKT)" (Oh, how horrible) in S27, which 
bears a speech-like intonation despite the lack of an exclamatory mark. Anna's 
monologue continues in the same pattern until it ends. In the last paragraph of the 
monologue (Le. the last extract) reference to herself is denoted by either the second 
person or her first name. The bell ringing the hours in S28 reminds her of one of her 
boarders, the Viennese woman. Then her mind suddenly shifts to eucalyptus in S32 
and next to her wish for the sun to rise in S33. The monologue finishes with her wish 
. . 
that Kaloyiannos, one of her boarders, will come back early so that she can go to sleep 
Anna's recollections, thoughts, and speculations take place while she is lying in 
bed half awake, half asleep. In this monologue points of interrogation and exclamation 
are absent. For example, exclamation marks are not used even in cases in which they 
are normally used, that is in exclamatory sentences such as ""0 <!>PLKT)" (Oh, how 
horrible). The reader can identify this passage as a piece of monologue by the 
truncated syntax, by the flow of associations, by sentences consisting of single words, 
by the sudden introduction of new topics with which only the character can be familiar 
and by the character's judgments, wonders and wishes. The character's reference to 
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herself is either by her fIrst name or the second person singular or the vocative. The 
use of the vocative at the beginning has a puzzling effect because of the reader's 
uncertainty as to the speaker's identity which, however, is made clear later in SIS by 
the appearance of phrases such as ,,,. Avva Koq.laaaL" (Anna you are asleep). The 
tense mainly used is the present with the aorist reserved for past memories. 
8) a) (1) TO~HN OP A, TOCTT)V wpa IlEaa aTO SWllcino. 
(2) ~E At yo Sci ~yciAolJV nlv cl.rro<\>aall. 
(3) Ta aavLSla TfjS rropTas cl.VOL~aVe cl.rro nlV rroAuKaLpCa. (4) <~O 
KwaTas \.lE TO aOUYLaSaKL rrou E KAe4Je cl.rro TO 8eLo MfjTao Q.VOL ye 
oAes TLS xapa\.laSLEs.» 
(5) Tt Sci rrouv; (6) AEV EXEL TLrroTa TO rra.tS( IlOU. 
(7) • H cl.pK01JSa \.lE SaYKwae anlv rrAaTll. (8) KaKo, rroAu KaKo 
OVELpo. 
(9) TpeLS, 6 Evas elvaL et8LKos. 
(10) 'H wpa, rroCTT) wpa iTEpaaE; (11) To POML XTlJTICIEL aTo SW\.lano 
TOU iTa.t8LOU. 
(12) «To XOA etvaL aKOTELVO KL cl.KOUW TtS q,WVES TWV YLaTpwv \.la{L 
\.lE Tci IlOUYKPllTa Tfjs 1l1lTEpaS. TIavaytTaa IlOU, awae TTJ \.lllTEpa, 
as \.lTJv iTaSEL i-trroTa, Eva KEpt, Eva IlEyaAo KEpL .. » 
(13) «ByfjKE 6 EmaTaTllS Kat EtiTE iTWS aE At yo So. KOAATJaOlJVE TO. 
Q.rroTEAEa\.laTa. "Av Il' arroppL4JOUVE Sa rrE8avw. To IlrrOUKaAaKL IlE 
Ta KLVLva aKOU\.lrraEL iTavw aTO SEPfla Ilou, EXOUVE 0IlOP<\>O po, 
XPW\.la Ta KOU<\>ETciKLa Kat Sci Ta KaTamw YPTJyopa, Sa 'vaL aKOlla 
YAUKcl Kal 'EaTa IlEaa anl YAWaaa flou.» 
(14) Twpa Kan AEEL - yvwpLaa TTJ q,WVTJ TOU et8lKOU. (IS)' H 
xapalla8Lcl EtVaL IlLKpTJ - av aKUtVW; 
(16) «Mit IlTJ, BEv EKava TLiTOTa, Ilalla.» 
(17) - ~EV KOlTcl(ouvE arro TLS TpurrES. 
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(I8) TIoaa Kpoaala E XEl " Kou(3e pTa: (I9) Et val ao(3apf) " 
KaTaaTaall, BEV ElvaL, ELVaL, BEV ... 
(20) EtVaL rrona - rroD va TO. ~ETpf)aw CAa UlJTa; (21) TIo.vTws 
aTa~o.T11aa aTo 8ev. 
(22) «Qt l'AuatvES rravw cirro TO rrapaeupo KpE IlQVE TOUS cipLellOUS 
TOUS. T' ape<Jw, Bev T' ape<Jw, rro<Ja rrono. TO. av6aKla, l<JallE TO 
(3paBu eo. IlETpW. x Turrll<JE TO KouBoUVl, Q.KOlla Eva aVeaKL <JTa 
rrETaXTa. ToD apE<Jw. MLa <popa <J' UlJTO TEAElW<Ja - TL KL av EXEl 
Eva <Jwpo ciKolla l'LU ~€TPlllla; Tou cip€<Jw KaL XTurrll<JE TO 
Kou80uVL.» L..l 
~) [...] (23)' AvoLCavE. 
(24) Tt TO. 'XOUVE Tel. ~ana KaL BEv IlE KOLToDv, Kavevas arro TOUS 
TPE'iS Bev IlE KoL TaCE, ELVaL Eva KE<!>ciAl mo 4JllAOL arro ~Eva. 
(25) - Am rrov; 
(26) -
(27) - TL EXEl; 
(28) -'EKaVa~E on ~TO civ6pwrrLvws 8UVUTOV. 
(29) • H apKou8a, ,; apKou8a! 
(30) - Mf)v aVll<JUXE1TE. 
(31) TIovo.EL, Wx rrovo.El ~ 8uYKwllaTlo.. 
(32) «TIUVal'la ~OU, <JOOE ", llaVOuAa ... » 
(33) "Eva TO<JO, Eva TO<JO KEPt. 
(34) TO. po, KOU<!>ETaKLU ... 
(35) • Q KUPlOS dBl KOS E t rrE ... 
(36) TpeXEl 0 t8puhas rro.vw <JTO llaClAclPL TOU - rrws va TOV 
<JTa~a"'<Jw; 
(37)' AVepwrrLvws 8uvaTov. 
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(38)' 0 l8pWTas- TPWEL a:rr6 T6 crwl-la TOU. 
(39) - C H ~('L Ta, KupLe, ~Exacra. 
(T. rKPITLH-MIAAIE:=:: AN8POTIINOL !::.iNATON, 47-9) 
This monologue appears in a short story, or to be more precise the whole story is 
presented through the character's monologue, which renders a mother's anguish about 
the life of her sick child. In this respect, like the previous monologue, it is an example 
of what Cohn (1978: 256) calls "autonomous monologue", i.e. a first-person interior 
monologue which is "presented as an independent text". Autonomous monologues8 
are free of all narratorial mediation. 
In example (7), the character's thoughts were presented in a paratactic form. In 
this example, however, each thought especially if it is a short one occupies one line. In 
addition, memories and recollections are placed within quotation marks, thus making 
their identification easier. Visual and auditory perceptions which impinge on the 
character's consciousness provoke new associations. The character uses first person 
verb forms and mainly the present tense but not once in the text is the character's name 
employed for self-reference. Because of the length of this monologue only the most 
relevant extracts will be analysed. The opening sentence is verbless. The repetition of 
the phrase "T6crllv wpa" (such a long time) denotes the character's impatience and 
anxiety as she is waiting 'outside the room for the doctors' diagnosi~ (S2). The flow of 
her thoughts is interrupted by a visual perception (S3) that impinges on her 
consciousness and which in turn provokes a past memory (S4). She remembers that 
somebody called Kostas used to open all the cracks with the penknife he had stolen 
from uncle Mitsos. Although we are not told what her relation to Kostas is, we can 
guess by the use of the phrase "8eLos MilT<JOS" (uncle Mitsos) that Kostas is either 
her brother or her cousin. As far as Kostas' age is concerned, we can assume that he 
was really young when he opened all these cracks because children can often be 
mischievous. In S5 there is a shift from past to present time and to the problem that is 
8 According to McHale (1981: 189) Cohn's examination of the relationships between autonomous 
monologues and other first-person forms "betrays her Hamburgerian Orientation". 
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occupying her mind. She is wondering what the doctor's diagnosis will be, i.e. "Tt aci 
lTOUV;" (what will they say?), and at the same time she is trying to reassure herself that 
there is nothing wrong with her child (S6). Then she remembers the dream she had. In 
her dream she was bitten by a bear and she considers it as a bad omen, as the repetition 
of the adjective "KaKo" (bad) in S8 indicates. In this sentence the second time this 
adjective is used it is intensified by the adverb "lTOAU" (very). In S9 the number 
"TPEl.S" (three) denotes a return to the present moment. "Three" refers to the number 
of the doctors, one of whom is a specialist. Then the auditory perception that impinges 
on her consciousness, i.e. the chiming of the clock, gives rise to new associations. It 
makes her wonder how long it has been since the doctors entered the child's room 
(S 10). The wait for the doctors' diagnosis gives rise to recollections of other times 
when she had to wait anxiously for results (Ss 12 and 13). Past memories are enclosed 
within quotation marks and they are relived in the present tense. In the first memory 
she recalls hearing her mother's moans during her illness and the doctors' voices. The 
oath "TIavaYLTcra ~OU" (Virgin Mary), and the repetition of the word "KEpt" (candle) 
in the incomplete sentence "Eva KEpt, Eva P.E'yciAO KEpt" (a candle, a big candle), 
present the character's invocations and offerings to the Virgin Mary while she was 
waiting for the doctors' diagnosis. The second recollection is from her school days 
when she waited for her exam results. She was even contemplating suicide by taking 
an overdose of quinine pllis if they failed her. The auditory percep'tion that impinges 
on her consciousness, i.e. the specialist's voice saying something, indicates a shift to 
the present moment (SI4). She is so anxious to find out what the doctor is saying that 
she is thinking of looking inside the room through the hole. But since the hole is too 
small she is wondering if it would be better to bend down (S 15). This provokes the 
past memory of her mother's reaction when she used to look through holes. The 
character's actual words are enclosed within quotation marks while her mother's report 
of direct speech is introduced with a dash (Ss 16 and 17). The repetition of the 
negative particle "Il~" (Don't) suggests that the character was punished by her mother 
when she was caught looking through key holes. In S 18 the visual perception of the 
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tassels of a blanket denotes a shift to the present moment. In S19 she starts counting 
the tassels to find out if her child's condition is serious. She does not finish counting 
as the incomplete phrase and the suspension marks suggest, i.e. "S€v ... " (it isn't ... ), 
because as she explains in S20 they are too many to count. She thinks, however, that it 
is a good omen that she stopped counting at "8ev" (it isn't). This game triggers a 
memory of her school days, which is again enclosed within quotation marks (S22). 
She used to count flower buds during the break to find out if boys liked her. In her 
recollection she also stopped counting at the phrase "TOU apEO'w" (he likes me). 
The second extract begins with a visual perception. The doctors are coming out 
of the child's room but they avoid looking at her. She tries to think of a reasonable 
explanation as the phrase "dvaL Eva KEcj>ciAL ma tfJT]AOl aiTa llEva" (they are a 
head taller than me) in S24 indicates. The dash in the next sentence suggests a 
transition to a different discourse type, i.e. to direct speech. Her first question about 
her child's condition con~ists only of the word ">"OL iTOV" (well). The suspension 
marks that immediately follow, which are also preceded by a dash, suggest the 
doctors' hesitation in answering her question. However the second time she asks them 
about her child's condition she gets as an answer that they have done all that was 
humanly possible (S28). The character's anguish caused by the doctors' answer is 
represented vividly by the repetition of the word "T] apKOlJSa" (the bear), which is the 
first thought that crosses'her mind when she hears the news (S29). 'The next sentence 
"MTjv avvO'T]XEl.TE" (Don't worry) belongs to one of the doctors and is introduced by 
a dash. In S31 she recalls the pain she felt in her dream when she was bitten by the 
bear which is also indicative of the pain she is experiencing now. This recollection 
provokes more past memories. Her prayers to the Virgin Mary to save her mother, to 
whom she refers by the term of endearment "~avovAa" (mummy) in S32, her promises 
to the Virgin Mary to offer her a big candle if she saved her mother (S33), and past 
thoughts of suicide as the reference to the phrase "Tel. po, KOUcj>ETcl.KLa" (the little 
pink pills) indicate (S34)' All these past memories remain incomplete as the use of the 
suspension marks suggest. Only part of the sentence is given but the reader can 
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complete the rest by himself because these recollections have already occurred in the 
character's mind. S35 refers to the doctor's answer when she asked him about the 
condition of her child. The suspension marks at the end of this sentence give at first 
the impression of incompleteness. However, the sentence is not incomplete but it 
continues after the interposition of a recollection of the near past, i.e. S36 "TPEXEL 0 
LSpuhas- mivw crTO lla~LAa.pL TOU - rrws- va. TOV crTallan;crw;" (the sweat is 
running on his pillow - how can I stop it?). S38 also refers to a recollection of the near 
past, i.e. the child's perspiration. S39, which is introduced by a dash, denotes a shift 
back to the present moment, i.e. "-' H 13(L Ta, tcUPL€, eExacra" (I forgot to pay you, 
sir). 
In contrast to example (7) in which the uninterrupted presentation of the 
character's consciousness takes place as the character drifts into sleep9, in this example 
the character is awake and resorts to monologizing in moments of extreme mental 
stress. In this monologue the character's flow of consciousness is rendered by the 
alternation of thoughts with perceptions and memories. The sentences are brief and 
there is lack of subordination. The disjointed effect of the darting of thoughts is 
indicated by unfinished sentences which the reader, however, can complete by 
himself. Typographically the illusion of the continuity of the flux of consciousness is 
achieved by the use of suspension marks, for incomplete sentences or speech 
. . 
hesitations, of quotation marks for the introduction of past memories, of the question 
mark for self-questioning, and of dashes for the introduction of direct speech or for 
pauses. Exclamatory sentences are not used at all in this monologue. The flux of the 
character's consciousness is also suggested by the character's reference to people and 
things she knows without any further explanations or introductions. Since the whole 
story is presented through the character's consciousness there are no traces of an overt 
narrator and there is no way we can compare the narrator's language with the 
character's. Nevertheless, the character's preference for certain constructions is 
suggestive of her idiolect. The character favours diminutive endings such as -aKL and 
9 "Sleep" along with ,"other states of suspended consciousness", as Cohn (1978: 241) nOleS, "offer the 
most natural boundanes for autonomous monologues". 
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-ouAa. i.e. "aouyt.a8ciKL" (little penknife), '\mouKaAclKL" (little bottle), "Kou4>ETclKLa" 
(little pills), "uv9ciKla" (buds), "flavouAa" (mummy). Words are also repeated for 
emphatic reasons. Finally, there is no use of vulgar or swear words because they 
would seem out of place in this monologue in which the character is so worried about 
her sick child that she often resorts to prayers to the Virgin Mary to save him. 
Next there will be an examination of the technique of QM in first-person 
narration. 
4.4. Quoted Monologue in first-person narratives 
The present section deals with the technique of QM in first-person narratives. 
Autobiographical narrators often resort to self-quoted monologues (SQM), as Cohn 
(1978: 15) calls them, to present their own past inner lives. Past states of mind are 
recalled and reproduced in the present tense and in the first person that the narrating 
and the experiencing self share. The monologues analysed are quoted either in 
narratives dominated by the narrating self (examples 9, 10, 11) or in narratives 
dominated by the experiencing self (examples 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). With the gradual 
disappearance of the narrating self the narrative distancelO between narrating-I and 
character-I decreases because "the -1- whose consciousness is being reproduced is not 
consciously narrating at all" (see Lanser, 1981: 176). The self of ~ monologue is, in 
effect, a focalizer or in Stanzel's terminology a reflector-character reflecting "in its 
consciousness its own momentary situation including the reminiscences evoked by this 
situation" (see Stanzel, 1984: 212). 
The analysis of passages is followed by a summary of the main indices of SQM 
in each of them. 
lORomberg (1962: 99) observes that interior monologues are characterized by "zero-point" narrative 
distance. 
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4.4.1. Analysis of Quoted Monologue in first-person narratives 
9) 0) Tov E~AETTOV Kat EO'KETTTOllllV. (2) 'ISou, EAEYOV· alITC)S' III KPOS', 
liO'XllIl0S', liOTTA-OS', tmaKouETaL amS TOUS' ayptouS' TTEpt mhov 
TTOAEIlLC1TclS' KaL TOUS' KU~EPVQ.. (3) 6LaTt; (4) ~LOTL EXEL VOVV Kat 
yvwpt(EL YPclllllaTa. (5)' 0 vovS' Sev TTAclTTETaL, TO. ypclllllaTa 0IlWS' 
llav8o.VOVTaL· ..; YVWO'LS' epXETaL aTi6 TOV 8EOV, an' at YVWO'ELS' 
clTTOKTWVTaL. (6) TauTa EC1KETITOllllV. 
(~. N. BIKEAA~: AOIKH~ AAP A~, 125-6) 
In the above quoted example the occurrence of a verb of thinking such as 
"EC1KETTTOllllv" (I was thinking) prepares the reader for a shift into the character's 
inner mind. In long S2, which is broken up into two parts through the use of a semi-
colon, the appearance of the particle "tSou" (here) and of the verb "EAEYOV" (I said), 
which in effect means "I said to myself', recalls the language of the monologues in 
authorial narratives. The demonstrative pronoun "auT6S''' (he), occurring immediately 
after the semi-colon, and modified by three paratactic adjectives, in conjunction with 
the present tense forms "uTTaKOUETaL" (he is obeyed) and "KU~E pvu" (he is in 
command), reproduce the monologist's favourable impression of the army 
commander. S3, which ·consists of the interrogative adverb "SL~T(" (why) is the 
character's self-posed question which is answered in S4. Ss. which is divided into two 
parts by the use of a semi-colon. renders in the present tense the younger selfs 
thoughts about the benefits of literacy. In the last sentence the employment of the 
imperfect verb form "EC1KETTT61lT)v" (I was thinking) denotes the end of the character's 
SQM. 
In this example inquit phrases of the pattern of "EC1KETTTOIlTlV" (I was thinking), 
"EAEYOV" (I said) appear at the beginning and at the end of the monologue in an 
attempt to fence it off from narration and thus make clear to the reader that this passage 
reproduces the younger selfs thoughts. In first-person retrospective narratives there is 
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always the possibility that the reader might mistake the experiencing selfs past 
thoughts for the narrating selfs present thoughts because of the use of the same 
person and tense form in both (Le. the fIrst person and the present tense). In addition, 
the experiencing selfs monologue often has an essayistic tone as, for instance, the 
present SQM, which despite the paratactic use of the adjectives in S2 and the 
appearance of the fragmentary question in S3, which aim to present the character's past 
thoughts in a more natural way, remains artifIcial and recalls the rhetorical speeches 
encountered in third-person narratives. 
10) (1) hUVEaTClAl1V, KaTe~l1v m:l.ALV Kd.Tw Els Ti}v pt,av TOU ~pdxou KL 
ETrEpL\lEva. «(2) AUTTl 8ev e' ap'YllalJ. EAEya \lEaa \lou' nJpa ed. 
KOAU\llTrlalJ, ad. VTUe-U KaL ad <puYlJ... (3) Sd. Tpa~rlelJ aUTrl TO 
\lovoTrdn TTlS. KL €yw TOV KPl1\lVO \lOU!"'». KL €vE6u\lrl611V TOTE TOV 
hLaWl1V• [. • .] 
(A. nAnA~IAMANfH~: ONEIPO ITO KYMA, 421) 
In the example quoted above the character's SQM is differentiated from the 
narrative context by being enclosed within quotation marks. In addition, the 
appearance of a phrase such as "EAEya \lEaa \lou" (I said to myself) in the 
monologue itself disperses any doubt about the monologic nature" of the passage. In 
this extract the future tense rather than the present is employed to render more naturally 
the experiencing selfs wishful thinking. Funhermore, the use of the suspension 
marks and of the point of exclamation reinforces the impression of a monologizing 
self. The fact that the quotation of the character's past thoughts is kept shon gives a 
tone of credibility to the passage. Long quotations of past inner states, as Cohn (1978: 
162) notes, run the risk of appearing "as a kind of mnemonic overkill" since the 
narrating self can reproduce past thoughts "only by simulation of a perfect memory". 
Nevenheless, the use of the quotation marks and of the inquit phrase "EAEya \lEaa 
\lOU" (I said to myself) produces an unrealistic effect. 
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11) [. .. ] (1) ~l1KWel1Ka, iTllya O"Tftv \.liTa<Jlcl, <JTa.el1Ka. «(2) ~EV VTPEiTE<JaL, 
aTl\.lE AEOVE, Kl chav TO \.la.en 6 a8EP<Pos <1>paYKLO"KoS, iTWs eo. 
!3aO"TCi~Els TO O"TEvaYIlO TOU; (3) MEl.vE <JTO KaAu!3l, KaAO Kat TO 
~EPO t\JWIlL, KaA6 KaL TO KpUO· ot OAAOL aV8pWiTOL EXOUV TO EkKaLWlla 
va. XopTatvouv Kat va. (EO"TaLVOUVTaL, E<JU oXL! (4)' E<Ju EXELS dna 
BlKaLWllaTa, iTOAU mo IlEya.Aa. (5) - nOla; - (6) Kat pWTns; (7) ME 
Tft (Wll o"ou va 8ELCELS nlV 686 Tils O"wTTlPlas. (8) - KL av iTEeaVW; 
- (9)' AKolla KaAUTEpa· IlE TO eaVaTO <JOU eo. BElCELS T~V oBo TT)S 
O"WTTlptas. (10) NTlJeTlKES TO ciYYEALKO O"Xlllla, TO paO"o, Bev elO"aL 
ma. aVepWiTOS, BEV ElO"aL ciKolla aYYEAos· O"TEKEO"aL <JT~ IlEO"T1· OXL, 
Be <JTEKE<JaL, iTpOxwpns o"Lya <Jl yo. IlE T~V KaeE aou KaA~ iTpaCTI 
KaTa TOV aYYEAo. (I1) - E't\.lal aKolla aVepWiTOs, OAO KaL YlvOUllaL 
mo aVepWiTOs· aaE \.lE \.lla. <popa, Illa <popa 1l0VaXa, Kl uo"TEpa 
YLVOUllaL aYYEAos, d.YYEAOS ciAl1eLVOS, T' 0pKL(oullaL! - (12) KcillE 
o,n eEs· AEUTEPOS Elaal, Tpa!3a AEuTEpa YLa Tftv KOAa<Jl1· eyw O"E 
ci<!>llvw· KaAO KaTa!36BLO!» 
(N. KAZANTZAKH~: 0 <1>TOXOY AH~ TOY SEOY, 295i3) 
The foregoing example is separated from the narrative context by being enclosed 
within quotation marks. It is in fact a dialogue that the character carries on with himself 
and it is indicative of the experiencing selfs inner debate and emotional stress. The 
character, who is a monk, seems unable to resist the temptation of a meal offered to 
him while he is fasting. His questions and pleading are included in dashes and thus 
they are differentiated from his inner voice. In this SQM sentences are broken up into 
smaller components through the use of the semi-colon in order to produce in a direct 
way the character's arguments and counter-arguments. Exclamation marks are used for 
emphatic reasons. Moreover, negative verb forms and particles such as "~E v 
I "(A 't h d)" , I .. I" ( ') "B I ., VTpEiTEaaL ren you as ame , Eau 0Xl. not you., EV ELaUl" (you are 
not), "OXL, BE aTEKEaaL" (no, you aren't midway) and the descriptive phrase "aTl\.lE 
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AEOVE" (dishonourable Leone) are employed by the character's inner voice in an 
attempt to dissuade him from breaking his fast. In spite of the use of the above 
mentioned devices the character's thoughts are still presented in a logical, ordered way 
which partly destroys the effect of immediacy. 
The main characteristic of the passages we have analysed up to now is that the 
reminiscing narrating self very often overshadows the experiencing self. In the 
examples that follow (12 to 16) the narrating self withdrawsll more and more 
allowing the experiencing self to dominate the scene. For that reason narratorial 
introductions are often absent. 
12) (1) <l>EpvW n) XEpl. (JT6 I1ETwrro va rrci4Jw va eUI1QI1Cll.. (2) <l>e PVW T6 
XEpl. O"nl KClp8la va I1ElWcrW T6v rr6vo. (3) Ma 0 rr6vos EIvCll ~CleLa, 
EtvClL epOVLClOI1EVOS O"T6 AClq1.6, KUKAoq,0PEL O"T6 CllI1Cl, O"TClAci,El 
811AllnlPLO O"TLS q,AE~ES. 
(4) «Ox, as rrO¢w va 6UI1QI1Cll». 
(5) TI600 I1E ~EKOUpa,El. T6 OKOTci8L. (6) TL rrEplEP'Y0! (7) "OTClV 
imcipXEl q,ws 8EV 6EAW va 'xw Tci l1anCl <iVOLXTci, EVW O"Tci OKOTELVci 
8ev I1rroPW vci TO. KPClTiJOW oq,ClAlOl1evCl. 
(8) «flClTL 8ev EIxE KAEL8WcrEL; 'YLClTL; ... 'YLClTL;» 
(9) HAs O"wrraOW ma va I1LAaW I1E T6v EClUT6 110u. (10)' A rr6 111.KPTJ T6 
'XCl O"uvTjeELO. (11) KAEl.8wv6110UVCl O"T6 8wl1cin6 110u, KL' ErrCll(Cl KCll 
(OUOCl OA6KAllPES O"K1lVES. 
(12) -"EACl va rrCll~OuI1E eEClTpO, TOU EAE'YCl. 
(I3) «MLa KAElO"l1eVT] rr6pTaJ (I4)' A rr6 TWPCl eci Tpe I1W 11 rrPOOTa O"E 
KcieE KAEl.OI1EVT] rr6pTCl. (15) LaV TTjv <ivoleELS... KCll TL 8ev 11 rropEL 
I 't ' Vcl XUI111I"EL rrClVW O"ou ... ». 
llCohn (1968: 144) points out that in first-person narratives the temporal distance between narration 
and narrated experience can be eliminated only "if the moment of narration coincides with the moment 
of experience". This can be achieved by the use of the present tense as a continuous narrative tense. 
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(16) TIaAL apXLO"ES'. (7) rL' mho 8EV eEKOUpa(Ecrm TTOTE. (18) ~EV 
ciq>T1VE1S TO. vEDpa crou va i}PEIli}crovv. (19)' Hcruxta. (20) AEell ll1lv 
TTEls. (21) hTallaTllcrE Til crKEl./Jll crou. (22)WETcrL ... 
(23) - TL vEa; 
(24) 'Eyw IlLAllcra; (25) "OXL, 'Ii ci8EP<l>~ Ilou. (26) Kmpo etXE va IlE 
PWTTlOEL. (27)' ATTo Til IlEpa TTOU TTPWTaval./Ja TO <I>W~. 
(28) - TO. tBLa OTTWS' TTaVTa;' ETTEIlELVE. 
(29) - NaL, OTTWS' TTaVTa, ciTToKpt9T)Ka Kat TVALXTllKa crTO craAL 1l0U. 
(N. eEO~npOI: TIAAI hKOT A~I, 264) 
In this example the first three sentences belong to the narrating self and describe 
her attempts to stop recalling painful events. The tense used is the present which refers 
to the present moment of the narrator. In S4, which is enclosed within quotation 
marks, there is a shift to the experiencing self as indicated by the appearance of the 
conjunction ""OX" (Oh) and of the subjunctive form "as TTCittJw" (let me stop). In 
M.O. the subjunctive marker "a~" in its hortative meaning expresses a wish or a desire 
and in this particular case it refers to the experiencing selfs wish that she would stop 
remembering events that cause her pain and anguish. The sentences that follow (Ss 5 
to 7) indicate a switch to different thoughts. Her mind is now preoccupied with the 
way darkness and light affect her. The use of the exclamation mark in elliptical S6 
suggests her surprise at finding out how calm she feels in the dark. The quotation 
marks in S8 denote a shift to past thoughts that crop up in her present thoughts. In this 
sentence the repetition of the conjunction "YLaTL" (why), which is further emphasized 
by the appearance of the question mark after it, indicates the character's anguish when 
she recalls how she entered her lover's offIce only to find him with another woman. 
The suspension marks that are interposed between the two why's reinforce the 
impression of inner thought presentation. The occurrence of the subjunctive marker 
.. as''', in the sentence immediately following, expresses the character's wish to stop 
talking to herself. Ss 10 and 11, which appear in a past-time verb form, refer to the 
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habit of talking to herself that goes back to the time when she was a child. S 12, which 
is introduced with a dash, gives a direct quotation of the words she used to say to 
herself when she played out whole scenes. The quotation marks that follow serve to 
introduce a past thought probably triggered by the use of the verb "KAEL&uv61l0uvu" (I 
locked myself). Elliptical exclamatory Sl3 refers to the unpleasant experience she had 
when she opened the door and found her lover with another woman in his office. Ss 
14 and 15, however, render her present thoughts in connection with closed doors. S 14 
expresses her fear that from now on she will always be afraid of closed doors. This 
impression is intensified by the use of the suspension marks after the phrase "lliv Ti]v 
a.VOL~ELS''' (if you open it) in SIS, to indicate mental pause, and also at the end of the 
sentence. In brief sentences 16 to 22 there is a shift from the first person to the second 
person for self-reference. In these sentences the character is reprimanding herself, i.e. 
Ss 16, 19,20, by carrying on a dialogue with herself and this is the reason why the 
use of the second person seems to be more appropriate. The fragmentary word "(TO'L" 
(like that) and the suspension marks that appear at the end of this word suggest that her 
order to herself to stop thinking, i.e. "hTUllc:lTll<JE nl O'KEtVll O'ou", has been carried 
out. S23 is direct speech and is introduced by a dash. It occurs immediately after the 
character has ordered herself to stop thinking and it provokes the character's self-
quoted answer (S2S) to her question (S24), whereas Ss 26 and 27 include the 
character's observation that her sister had not asked her how she was since the day she 
turned on the light. Ss 28 and 29, which are DS, put an end to the character's 
thinking. 
In the present example the illusion of a monologizing mind is created by the 
alternation of present with past thoughts and by the dialogue that the character carries 
on with herself. In addition, the use of typographic markers such as suspension 
marks, quotation marks to include mostly past thoughts, dashes for direct quotations, 
the appearance of exclamatory and interrogative sentences and of ellipsis sustain the 
effect of a mind talking to itself about its personal problems. 
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13) L . .l XwpLaallE. 
(I) ~KOTELV6s Kat i)auxos 6 eplWos Bp6llos. (2)' AVTT)XEi. IlES anl 
vUXTa ~f1lla T6 ~f1lla chrws Kap<pwvw TO TTAaKoaTpWTO IlE 
aUToTTETTot81l0Tl. (3) TL KL dv <JnlV T<JETTll lloU Kou8ouVl(OUV IlOVO 
KaTL TaA~pa BaVEI.Ka; (4) TC Kl. av Xa.<JKOUV TO TTaTTOUT<JLa IlOU 
KoupEALa; (5) "H dv aupLO Il TTOPEi. va ~llllEPwew xwpts 80UAELa.; (6) KL 
dKolla TTOU TPElS TE<JaEpLS WPES Twpa <JTO TTapa8upL Ilas 
CEP0<JTUALd.(EL Evas uaTEpLKoS <JaTpaTTllS; (7) AE IlE VOI.O{EL TlTTOTE 
cl.TT04JEl... (8) "Ox, Etllat. 1l6ALS ElKO<JLECll Xp6vw! (9) KL EKT6s TTOU, Cis 
TTOVIlE, Et[lat. AlYO KOVTOUAllS - cl.VETTUl<J81lTa - KaTa. T' dna Etllat. 
Toao aUIlTTa81lTLKOS, Toao EUXa.PL<JTOS, WS TO <Jll[lElO va. TTElS 
TTEPlTTOU Etllat. VOaTLIlOS". (10)'0 86ALOS 0 XOVTp6s IlUPa(WVEL IlE 
KELVa TO. <JTTUPLa - IlTTAa.aTpL TOV aKETTO{OUV TlS llayoVAES. (I1) Kat 
va. 'Tav llovaXa.... llauPll TOU IlOlpa! (12) TL va TO Ka.VElS TO 
aouaOU[lL BLxws TO epllO, T6 cl.TLllllTO VLOVLO!... (13) KL WX, TL 
IlUYEUTLKT) VUXTLa.! ... (14) TO Tpayou8L ... (15) dVaAa<ppU TTETaW - (16) 
TToao cl.KOllll eEAW va. 'YYLCW Ta. ETTOUpaVLa; 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 EO~<I>OPO~, 147) 
The first two sentences which present the character's sense impressions are the 
first indication of a shift into the experiencing self. Verbless S 1 renders a visual 
impression. The adjectives that describe how quiet and silent the street is are joined by 
the co-ordinating conjunction "KUt" (and). The second sentence appears in the present 
tense and reproduces an auditory perception, the sound of the character's footsteps on 
the pavement. The switch to the self-quoted monologue is indicated by the questions 
that follow (Ss 3 to 6), the first two of which are introduced with the interrogative 
phrase "Tt Kl. dv" (and so what if). All four interrogative sentences are indicative of 
the character's carefree attitude despite all the personal and political problems: that is he 
is almost broke, his shoes are worn out, he might lose his job and the political 
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situation is really bad. Exclamatory S7. with the suspension marks at the end of it, 
further emphasizes his carefree attitude. This sentence expresses his determination not 
to let anything worry him because as he explains in the immediately following 
exclamatory sentence, which begins with the interjection "" OX" (Oh), he is only 
twenty-six years old. The use of the conjunction "~oA.t.S" (only) further stresses the 
fact that he is too young to worry about anything. S9 consists of the character's 
evaluation of his faults and virtues. In this sentence the appearance of the co-ordinating 
conjunction "KL" (and) in initial position, the use of the colloquial phrase "Cis TTOUI1E" 
(let's say), of the intensifier "Toao" (so) in front of the adjectives which refer to his 
virtues for emphatic reasons, the employment of the adjective "AlYo" (a little) and of 
the parenthetical adverb "civETTata8llTa" (imperceptibly) to minimize the impression 
created by the word "KOVTOlJAllS" (on the short side), even though the diminutive 
ending -oUAllS in this word denotes endearment, recall spoken language. This 
impression is reinforced by the positive evaluation of his qualities expressed in the 
phrase "va. TIEl.S TTEPLTIOU Et~aL vocrTLl10S" (you could say that I am attractive) and 
by the suspension marks at the end of the sentence, which are more of an exclamatory 
nature. In S 10 he compares himself with a friend for whom he feels sorry as the use of 
the adjective "MALOS" (poor) indicates. In addition to this adjective, the character's 
pity is also denoted by the use of the word "XOVTpOS" (fatty) to refer to his friend. The 
sentence that appears after the dash is the simile that the character uses to describe how 
bad his friend's acne is, although the conjunction "aciv" (like), which in M.O 
introduces a comparison, has been omitted. S 11, which is introduced with the 
conjunction "Kat" (and) remains unfmished as the appearance of the suspension marks 
denotes. The phrase "~Ql)Pll TOU ~otpa" (his bad luck) that immediately follows and 
the exclamation mark at the end suggest the character's pity for his friend. In the next 
exclamatory sentence the character uses a proverb to explain why he pities his friend. 
The suspension marks that appear after the exclamation mark denote a change in topic, 
i.e. S 13. In this sentence the initial position of the co-ordinating conjunction "KL" 
(and), the use of the interjection ""OX" (Oh) and the appearance of the exclamation 
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mark at the end express the character's comment on the sense impression that impinges 
on his consciousness. The suspension marks that follow are indicative of the way the 
character's mind shifts from one topic to the other, i.e. fragmentary S14, brief S15 and 
the rhetorical question that fmishes his monologue and is introduced by a dash. 
In the monologue quoted above lack of any narratorial introductions and the fact 
that the character's monologue is triggered naturally by the sense impressions that 
impinge on his consciousness create the illusion of a mind involved in self-address. 
The impression of a monologizing self is reinforced by the use of typographic indices 
such as points of exclamation, suspension marks, dashes, by language charged with 
expressive elements (Le. interjections, initial position of co-ordinating conjunctions, 
colloquialisms, intensifying adjectives, repetitions), by words and expressions 
peculiar to the character's idiolect, by rapid shifts of topic and by the tint of irony that 
underlines the character's self-evaluation. 
14) (1) Tov aKou<Ja. va. TTEPTTa.Ta.EL <JTO BLa.8pOIlO. (2) Aev aVOl€E T11V 
TTOPTa. Eu8uS'. (3)' A<f>OU)'Kpel<JTIlKa. - Bev aKou)'a TlTToTa. (4) Tov 
<JKEc!>TllKa 11 TTPO<JTa. <JTllV TTOPTa.. (5) Ta. XE pLa TOU, TTWS' Sa. 
IlTTOPOi)<JE va. Tel 'XEL; (6)' ATT04JE TTapallTav TTapel~EvoS', Kat Be 11' 
etXE lla81lIlEVT]v. (7) EuSuS', <Jel <f>a.VllKE 6 KUpLOS' MaKP11S', ~ mo 
IlTTPO<JTel. (8) rho ".m pO<J Tel, aXL. (9)"'YaTEpa TTOU ),upLaE, TWpa., e8w 
Kat AL)'O. (0) AL),llV wpa. (1) Ma. e<f>U)'E, KaL TOV a<l>llaE 1l0vaXO 
TOU. (12) E'txa SUllw<JEL, 8EV EXW TO 8a.ppoS' IlE TOV KUPLO MaKpi). 
(13) noXL, Ka( mo IlTTPO<JTa.. (14) "EBELXVE clv1lauXOS aT' clAi)Sna. (15) 
rla. Ti)v epu8pa.; (16) ~ 1111 KaL BEV etv' epuSpa.. (7)"Exw KOKKWLAES' 
e8w Kal KEt.. (8) Mel T( IlTTOPEt. va. Ka.VEL <JTO BLa.BpOIlO, ToaT)V wpa; 
(19) EtTTE, Sa. '~)'aLVE va. TIlAE<f>wv1laEL TilS' KaTEp(vaS" Cino KL aUTO. 
(20) noXL, etVaL clvf)auxoS" TToM. (21) ZaAl'OIla.L EUKOAa.. (22) MTTOP(D 
va. allKWSW, Civ SEAW, va. ~alTAWaW <JTO KPE~a.TL. (23) TIwS' 11' Ci<f>llaE 
KaTclxallal (24) E!vaL civf)auxoS" ),La. avolla TOU SEOU! IlE T11 v 
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Epu8pa.; (25) MoD Ka.VEl K(hro Kat va. T6 O'KE<pTW c:i.K6 fl a, va. 0'T)Kw6w. 
(26) 'AmS nlV EYKull0O'uVT), T60'T) d8uvaflla; (27) YlvETal; (28) 
KOAoKu6la EYKUfl0O'uVT)! (29) Ml1vaS nJpa, T6 O'TOllciXl floU 8E 
aT)KWvEL TlnoTa. (30) KOVTa. aT6 Ill)va, nou aPXlaav ol EIlETOL (31) 
• A8uvallta.! Kat 1l6vo vci O'KE<pTW yui <pat, dvaKanDVOUllaL. (32) Tt 
,.mopEl. va. KcivEl, 11 npoaTa. O'nlv n6pTa; (33) T6aT)v wpa; 
(34) ~TT)ptXTT)Ka aT6 KpEl3cin Kat aT)Kw8T)Ka. (35)' Os Tl1v n6pTa 
etvaL 8uo 1311llaTa' Tp(a. (36) Nci T6v <pwvcicw; IlE KaA6Ila6E, va. IlE 
~oT)6a.El navTou. (37) KOVTEUEl ll11vaS Twpa, 8EV TOU llaYElPEUW. 
(38) KaflLa. <papa. llaYElPEUEl ,; KaTEplva. (39) TL TaU 'p6E, va. Ta. 
I3ciA.El Ila{( TT)S! (40) TL 11 nopEl va. Ka.VEl, 11 npoaTa. aTl)v nopTa; 
(N. KA~AArAH~: HAN/A, 20-1) 
In this extract12 the first four sentences, which appear in the past tense, by 
reproducing the character's auditory impressions (Ss 1, 3) and thoughts (Ss 2, 4) 
serve as signals for the transition into the character's inner mind in Ss. In this 
interrogative sentence the character is wondering about the position of her husband's 
hands. The mention of her husband's hands makes her mind shift to another thought 
in S6, i.e. her husband's strange behaviour that same evening ("ci.n6tlJE napaf'lTav 
napa.~EvoS''', "tonight he' was much stranger than usual"). Ss 7 to 10 are indicative of 
her effort to remember when she first noticed her husband's unusual behaviour by the 
use of phrases such as "Eu8uS''' (as soon as), "T\ m6 IlnpoaTa." (or even earlier), 
"mo flnpoaTa., 0XL" (even earlier, no). In the latter the appearance of the negative 
particle "OXl" (no) at the end of the phrase, instead of at the beginning, suggests the 
character's uncertainty and at the same time recalls spoken language. In S9 the use of 
the present time temporal deictic "Twpa" (now), which is enclosed between commas, 
and of the temporal expression "eBW Kal At yo" (a few minutes ago) determines more 
12The present extract arises in ~ novel, whose structure recalls theatrical plays in that the story is 
presented through the charac.t~rs consc~ousn~ss and by the dialogues they carry out with the other 
characters rather than by a umfled narratmg VOlce. The character's name through whose mind the story 
progresses is given at the beginning of each section. 
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accurately the time when she first noticed her husband's strange behaviour. The 
elliptical structure of SlO emphasizes the exact time when her husband started behaving 
strangely. The appearance of the conjunction "~Q." (but) in initial position in SII and 
the use of the comma, instead of the full stop, to separate the two sentences in S 12 
suggest characteristics of speech. In elliptical S13 the occurrence of the negative word 
"OXL" (No) initially serves to contradict her previous assumption that her husband's 
unusual behaviour started only a few minutes ago. In S 14 the use of the adverbial "aT' 
cl.AlleELa" (really) at the end of the sentence recalls speech. The interrogative nature of 
Ss 15 and 16, despite the omission of the question mark in S16, along with the use of 
the co-ordinating conjunction "~" (or), for the introduction of S 16, and of the present 
tense, are indicative of the character's increasing suspicion that her illness is more 
serious than Gennan measles. In S 17 the appearance of the expression "EBW Kat KEl." 
(here and there) produces a speech-like effect. In the question that follows the 
character's mind shifts to different thoughts. She is wondering what her husband 
might be doing in the corridor for so long. In S19 the phrase "cino KL mho" (that's 
strange) that appears after the semi-colon further intensifies her doubts and suspicions. 
In S20 her thoughts go back to her husband's behaviour. The use of the negative 
particle "OXL " (No) at the beginning of the sentence casts away any doubt about her 
husband's behaviour. The character is now convinced that her husband is worried 
about her condition and ner impression is emphasized by the use of the adverb "rroAu" 
(very) after the semi-colon. Ss 21 and 22 refer to the character's physical condition. 
The exclamation mark in S23 serves to express the character's complaint. She did not 
expect her husband to leave her all alone in her condition. In S24 her mind goes back 
again to her husband's behaviour. The interrogative sentence that appears after the 
semi-colon and is introduced with the oath "YlQ. ovo~a TOU 8EOU" (for God's sake), 
emphasized by an exclamation mark, expresses her suspicion that she is suffering 
from something more serious than German measles. S25 refers to her weakness. The 
two interrogative sentences that follow (Ss 26 and 27) express her doubt that her 
weakness is a result of her pregnancy. The use of the word "KOAoKueLa" (blasted) in 
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elliptical S28 is indicative of the character's certainty that her pregnancy has nothing to 
do with the weakness she is feeling. The repetition of the word "~r1vas" (a month) in 
the phrases "IlTJva.s Twpa" (it's a month now) and "KOVTa. (JT6 ~TJva" (almost a 
month) refers to the time when she started having all these problems with her stomach. 
In S31 the appearance ofthe exclamation mark after the word "a.8uva~ta" (weakness) 
further emphasizes how weak. she feels. The use of the co-ordinating conjunction 
"KaL" (and) after the exclamation mark and at the beginning of the sentence that 
follows, produces a speech-like effect. The two interrogative sentences that follow 
(Le. Ss 32 and 33) indicate a return to previous thoughts. The character is wondering 
what her husband might be doing in the corridor for such a long time. The next 
sentence, which is in the past tense, describes the character's movements and 
interrupts temporarily the character's flow of thoughts. The shift into the character's 
mind is denoted by the use of the present tense in S35 and of the cardinal number three 
after the semi-colon to denote her miscalculation. The interrogative phrase "va. T6v 
¢wvci~w" (shall I call him) expresses her hesitation about calling her husband to help 
her. In the phrases after the question mark she explains why she needs her husband's 
help. The use of the phrase "KOVTEUEL ~TJvas" (it's almost a month) in S37 refers to 
the time when she stopped cooking for her husband. In S38 there is a reference to a 
friend who sometimes comes and cooks for her husband. The mention of her friend 
provokes exclamatory· S39 in which she seems puzzled at her husband's rude 
behaviour to this helpful friend. In interrogative S40 she is wondering for one more 
time what is keeping her husband in the corridor (cf. S32). Her monologue continues 
in the same way until the end of the page. 
In the present example the impression of a monologizing self is produced mainly 
by the smooth blending of present with past thoughts, which appear in the present and 
the past tense respectively, by the use of telegraphic sentences and in general of 
language which includes all those emotive elements which are characteristic of DS (Le. 
lack of subordination, ellipsis, direct replies, recurring questions, appearance of the 
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points of exclamation and interrogation either after single words or at the end of the 
sentences, and use of the semi-colon for mental pauses). 
15) KL EAa.j3U mel KL EYW yAUKa. l.lLel <popa.! aTTo TOV TOTTO ~OU, Tel 
XPl<JTOUYEvval Kl EKEI. TTOU Tel 'TpWYU OAO ~OVa.Xll, \lOU 'PXETUl ti 
t8EU, - va. TTP0<J<pEPW <JTT]V' A\luAtu, vel Tils 8WKW, vel ~"V Tils 
8WKW ... av Tils Tel BWKW, \lTTOPU vel Tils <pUVOVVE TLTTOTEVlU, TTa.Al va. 
~T]V Tils 8WKW, YLa. ~EVU Sa. 'Val EAEELVa. Kl aVO<JTU va. Tel POKUVt<JW 
\lOVelXll, vel Tils 8WKW, as Tils 8WKW, vel Ta. \lOlpa.<JW \lE KelTTOLOV 
d.AAo, va. 'xw ~a{t TOU, ~E Ka.TTOLOV MAO, va. 'xw ~a{L TOU, nlv t8La 
wpa, ~E<JU <JTO <JT6~a \lOU nlV t8La oU<JLa, - KL EKEl.Va TOTE TlTaVE 
TeAELW~EVU mel, Kl EYW 8ev TO 'eepu EhE YlUTl ALYU ~OU <JT€LAaVe 
Tl ~ou Tel KAEtJ;UVE Kat 8ev TO 'eepu, Kl 0 1iUTTel -' AVTWVLOS KelSe 
TTPWl vel <JTllVEL XOP0TTT]811XTO Xopo yupw <JTi]v CiYla TpelTTeCa Kat 
vel papLOUVTUL, ayoupoeUTTVll\lEVES PAETTELS, ol TTepl<J<JOTEpes vel 
xa<J\lOUpIOUVTaL, Kl EKEI.VOS vel 'XEL \lla. AL Yo<Jnl <pUAelKPU EKEl. KaTa. 
TO KOUTEAO vel TllV tJTTOljJlciCe<JaL, KaL xepla aua.x! v' ava<JTEVciCEL ti 
AUPllAlU, aVTts va. Xa<J\lOUPlETaL. 
(M. A:E:IOTH: !:::.lLKOAEL NlXTEL, 41) 
In this monologue the narrating self recalls past happenings from her school life. 
Narration and past thoughts merge together in this long uninterrupted passage in which 
there are no full stops. There is only one full stop at the end of the extract. The 
exclamation marks at the beginning of the passage are used to indicate the narrating 
selfs surprise when she once received some sweets from her family at Christmas 
time, something that happened rarely. At the same time they function as full stops. The 
shift from the past to the present tense in the expression "~ou 'PXETaL ti l8Ea" (I get 
an idea) and the dash that occurs immediately after it are the only indication that the 
sentences that follow represent the experiencing selfs inner workings. The selfs 
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dilemma whether or not to offer some of the sweets to a friend of hers and her self-
arguments are reproduced by the use of the SUbjunctive, i.e. "va. TT)S BWKW" (should I 
give her), of the conditional, Le. "civ Tf)s BWKW" (if I give her) and by repetition, Le. 
"va Tf)s 8WKW" (I should give her), "IlE KaTTOlOv ciA>..ov" (with somebody else). The 
dash that appears after the phrase "TI)V t8la oucrLa" (the same taste) and the return to 
the past tense in the sentence after the dash (i.e. "8ev TO 'eEpa", "I didn't know 
that", "crTeLAave", "they had sent me", "1l0U Tel KAbjmve", "they had stolen them 
from me") denote a temporary shift to the narrating self. The employment of the 
subjunctive again, the reference to her friends by name without any further 
explanations, the use of the interjection "daa.x!" (O,o,oh!), emphasized by an 
exclamation mark, for the presentation of another past memory that concludes this 
example, point more readily to the experiencing rather than to the narrating self. 
In sum, the impression of a monologizing self is created by a dislocation of the 
ordinary syntactical patterns. For instance, the use of subjunctive verb forms, which 
are syntactically independent, i.e. not in subordinate clauses, and the loose structure of 
the long and apparently unshaped sentences suggest the rapid succession of the selfs 
thoughts. Sometimes, however, it is difficult to differentiate between the narrating and 
the experiencing self because the autobiographer's language is uncommonly 
colloquial, i.e. it adopts a speech-based style, as in the case of the phrase 
"a:youpo~uTTV"lleVES ~AETTELS" (they had waken up prematurely you see), which can 
be interpreted as either the narrating selfs present comment or the experiencing selfs 
explanation for the sleepiness of her friends. 
We will conclude the analysis with the examination of a monologue which 
renders the character's thoughts in moments of extreme mental stress. 
16) [, . .1 (1) «TpuJy~TC <ppovTa, Xap{(ow 0J10P<PLa Ka{ vycla», T6 TpdLvo 
ETPEXE, ETPEXE, Tl 8la~OAo TO EtXE macrEL Kl ETPEXE €Tcrl, (2) 
K \' ~ .,,, liE (" .,,, « al\a TTaIlE», ELTTE Evas, « , TaXELa ELVal», ELTTE Evas, <~Av ~Tav ~ 
TT6aTa ... », KaAa TTuIlE, OXl, 8ev TTUIlE KaAa., 8ev TTUIlE KaAa., « ... 
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BuSTL nS TeAeoCypa¢ov TiiS' };o~LeTLKiiS'· Evwoews BLd T<S 
BepoALVOV AllYEL TllV 27TlV MaCou. KaC BLd nSv AOYOV 
TOUTOV BLdXUTOS elvaL d ¢cS~os TOU TTOAE~OU ... », (3) 
«TpWY€T€ 1>PODTa, XapC(ovlI oJ1oP1>Ld KaC vyda», ~Tav ~aux(a, 
TTOn" Ttaux(a OTO l3ayovL, «Passiflorine, 2 KOXALdpLa ToD YAvKoD 
J1€aT]J1[3piall Kai iarrEpas-» , Ka).,Q. 'ITUIlE, eXL, OXL, BEv 'ITUIlE KaAci, 6 
'\ c, \ 
'ITO I\E !lOS', 0 'ITO I\E !lOS', ~ 'ITElva, ~ 'ITeLva, ~aux(a aTO l3aYOVL, 
~OUVTOS 6 KaLpos ecw, Kou<I>o~paall, Tci 'ITapci8upa KAE LaTa, OAa Tci 
TTapci8upa KAELoTa, oAa Tci 'ITapa8upa KAELOTa, [, . .1 
(A. LAMAPAKHL: LHMA KINA-iNOr, 116) 
Because of the comparative length of this monologue the analysis will be 
confined to the most relevant extract. In this extract the recurrence of the sentence 
"TpWYETE <ppoiha, Xap(Couv OIlOP<Pla Kat uYEla" (Eat fruit, it gives beauty and 
health) is indicative of the rapid succession of the selrs thoughts and of topic shifts. In 
81 the repetition of the verb "thPEXE" (it was going fast) and the use of the swear 
expression "Tt. Blal3oAo" (what the hell) suggest the narrating selfs inability to explain 
why the train is going so fast. In 82 the dialogue between two of his fellow passengers 
and more specifically their observation that the train is making good time, i.e. "KaAci 
'ITU!lE" (we are doing well, we are making good time), gives rise t~ new associations. 
The repetition of the phrase "KaAa 'ITUIlE" by the character in the negative fonn and in 
addition, the occurrence of the negative particle "OXl" (No) in front of it, denote the 
experiencing selrs difference of opinion. His disagreement is justified by the 
sentences immediately following which refer to the possible out-break of war. They 
are an extract from a newspaper article and for this reason they are enclosed within 
quotation marks, they appear in bold and dots of ellipsis are used at the beginning and 
at the end of them. In addition, the quotation is in Katharevousa, which contrasts with 
the rest of the passage. The repetition of the sentence "TpWYETE <ppolha, xapC(ouv 
oIlOP<Plcl. Kat vYELa" (Eat fruit, it gives beauty and health) in 83 provokes new 
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associations. The selfs observation about the quietness in the carriage, which 
contrasts with the abnormal political situation, triggers the recollection of his 
psychoanalyst's prescription of sedatives, which appears in italics and is placed within 
quotation marks. The recurrence of the phrase "KaAcl. TTa~E" (we are doing well) elicits 
once more the experiencing selfs different opinion as the repetition of the negative 
particle "OXl" (No), the appearance of the phrase "KaAd TTa~E" in the negative form, 
and the repetitive use of words such as "0 TT6AE~0S''' (the war), ",; TTElva" (the 
famine) denote. At the same time there is a rendering of the external data that impinge 
on his consciousness, i.e. the humid weather and the closed windows. The repetition 
of the phrase "Td TTapd6upa KAElO'Tcl." (the windows closed) intensifies the 
impression that the self is at a deadlock. 
In the present monologue the effect of inchoate thought processes is achieved by 
the paratactic structure of sentences, which are separated by commas, by the rare use 
of full stops, by the rendering of external data that impinge on the selfs consciousness 
and in turn give rise to new associations, and by the recurring appearance of whole 
sentences or phrases, ego the repetition of the sentence ''TPW)'ETE <!>pouTa, xapLCouv 
6~OP<!>ld KaL u)'Ela" (Eat fruit, it gives beauty and health) serves to denote rapid 
shifts of topic. The tenses used are the present, the imperfect and the past. The present 
renders the experiencing selfs thoughts while the imperfect and the past are used as 
narrative tenses. 
4.5. Summary of the analysis of Quoted Monologue in first-person 
narratives 
The analysis of the passages of SQM in section 4.4.1. is indicative of the use of 
the technique of QM in first-person narratives. The basic tenses in which the 
monologues appear are the present and, generally speaking, the non-past tenses with 
the past reserved for the presentation of past memories. Monologues arising in 
narratives dominated by the narrating self often resemble rhetorical speeches in that, 
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although they have the self-address ofDT, they are similar in form to DS. In this sense 
they recall the monologues encountered in authorial narratives. The characters' 
thoughts are usually set off from narration by the use of quotation marks and by the 
appearance of verbs or expressions of cogitation and reflection either or both at the 
beginning and at the end of the monologue. Such verbs can also be found interspersed 
in the monologue itself. In traditional first-person narratives (examples 9, 10, 11) 
monologues either have an essayistic tone (ex. 9) or aim to depict the characters' 
emotional tension and agitation (10, 11). In spite of the fact that the main characteristic 
of monologues is the direct presentation of a character's self-addressed discourse the 
relatively long sentences, the infrequent deviations from the normal syntactical 
patterns, the moderate use of typographic markers for producing emotionality, create 
the impression of well constructed and logically ordered thoughts and result in 
artificiality. 
In narratives in which the experiencing self overshadows the narrating self 
monologues appear less artificial. They reproduce a character's flickering thoughts 
eitherin moments of mental stress (Le. examples 12, 14, 16) orin moments which are 
relatively relaxed in tone in that they do not depict a character's emotional tension (ex. 
13). Most monologues include reminiscences of past experiences. Nevertheless the 
past tense in which those memories appear is dechronologized as "the temporal 
sequence of past events yields to the temporal sequence of present ;emembrance" (see 
Cohn, 1978: 182). Ellipsis, repetition, rapid succession of thoughts, topic shifts, use 
of language that belongs to a character's idiolect and of typographic markers for 
special emphasis, give the impression of a monologizing self and produce immediacy. 
In the next section we will turn to an examination of the effects of the technique. 
4.5.1. Effects of Quoted Monologue in first-person narratives 
Self-quoted monologues depending on the context in which they appear, as is the 
case with quoted monologues in third-person narratives, can create either ironic or 
sympathetic effects. Examples of self-quoted monologue in narratives dominated by 
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the narrating self fail to reproduce in a convincing way the illusion of a monologizing 
self. The mere fact that the narrating self interrupts the flow of narration to give a 
quotation of his past thoughts, which in most cases are explicitly introduced, creates a 
distancing effect. In certain monologues an element of self-irony may emerge when, 
for instance, the narrating self is commenting ironically on the younger selfs immature 
thinking (ex. 11 in which the experiencing selfs inner debate carries an undertone of 
irony). As the technique becomes more refined the narrating self withdraws gradually 
in the background allowing the experiencing self to dominate. As a result, the narrative 
distance between the narrating and the experiencing self decreases and monologues 
integrate more readily with the surrounding narrative context. The experiencing self 
assumes the role of a focalizer and his thoughts are reproduced as they came into his 
mind with little attention paid to their logical organization. Hence this kind of 
monologue often produces a sympathetic effect because the reader identifies more 
easily with the character's mind. This, however, does not exclude the possibility of 
irony. Sometimes a tone of self-mockery can be traced in such monologues as in 
example (13). 
4.6. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have examined the use of QM, i.e. an exte~ded form of FDT, 
in first and third-person narratives. The main characteristic of all monologues, whether 
or not mediated, is the use of the first person and/or the second person and of the 
present tense. We began the analysis with the examination of interior monologues 
which are embedded either in authorial of figural narration. In authorial narration, 
depiction of a character's inner mind is restricted to verbally articulated thoughts which 
often have the form of rhetorical speeches. Although incompleteness and in general 
deviations from the normal syntactical patterns can also arise in such monologues, the 
majority of them remain well-planned and logically structured. Consequently the 
artificiality of those monologues often produces a distancing effect. However, the later 
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examples (4,5) quoted in authorial narration in our sequence are no longer confined to 
a character's verbalized thoughts. They also reproduce thoughts which are half-fonned 
in a character's mind through the use of incomplete sentences and absence of 
subordination. In this way they provide a closer approximation to the character's mind 
and elicit more readily the reader's sympathetic response. As we move from authorial 
to figural narration more changes take place. The monologues encountered in the 
modem psychological novels of the twentieth century (Le. example 6) that use figural 
narration are not explicitly introduced by the narrator. Monologues quoted in figural 
narratives aim to present the free flow of a character's mind through time. Unspoken 
thoughts, perceptions and memories become fused in the character's mind and 
monologues in figural narration frequently begin in medias res, i.e. they plunge the 
reader in the middle of a situation without any introductory preliminaries. Presentation 
of a character's flux of consciousness is achieved by the absence of co-ordinating or 
subordinating markers, by the use of long and unpunctuated sentences, which are 
indicative of the free associations that the character's mind makes, by anaphoric 
reference, by repetition, by language peculiar to the character's idiolect, by self-
interruptions, by self-addressed questions etc. Since monologues quoted in figural 
narratives presuppose the narrator's affinity with the character's mind they frequently 
create a sympathetic effect. In addition to monologues which are set within a narrative 
context, we examined interior monologues which are presented outside a narrative 
context (examples 7,8). Autonomous interior monologues, as they are called, are free 
of all narratorial mediation. The single, uninterrupted, direct presentation of a 
character's thoughts, sense impressions and memories is created by the use of 
incomplete sentences, of anaphoric reference, of fragmentary words, of repetition, of 
language peculiar to the character's idiolect etc. 
The technique of QM is also employed in first-person narratives. However, 
quoted monologues in first-person narration, or self-quoted monologues as they are 
called, are considerably less frequent than quoted monologues in third-person 
narratives because there is always the risk of mistaking the narrating selfs present 
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thoughts for the experiencing selfs past thoughts due to the use of the present tense 
and of the first-person pronoun in both cases. In narratives dominated by the narrating 
self self-quoted monologues are explicitly introduced by the narrating self who usually 
overshadows the experiencing self. In such monologues an element of self-irony may 
emerge when the wise narrating self comments ironically on the younger selfs 
immaturity and self-delusions. As monologues become more refined the narrating self 
gradually withdraws allowing the experiencing self to dominate. Consequently there is 
a decrease in the narrative distance between the narrating and the experiencing self 
which more readily elicits the reader's sympathetic response. 
Having examined the techniques of thought presentation in Chapter 3 and in the 
present chapter, in the conclusion we will sl;lmmarize the results of the analysis and we 




In the present study we have attempted an analysis of speech and thought 
presentation modes in selected flrst and third-person narratives. In the conclusion we 
will summarize the results of the research and we will also make a few suggestions for 
further investigation in this area. 
0.2. Summary of the analysis 
This thesis has examined the devices available to M.O. novelists in reproducing 
a character's speech and thought. For ease of analysis and for functional reasons 
speech and thought presentation techniques were examined separately. In terms of 
decreasing narratorial intervention the following categories were distinguished: a) NR, 
b) IT, c) flO, d) DO and e) FDD. 
Examples from all flve techniques were given but special attention was paid to 
those techniques which are characterized by narratorial covertness, that is F1D and QM 
(Le. a sustained form of FDT). The analysis of several passages belonging to either 
category has indicated the use of the techniques in M.O. fiction. FlO has been 
employed for both speech and thought presentation. FIS does not arise as often as 
FIT. The number of its occurrences, however, has increased in figural narratives in 
which the technique appears more reflned as it depends less on typographic markers 
and more on idiosyncratic speech, colloquialisms, and dislocations of the normal 
syntactical patterns, which recall spoken language. The technique is also sparsely used 
in first-person retrospective narration because of the confusion that may result from the 
fact that the narrator and the character are the same person. F1D attains its full 
development as a mode of thought representation in the twentieth century. Although in 
authorial narratives it is sometimes restricted to one or two sentences, with the move 
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from authorial to figural narration it becomes more elaborate and of greater 
psychological complexity as novelists experiment with a number of devices to denote a 
shift from narratorial report to a character's inner mind. It should be noted, however, 
that in novels dominated by a focalizer character some overlap between the above 
mentioned categories is likely to occur, due to the versatility of speech and thought 
presentation. For example, there are instances of fictional writing which are not 
clearcut and as a result, they cannot be assigned to a specific category. This by no 
means renders the taxonomy of speech and thought modes as valueless. All five 
speech and thought presentation techniques can accommodate a wide range of 
examples, i.e. the category of FIT refers both to a reproduction of thought processes 
and to a representation of a character's states of consciousness, and thus aid in the 
indentifi~ation of indices that differentiate each technique from the others. 
In the present study we have attempted an isolation of those indices (i.e. 
contextual and linguistic) that can help the reader recognize a particular passage as FID 
in both first and third-person narration. We have noted that novelists employ more or 
less the same devices, i.e. subjunctive forms, interrogation, repetition, direct replies, 
evaluative adjectives, colloquialisms, typographic markers, idiosyncratic speech etc., 
which usually sustain the impression of FlD by appearing in clusters. Especially in the 
case of verbalized thoughts the aspectual distinction between imperfective and 
. . 
perfective aspect has been fully exploited by M.O. novelists. Subjunctive clauses 
introduced by "va.", which is the most commonly used subjunctive marker in M.G., 
often appear as independent and are employed as a natural means for rendering a 
character's emotional state. The subju?ctive being the mood of non-fact, of the 
hypothetical or doubtful, of the desirable or obligatory, can convey subtle distinctions 
of mood and consequently it can reproduce in an immediate way a character's fears, 
desires, anxieties, self-reproach, self-debating and self-arguments. 
In narratives dominated by a focalizer character novelists do not restrict 
themselves to reproducing thought processes, which appear either as fully articulated 
or half-formed in a character's mind. They aim to present different states of 
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consciousness, i.e. a character's sense impressions or products of his imagination, 
through a dislocation of syntactical patterns which suggests the loose structure of a 
character's fleeting thoughts. With regard to sense impressions, visual and auditory 
perceptions seem to appear more frequently in passages of FIT. As far as imaginary 
states of consciousness are concerned, dreams and anticipations are more likely to be 
presented in FID. 
In sum, FID represents the first step by a novelist to produce directly a 
character's innermost thoughts and thus introduce the reader to the deepest recesses of 
the character's consciousness. In this sense FID constitutes the most immediate 
precedent for the development of the most mimetic of all techniques, i.e. QM, whose 
use in fIrst and third-person narration was also examined in this thesis. 
The main characteristic of QM is the use of the fIrst person (andlor the second 
person) and of the present tense. This, however, means that in the case of fIrst-person 
narration one of the cues (Le. the first person and the present tense) that normally 
differentiate between narrating and experiencing self has been removed and 
consequently confusion may arise. Although different tenns have been proposed for 
this technique we preferred to refer to it as QM after Cohn since this term is inclusive 
of both the quoted monologues, which appear in narratives dominated by the presence 
of the narrator (i.e. silent soliloquies explicitly introduced by the narrator), and the 
interior unmediated monologues which approximate to a character's stream of 
consciousness in modem psychological novels. Intennediate forms occupy median 
positions between them. With the move from authorial to figural narration monologues 
no longer resemble rhetorical speeches which present in an artificial way a character's 
self-address. They become more refined and they produce in a natural way a 
monologizing self. For that reason narratorial introductions occur less frequently until 
they disappear completely as in the case of interior unmediated monologues. The main 
characteristic of the stream of consciousness monologues is that they begin in medias 
res and they continue uninterrupted for many pages. In addition, the character refers to 
persons and things familiar to him without any explanations and the reader can clarify 
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many points only by the clues given in the text. The devices mostly favoured by M.O. 
novelists in presenting a character's self-address are parataxis, sparse use of 
typographic markers, incomplete and loose structured sentences. 
In the present study we also studied the effects of speech and thought modes. It 
is worth noting that the way a character's speech or thought is presented can influence 
reading and produce either irony or sympathy. The effects of each of the techniques are 
related to the narrator's attitude towards the characters, especially in novels which are 
dominated by an omniscient narrator. Narratorial comments can elicit the reader's 
sympathetic or ironic response to the character. It is likely, however, that the narrator 
can suspend comment by simply reproducing the character's speech or thought. In 
novels in which there is a reflector character there is more affinity with the character's 
mind, especially in thought rendering. Nevertheless, a contradiction between a 
character's words or thought and his deeds can often produce an ironic effect. Even in 
fIrst-person narratives, in which the narrating and the experiencing self are the same 
person and in great affinity, the wise narrating self can ironically comment on the 
younger selfs immaturity and fallacies. 
Having summarized the results of the analysis we will conclude this thesis with a 
few notes on the opportunities for further research in this area. 
0.3. Suggestions' for further research 
The present thesis has concentrated on the techniques that M.G. authors use to 
present their characters' speech and thought Focalization is directly associated with the 
narrator and with the amount of information impaned to the reader. For instance, use 
of techniques which are characterized by narratorial covertness (i.e. FID, QM) creates 
the impression that the world of fiction is filtered through a character's consciousness. 
Employment of indirect modes of representation (NR, IT), on the other hand, points to 
the presence of an omniscient narrator through whose point of view the whole story is 
communicated. Consequently the reader is denied access to the character's inner mind. 
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It is worth pointing out that narrators, that is the addressers of the narrative discourse, 
are not the only participants of the narrative situation. There is always a recipient of the 
narrative, i.e. the narratee, even implicitly addressed by the narrator. However, few 
critics have attempted a thorough examination of the multiple roles and of the 
importance of the narratee in narrative discourse. An in-depth study of the function of 
the narratee seems to be a promising area of research and will undoubtedly contribute 
to a fuller understanding of the narrative genre and of its evolution. 
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SPEECH PRESElIT A TION 
Trusladons 
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2.2. Direct and Indirect Speech (DS and IS) 
1) My mouth was dry. I said to Loizos: 
Speech l?resentatnon 
Translations 
- Shall we stop for a while in Aegina, to have something to drink? 
(IT. npEBEAAKH~: H KEct>AAH TH~ ME~OY~A~, 216) 
2) "I was waiting for you", said Marika, "I knew you would come." 
(K. XA TZOnOY AO~: <t>eINOnOPO, 113) 
3) - Master, he said, Count Nanetos died and .. they suspect he was murdered. 
The police are investigating the case, and they want you as ... a witness. 
(A. PArKABH~: 0 ~1MBOAA10rpAct>O~, 56-7) 
4) - Miss Kalypso, how is it that you are alone? I say. 
- You are alone, too, she answered. 
- Yes, alone ... I like wandering ... 
(~. N. BOITYP A~: OT AN XANET AI 0 HAIO~, 58) 
5) "Oh, did you believe that, Evgenia, did you believe it?" 
"No, of course not!" 
(A. KOTZIA};: 0 EO~ct>OPO};, 168) 
6) What can happen to me the ignoramus ... , my child, said the old woman in 
reply in her Roumeliotiki accent, as if she had just come from Velouchi. 
(Z. nAITANTONIOY: H 8Y};IA, 212) 
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7) - What is that you are saying, child? 
Speech IPresent21tnon 
Trllnsbtions 
- This is what I'm telling you, I'm telling you, unc ... uncle-Stamos, we can 
make the barrels flo ... float ne ... ne ... near the boat. 
Uncle-Stamos had already thought of that even before Stefanis, who had a 
stammer, mentioned it. 
(A. TIATIAAIAMANTH~: 01 AIPE~ TOY ZAXOY, 436) 
8) I begged him to go to the American College, to find priest Peter, the teacher, 
and to tell him where his friend Marx is. 
(r. MArKAH~: 0 nEPlnAANOlMENO~, 228) 
9) Sometimes that captain came close to him and he used to say to him that he 
had the presentiment that he was going to be killed, that he wouldn't return 
home again. 
(~. :EE<I>AOY AA~: TO TIAIAI ME TO :a:r AINO AAOro, 505) 
10) He told him that now it is certain that his friend's leg will be shorter than his 
other healthy leg. 
(h. MrPIBHAHh: H t:,.A~AAA ME T A XPYhA MATIA, 39) 
2.3. Narrative Report of Speech Acts (NRSA) 
11) My mother insulted her, slandered her, hated her fiercely, whereas she never 
opened her mouth to say anything against her. 
(I. KONAYAAKH~: H npafH ArATIH, 53) 
12) The teacher, after she had made a short speech to the poor girls and advised 





into the small wash-tub that she had sent them to borrow from the 
washerwoman in the neighbourhood. 
(A. TIATIA~IAMANTH}';: H eEO~IKIA TH}'; ~A}';KAAAh, 348) 
2.4. Free Direct Speech (FDS) 
13) In the hotel, I find the hotel-owner hardly keeping his eyes open; you are the 
last, take your key the third room on the second floor, have you got a 
cigarette? I have got a cigarette, it's coffee that I don't have (I could do with a 
cup of coffee). He looks at me sleepily, you people from Athens, if you don't 
have coffee you can't sleep. rn keep you company while you're making it, I 
say to him. 
(M. KOlMANf APE A},;: T A KAHMENA, 46) 
14) (1) And grandmother was taking him to the kitchen, and was saying to him, 
bad boy, you too are so stubborn, you become like your mother as time goes 
by, can't you say thank you, even if you don't mean it, since you know what 
a difficult person he is, you are no longer a baby, I have explained this to you 
a hundred times, do I always have to get upset? (2) now have two helpings of 
rice with spinach, it will do you good, spinach has iron - damn your mother 
who didn't have the brains to stay with her husband so that you too would 
have a father like the other children and you wouldn't rely on the benevolence 
of any cuckold ... 





2.5. Free Indirect Speech in third-person narratives 
15) [ ... ] I want to be near the sea. Old-age eccentricities ... 
(1) They protested. (2) What are these he's saying? (What is he saying?) (3) 
Is he fishing for compliments? (4) And they said goodbye with invitations and 
promises: (5) "Don't disappear" •.. (keep in touch) "No, no, I'll visit you 
regularly ... " etc. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~: rIOrrKEPMAN A', 402) 
16) - Shouldn't you lie in bed, dear lady? said Elpida [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (1) She tried to deny it (2) Oh, no! it was nothing; it was a shiver, it will 
go. (3) She wasn't that old to go to bed with the slightest illness! (4) But the 
shiver was like a cold snake crawling on her body. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A};: 0 APXAIOAOro};, 1301) 
17) Yes, said Mrs. Eleni, it was a good idea [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (1) But when they announced their plans to her husband, Mr. Nikitas 
screamed his head off. (2) Didn't they think of the family dignity? (3) 
Whoever heard of that, a respectable young lady working? (4) People would 
think they were beggars, he wouldn't hear of it. (5) It would look like they 
were asking for charity - did he deprive Sophie of anything? (6) He forbade it 
once and for all. (7) And in such a snobbish society! he added. 
(K. nOAITH};: TEPMA, 119) 
18) - I'll go for sea-urchins (I'm going to collect sea-urchins), he says. Are you 
coming with me, Mr. Xynelis? We'll swim too. I am not going to invite the 





(1) The teacher thanks him a lot but he hesitates. (2) In such hot weather! (3) 
He'll feel dizzy without doubt. (4) He'll get a headache. (5) Besides, he never 
gets into the water except. .. in the turkish bath (when he has a turkish bath). 
(6) He has never swum (S. Past). 
(~. MIPIBHAH~: H ~A~KAAA ME T A XPl~A MATIA, 198) 
19) Maria was upset As if she hadn't expected that (S. Past). 
- I'll stay. 
- How will you stay? (How is it possible to stay?) 
- With Katina. 
- It's out of the question. Are we going to have the same old story again? 
(1) The same things and even worse happened. (2) Maria won't return to 
Greece. (3) No. (4) She knows that Yiannis can't stay here any longer, he has 
business to attend to down there (back home). (5) But she is staying in 
Biarritz, in the hotel. (6) Who will harm her? 
- I do mind, said Yiannis vexed. 
(9. TIET~AAH~-~IOMH~H~: MAPIA TIAPNH, 85) 
20) (1) Margaro, defending herself, started to blame the widow and her daughter. 
(2) Were these maybe better than her? (3) Or will (would) she tell us that she 
married her daughter to a (that) shoe polisher, there, and three months later 
she took her back again? (4) God knows, if she is (was) really married. (5) 
Or that she maybe bought a wreathcase and she put the wreaths on show next 
to the saints' pictures! (6) And what sort of parody of a marriage this is!... 
etc. 
(7) Zaphirena was furious with the stranger. (8) (How dare she) say bad 
things about her daughter! ... (9) She must wash her mouth out before saying 





kind, an experienced and cunning one, with a bad reputation saying bad 
things, talking against her own girl fresh like a rose, not only that but she 
looks like a rose too I. .. 
(A. nAnAAIAMANTH~: 01 KOIKAOnANTPEIE~, 175) 
21) (1) - Had you noticed anything suspicious during all these days? 
(2) No. (3) He had noticed absolutely nothing. (4) No suspect, no stranger, 
who (had) walked past it slowly. (5) No-one who (had) stopped to check the 
shop-windows, the doors, their solidity. (6) He closed at half past one. (7) 
He came back at a quarter to four. (8) So the break-in happened during these 
two hours. 
(9) - Are your employees trustworthy? (10) Did you lock up? 
(11) Yes, the employees are trustworthy. (12) And the door, he (had) locked 
it himself, as always. 
(13) - Hadn't you put the metal shutters down? 
(14) What for, it was noon, in the most central and busiest street in Athens. 
(15) - All right, he said, you may go. 
(16) - Go, where ... (ftrst-person). 
(r. MArKAH~: 01 ~lNETAIPOI, 282-3) 
22) (1) She didn't shout. (2) She stayed in his lap like that, stiff like marble, her 
eyes in the boy's eyes. (3) Then she erupted into nervous chatter: (4) - Why, 
she says, why? (5) How did he do it? (6) What does (did) he expect (of that)? 
(7) Now he will go to jail- (8) does he know he will go to jail? .. 
He seized her round the middle. 





23) (1) But Julia made her change her mind. (2) Did she have time to warn the 
Greek with the hat that he was in danger? (3) No. (4) Well, would she let him 
wander unaware of the danger? (5) And since Nan lived in the enemy's 
fortress, with the jailer's wife as her loyal ally wasn't it crazy to console 
herself with the past? (6) She wasn't telling her to spend the holidays 
together; she wouldn't enjoy herself in the company of an invalid and a bunch 
of crazy old people. (7) But she could get her an invitation for New Year's 
Eve from some friends of hers, people of high society, of both good taste and 
tact. (8) Nan, politely, made her understand that this can't (couldn't) be done. 
(~. TLIPKAL: H NYXTEPI~A, 165-£) 
24) «(1) And didn't you know, Mrs. Aliki, that they moved (they had moved)? 
(2) I'm surprised!». (3) He took one more rusk, carefully he spreads butter, 
marmalade on it. (4) - Mrs. Aliki shouldn't think that he had forgotten her (S. 
Past), it just happened that the Christmas before last while he was in Athens 
convalescing ... well, the truth is he avoided it (5) Apart from the fact that his 
wound had turned him into a sort of misanthrope, a hypochondriac ... besides 
with Christos imprisoned in Makronisos, if somebody saw Peter coming to 
their house, the place is full of geniuses and traitors, it would be dangerous. 
(6) And again of course he meant to ... but he left Athens so suddenly then, he 
didn't say goodbye to anybody, unexpectedly they cancelled his convalescent 
leave and they sent him to Northern Greece, the borders, these things happen 
in the army ... (7) Peter lifted up his rusk and his head: (8) «Don't you see my 
mother at all any more?» 
(A. KOrzIA~: 0 rENNAIOL THAEMAXOL, 38) 
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2.8. Free Indirect Speech in first-person narratives 
25) (1) The girls put a shilling in her hand and she left. 
Speech lPiese1llltllti01lll 
Translations 
(2) In Molivos? (3) In the mouse-trap! (4) Crazy, I say, this old woman must 
have been. (5) Now that both the Turks and Christians had sworn (S. Past) to 
do him in! (6) No. (7) He would rather die. (8) Vasilis is not a piece of old 
meat to be thrown to the dogs which are waiting hungry outside the butcher's. 
(9) They are to fetch him the large sword from the case. (10) He is to put his 
leg down, to strike it with a blow. to cut it off, and to hell with the damned 
thing. 
(11) The pain was driving him crazy. 
(L. MIPIBHAHL: 0 BALIAHL 0 APBANITHL, 102) 
26) (1) She also agrees with me that she should tell me off more quietly: her 
hoarse panting caresses my ear like a May breeze: (2) Liar!. .. Liar and 
nasty!... (3) Just so that I should know. she's got her job. (4) She is 
collapsing from standing too long? (5) Oh, let her fall - what's it got to do 
with me? (6) She's got her salary, she is paid ... she is independent. 
Independent! (7) And she forbids it - (8) am I listening? (9) She doesn't allow 
every illiterate "dress maker" ... (10) - Yes, yes, you're right! I nod at her, 
confused at the drift of her anguish. 
(A. KOTIIAL: 0 EOL~POL, 162-3) 
27) (1) I told him about Lena, and that she was my girl. (2) Then, out of the blue, 
how many years he had the taxi licence. (3) But it wasn't his own car, he was 
paid according to how many kilometres he did. (4) About his hair, why did he 
have it short? (5) That's the way he liked it. 









3.2. Narrative report of a thought act (NRTA) 
1) (1) I feared for him (for his safety). (2) I wanted to stop him from following 
me. (3) But how? (4) Should I order him to go back? (5) On what pretext? 
(6) I was trying to think of something and (but) I couldn't. 
(~. BIKEAA~: ~IATI EMEINA ~IKHrOPO~, 123) 
2) He thought things over and over again and when the first outburst of anger 
was over. his plan of action was ready and could be described by these two 
words. friendship and patience. 
(A. E<t>T AAlarH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENfEPH~, 117) 
3.3. Indirect Thought (IT) 
3) Then I thought that never in my life would I decide to ask any of the old. 
laconic and sulky seamen. who played Preference (Swedish whist) and 
smoked long tobacco pipes day and night in old Tzaniakos' coffee-shop. to 
lend me his boat to go on a long solitary whimsical voyage. 
(A. nAnA~IAMANTH~: TA PO~INA AKPOrIAAIA, 14) 
4) He thought that every night the past becomes a dream. an urn that contains 
the godlike elixir. this primitive dewdrop of inspiration. 
(r. ~EAIO~: ~E ANAZHTH~H TOI E<t>HMEPOI, 212) 
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3.4. Direct Thought (DT) 
Thought Presentatnon 
Translations 
5) I am thinking: what really prevents me from spending the rest of the days left, 
up in Zato? .. [ ... ] 
(<I>. KONTOr AO)": TIEAPO KAZA~, 40) 
6) "It seems that they want to let me die". I was thinking. 
(r. MArKAH~: 0 nEPIrrAANOIMENO~, 227) 
7) He thought: - "I am wasting my time. I must fmd another way to see her". 
(e. TIET~AAH~-AIOMHAH~: 0 KA T AKAHMENO~ TOnO~, 208) 
8) He looked round the graves. 
- How deserted they are! he thought. 
(H. BENEZH~: 0 NA)" ArO~, 78) 
9) He sat in the same place again. there at the far end. in the left-hand corner. 
and thought with a faint smile: "I'm getting used to the corners too now, to 
the corners too!" 
(A. TEPZAKH~: H MENE:E:EAENIA TIOAITEIA, 9) 
3.5. Free Direct Thought (FDT) 
10) - Who cares! he says to me. We live only once ... [ ... J 
Could it be that the flrst glass of ouzo has gone to his head? 
- By the way, I say to him, congratulations - [ ... J 





11) We had been surrounded by the Russians in the trenches for quite some time; 
there was no fodder left in Plevna. 
I should imagine (lit. you were to see) that Gazi-Osman Pasha was forced to 
withdraw his troops from here! I walk around; the streets (were) empty! 
(r. M. BIZYHNO~: 0 MO~KOB ~EAHM. 237) 
12) In the street, the people were walking fast with their shoulders hunched up 
and their hands in their pockets. 
Ten minutes past three. Katina hasn't come yet. He went to the door and he 
looked at the road uphill with anxiety. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~: TO NEPO TH~ BPOXH~, 325) 
13) - "Then it must be very old!" he said in a serious voice and then they both 
laughed, still not knowing each other's name. 
[Has she been here long, I wonder? Has she come for the exhibition? Will 
she leave soon? Is her house, by any chance, nearby? I could see her home, 
it's a long time since ... ] 
- 'That big lampadaire in the corner has been sold. What a pity! " 





3.7. Contextual Indices of FIT in third-person narratives 
14) In the end she persuaded him to come. In the meantime she put on her 
dressing gown. October, she was really hot in her beaver skin pyjamas and 
he was talking about central heating ... She fetched glasses from the kitchen, 
emptied the ice-cubes from the fridge onto the plate and she put everything on 
the table in the living room. What could he want of her? What would he show 
her? [ ... ] 
(};. T};IPKA};: H NlXTEPIAA, 48) 
15) He is only thinkin~ of his wife. Surely a long time must have passed since he 
left her, since they parted. How did he forget? (how didn't he realize that time 
had gone?) Where was it that she sat down on the beach and she said she will 
stay there (she would stay) and wait for him? 
(N. r. TIENrZIKH};: TO MY8IITOPHMA TH}; KYPIA}; EP};H};, 39) 
16) But why doesn't she come with him any longer to the door, why doesn't she 
stay to see him leave, and why doesn't she run to kiss him, as she used to on 
the lips, when he comes back home dizzy, tired from work? Why this 
change?. 
These were the things Kalmas was thinking and saying one day when he was 
walking to work in a street without any houses which led to the town. 
(A. N. BOlIlPA};: H TIOAITEIA TIOY X ANETA I , 174) 
17) And again he didn't reply to him immediately. Not even Alkis, he thou~ht, 
was powerful, and of course he would never become powerful... and rich ... 
but anyway he wasn't like Steriotis!... Neither was Alkis the son-in-law he 





really he couldn't think of anyone in the place wonhy of marrying Evlalia ... 
[ ... ] 
(K. 8EOTOKHh: 01 hKAABOI ITA ~EhMA TOlh, 47) 
18) Peter frowned - this shoeblack seems well-informed, he even knows father's 
name, his responsibilities in the ministry ... what else does he know? And 
how the shoeblack laughs shamelessly, just like a jackal. He has got such big 
rapacious yellow crooked teeth. 
(A. KarzIAh: 0 rENNAIOh THAEMAXOh, 20) 
19) But Kissa flared up in anger at her sister's unexpected fonune. You hear 
there (whoever heard of) the younger marrying fIrst! And what? (And not 
only that) Marrying a King! Once she heard her grandmother say that the 
night they were born she saw the Fates who came to predict the fonune of the 
babies. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: H KAKH AAEP<t>H, 235) 
20) She heard him opening the balcony door, moving the wheelchair around, and 
then whistling cheerfully as if he were on his own. Her earS had gone red. 
Alright, the war, the confusion, this living in close proximity; but up to that 
point, and an Englishman too? Would she have time now to take out the 
dressing gown from the wardrobe before this old fornicator with his devilish 
wheelchair ... She put on her high-and-mighty style. Of Lady Nancy 
Geraldine Albena Elizabeth Campbell, Baroness Argendale in her own right 
that she loathed as much as cockroaches. 
(~. T~IPKA~: H NlXTEPIAA, 40-1) 
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21) - I'm late, he said. 
Thought Presentation 
Translations 
- Yes, she nodded and suddenly she rushed and hugged his shoulders. Her 
nails dug into the thick cloth of the overcoat. 
If only he wouldn't leave ... if only he wouldn't leave ... if only he stayed 
there near her even the way he wanted it. .. even without her love being 
returned with her own love ... if only he wouldn't go (he didn't go) he 
wouldn't go and lose him ... 
- Why should I love you so much? She cried desperately and her cry sounded 
strange in the silence. 
(T. ITA YPOY: MYITIKE~ nHrE~, 72) 
22) [ ... ] (1) She thought of going to find Dimitris, to talk to him, to tell him 
everything. (2) But if in the meantime Pavlos came down and missed him? 
(3) And besides Dimitris was strange, she liked him, but she respected him, 
he looked to her to be older than he was and that he knew everything, he was 
serious, although he showed her great tenderness. (4) I'd better wait a bit 
more. (5) There, somebody is coming down. (6) Is it Pavlos? (7) Yes, he is, 
he is wearing a purple suit and a straw hat. (8) Did he see her? (9) Will he see 
her? (10) She is getting up and moving towards the door, feigning that she is 
going to the stairs to go up. 
(I. D.P AroYMHL: IT AMA THMA, 8-9) 
23) [ ... ] Her mind was travelling far away ... if only she received a letter. Her 
desire was so innocent. No news for so many months. Sick in the remote 
mountains ... He loved her ... Receiving a letter wasn't a sin ... [ ... ] 
(K. nOAITHL: TEPMA, 152-3) 
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3.8.1. Typographic Indices 
Thought Presentation 
Trlllrllsbdons 
24) "Why are you looking and not answering? .. Have you become dumb? Why 
are you looking over there at the skylight? Was it maybe there that you hid the 
teaspoon or gave it away? ... " 
(A. NAKOI: TO ~Ol AAKI, 469) 
25) - Sophia!... Listen: You must come, are you listening? ... You must come. 
Because now everybody has deserted me. Do you understand? Everybody!... 
I am alone. And I am getting older. My God! 
(A. TEPZAKH};: H MENE:::E~ENIA nOAITEIA, 211) 
26) When with the sunset the girls went back to the village, the King sent the 
matchmaker to obtain Avgi as his wife. Who can let such an opportunity slip? 
Old Stathainajumped for joy. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~, op. cit., 234) 
27) Has it ever happened to you, my dear reader, to dream that you are being 
hanged or that you are falling from a high place into an abyss? 
(E. POI~H};: H rrAnI~~A IOANNA, 13I) 
28) Alas! on the way they were caught in a rough sea. 
(A. rrATIA~IAMANfH~: IT ArONA NEPOI, 356) 
29) They say that the curses of those women who rarely curse come true ... 





30) He turned his back on him and ignored him completely. The other remained 
thoughtful. What strange thoughts are these he is having today? What got into 
him to make him start philosophising? But Liapkin insulted him, with his last 
words. That is just what he needed, to pay attention to Liapkin's wordsl But 
it displeased him. 
(M. KAPAr ATLHL: rIO)TKEPMAN A', 34) 
31) Maria got upset. Will she be alone again? And how was she to go to Paris? 
The unknown is set up like a wall, a vague fear. Is it possible? Can she go? 
And (what will happen) when they find out about it at home? (lit. down). 
(8. TIETLAAH~-b.IOMHb.HL: MAPIA TIAPNH, 87) 
32) [ ... ] And still he hadn't looked at her. Oh, he would look at her; how 
wouldn't (couldn't) he look at her? At the right time. Let the sun rise first. 
(K. eEOTOKH~: H ZOH KAI 0 eANA TOL TOY KAPABEAA, 59) 
33) [ ... ] he hugged a doll dressed in a red dress. He squeezed it as if it was real. 
What to take for Voula! But what's the time? Who cares! It's only eleven! 
[ ... ] 
(A. BAAXOL: TIPOAEZIKO, 125) 
34) Maria was scared at her boldness. Maria, Kouka's daughter, Koukena's 
daughter, in Paris, all alone, a widow, with an old nursemaid from Sifnos! 
For God's sake! How did things tum out like that! 
At first she was wandering about the big city in a daze. [ ... ] 




"lI'nurn d IltnOIlllS 
35) He saw her hand coming up to her lips!.. The same again like at that time, at 
that time!. God! 
(A. N. BOTITP A};: AIOrMENH Ar AITH, 22) 
36) [ ... ] (1) Immediately he thought to get down ... (2) But no! (3) He will stay to 
perfonn this comedy until the end! (4) He will assist the power of evil. (5) 
He was seized by a mad desire to play its games, a frenzy to ridicule the rich 
man - and himself, who believed in the rich man. (6) Come on! (7) lIe will at 
least drive his carriage in the narrow streets. (8) He will pull up at the 
"Piperia"! (9) He wants to drive it in a working class suburb. (to) And after 
driving along Aeolou and Patision street [ ... ] he arrived. 
(Z. ITAITANTON I 0,(: TO AAMITPO AMA:E:I, 103) 
37) [ ... ] It had never occurred to her that Asimina would dare to receive her 
fiance in her drawing room. In the kitchen, yes; but in the drawing room! 




38) In the end she persuaded him to come. In the meantime she put on her 
dressing gown. October, she was really hot in her beaver skin pyjamas and 
he was talking about central heating ... She fetched glasses from the kitchen, 
emptied the ice-cubes from the fridge onto the plate and she put everything on 
the table in the living room. What could he want of her? What would he show 
her? Anyway she wouldn't be difficult, she would keep him company while 
he was drinking ... And if ... if he put his hand on her? She felt her ears 
burning. Imagine he were to think that the jokes about the divorce were an 
indirect invitation ... What would he think? That always happened to her, she 
talked in all her naivety, and the other person ... Naivety? Did she know 
herself so well then? The subconscious ... 
(~. T~IPKA~, op. cit., 48) 
39) [ ... ] Silly he to expose himself to a refusal for nothing! Silly! What did he 
want taking part in such a dance? (getting involved in such a situation?). But 
no! He did his duty, he proved to his rescuer the sincerity of his friendship 
and the extent of his gratitude ... Why, however, is Liakos so late? 
(A. BIKEAA~: H A~XHMH AAEA<I>H, 79) 
40) His leg tripped somewhere, on something that gave out a metallic sound. It 
can't be! - just imagine! - Loizos' helmet - at the same place, there where it 
had fallen on the day that the two of them ... - and also, there, on the wall, the 
rope. They had also left it hanging, forgotten it between the branches of the 
climbing plant 





41) It was as if Stephanos had forgotten where he was. Only the captain of Prifti 
he didn't forget - Why, only he was a stranger to him? And why. did he 
whisper his song like that. as if he was whistling it to his face? 
(K. XATZOnO, AO~: <l>8INOTlOPO, 112) 
42) Over there a guttersnipe - was he perhaps interceding too? - was quarrelling 
with somebody older than him. 
(r. ~EAIO~: ~E ANAZHTH~H TO, E<I>HMEPOr, 214) 
43) He takes out an old stole from the first trunk embroidered with silver and 
gold thread - who might it have belonged to? - he takes out a white deacon's 
stole - Oh. how it still smells of frankincense! - pure white with the refined 
embroidery of gold crosses [ ... ] 
(8. nET~AAH~-~IOMH~H~: 01 MA rpOA ,KOI A', 65) 
44) [ ... ] And she was growing impatient again: - "Well. why wasn't he coming 
as soon as possible? ... Should she herself stand up in front of all those 
people? ... [ ... ] 
(K. eEOTOKH~: 01 LKAABOI ITA ~E~MA TOr~. 76) 
3.8.2. Lexical Indices 
45) He was relieved to find out to what point Karamanos' ungratefulness would 
go. Of course, that was it! He shouldn't have kept his private life in Salonika 
secret. 





46) [ ... ] Efi; no doubt Efi. She is the woman who suits him. [ ... ] 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~, op. cit., 404) 
47) Going up the stairs with the soldier behind him, he was thinking that if the 
boy was asleep now the opening door would wake him. He will give him one 
of the apples ... It is an opportunity ... and he will say everything, it is certain! 
And tomorrow evening when he goes to the interrogator ... 
(A. BAAXO~: OPE~ ZOH~, 172) 
48) He arranged the almost full sack by putting it on the toilet and went out again 
to the ground floor. Shall he take a coat for Voula? It's winter ... Will it fit in 
the sack? No ... well, better another time since there will be for certain another 
time! He won't leave any traces and nobody will realize what happened 
tonight, so few things ... Only, millY ... his old shoes? He put them in a box 
and the box back on its shelf. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] He went and searched in many boxes, many shelves but in vain. The 
tyrolean hat in the shop-window must have been the last one. And now? He 
could perhaps come again next Friday, like tonight, and take the hat along 
with other things. But if in the meantime somebody bought it? No, absolutely 
!!Qt. He must take it tonight. 
(A. BAAXO~: TYPOAEZIKO, 126-7) 
49) He was absorbed in strange thoughts. He couldn't calm down. Why should 
Spanos make such a joke? Why should it not be true? What can he lose by 
trying? If he succeeds who else in the village will have such a treasure for 
wife? If he doesn't succeed and all the people find out and they make a song 
for her (make fun of her), Spanos is to blame, for starting this. 





50) He was seized by an uncontrollable desire to turn his night into a night of 
wantonness. He knew where Flora's bedroom was. Why not go near there? 
Five or six light footsteps and he found himself in Flora's secret place. And 
maybe, why not see her too, why shouldn't she tell him even now? Who 
knows if it would be convenient the following day? He noticed light through 
the cracks. 
(A. E<I>T AAIOTH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~. 40) 
51) He remembered Helen. This girl always came to his mind, but almost always 
he tried not to think of her ... A poor and honest fencing instructor, what did 
he expect from a rich only daughter? Apart from that the friendship, her 
parents! So many, so many obstacles!.. 
(~. N. BOTIlP A~: TO ~OIXElO. 77) 
52) "Would he come anyway or not? she said in her mind getting angry ... Oh he 
would come of course ... and she would know how to punish him all that 
night!... Continuously pushing him away from her side, she wouldn't let him 
escape from her, she wouldn't let him dance any more ... and she would 
know of course how to spoil every minute of joy for him!..." 
(K. eEOTOKH~, op. cit., 76) 
53) Anestis bent his head over his glass. He was ashamed of himself for the 
trouble he caused, for the borrowed clothes, for the fact that they laughed at 
him, and (but) he didn't want to answer back to them so as not to embarrass 
his brother. He felt like crushing the old woman who ridiculed him like 
straw. But, she wasn't lying. His friend was wearing these clothes 




Was he offended because they had told him about the vineyard? They meant 
well. [ ... J 
(N. KAL~ArAHL: XOMA KAI NEPO. 78) 
54) In the garden the cricket which so many times (had) lulled him to sleep was 
rasping. At that time, when Christ was born in the horses' manger, evil 
Herod slaughtered all the children. But Mary's little baby lived. That was 
God's will. Now why are they slaughtering the children again? Maybe a new 
Christ was born? Maybe evil Herod has been resurrected? But sleep the great 
friend of children came. All his thoughts sunk into a cloudy dream. 
(M. KAP Ar A TLH~: 0 MEr AAOL YnNO~. 94) 
55) He let the car bowl along down the smooth road and his mind flew to 
different thoughts. So Karamanos was having a good time in Salonika; and 
he never told him anythini. The hypocrite! He was always like that. Did he 
ever confide anything about his life to him his friend? ~ general things that 
supposedly represent a broader emotional confession. A theoretical and 
metaphysical confession. But facts - concrete facts -~. 
(M. KAP Ar ATLHL: rIOYrKEPMAN A', 403) 
56) She ordered coffee from the waiter, who was looking at her with scandalized 
eyes, and she bought a sesame roll from a night-time vendor of sesame rolls. 
She was hungry. Not much of course. ~to enjoy the coffee with the 
sesame roll, and the big glass of cool water. 





57) [ ... ] Her mind was travelling far away ... if only she received a letter. Her 
desire was ~ innocent. No news for so many months. Sick in the remote 
mountains ... [ ... ] 
(K. nOAITHL: TEPMA, 152) 
58) Not even for a minute should he admit that Flora couldn't be his any longer. 
Nothin~! They took her from him, he will take her back. If it is not done one 
way, it will be done another way. If his riches and his power are not enough 
the beauty, the slyness, the threat will work, finally somethinl: will work, 
time will produce somethin~; and with this unshaken decision in the recesses 
of his heart he could finally come to his senses and say a few words to her 
kind husband. 
(A. E<t>TAAlarHL, op. cit., 116) 
59) [00.] Silly he to expose himself to a refusal for nothing! Silly! What did he 
want taking part in such a dance? (getting involved in such a situation?). But 
no! He did his duty, he proved to his rescuer the sincerity of his friendship 
and the extent of his gratitude ... Why, however, is Liakos so late? 
(~. BIKEAAL: H ALXHMH A~EA<t>H, 79) 
60) And yet. He will make a pass at Dina, the silly, the stupid man! He will be 
trapped like an insect in the nets of this little monster! 
But, after all what did he care about all this? Isn't Karamanos free to do as he 
pleases? And Efi? And Dina a thousand times more? He is lliUllil to worry 
about somebody else's business. With a shrug of his shoulders he threw 
away from him the rabble of thoughts; and he pressed the accelerator because 
he was late. 





61) [ ... ] But who did he make a pass at from the Salonikan company? 
Efi; no doubt Efi. She is the woman that suits him. Beautiful. slim. ~ 
educated, ~. What an enjoyment it would be, an emotional conversation 
between Efi - (and) Karamanos! Somethin~ brilliant, somethin~ full of spirit 
and juices. Beautiful couple! No, he wasn't jealous aLal1 as God was his 
witness! He, Yioungerman ~ got jealous; he was above such petty 
things. But somethin~ was telling him that it wasn't Efl, but Dina. Why? 
Both of them were equally beautiful - in a completely different way, of 
course. Only that Dina was ~ a hypocrite and a snob. A stupid cow, the 
sort that Karamanos loathes. While Efi, what a ~ ~ woman! 
(M. KAP Ar ATLHL, op. cit., 404-5) 
62) [ ... ] What did she want the taxi for? Where would she go? She would go to 
her house, in Kastela, to Aspasia. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] Oh, .llQ. Whatever was she to do in this house? NQ, D.Q ••• And Aspasia 
who would start whining ... And Antiope shouting ... And Yioungerman with 
his cunning smile ... NQ.,!lQ.. She didn't feel like going back, seeing the 
walls, the furniture, the little garden ... This can't (couldn't) be done. 
(M. KAP Ar A TLH~, op. cit., 365) 
63) Maria was left alone with the maid servant. She is sitting on the chair and she 
is looking at her husband. Her husband? .. Is this her husband?.. he was, 
that is, her husband ... this man? ... this dead man? ... Qh, my God! she stood 
up without meaning to. 
(e. nETLAAHL-~IOMH~HL, op. cit., 77) 
64) His mind flew elsewhere. Down there in his hut, Argiris' neighbour had two 





But why did he live happy, while he himself had such a life? He hated him 
too at this moment, because he, too, was man and man had hanned him ... He 
wanted to harm him too. The two big cows would be grazing now quietly-
quietly under the olive trees; Oh, if only he could kill them and see him 
unhappy like himself... There was a joy of life he could experience ... The 
neighbour would cry, he would beat his breast ... the animals on the 
ground ... He would call despised Thomas to help him Thomas ... Ha, Ha, 
Ha! he laughed. A few needles placed in the straw and the animals would be 
dead in two or three months. 
(K. eEOTOKH~: H ZOH KAI 0 8ANA TO~ TOY KAP ABEAA, 153-4) 
65) Wild desires were aroused inside him and they were torturing him. To live 
(he had been living) in that quiet little house for six months and "to eat flies!" 
Not to ~ (M~, to declare his love to either Clara or her cousin! And 
now, on the eve of his departure, to be so ripe both of them for the charms of 
love, that the one from the fear that she might lose him if he happened to 
become rich one day, the other from secret love, which jealousy caused to 
blossom like a flower and spread all around its aroma, to sigh at his knees 
and to die for one of his kisses! He was enraged to think that all those months 
had been wasted in vain, and that now one and only night was left, and such 
a night, sleep from 9 p.m. until dawn! 
(A. E<t>T AAIarH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NTEAMnENTEPH~, 39) 
66) All this didn't make sense, it was excuses. Since he, as soon as he entered 
introduced himself, that means he knew what's-her-name. the spinster wasn't 
there. And apart from that, how did they find out who she was? She hadn't 
shown her passport to anyone. 




67) In the evening she felt she was going mad. She felt like running out of the 
house in the street alone and going ~herever her fate took her ... To leave! ... 
Oh, how her little head was aching and how it was buzzing from the screams. 
(A. NAKOI, Ope cit., 469) 
68) The breeze cooled her face, which was worn with anguish. It was just as well 
that she thought to open the church. When her husband comes back, God 
willing, she will ask him to offer a bronze candelabrum to the grace of St. 
John. And little by little to do up the little church too with a candle stand and 
two or three pews ... And she walked faster to reach the parental house as 
soon as possible ... 
(E. BAAMH: LKEAETOBP AXOL, 142) 
69) She made up her mind, she would tell him everything ... She would put pride 
and shame aside. It was so futile to struggle ... She didn't have the strength 
any more. But no ... it would be better if she wrote to him. It is one thing to 
write and another to say something. When you talk they interrupt you ... With 
the smallest thing they cut the flow. And he would do it, he would do it, he 
never paid attention when she talked to him ... He had only to stroke her hair 
with his hand and to derail her thought in a moment. But no, llQ she wouldn't 
let that happen, she would write everything in an order. She wanted ~ 
everything, to say these things and to get them off her chest, to say these 
things. to unload the burden from herself. To shout it all out in the hope that 
she might be rescued ... Yes, it is much better to write to him. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] She is standing in the middle of the living-room and she is thinking all 
these things. 





70) Minas was worried ... what does he want in here? If somebody sees him? If 
his friends came out from the local "Piperia" coffee shop unexpectedly - Qh 
hell! - he would be in trouble! Anyway the wheels were rolling in Kifisias 
street and Mr. Pavlos, without having the patience to wait, started describing 
his carriage. 
(Z. TIATIANTONIO,(: TO AAMTIPO AMA:E:I. 97) 
71) The bell is ringing and it startled him which cuckold might be at that time. But 
it is Magda's fault who wants to turn their house into a gypsy camp. The 
good-for-nothings come and eat as much as they want, and if one of them is 
her lover, how does he know? And they will be laughing behind his back. 
(M. ~O,(KA: KAAAIO NA 'TAN ...• 145) 
72) But Mr. Plateas was sad. The idea of meeting the bride was frightening him. 
What was he to say? How was he to behave? And after all, he wasn't yet 
certain of her consent. - Why didn't the cousin write plainly Yes or No? llri..d 
psalm. alleluia! (a simple answer please, straight to the point!). 





73) Petros gave him back the photograph. Out of the window now poplar trees. 
then again telegraph poles are passing. the sun is setting. the first shadows 
are gathering on the low slopes ... Immediately after the Occupation mother 
sold her family fields in Igoumenitsa. the house was emptied during the years 
of the black famine. furniture and rugs. books. clothes turned into chick-
peas. groats, olive oil; and Petros a second-year student of civil engineering. 
mother was absolutely against the idea of Petros getting a job temporarily -
either a priest. priest or a plouJ:hman plouJ:hman (each to his trade). Apart 
from that father convalescing after the operation [ ... ] 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 rENNAIO~ THAEMAXO~. 20-1) 
74) The girl appeared at the door scared. looking at her mistress in bewilderment. 
She couldn't understand why she was so annoyed. Why would she care if 
she also had her fiance? Why would she mind if he was also in the living 
room? Would he destroy her living-room? Of course not. He would ornament 
it. Of all these people there nobody was worthy except for her beloved. His 
beauty and clothes were shining. How does the ruby sparkle on the master's 
finger? - This is how the eyes of her beloved sparkle on his beautiful face. 
How does the gold cross glitter round the neck of her mistress? - This is how 
the smile shines on the red lips of her beloved. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: ITI~ AO:=:E~. 393) 
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75) Sophie leaned back and rested her head on the wooden panition. The 
monotonous noise of the engine was lulling her. Really, that shark on the 
pier, that time with Alec - what might have become of... She mumbled 
something. 
(K. nOAITHh: TEPMA, 152) 
76) For a moment Manolis was so upset that he didn't know what to do. To find 
an excuse and to go back to leave or to open the door and enter? Mrs. Beri .. . 
either married, or a false name ... Little angeL. Well she has a child too .. . 
Rather strange all this ... But if she dies in reality ... Finally grief conquered 
selfishness and he entered the room. 
(A. E<I>T AAIffi'Hh: 0 MANOAHh 0 NTEAMIlENfEPHh, 62) 
77) She was standing and looking at her with tenderness. As if she were an 
innocent puppy. But those bushy eyebrows of hers ... 
She washed and tidied herself. 
(K. nOAITHh: TEPMA, 144-5) 
78) A woman wants to be charmed, cajoled and flattered. And that was the only 
thing Nionios didn't lack. It was enough that he wanted it. enough that he 
was determined ... But what a woman! Like a Queen, like a nymph,likti 
goddess. And well-stacked, meaty, big-chested - not 1ik~ some other women 
who are called beautiful and they are wrinkled, small, no meat, shrivelled, as 
if God the time he was kneading them pitied the dough. 





79) He takes out four or five Ecclesiastical books, one manuscript Psalter, one 
Pentecost Book ... Nothing ... 
He bent over the other trunk ... There are books here too ... familiar books ... 
A Pentecost book again ... The Epistles ... Oh, Homer! ... He opens it 
nervously ... 
(e. TIEThAAH~;-~IOMH~Hh: 01 MA YPOA YKOf A', 65-6) 
80) Sunshine, clear skies, bitter cold. Petros is crossing the square walking 
slowly. Strange! From where will they set off! Neither car, nor artists. There 
wasn't a living soul to be seen because it was Christmas. 
(A. KOTZIAh, op. cit., 258) 
81) [ ... ] But this means that either there isn't a night guard at all or that he starts 
his shift at midnight .. Well, he will take her a dress, of course, a nice all red 
dress with a black belt which has a big golden buckle to fasten. Then 
stockings! Many stockings ... and lingerie, and a bra like those lace ones from 
"Cestos". 
(A. BAAXOh: TIPOAEZIKO, 125i3) 
82) She stood there at her door. Her mind [had] stopped, her legs felt like water -
what could be the matter with the cellar to make him so angry? An.d people 
know about it, all people, he said. And - get off my back - Peter BakatsasL .. 
(~. XA TZHh: H SEIA MA~ H ArrEAIKH, 96) 
83) [ ... ] He could declare war on the whole world without harming himself at 
all... He could become the Devil himself... Why only the neighbour? And. 
why not greedy Argiris? ru1d why not Maria? She had done so many things to 





wickedness ... But, lull doesn't God create earthquakes, floods, but doesn't 
he throw lightning and doesn't he destroy like that indiscriminately the 
unrighteous and the righteous? This is what Thomas would do ... Let Yiannis 
be affected by the plan ... 1iu.1 what power has he got, the deserted, the 
pursued, who every day bent more towards the eanh under the burden of his 
unhappiness and his persecution? 
(K. 9EOTOKHL, op. cit., 154) 
84) [ ... ] Father kicked him out of the house, the scoundrel yes, he didn't even 
respect his brother's difficult times, in collusion with the buyers he took the 
money from mother's fields when they were sold at any price, Neneta was 
reaching twelve she would go to the high school... Oh, and now? Falco their 
technical firm, since the year before last father and he the despicable, 
venerable partners inseparable now, mother the cardiogram and Neneta in 
despair ... her last latter is in the little pocket along with the discharge paper; 
the thunderbolt. 
(A. KOTZIAL, op. cit., 2 Il 
85) [ ... ] Outside Petros is pacing up and down on the pavement. He is smoking. 
It's ten! and still not a soul, what kind of excursion (this is) ... and alright Lia 
it is natural anyway after what had happened if Veligekas didn't kill her 
anyway this is how Veligekas is, a cobra he will give her dry bread and water 
not a three-day excursion, it is very natural after what had happened ... but the 
artists? Petros threw away the second cigarette end, he kicked it, a quarter 
past ten, surely he must go to Pagrati to find out what happened, bener go to 
Ioudas he might have killed her. [ ... ] 
(A. KOTZIAL, op. cit., 258) 
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86) For a moment Manolis was so upset that he didn't know what to do. To find 
an excuse and to go back to leave or to open the door and ~? Mrs. Beri. .. 
either married, or false name ... Little angel... Well she has a child too ... 
Rather strange all these ... But if she dies in reality ... Finally grief conquered 
selfishness and he entered the room. 
(A. E<I>T AAlarH~: 0 MANOAH~ 0 NfEAMnENTEPH~, 62) 
87) [ ... ] Oh, is everything going wrong then? Will his performance fail too? But 
this has to succeed. He immediately thought of Roukas' restaurant, the 
"Amphilochia". Krystallis always eats there -let him go and surprise him! At 
least they will have a good laugh together. 
(Z. IlAIlANmNIOY, op. cit., 103) 
88) [ ... ] His agony was unbearable. He couldn't have been injured - he would 
have realized. He told a joke but his voice sounded different. 
(N. KA~AArAH~: XOMA KAI NEPO, 31) 
89) (1) She smiled at Mrs. Pami without expecting a smile in return. (2) She still 
has some hope (she is still hoping) that the door will open and Petros will 
come ... then it is possible ... it is possible the ice will break ... Mrs. Parni, 
Petros, she ... in their house .. . 
The blood rose to her head. 
(8. IlET~AAH~-AIOMHAH~, op. cit., 148) 
90) [ ... J ... And the young man she was in love with was honest and nice and 





would she find happiness ... and for a moment she thou~ht (it seemed to her) 
she would marry him ... and it seemed so natural to her to be in love with 
him!... [ ... ] 
(K. eEOTOKH~: 01 ~KAABOI }Jf A ~E~MA TOY~. 50) 
91) Angry, he turned on the ignition, he shook the engine by pressing the 
accelerator, changed to third gear with an angry hand and he drove out into 
the road. Something like an unexplained grievance occupied his soul. 
Michalis didn't behave well; he wasn't treating him like a real friend. He kept 
a big part of himself secret. While hk, m.a told him everything. He treated 
him like a brother. 
(M. KAP Ar A T~H~: 0 rI01TKEPMAN A', 403) 
92) [ ... ] He bent to look through one of the cracks. His glance fell straight 
straight on the fire. I:k trembling outside, partly from the night chill, partly 
from fear and desire, and inside there such a paradise! He stretched out the 
hand with a burglar's technique and he made to open the door. 
(A. E<I>T AAlarH~. op. cit., 40) 
93) Stadiou street she stood in front of a shop window. It is full of toys. All these 
horses, bears, the little prams, the dolls, the model railways, the balls make 
her suddenly think ... Ph. if only she had a child!... If she had a child by 
Loukas ... My God, how far away Loukas is!... If she had a child, she would 
not now feel so deep inside her the need to marry Petros. [ ... ] 
(e. TTET~AAH~-~IOMH~H~: MAPIA ITAPNH. 147) 
94) [ ... ] Her nails dug into the thick cloth of the overcoat. If only he wouldn't 





the way he wanted it ... even without her love being returned with her own 
love ... if only he wouldn't ~o ... he wouldn't ~o and lose him ... 
(T. };fA iPOi, op. cit., 72) 
95) Her mind was travelling far away ... if only she received a letter. Her desire 
was so innocent. No news for so many months. Sick in the remote 
mountains ... He loved her ... [ ... ] 
(K. nOAITH~, op. cit., 152) 
96) [ ... ] And yet she didn't decide to cry (for help). It would have been better if 
she had done it straight away. But what bad luck! How sin tortured her! If 
Krinio was ~ now, how easy it would be! 
(A. nAnAAIAMANTH~: H <t>ONI~~A, 61) 
97) Kyriakoula bent to put on her sandals and to pick up her cotton dress. 
Oh, how cold she felt in here! Oh, how screams frightened her. 
(A. NAKOi, op. cit., 46!)) 
98) [ ... ] He went and searched in many boxes, many shelves but in vain. The 
tyrolean hat in the shop window must have been the last one. And now? He 
could maybe come next Friday again, like toni~ht, and take the hat along with 
other things. But if in the meanwhile somebody bought it? No, absolutely 
not. He must take it toni&ht. The only solution was to stay awake there, next 
to the hat, waiting for the small hours to come, when everybody is asleep, 
even the policemen. 




99) She stayed again in her room all alone for hours and hours. She is thinking, 
she is calculating. She is thinking how far she has gone. She must be pleased 
with herself. She went everywhere, they accepted her everywhere, she shone 
with her presence everywhere. She distinguished herself everywhere! What 
else does she want!... Oh, she is here! Now that she feels again a bit lonely, 
my God, how lonely she is, how empty her life is, what an emptiness she 
sees around her!... So? ... So all ~ excitement, ~ splendid nights, ~ 
successes, l.hll unique climbing in so few months?... Nothing? ... 
Nothing? ... 
(e. TIET~AAH~-AIOMHAH~, op. cit., Ill) 
3.9. 1. Visual Impressions 
100) (1) Mourkas watched. (2) On the ears of wheat shadows, shadows, seemed 
to run, black shadows, quick ... 
(A. N. BOlTYPA~: AIOrMENH ArATIH, 12) 
101) (1) The walls with the wallpaper, expensive (the wallpaper). (2) The floor, 
marble. (3) Three round little tables, of glass. (4) Each of them with four 
leather armchairs. (5) You would sayan expensive hotel. (6) Luxury gave 
comfort. 
Kostas tried to stand up but the nurse pushed him back firmly. 
(N. KA~AAr AH~: Aro~, 108) 
1 02) (1) The train is slowing down again, little houses, orchards, the cemetery of 
the village has a whitewashed fence, cypresses are few and far between 
below a priest with a high hat and stole, a woman in black is kneeling and 




manure and stink. (3) Next to the platform a green two-storey house, a plump 
heavily made-up girl at the window, armed like a mermaid is looking at the 
railway, chewing gum and waiting. (4) In the room behind her a scarf on the 
wall, a string of garlic, an old mirror. (5) What is she waiting for? (6) Funher 
a donkey immobile in the heat unconscious; under the shadow of a fig tree a 
skinny old lady in a purple dress, leaning back is also looking at the railway 
track eating pumpkin seeds, the toothless mouth grinding and spitting the 
husks. (7) What is she waiting for? (8) And the sun is burning, nothing 
seems to be moving scorched earth breathlessness complete silence, suddenly 
the ruthless light seems to have turned dark ... (9) They have set off (they are 
moving). (10) The plump girl at the window is chewing gum, the green 
house has disappeared. 
(A. KOTZIAL: 0 rENNAIOL THAEMAXOL, 17) 
103) a) A row of mansions· rails and ornaments and statues, pruned gardens, 
pavilions and garages, awnings, patio furniture and clay flower-pots, 
curved tiles and tiled roof edges, plus a row of eucalyptuses right and left 
on the pavements, plus some big paving-stones with grass in the joins. 
b) (1) Stephanos kicked the heaps of dried leaves. (2) He rolled his scarf 
round his neck, boulevard they call it; (3) he always grinned at this 
boulevard. [ ... J 
c) [ ... J (1) He crossed the road numbed. (2) A taxi-driver beeped 
persistently, ". at Marina's in the evening", he yelled to the three-wheeled 
vehicle that was going down towards the harbour. (3) Stephanos 
calculated; (4) almost in her fifties how well does a woman carry her 
years? (5) And if she (had) opened a shop? (6) or even a brothel? (7) 
Didn't she use to say this to him? (8) one fifty drachmas banknote after the 




in front of him and she winked at him without losing count. (9) ". Me, that 
you see, one day will govern the city. Don't you believe that? Oh, ask 
your father". (10) His father an oil merchant. (11) The father pays the son 
has sex everyone made fun of him, when at one time Stephanos fell in love 
with Marina and his mother a skeleton with a hairy chin, ". mother, are 
you growing a moustache?" and then gradually he hated the oil barrels. 
d) (1) He was walking round and round the narrow streets. (2) Few people in 
the streets, skinny, miserable. (3) Cheap restaurants for the workers, 
lousy grocer's shops, empty newspaper kiosks, bare (frozen) trees. (4) He 
went past the orphanage. 
(M. t..OYKA: ATIOHXO~ ATIOrEMA TINH~ MOY~IKH~, 52-3, 56) 
3.9.2. Auditory and other sense impressions 
104) (1) The newly weds are going straight up to their room. (2) The wooden 
parquetted staircase, the wide corridor that smells of bees-wax. (3) The doors 
in a row. (4) Did that clock chime nine or ten? .. (5) Oh, their room is full of 
flowers. (6) Irini took care of everything. 
(8. TIET~AAH~-t..IOMHt..H~: MAPIA TIAPNH, 72) 
105) (1) Suddenly it was night. (2) He saw the darkness lightly settling on the 
plain, over the village, two or three lights are flickering on the other side in 
Athalassi... (3) The breeze takes its time to blow again ... (4) It must also 
have stopped blowing ... (5) Oh, there, it also brings smells of grass ... (6) 
Thucydides ... (7) ". Where is the saddle-bag? .. " (8) In a hurry he bends 
down, he opens it and puts the manuscripts in ... (9) There will nofbe only 
Thucydides, there will be more ... (10) there are a lot ... (11) Quickly, 





liturgical books and the books in ancient Greek ... (12) Strange, not one by 
Basil, Chrisostom, Damascene ... (13) He thought. .. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (1) The cricket's sound follows him as he is climbing down. (2) It (has) 
captured his hearing. (3) There another star over there, and another, and 
another ... (4) He reached the swamps, the frogs could be heard ... (5) Fre-
Markos, while he is walking fast, feels his feet, bare in the sandals, 
squelching in the mudwater. (6) Well this path is like that, what to do, it is all 
mud. 
(e. nET~AAH~-AIOMHAH~: 01 MAyrOA iKOI A', 67-8) 
106) (1) He remained lying on the ground face down ... (2) His head, Oh, his 
head ... (3) Bells were ringing ... (4) as if horses are trotting ... (5) the wheels 
are cutting furrows ... (6) The firemen, of course. (7) The firemen have 
already arrived ... (8) The water is hissing ... hissing ... hissing ... (9) When 
will this fuss be over? ... (10) It is still going on ... It is still going on ... It is 
still going on ... 
(11) They are talking near here in the orchard, the people are going in and 
out. .. (12) He knows what they are talking about, he knows: the police ... the 
children ... not the least doubt. .. arson ... compensation ... the logs in front of 
the garden gate ... the pump (what fools to leave it, what fools! - and 
Kleovoulos, who wants to be their leader! [calls himself a leader!]) ... 
(K. nOAITH~: EROICA. 191) 
107) (1) Despite the freezing weather, he suddenly felt heat spreading through his 
whole body. (2) He touched his cheek, and it was burning. 
(3) Now he would show Mrs. Mina who was the best child in the class. (4) 
Mrs. Mina would no longer send only Bozelis to the headmaster's office to 




(6) First the multiplicand. 
(7) The little tail of 9 was a bit long. 
Thought Presentation 
Translations 
(8) He took the rubber, he erased it, and wrote it again. 
(9) Now the multiplier. 
(10) The line. 
(11) Not by hand. 
(12) It would be crooked by hand. 
(13) He opened his bag quickly, and took out the ruler. [ ... ] 





108) (1) And she remembered her youth. (2) The whole world was changing 
quickly, quickly ... (3) And yet the human heart always remained the same!. .. 
(4) She could now see again in front of her her own story repeating itself ... 
(5) Even Mrs. Ofiomachou had fallen in love, when she was a girl, but 
timidly, secretly and silently, guarding in the warmth of her virginal heart that 
pure flower of her youth, that it was destined to wither!. .. (6) And the young 
man she was in love with was honest and nice and handsome, but he wasn't 
rich... (7) And she had believed that only with him she would find 
happiness ... (8) and for a moment she thought (it seemed to her) she would 
marry him ... (9) and it seemed so natural to her to be in love with him! ... 
(10) When all of a sudden her parents had given her to Ofiomachos, without 
even asking her, as was the custom of the times ... (11) They had preferred 
him because he was rich and an aristocrat ... (12) And she had found neither 
the strength, nor the will to resist their decision, and so her humble love 
remained for ever secret, buried in the recesses of her heart. 
(K. eEOTOKH~: 01 ~KAABOI ~ A 6.E~MA TO,~, 59) 
109) (1) His hand is clutching the manuscripts (he suddenly thought of them) ... 
(2) Serenity, serenity ... (3) Only the cricket is disturbing the silence. (4) This 
sound is like a breath that comes out from a gentle rasping in the late 
afternoon ... (5) Really, serenity! (6) A skinny female figure, the shadow of a 
mother appeared out of the depths, the immense depths of time ... (7) A little 
child is running barefoot, his bare feet hitting the ground... (8) "Marko, 
Marko!..." they are crying to him ... (9) He took a deep breath so that the air 
would fill his lungs, it was necessary ... 





110) (1) Peter gave him back the photograph. (2) Out of the window now poplar 
trees, then again telegraph poles are passing, the sun is setting, the first 
shadows are gathering in the low slopes ... (3) Immediately after the 
Occupation mother sold her family fields in Igoumenitsa, the house was 
emptied during the years of the black famine, furniture and rugs, books, 
clothes turned into chick-peas, groats, olive-oil; and Petros a second-year 
student at Civil Engineering, mother was absolutely against the idea of Petros 
getting a job temporarily - either a priest, priest or a ploughman, ploughman 
(each to his trade). (4) Apart from that father convalescing after the operation 
- Thermopylitis is ~ incurable disease, poor Leonidas! he was wittily talking 
behind their backs the captain trickster who was plundering the government 
revenues at that time, after he had made really good money during the 
Occupation by selling soldiers' boots to the Germans, he suggested to father 
a huge contract work relating to fortifications in Crete. (5) Don't be proud 
and poor, a huge fraud, he said, arranged like clock-work with general 
Herman Cauber, they would be loaded with money all three of them very 
rich. (6) Father kicked him out of the house, the scoundrel yes, he didn't 
even respect his brother's difficult times, arranging it with the buyers he 
drained mother's fields when they were sold at any price, Neneta was 
reaching twelve she would go to the high school... (7) Oh, and now? (8) 
Falco their technical firm, since the year before last father and he the 
despicable venerable partners inseparable now, mother the cardiograph and 
Neneta in despair ... (9) her last letter is in the little pocket along with the 
discharge paper; the thunderbolt 






Ill) (1) His mind flew elsewhere. (2) Down there in his hut. Argiris' neighbour 
had two cows big as goblins ... [ ... ] 
[ ... ) (3) The two big cows will be grazing now quietly-quietly under the olive 
trees; (4) Oh. to make them die and to see him unhappy like himself... (5) 
There was a joy of life he could experience ... (6) The neighbour would cry. 
he would beat his breast. .. (7) the animals on the ground ... (8) he would call 
despised Thomas to help him Thomas ... (9) Ha. Ha. Ha! he laughed. (10) A 
few needles lying in straw and the animals would be dead in two or three 
months! 
(K. eEOTOKH~: H ZOH KAI 0 eANATO~ TOY KAP ABEAA, 153-4) 
112) (1) Walking slowly she went on towards Loudovikos square. (2) But she 
lingered in front of the dark-coloured row of parked cars. (3) What did she 
want the taxi for? (4) Where would she go? (5) She would go to her house. 
in Kastela. to Aspasia. (6) She would lie on the bed. to sleep. (7) Tomorrow 
she would wake up; she would sweep the rooms. she would water the 
garden. she would cook. (8) As she used to, as always. (9) As for ever ... 
(M. KAP Ar ATLHL: rIOrrKEPMAN A', 365) 
3.9.5. Fantasies 
113) (1) Suddenly he heard footsteps, her footsteps on the yard paved with 
flagstones and in a while he saw her coming. 
(2) The moon was shining there with its faint. pale light. 





(4) She never did this before (she had never done this before), never! (5) She 
always looked and took care not to be alone with him! (6) Now? (7) And he 
saw that she had noticed that he was there. (8) Again her little head turned 
round to him, again. (9) But what was happening? [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (10) - Aria!. he said very quietly or rather he sighed. 
(11) She turned right round now and the moon illuminated her face well. 
(12) [- What do you want? she asked. Still insisting? Stop this!. Whatever I 
did at that time I was young, foolish!. It was your fault you were a grown-up 
man!. I would tell everything to mum, but I forgive you for now!. But I 
don't even want you to look at me! Do you hear? Everybody in his place!. 
There (with) Maria, Yiorgia!.] 
(13) He moved ashamed and he came to his senses. 
(14) The moon was shining and illuminating alone, (all) alone the empty 
flagstoned pavement and quietness, quietness that the rustling of the leaves 
was disturbing. 
(15) - But what's wrong with me? he asked himself. But how did it seem to 
me? as if it were!' 
(16) But again as if he had forgotten that all these were his own creation, they 
were unreal, his mind filled very powerfully with her memory. 
(D.. N. BOITYPAL: D.IOrMENH ArATIH, 21-2) 
3.9.6. Dreams 
114) (1) Kissa in the same room was sleeping soundly. (2) Suddenly she gives out 
a moan; cold sweat is crushing her; her hands are moving as if they want to 
get a grasp somewhere. (3) Oh! What a dream she is having, the poor one! 
(4) She was, it goes, in a big house, full of gold and silver, of diamonds and 





yourself breathe! (6) And Kissa was taking gold, she was taking rubies, she 
forced them here-there, in her pockets, in her mouth ... (7) That's it, she will 
escape from poverty, she won't have to work for strangers anymore! (8) She 
too will become a great noblewoman! (9) Suddenly the house is lit; laughter, 
joy, songs are heard ... (10) Where should she go to hide? (11) Here, 
footsteps are heard; somebody seizes her hand. (12) It's her sister, her dead 
sister, Avgi!... (13) - What do you want here? she says; what did you come 
to do? (14) She wants to speak, she opens her mouth, but she can't even 
breathe ... (15) And her sister doesn't know her ... (16) - She came to steal; 
says another woman, black, pitch black, just like Harmena. (17) Yes; she 
came to steal! (18) And laughing she seizes her with her strong arms and 
throws her out of the window ... (19) Kissa woke up with a start. 
(A. KAPKABIT~A~: H KAKH A t:.E PcI>H , 239-40) 
115) (1) She pulled the blanket up to her neck and turned off the light. 
(2) She couldn't tell how much time had passed since then - suddenly she had 
felt (she felt) she wasn't alone in the room. (3) Round her, voices were 
buzzing, many voices together, strange and again other familiar voices and 
voices she had loved a lot, in the old days. (4) She made to get up, to see 
from where these voices were coming, but her body was as heavy as lead and 
the voices were near her now, very near. 
(5) "Eva ... Eva ... " Dimitris' voice was heard, a warm voice, above the 
others. 
(6) "Dimitri ... " the fear moaned inside her without any sound. 
(7) In front of her Kostas Asterios' voice passed like a warm breath - this 
voice wasn't speaking, it wasn't saying anything. (8) Only it touched her like 
a memory from persisting lips. (9) No, no ... (10) She didn't want that kiss, 




with that stranger. (13) She didn't want to go ... (14) How much she hated 
him! (15) She was disgusted by him. (16) And, however, she had gone, she 
remembered that well ... 
(17) "Father ... " she rushed unrestrained to hug his voice. (18) This voice 
was very sad not even for a minute did it stay to wait for her ... 
(19) "Eva ... " the little boy's shadow made with a complaint. (20) And 
mother, old too, (from) years back, went past near her with a trembling 
voice. ( 21) And then that first love of hers, poetry and soil together, 
mingled: "Eva ... Eva ... " 
(22) She made one (move) with her little palms to push all of them away 
together, (to push) these voices away from her, to (make them) leave her life 
for ever. 
(23) "Eva ... " all the voices said together. (24) And she more and more made 
her biggest effort, to escape, and to be alone, all alone. 
(K. MHTPOrrOYAOY: AEO<l>OPO~ XOPI~ OPIZONTA, 174-5) 
3.9.7. Hallucinations 
116) (1) He ordered a bottle of strong drink from the astonished servant (waiter) 
and he started drinking. (2) With the ftrst glasses his mind was confused. (3) 
His heart was lighter all at once; the grief disappeared; slowly slowly an 
uncontrollable desire to laugh filled him ... (4) He only remembered that he 
had seen a bad dream and the dream had gone now, and he was so happy in 
this reality ... (5) Only that his head was spinning somehow strangely ... (6) 
and his ears were buzzing somehow unusually ... (7) but this too of course 
would go away in a moment... (8) he was completely well... (9) he had no 





drink!. .. (12) Evlalia was his ... (13) he would marry her ... (14) this is what 
she had told him there in her house .... [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (15) Oh, people were all good!, .. (16) they didn't like to torture 
anybody ... (17) Ofiomachos had regretted it. .. (18) he had realized how 
unfair what he wanted was ... (19) he had blessed their love ... (20) he too 
was such a good human being!... (21) And besides he too was scared of 
something that didn't exist ... (22) He was free from trouble ... (23) he could 
live as he wanted, in his old house, happy too ... (24) yes, yes, throughout 
the world an unspeakable happiness reigned ... (25) a pure joy ... (26) How 
beautiful life was!... (27) Let him have a drink!... 
(28) But why was his head spinning like that. .. (29) and especially when he 
closed his eyes ... (30) but his eyes also wanted to close ... (31) but on the 
other hand he had never been as well as he was that night. .. (32) Never in his 
life!... (33) And never before had he been so certain that he wouldn't get sick 
again!... (34) He was strong ... (35) He had an unshakeable health ... [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (36) Let him have a drink!... 
(K. 8EOTOKH}]: 01 }]KAABOI hfA AEThiA TOr}], 170-1) 
3.10. Effects and Uses of FIT 
117) [ ... ] (1) But now that he had no-one to impart his joy to he was worried. (2) 
It was true then! (3) They said (they would do it) and they did: (4) His 
mother left; his brother too. (5) And where did they go? who knows. (6) It is 
certain that they left, they deserted him, they do not want to live with him; 
they do not want to know him or listen to him either! (7) But why; why this 
misfortune? (8) What did he do wrong? (9) how did he hann them? (10) He 
expected that of his brother; since he was that sort of person he did well to 





Farewell! (13) But his mother; the sweet, compassionate, holy (little) mother 
of his! (14) How could she leave her child alone! (15) She was always nice, 
attentive, devoted to him. (16) And he was the same; he never talked back to 
her, he did not (ever) make a complaint. (17) His love was not like a child's 
love for his mother. (18) It was a zealot's worship of his religion. (19) From 
his childhood, his every thought was devoted to her. (20) How to see her 
happy and praised, the friends' pride, her enemies' thorn (envy). (21) Even 
his present labours were for her. (22) To show people her position; for her to 
be admired and eternity to bow before her. (23) But she, instead of 
supporting his cause, left him stranded. (24) Should or shouldn't one 
despair! 
(A. KAPKABIThAh: 0 APXAIOAOrOh, 1320) 
118) (1) For a moment Manolis was so upset, that he did not know what to do. (2) 
Should he find an excuse and go back to leave, or should he open the door 
and enter? (3) Mrs Beri ... (4) either married, or a false name ... (5) Little 
angel... (6) Well she has a child too ... (7) Rather strange all these ... (8) But 
if she dies in reality ... (9) Finally grief conquered selfishness and he entered 
the room. 
(A. E<PT AAIOTHh: MANOAHh 0 NTEAMTIENTEPHh, 62) 
119) [ ... ] .... (1) She fetched glasses from the kitchen, emptied the ice-cubes from 
the fridge onto the plate and she put everything on the table in the living 
room. (2) What could he want of her? (3) What would he show her? (4) 
Anyway she wouldn't be difficult, she would keep him company while he 
was drinking ... (5) And if... (6) If he put his hand on her? (7) She felt her 
ears burning. (8) Imagine he were to think that the jokes about the divorce 




happened to her, she talked in all her naivety, and the other person ... (11) 
Naivety? (12) Did she know herself so well then? (13) The subconscious ... 
(14) When she heard the door, Nan looked herself into the mirror 1 ... 1 
(};. T};IPKA};, op. cit., 48) 
120) (1) The dawn chill made her shiver.[ ... ] 
[ ... ] (2) And Aspasia? (3) What would become of Aspasia? (4) How would 
she bear such sorrow? 
(5) She shrugged her shoulders. (6) Why should Aspasia, the sweet nice old 
sister care? (7) Hasn't she eaten her tasteless bread (didn't she have a boring 
life)? (8) Let her die too. (9) One more mouth less: (10) an old mouth that 
would open the way to two rosy lips full of cries, laughter, desires, baby's 
clucking: (11) to Charitos' and Nionia's child ... 
(M. KAP Ar A T};H};, op. cit., 368-9) 
3.11.1. Analysis of FIT in first-person narratives 
121) (1) At dawn it was silent again in the yard, but it was still noisy in the village. 
(2) How slowly the hours were passing! (3) Will the Turks return near us? 
(4) Will they be here in the night too again? (5) We all felt that we couldn't 
bear it any longer. 





122) (1) From the agony and the heat the sweat was running like a river from my 
forehead. (2) I fell silent again, trying to clear my throat. (3) Should I talk 
about the other children too? (4) But what should I say, for God's sake! (5) 
Did I know them at all? (6) I tum round a little and I say to the villager in a 
low voice [ ... ] 
(I. KON~ 1 AAKH}";: 0 ETIIKH~EIO}";, 360) 
123) (1) My dumbfoundness was increased by the many questions that all of a 
sudden I was thinking of. (2) Why didn't I now dare to look at Vangelio in 
the eyes? (3) Why was I shy as ifl was seeing her for the first time? (4) Why 
was she saying that now that I had grown up they shouldn't kiss me? (5) And 
I who was so impatient to grow up! (6) Would I perhaps come to consider it 
now a misfortune that I was growing up? (7) My mother's cold silence made 
me realise even more than Vangelio that she thought that at my age kisses and 
caresses were no longer appropriate. (8) Today I think that Vangelio said 
those things to see my mother's reaction and opinion. 
(I. KON~ I AAKH}";: H TIParH Ar A TIH, 14) 
124) (1) I felt some pity, but my mind didn't spend too much time on Vangelio and 
her illness. (2) Oh! brother, will she always be sick? (3) What should I do 
with her cough and her whining? (4) Her illness, by preventing my new 
daydreams, was starting to get on my nerves. 
O. KON~ I AAKH}";, op. cit., 47) 
125) (1) And while I was imagining that Vangelio's illness would lead to death 
after one or two months despair clutched at my heart. (2) Was she to die and 
to think that I don't love her, that I despised her and that I hated her maybe? 




(4) She was to die and I was not to see her again in this world!... 
(5) But was it so certain, was it inevitable that she was to die? (6) The 
horrible idea that I had formed in my mind about invincible death increased 
the grief that was filling my heart and my love took a new form, a new love 
from soul to soul. 
(I. KONL\ I AAKHL, op. cit., 53) 
126) (1) We dropped face down on the ground behind the dry tree-trunk, Serafim, 
Sotiris and I on top of them. (2) Sotiris squeezed me with one of his hands. 
(3) And they started. (4) Sotiris' hand clutches me as if I were his shield. (5) 
I close my eyes and shrink. (6) Mother, you won't see me again. (7) The 
bombs are falling and the boom, my God the booml (8) As if it will take your 
head and jolt it away. (9) All my muscles tighten, although I don't mean it, 
from reaction. (10) My body feels the danger and wants to protect itself 
making a shield from its own flesh. (11) If only I could squeeze myself 
completely into a little hole, that small, so that no God's eye (no-one) was to 
see me! (12) I'll get up to (and) run! (13) To run wherever it takes me! (14) 
Like a madman! (15) Anywhere else but here. (16) Sotiris' hand clutches me 
tightly, convulsively, during each explosion. (17) I want to cry to him: 
(18) "Let me go! Let me go or else I'll kill you! Let me run, let me get away 
from here". (19) But no, Better here. (20) Whatever happens to them, will 
happen to me too. (21) All three of us will shake together here. (22) Behind 
the dry fir-tree. (23) What will be, will be. (24) Here bad luck struck all three 
of us. (25) I am not separating my luck from them. (26) I can't! (27) I'll run, 
I'll roll down the ravine, to the fir-trees on my own. (28) To hide, so as not 
to be seen. (29) Not to be seen, or else I am lost (I am done for). 
(30) My mind maddened, breathless, doesn't know what to command. (31) 




And my heart is kicking loudly as if it would like to lift with its quick beating 
my whole body to go far away from here. 
(A. BAAXO~: TO MNHMA TH~ rpIA~, 70-1) 
127) (1) And the walking started again. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (2) The drowsiness makes me dizzy, my legs are heavy, lead. (3) I'm 
trudging. (4) If only I could sleep. (5) My God, to sleep. (6) What will be 
will be, one thing only. (7) To sleep. (8) But somewhere here must be the 
frontier. (9) How is it that it is nowhere to be seen? (10) Where is it? (11) Did 
they fool us, I wonder? (12) Where is that line we're going to cross ... 
(13) In the front, one has fallen down and he is crying. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (14) The night is full of his sobbing, of his despair. (15) For God's 
sake, my nerves shouldn't desert me as well. (16) I shouldn't also start 
crying falling on the ground. (17) Walk, Andreas, Walk! (18) And if you are 
going to drop down, drop dead. (19) With the dawn, when the stars grew 
faint we saw on a hill in front of us, the "frontier", the guardhouse. (20) A 
little white house on the little top of a hill. as if it has gone out high up there 
to wait for us. (21) Come on five hundred metres more ... two hundred 
metres more ... a hundred more ... The finish!... (22) And I dropped on the 
ground. face down, with my knapsack on my shoulders. 
(A. BAAXO~, op. cit.. 104-5) 
128) [ ... ] (1) And I stayed downstairs with my aunt, to wait, to wait in order to 
see her again. (2) My.God, how long it was taking them upstairs! (3) What 
were they doing, I wonder? (4) But wouldn't they come down until evening? 
(5) And would the servant come to collect me, would I go without seeing 





[ ... ] (6) And there, in a while, the servant to collect me. (7) So soon?! (8) I 
felt like beating him because he had hurried back ... (9) But I was relieved, 
when my aunt told me that I could go upstairs, to say goodbye to the 
stranger ... 
(r. ZENOnOY AO~: AeANA~IA, 468-9) 
129) (1) I carried on feeling myself, trying to understand if I was injured 
elsewhere too, if my limbs were intact. (2) I was alive, but how was I alive? 
(3) Was I an invalid, injured for ever and incapable of doing anything from 
now on, maybe? (4) And I was in pain, I was in pain. (5) And the (feeling 
00 thirst that I felt when I rolled on the field of battle was coming back again. 
(6) And the need for some compassion, for some womanly affection in the 
ferocity that surrounded me. 
(r. 8EOTOKA~: A~eENEI~ KAI O~OInOPOI B', 195) 
130) (1) I felt the wilderness pressing me down and for a moment I thought that I 
was dreaming ... (2) Crowded India!... (3) I was drowsy ... (4) What the hell 
is happening with this drowsiness ... (5) Without realising it I took off my 
clothes to swim, still thinking that Bombay really existed in the world and 
that poor Korke was decaying there where I had left him. 
(<t>. KONTOr AOY: nE~PO KAZAh, 36) 
131) (1) The reconnaissance team was already climbing up the mountain opposite 
and they were climbing with great effort. (2) My first thought was that they 
weren't given (hadn't been given) time to rest (3) Will the same thing happen 
to us maybe? (4) And then? (5) Neither repose, nor rest, nor water from the 





last running under the trees, the commander standing in front of the gate of 
the church was talking confidentially to the three men who had just arrived. 
(~. BIKEAA~: ~IA TI EMEINA ~IKHrOPO~, 118) 
132) (I) I averted my gaze a little to the left and to the right to see the spring at 
least, where I hoped to quench my thirst but I didn't see it. (2) It seems that it 
was behind the church. (3) Patience! (4) I'll be rewarded after a while. (5) 
Come on! 
133) I want to think. I want to remember ... [ ... ] 
[ ... ] - What lousy weather! 
(~. BIKEAA~, op. cit., 119) 
(1) My heart beat. (2) Oh, he has started becoming annoying (annoying me). 
(3) But this has gone too far. (4) Now I'll put him in his place. 
- Listen, sir ... 
(N. eEO~OPOr: ITAAI ~KOTA~I, 264) 
134) (I) With a violent movement of his hand, his two gorillas grabbed me, they 
took me down to the cellar. (2) Long corridor, cells right and left. (3) At the 
far end another short corridor, narrow, dark. (4) We stopped in front of an 
iron door, they unlocked it, they threw me in. (5) Thick darkness, mould, 
dampness. (6) It mustn't have been occupied by another poor creature for a 
long time, because at every movement I made the spiders were falling on my 
face. 







4.2.1. Quoted Interior Monologues 
QM 
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1) «(1) What did I do?», he said, «and why am I persecuted so implacably? (2) 
Am I innocent or not? (3) When they burnt all my crops, when they destroyed 
everything I possessed in this world, where did I go wrong? (4) Because I 
had a bandit as a brother? (5) And did they ask if I had the means to stop him? 
(6) But the arson wasn't enough, they want me, they are persecuting me, 
because I escaped the squadron commander's torments. (7) Maybe my exile 
would make me happier away from such unfair people if a new whirlwind 
hadn't hit me and if I wasn't falling from precipice to precipice (I wasn't hit 
by a series of new disasters)! (8) But whom did I wrong, whom did I harm, 
whom did I injure!... (9) I am punished because I am weak, because 1 am on 
my own, ordinary and unknown. (10) Without the support of a powerful 
man, without gifts and tricks is the innocent man not listened to? (11) Doesn't 
justice have eyes, doesn't it have ears? (12) Yes! (13) Injustice has a hundred 
arms and a hundred legs, that's why it reaches everywhere ... (14) Must I tum 
into a criminal perhaps to find the exit of this cave (a way out of my 
predicament)? (15) May it not come to that!» 
m. KAAAIr A~: eANO~ BAEKA~. 92-3) 
2) (1) As far as his own abilities were concerned, he said; «(2) I haven't got a 
brilliant memory neither eloquence nor rooted convictions, necessary for 
somebody who talks to large crowds of people, and do I want to be a member 
of Parliament? (3) How ironic! (4) And I can't talk about all the political 
affairs either because I don't have the knowledge or because they are not 
interesting enough for me to study them in depth whereas I am interested in 
other matters. (5) And yet I have got a political mind and theory or (and) 
political skills in practice (Le. both intellectual and political skills). (6) 
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Whatever happens, even if I still continue to be a politician, I'll do it 
temporarily. (7) Why should I worry and get upset? (8) There will come a day 
when I leave this too, after I have studied it (Le. politics) in depth. (9) And I 
will have enriched my knowledge about the things of this world». (10) With 
this thought he calmed down. 
(I. AP ArOYMH~: LT AMA THMA, 57-8) 
3) [ ... J (1) Oh! the ewe! (2) Oh! the little lamb! (3) How sweet, how white and 
woolly it was, and how sweetly it bleated! (4) Why did you come 
shepherdess! (5) What do you want from me (Panos Dimoulis said to himself 
in exaltation)? (6) Go away, shepherdess. (7) Don't tempt me without pitying 
me! (8) Don't disturb me, without knowing me! (9) How am I to calm my 
imagination, today, on Easter Saturday? (10) How am I to go to take 
communion, in the night, at the resurrection, shepherdess? (11) But that's 
why I came to the village, after I confessed yesterday, so that I won't have 
time to commit other "sins" until I am able to take communion tomorrow. (12) 
And now how am I to take communion, shepherdess! 
(A. nArrAAIAMANTH~: H BA.AXOnOr A.A, 540) 
4) (1) «He'll come ... he can't but come ... it's his time!...» he said with his mind 
(he thought to himself). (2) «And where is he to find the money now ... so 
much money! ... » [ ... ] 
[ ... ] «(3) One thousand five hundred francs today!» he sighed «(4) and where 
are they? .. (5) where are they? .. (6) And if it were only these!... (7) But it 
isn't even three weeks ago that I renewed the other paper, and another one 
here again today ... (8) and in a month another one too!... (9) And where am I 




ruined!... (11) That's that!. .. » (12) And while he was saying this he was 
drawing lines and columns in the open book with his finger. [ ... ] 
[ ... ] (13) Last rnonth 1 sold the fields ... (14) a whole rneadow ... (15) 
Supposedly 1 exchanged it. .. (16) 1 took out rny eye (I sustained a loss) to do 
a favour supposedly, to perform an act of kindness, our fairy! (17) The best 
rnan. who has been a rnember of the household for rnany years. and he 
himself has worked for me for so rnany years and that's why. many bad years 
to him (I hope he drops dead)! I love him!. .. (18) And I was repaid in 
money ... (19) Who knows what they think of my benevolence all these 
cunning peasants and that fox of the best man!... (20) 1 don't care what they 
think. and what they don't think!... (21) At that time at least 1 got some 
business done ... (22) 1 patched them (I got some things done) ... (23) But 
now? .. (24) Here I want you! (how can the problem be solved!) ... (25) And 
what am 1 to say to rny wife, siora-Maria? ... (26) Oh. she is unhappy 
tooL. (27) People will say: she has got such a prodigal husband!... (28) 
Outside the dance too many songs are sung! (It is always easy for outsiders to 
criticize!) (29) And rny daughters? ... (30) Oh the poor girls! (31) And my 
sons? ... (32) Who knows what they will do with their life in the future ... (33) 
But even they too ... (34) even they too ... » 
(K. eEOTOKH~: OJ ~KAABOI ITA D.E~MA TOI~, 31-3) 
5) (1) She opened her own programme, abandoned on her knees. (2) She read 
mechanically the brief biography. (3) Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. .. she 
mouthed: (4) Mozart ... (5) 1756-1791... (6) thirty-five years old ... (7) he too 
sick ... (8) Where does my mind go? ... (9) 1 don't understand ... (10) 1 don't 
understand rnyself any more ... (11) What am I dreaming on ... (12) My life 
has already finished ... 
(K. nOAITH~: TEPMA, 88) 
ApJPOl\'1Idix. 3 
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6) "I don't understand!" I screamed. "Non capitoL .. damn you speak in Greek!" 
"Blab-blab-blab-blab-blab!" Hatsepsout is screaming too in French. [ ... ] 
a) (1) I drop on the little bench like a punctured skin bag, and since I have got 
the leeway (to put on weight) I don't understand why I am suffocating, (2) 
Virgin Mary! I'll burst and that idiot Stamos the heir will rejoice, I'm 
suffocating! (3) and what is this overturned rusty bath? (4) Oh, Notre Dame! 
Good Lord, Notre Dame! (5) and how did I get from Trocadero to Notre 
Dame? (6) At Trocadero we were enjoying ourselves with Hatsepsout I think, 
I am not that sure, we must have been enjoying ourselves in Trocadero and 
consequently kilometres, I've been staggering for kilometres that is why I am 
suffocating, and I shouldn't have overdone the walking so much I in the night 
in the damp kilometres, such a stupid thing I! Oh, horrible! and here I am now 
suffocating ... (7) my heart is weak it's sensitive, and I'm pulling off the bow-
tie I'm undoing my collar, iron fingers are clutching my neck I'll burst I'm 
suffocating, Kyrie Eleison! Kyrie Eleison! my heart is galloping, it's going 
wild ... a hundred and twenty-two beats Good Lord! Lord have mercy on 
me ... Our Father who art in Heaven ... (8) and I'll burst right now on the little 
bench fortunately I'm wearing my underpants at least, and I'm holding tightly 
in despair my talisman, my (sacred) medallion on my chest Kyrie Eleison! (9) 
I will have a heart attack I'll have a cardiac arrest and a stroke maybe, don't 
worry and I you see I am not fooled, I'll have cirrhosis of the liver or who 
knows for how long cancer is (has been) slowly eating my entrails, and I you 
see I am not a hypochondriac I am a sick man I am a wreck and I am not 
fooled by reassurances (10) this is what they were saying to mother too the 
top doctors nervously they were saying and stuffing her with pills pills pills 
damn them the quack doctors MUMMY IS IN A COMA a thunderbolt 
Stelios' telegram nobody suspected it that she was at death's door and they 
were saying the top doctors nervously and yet here I am early in the morning 
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being woken up with a start holding the telegram and trembling, and we had 
just settled in Paris so the combra could study supposedly painting and I you 
see had rented her a small apartment beautiful the filthy cow in the Rue des 
Martyrs a beauty to walk around naked day and night the show-off the 
actress! [ ... ] 
b) [ ... ] (11) and I you see I will not put alcohol in my mouth again never! never! 
never! even if the world is ruined I will never put a cigarette in my mouth 
never! never! from tomorrow I am going on a very strict diet without doubt I 
will only have an apple and only every other day I'll have an apple I you see 
have a tremendous will power do you know what a stubborn wild mule I am? 
(12) and I won't let this idiot Stamos rejoice I will go down to eighty kilos to 
seventy as Petros used to be. [ ... ] 
c) [ ... ] (13) And every day the cobra everyday Pipino I'm sick of you nagging 
and rows in the love nest in my castle. (14) Shut up I'm studying darling I 
have to submit my dissertation shut up tomorrow I'm beginning the finals and 
I need the degree for purposes of expediency here father I got my degree too. 
(15) - Pipino you don't care at all for my inner world and in a few words I am 
sick of you you are a pagan Pipino you are conceited you've got a horrible 
personality nasty and when I first met you you were different and I loved you 
and for your sake I neglected my scholarship to stay with you you are boring 
Pipino you're a jackass ... (16) Oh, that's it then! I am boring too I say to her 
and does this mean maybe that I you see haven't got a personality? Oh, that's 
what you think! (17) But I you see I am the successor to the power (I'm going 
to be powerful) lady and for what reason would Nitsa show me that she is 
bored with me, eh? .. (18) anyway poor Nitsa didn't tell it to to my face like 
the cobra no, she is a sweet girl she's got class she's got gentle feelings and 
you should see with what kindness she received me in Stuttgart, but she hurt 
me without meaning to the poor girl she hurt me the way she showed me that 
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she is bored, that is to say that I you see her ex-husband as for me who was 
pining and shedding tears that I am boring boring - (19) hell! I remembered 
now! it was in Stuttgart not in Cologne and it wasn't the year before last damn 
it, time flies like a breath if only I could chain it [ ... ] 
(A. KOTZIA};: 0 rENNAIO}; THAEMAXO};, 402-4, 407) 
4.3. Autonomous Interior Monologues 
7) a) (1) Oh Anna of the illustrious family of. (2) Owners of weaving mills bankers 
and patrons of the arts of Cologne. (3) These were the old days. (4) This 
shrew bitch will make you explode. (5) You'll meet your ancestors sooner. 
(6) She asked for the big bathtub you brought it to her. (7) She asked for hot 
water you brought her three buckets going up and down the stairs heroically. 
(8) You see her highness can't have her bath where a Rosental washes. (9) 
Yesterday again the blue couch was wet. (10) We should put it in the corridor 
you said tactfully. (11) My dear this isn't my business. (12) She looked down 
her nose. (13) A princess how to. (14) You who had governesses and maids 
and cooks and housekeepers and lackeys and coach drivers and doorkeepers 
and gardeners how do you take mop and broom and. (15) Princess. (16) 
Nonsense. [ ... ] 
b) [ ... ] (17) Taxi doors open two of them. (18) Anna you are asleep. (19) 
They'll start "the such and such" under the steps. (20) You are sleeping. (21) 
She is beautiful a bit stupid. (22) Graben the Blue Danube. [ ... ] 
c) [ ... ] (23) Oh Anna as long as he pays he is proud who knows why he's 
hiding. (24) Crying it's the little boy he is in pain maybe only hungry. (25) 
These are already at the bottom. (26) They destroy the front of the first floor 
and it looks like a launderette. (27) Oh how horrible. [ ... ] 
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d) [ ... ] (28) The bell of the Cathedral has rung. (29) Ten years and you still 
don't know what hour it is. (30) The Viennese wants to go. (31) They do so 
at the beginning then they get bored. (32) The eucalyptus. (33) Oh it takes so 
long for the sun-rise. (34) Kaloyiannos Kaloyiannos have mercy on Anna 
who is struggling to sleep. 
(~. T~IPKA~: H AE~XH, 33-5, 40) 
8) a) (1) Such a long time, such a long time in the room. 
(2) In a while they'll come with the verdict (diagnosis). 
(3) The boards of the door are warped with age. 
(4) "Kostas with the little penknife he stole from uncle Mitsos opened all the 
cracks." 
(5) What will they say? (6) There is nothing wrong with my child. 
(7) The bear bit me on the back. (8) Bad, very bad dream. 
(9) Three, one is a specialist 
(10) The time, how much time has gone by? (11) The clock is ticking in the 
child's room. 
(12) "The hall is dark and I hear the doctors' voices along with mother's 
moaning. Virgin Mary, save mother, let no harm come to her, a candle, a big 
candle ... " 
(13) "The caretaker came out and said that they will put the results up in a 
while. If they fail me, I'll die. The little bottle with the quinine is pressing my 
skin, the little pills have a nice pink colour and I'll swallow them quickly, they 
will still be sweet and warm on my tongue. " 
(14) Now he's saying something - I recognized the specialist's voice. (15) 
The crack is small - if I bend down? 
(16) "Don't, don't, I haven't done anything mum." 
(17) - One doesn't look through holes. 
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(18) How many tassels has the blanket got? (19) The condition is serious, it 
isn't, it is, it isn't. .. 
(20) They are many - how to count them all? (21) Anyway I stopped on it 
isn't. 
(22) "The flowers above the window are hanging their buds (they are full of 
buds). He likes me, he doesn't like me, so many buds, I'll be counting until 
evening. The bell has rung, one more bud quickly. He likes me. After all I 
stopped counting at that - what if they are still so many to be counted? He 
likes me and the bell has rung." [ ... ] 
b) [ ... ] (23) They opened the door. 
(24) What have they got eyes for and they don't look at me, none of the three 
looked at me, they are a head taller than me. 
(25) - Well? 
(26) - ... 
(27) - What's wrong? 
(28) - We've done (lit we did) all that was humanly possible. 
(29) The bear, the bear! 
(30) - Don't worry. 
(31) It hurts, Oh the bite hurts. 
(32) "Virgin Mary, save mummy ... " 
(33) A candle that big, that big. 
(34) The little pink pills ... 
(35) The specialist (lit. Mr. Specialist) said ... 
(36) The sweat is running on his pillow - how can I stop it? 
(37) All that was humanly possible. 
(38) The sweat is eating his body. 
(39) - I forgot to pay you, sir. 
(T. rPIT};H-MIAAIE:E:: AN8POTIINO}; !:J.YNA TON, 47~) 
Appendix 3 
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4.4.1. Analysis of Quoted Monologue in first-person narratives 
9) (1) I was looking at him and I was thinking. (2) Here (is the proof), I said~ he 
short, ugly, unanned, is obeyed by the fierce warriors around him and he is in 
command of them. (3) Why? (4) Because he has brains and he is literate. (5) 
The mind cannot be moulded but reading and writing can be learned~ intellect 
comes from God, but learning is acquired. (6) This is what I was thinking. 
(~. BIKEAAL: AOYKHL AAPAL, 125-£) 
10) (1) I was embarrassed, I went down to the bottom of the cliff again and I 
waited. "(2) She won't be long, I said to myself; now she will swim, she will 
get dressed and she will go ... (3) She will make for her (the) track, and I for 
my (the) cliff!..." (4) And at that time I remembered Sisois, [ ... ] 
(A. nAnA~IAMANTHL: ONEIPO ~IO KYMA, 421) 
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11) (1) I got up, I went to the entrance, I stood (there). "(2) Aren't you ashamed, 
dishonourable Leone, and when brother Frangiskos finds out, how will you 
bear his moaning? (3) Stay in the hut, even dry bread is good, even cold is 
good; other people have the right to be satiated with food and to keep 
themselves warm, you no! (4) You've got other rights, much greater. (5) -
Which ones? - (6) And do you ask? (7) With your life you will lead the way to 
salvation. (8) - And if I die? - (9) Even better; with your death you'll lead the 
way to salvation. (10) You took holy orders, the cloth, you are no longer 
human; you are not an angel yet; you are midway; no, you aren't midway, 
with every good deed of yours you're moving little by little to becoming an 
angel. (11) - I am still human, I am becoming more and more human; let me 
once, only once, and then I will become an angel, a real angel, I swear! - (12) 
Do as you wish; you are free, go straight to hell; I allow you; farewell!" 
(N. KAZANTZAKH~: 0 <I>TOXOr AH~ TOr SEor, 29513) 
12) (1) I bring my hand to my forehead to stop remembering. (2) I put my hand 
on my heart to lessen the pain. (3) But the pain is great, it has settled in the 
throat, it is circulating in the blood, it is dripping poison in the veins. 
(4) "Oh, let me stop remembering." 
(5) How the darkness calms me. (6) How strange! (7) When there is light I 
don't want to keep my eyes open, while in the dark I can't keep them closed. 
(8) "Why hadn't he locked the door? why? ... why?" 
(9) I'd better stop talking to myself any more. (10) That was a habit from 
when I was young. (11) I locked myself in my room, and I played out and I 
relived whole scenes. 
(12) - Let's play at theatre, I said to myself. 
(13) "A closed door! (14) From now on I will tremble in front of every closed 
door. (15) If you open it ... and whatever you think of can leap on you ... ". 
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(16) You started again. (17) That's why you never calm down. (18) You 
don't let your nerves calm down. (19) Quiet. (20) Don't say a word. (21) 
Stop your thought. (22) Like that ... 
(23) - What news (is there)? 
(24) Did I speak? (25) No, my sister. (26) She hadn't asked me for some 
time. 
(27) Since the day I first turned on the light. 
(28) - Same as always? she insisted. 
(29) - Yes, as always, I replied and I wrapped myself in my shawl. 
(N. eEO~OPOl: TIAAI LKOTA~I, 264) 
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13) [ ... ] We parted. 
QM 
Translations 
(1) Silent and quiet the deserted street. (2) Step after step sounds in the night 
as I walk with confidence on the pavement. (3) And so what if only a few 
borrowed coins are chinking in my pocket? (4) And so what if my shoes are 
in pieces? (5) Or if tomorrow I might get up without a job? (6) And that for 
the past three of four hours now an hysterical tyrant has become exhausted 
through standing outside our window? (7) I care for nothing tonight! ... (8) 
Oh, I am only twenty-six years old! (9) And apart from, let's say, being a 
little on the short side - imperceptibly - on the other hand I am so likeable, so 
pleasant, almost to the point you could say that I am attractive ... (10) The 
poor fatty is suffering from these spots - like a plaster they cover his cheeks. 
(11) And if it was only ... his black fate! (his bad luck!) (12) what would you 
do with the muscle without the valuable, priceless brains!... (13) And eh, 
what a lovely night!. .. (14) the song ... (15) I am flying lightly - (16) how 
much longer do I want to touch the heavens? 
(A. KOTZIA~: 0 EO~<I>OPO~, 147) 
14) (1) I heard him walking in the corridor. (2) He didn't open the door at once. 
(3) I listened - I couldn't hear anything. (4) I thought of him in front of the 
door. (5) His hands, where would his hands be? (6) Tonight he was much 
stranger than usual, and I was not accustomed (I was not used to this). (7) As 
soon as Mr. Makris came, or even earlier. (8) Even earlier, no. (9) After he 
came back, now, a few minutes ago. (10) A short time ago. (11) But he went, 
and he left him alone. (12) I was angry, I don't know Mr. Makris that well. 
(13) No, even earlier. (14) He was really worried. (15) About the Gennan 
measles? (16) or maybe it isn't Gennan measles. (17) I've got red spots here 
and there. (18) But what can he be doing in the corridor, for such a long time? 
(19) He said he would go out to phone Katerina; that's strange. (20) No, he is 
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worried; very. (21) I get dizzy easily. (22) I can get uP. if I want. to lie in 
bed. (23) How could he leave me lying on the floorl (24) He is worried; for 
God's sake! about the German measles? (25) Even the thought of getting up 
makes me tired. (25) Such weakness from the pregnancy? (27) is it possible? 
(28) Blasted pregnancy! (29) It's a month now, that I can't put anything in my 
stomach. (30) Almost a month since the vomiting started. (31) Weakness! the 
very thought of food makes me sick. (32) What can he be doing. in front of 
the door? (33) for so long? 
(34) I leaned for support on the bed and I got up. (35) To the door it is two 
steps; three. (36) Shall I call him? he spoiled me by helping me all around. 
(37) It's almost a month now that I haven't cooked for him. (38) Sometimes 
Katerina cooks. (39) What could have happened to him to start shouting at 
her! (40) What can he be doing, in front of the door? 
(N. KA};AArAH};: H A I \If A, 20-1) 
15) And I received some sweets once too! from my native place, at Christmasl 
and while 1 was eating them all alone. 1 get an idea, - to give (some) to 
Amalia, should 1 give her (some), should I not give her (some) ... if 1 give 
them to her, they might seem measly to her. on the other hand if I don't give 
them to her, they will seem awful and tasteless to me if 1 munch them alone, I 
should give her (some), let me give her some. to share them with somebody 
else, to have with him, with somebody else, at the same time, the same taste 
in my mouth, - and they were already finished by then. and I didn't know that 
(I had not realised that), either because they (had) sent me only a few or 
because they (had) stolen them from me and I didn't know that, and priest-
Antonios was jumping playfully round the altar every morning and they were 




and he was getting slightly thin on the top just a touch of baldness. and hands 
O,o,oh! Avrilia was sighing. instead of yawning. 
(M. A:E:IafH: ~ ,(~KOAE~ NYXTE~, 41) 
16) [ ... ] (1) "Eatfruit, it gives beauty and health". the train was going fast. it was 
going fast. what the hell was the matter with it and it was going that fast. (2) 
"We are doing well (we are making good time}", said somebody, "Oh, it's the 
express", said somebody, "If it was the post train ... ", we are doing well, no. 
we are not doing well, we are not doing well " ... because the Soviet 
Union's deadline for Berlin ends on 27th of May. And for that 
reason the fear of war has spread ... ", (3) "Eat fruit, it gives beauty and 
health", it was quiet. too quiet in the carriage, "Passiflorine, two teaspoons in 
the afternoon and evening ", we are doing well, no, no, we are not doing 
well, the war, the war. the famine, the famine. quiet in the carriage. the 
weather outside dark. humid weather. the windows closed. all the windows 
closed, all the windows closed [ ... ] 
(A. ~AMAPAKH~: ~HMA KINSrNOY, 116) 
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